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Abstract

Multihop wireless network has emerged recently as an evolution of wireless network technology and
are likely to be the integral part of future communication environment. In this context, support for

Quality of Service(QoS) is becoming an inherent necessity rather than an additional feature of the
network. Due to lack of a centralized control, highly dynamic nature of topology and existence of
variable and limited shared resources, traditional approaches for supporting QoS in the Internet can

not be applicable to mobile ad hoc networks(MANETs). Given that quality of service provisioning
in MANETs is extremely challenging and is a multi-layer problem, this thesis takes a holistic view

to this QoS issue by identifying the key components of an overall MANET QoS framework. We take
minimum throughput and maximum delay as the applications' QoS requirements to be supported by
the QoS mechanisms developed in this dissertation.
We begin by developing two dynamic priority based QoS-aware MAC protocols which are based
on legacy IEEE 802.II DCF and hence can easily be integrated into existing systems without much
difficulty. Our first scheme, called Priority based QoS-aware MAC protocol(PQAMP)is designed
for achieving enhanced level of service differentiation to provide QoS for real-time traffic along
with maximizing network utilization in a multihop environment^ By assigning highest priority to

relay traffic, PQAMP reduces packet's end-to-end delay for reaUtime traffic and at the same time

improves network utilization. Further, it supports a minimum level of service for best-effort traffic.
The second scheme called Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)is designed
to achieve a strict service differentiation to support QoS for real-time traffic without any service

guarantee for best-effort traffic and with network utilization as compatible to IEEE 802.11 DCF.
SPQAMP uses a resetting of backoff timer mechanism for best-effort traffic as an extra measure to
provide strict prioritized channel access for real-time traffic. Due to strict service differentiation in
SPQAMP,the amount of best-effort traffic present in the network can not affect the QoS provided to
real-time traffic. Using both these schemes substantially improve the QoS support at MAC layer of
MANETs.

Our investigation on existing QoS routing algorithms show that most of them choose the shortest

path among the feasible paths and none of them take any measure to select QoS routes that endure
longer time. In this direction, we develop a route stability model(RSM)to estimate stability of
link and end-to-end path in MANETs, which has less control overhead, requires no extra hardware

and has the potential to be applicable m most of the real-hfe mobility scenarios. By incorporating
RSM through some route stability related fields in route request/reply messages, we propose a Route
Stability based QoS Routing(RSQR)for MANETs. RSQR incorporates a soft resource reservation,

a hop by hop admission control and applies route stability metric to improve the durability of es
tablished QoS route such that probability of the resource reservation to remain valid for duration of
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data transmission is high. RSQR reduces QoS disruption due to expensive route recoveries and gives
higher performance in terms of packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay and control overhead.

To further reduce the QoS disruption due to frequent and expensive route recoveries, we propose
a Stability based Multipath QoS Routing(SMQR)protocol for MANETs. Reliability of multiple
QoS-aware routes is improved through node-disjointness and stability properties of the discovered
routes. Detection of potential route failures and switching to an available stable route before actual

route breaks saves route recovery time as well as reduces possibility of packet loss during active

Contents

communication using SMQR.Significant QoS performance improvements are observed in terms of
average end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio and maximum delay jitter.

Finally, we investigate QoS provisioning from multilayer perspective. In this direction, we pro
pose a cross-layer QoS framework which maps QoS parameters across three layers of the protocol
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Mobile Ad Hoc Network has its origin as the packet switched radio project of DARPA, which

was initiated in the early 70's. Since that time, the complexity of mobile ad hoc network designs has
challenged generations of researchers. With the development of novel and inexpensive wireless tech
nologies such as ffiEE 802.11, research in this field has gained more and more attention. Multihop
Wireless network has emerged recently as an evolution of wireless network technology havmg the
potential to deliver real-time services such as video, audio and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
besides traditional data service. This type of networks can provide a competitive alternative to cellu

lar networks,especially in areas where the latter are not available. Mobile Ad Hoc Networks consist
of wireless mobile hosts that communicate with each other without the presence of a fixed infras

tructure, forming dynamically self-organized and self-configured autonomous networks. Due to its
non-dependency on a centralized infrastructure, it can be rapidly deployed and can dynamically be
reconfigured over time [37].

MANETs have many potential applications in a variety offields like - military tactical communi
cation, disaster rescue and recovery, and collaborative group meetings. With the intnease in Quality
of Service(QoS)needs in evolving applications and the wide spread use of wireless and mobi e e

vices, it is also desirable to support QoS in MANETs.The resource limitations and variability further

add to the need for QoS support in such networks. The dynamic nature of Mr^Ts is attributed

to the time-vaiying channel condition, node movements, changing network topology, and vmations
in application's demands. Providing hard QoS (in terms of guaranteed

environment is not an easy task. Therefore, almost all technologies to provide QoS for MAOTTs
concentrate on Soft QoS. It means after the connection setup, there may exist transient periods of
time when the assured QoS specification is not honored. However, even targeting or a so t
QoS support remains as a very complex process[15, 73, 112, 121].

Quality of Service (QoS) is usually defined as the set of service requirements that need to be
met by the network while transporting a packet stream between a given source-destination pair [24].
The network is expected to guarantee a set of measurable pre-defined end-to-end service attributes
to the users. The common end-to-end service attributes are - delay, bandwidth, probability of packet

loss, delay variance Oitter), etc. Power consumption and service coverage area are two other QoS
attributes that are more specific to MANETs. Furthermore, the QoS metrics could be defined in
terms of a single parameter or a set of parameters in varied proportions. The multi-constraints QoS
XVlll

support aims at optimizing multiple QoS menics while provisioning network resources, and is an
TH-1850_Nityananda
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admittedly complex problem.

1.2

Motivation

Although a lot of work has been done in supporting QoS in the Internet, but none of them can

directly be extended to work in MANETs[15. 73. 112]. Supporting QoS in a network requires the

MANETs are likely to be the integral part of future communication environment, and support for
QoS is becoming an inherent necessity rather than an additional feature of the network. The entire

measurements of link state information such as delay, bandwidth, cost, loss rate, and error rate in the

network. However, getdng and managing link state information in MANETs are very difficult, be

issues and difficulties as we have discussed above make QoS provisioning in MANETs an extremely

cause the quality of a wireless link is apt to change with the surrounding circumstances. Furthermore
the resource limitations and the mobility of hosts make things more complicated.

challenging task which needs effective/efficient solutions at multiple layers of the protocol stack.
Given that quality of service (QoS) provisioning in MANETs is extremely challenging and is a

multi-layer problem, this thesis work takes a holistic view to this issue by identifying the required
components of an overall MANET QoS framework. By virtue oftheir importance, we take minimum
throughput and maximum delay as the applications' QoS requirements to be supported by the QoS

Issues and difficulties for supporting QoS in MANETs
Some of the issues and difficulties for supporting QoS in MANETs[73. 89. 121] are:
.Unreliable and Unpredictable Link Properties: Wireless media is highly unreliable and its

1.1

mechanisms developed in this dissertation.

capacity may vary dramatically. Signal propagation faces difficulties such as signal fadine
interference, and multi-path cancellation. Therefore. QoS-aware protocols should not relv on

1.3

exact knowledge of channel capacity.

works and to devise techniques that can support an adequate level of QoS for real-time trafHc m

The broad aim of this dissertation is to consider issues of Quality of Service m mobile ad hoc net-

• Contention on wireless medium: Due to shared nature of the wireless medium, transmission
from a node not only uses local available bandwidth but also consumes bandwidth of its con

MANETs.

1 We first work on techniques that can provide QoS support in MANETs from the single-layer

■ perspectives with little interaction between two adjacent layers. In this direction, we mainly

tending neighbors. Therefore, resource allocation should also consider impact on neighborin
nodes. Further, intra-flow contention impacts the available bandwidth of a node.

work on MAC layer and Routing layer of the protocol stack.

• Node Mobility: Mobility of the nodes creates a dynamic network topology. Links are d na

2. We adopt a bottom-up approach, by looking first at the underlying MAC layer. It is impoit^t
that any QoS mechanism for MANETs must necessarily be supported at the MAC layer. We

ically formed when two nodes come into transmission range of each other and are torn H

observe that IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function(DCF). which is the most wide y

when they move out of range.

used MAC protocol in MANETs does not provide QoS support due to its inherent problems.
We propose two different schemes for resolving MAC layer contention in the form of pnonty
based variants of the basic DCF. The first scheme is aimed at achieving enhanced service
differentiation along with maximizing network resource utilization in multihop environment.
The second one aims at providing a strict level of service differentiation such that the presence

• Limited Battery Life: Mobile devices are generally run on finite battery resources. Thus th
techniques for QoS provisioning should be power-aware and power-efficient.

'^

• Hidden and Exposed Terminal Problem: Traditional carrier sense multiple access(CSMA)
protocol when applied in multi-hop packet relay introduces the hidden and exposed terminal
problems. Due to Hidden terminal problem, some nodes in the network will have smaller
contention probability than others,thus introduces local specific contention. Exposed termin 1
problem blocks the spatial reuse of channel capacity. Both these problems should be ha dl ^
to improve the overall performance.

of best-effort traffic in the network can not affect the service quality achieved by real time
traffic Because, most of the real-time applications can tolerate some amount of packet loss,

we assign lower retry limit to real-time traffic in both the schemes for reducing channel access

delay due to retransmission.

^

3 QoS-awam routing plays an Important role for supporting QoS in a multihop ad hoc network.

• Route Maintenance: The dynamic nature of the network topology and changing behaviour of

M^ rfTe existing Q^ routing& algorithms proposed
based
on reacttve
In these
failuresare
Cdue
to link
fai ure orrouttng
QoS violation),

Most or tne exisung v

the communication medium make the precise maintenance of network state information very

routing protocols, to cope up with frequent route failures taue lo

distributed algorithm and rely only on local information.

• Security: Security can be considered as an important QoS attribute. Without adequate security. "
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route tecovery procedures ate Initiated. These procedures consumes substanttai
°f
resountes and iLduce extra delays in QoS flows. Existing QoS routtng
<<0 n^
take any measure to select QoS routes that endure longer time Further, most of them ch^
shortest path route among the feasible paths, which has short iifettnte due to sdec ton oflonger

• No centralized control: Due to lack of a centralized control. QoS-aware protocols must use
unauthorized access and usage may violate the QoS negotiations.

Aim of the Thesis

*

hops(also called edge effects I64I). Ftom the best of our knowledge no s ab.ltty based C^oS
routing with both throughput and delay constraints is available ,n the hteratute. Our objecttve
is to dLlop a route stability based QoS routing with delay and throughput constratnts, whtch
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1.2. MOTIVATION

1.2

Motivation

Although a lot of work has been done in supporting QoS in the Internet, but none of them can

directly be extended to work in MANETs[15. 73, 112], Supporting QoS in a network requires the
measurements of link state information such as delay, bandwidth, cost, loss rate, and error rate in the

network. However, getting and managing link state information in MANETs are very difficult, be
cause the quality of a wireless link is apt to change with the surrounding circumstances. Furthermore

MANETs are likely to be the integral part of future communication environment, and support for
QoS is becoming an inherent necessity rather than an additional feature of the network. The entire
issues and difficulties as we have discussed above make QoS provisioning in MANETs an extremely

the resource limitations and the mobility of hosts make things more complicated.

challenging task which needs effective/efficient solutions at multiple layers of the protocol stack.
Given that quality of service (QoS) provisioning in MANETs is extremely challenging and is a
multi-layer problem, this thesis work takes a holistic view to this issue by identifying the required

1.1 Issues and difficulties for supporting QoS in MANETs

components of an overall MANET QoS framework. By virtue of their importance, we take minimum
throughput and maximum delay as the applications' QoS requirements to be supported by the QoS

Some of the issues and difficulties for supporting QoS in MANETs[73,89, 121] are:
Unreliable and Unpredictable Link Properties: Wireless media is highly unreliable and its

cap^ity may vary dramatically. Signal propagation faces difficulties such as signal fading,
inte erence, and multi-path cancellation. Therefore, QoS-aware protocols should not rely on
exact knowledge of channel capacity.

ontention on -wireless medium: Due to shared nature of the wireless medium, transmission

mechanisms developed in this dissertation.

1.3

Aim of the Thesis

The broad aim of this dissertation is to consider issues of Quality of Service in mobile ad hoc net-

vvorks and to devise techniques that can support an adequate level of QoS for real-time traffic in
MANETs.

rom a node not only uses local available bandwidth but also consumes bandwidth of its con-

1 We first work on techniques that can provide QoS support in MANETs from the single-layer

^ ing neighbors. Therefore, resource allocation should also consider impact on neighboring

" perspectives with little interaction between two adjacent layers. In this direction, we mainly

no es. Further, intra-flow contention impacts the available bandwidth of a node.

ican^

Mobility
of thecome
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creates
a dynamicrange
network
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Links
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two nodes
transmission
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torndynamdown
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tech ■4 s or QoS provisioning
Mobile devices
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protocol

^'^f^inal Problem: Traditional carrier sense multiple access(CSMA)
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niulti-hop packet relay introduces the hidden and exposed terminal
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to improve the overall performance.
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'0" Security can be considered as an important QoS attribute. Without adequate security,
unauthortaed access and usage may violate the QoS negotiations.

work on MAC layer and Routing layer of the protocol stack.

2. We adopt a bottom-up approach, by looking first at the underlying MAC layer. It is important
that any QoS mechanism for MANETs must necessarily be supported at the MAC layer. We
observe that IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function(DCF), which is the most widely

used MAC protocol in MANETs does not provide QoS support due to its inherent problems.
We propose two different schemes for resolving MAC layer contention in the form of pnonty
based variants of the basic DCF. The first scheme is aimed at achieving enhanced service
differentiation along with maximizing network resource utilization in multihop environment.
The second one aims at providing a strict level of service differentiation such that the presence
of best-effort traffic in the network can not affect the service quality achieved by real-time

traffic Because, most of the real-time applications can tolerate some amount of packet loss,
we assign lower retry limit to real-time traffic in both the schemes for reducing channel access
delay due to retransmission.

3 QoS-aware routing plays an important role for supporting QoS in a multihop ad hoc network.
■ Lt of the existing QoS routing algorithms proposed are based on reactive routing. In these

routing protocols, to cope up with frequent route failures(due to link failure or QoS violation)
route recovery procedures are initiated. These procedures consumes substantial amount of

resources and introduce extra delays in QoS flows. Existing QoS routing protocols do not

take any measure to select QoS routes that endure longer time. Further, most of them choose
shortest path route among the feasible paths, which has short lifetime due to selection oflonger
hops (also called edge effects [64]). From the best of our knowledge, no stability based QoS
routing with both throughput and delay constraints is available in the literature. Our objectwe
is to develop a route stability based QoS routing with delay and throughput constraints, which
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can improve the durability of established QoS route and hence can reduce QoS disruption
due to expensive route recoveries. The related objective is that the route stability model to

QoS support for end-to-end flow. With a non-overlapping range of contention window assigned to

be incorporated in the QoS routing should have less computational overhead with minimum

nodes with different priority classes (but in the same backoff stage), PQAMP achieves a level of
traffic differentiation for providing QoS to real-time traffic. Due to possibility ofsome priority inver
sion cases,PQAMP can not support strict level of QoS for real-time traffic in the presence of heavy

control overhead and without any extra hardware support.

4. Our next aim is to extend the route stability based QoS routing(RSQR)to be developed with

best-effort traffic load conditions. PQAMP can ensure a minimum level of service for best-effort
traffic and increases overall network utilization due to higher priority assigned to relayed frames.

proactive route maintenance feature for detection of potential link breaks or QoS violations

before actual link breaks or QoS violation takes place. This will save route recovery time

We evaluate PQAMP through a Markov chain model for single hop scenarios, and demonstrate its

and reduce possibility of packet loss during active communication. In this direction, our ob
jective is to extend route discovery mechanism in RSQR, utilizing the existing information
to discover a node-disjoint QoS-aware multipath routing which will reduce expensive route

validity through simulation studies. Finally, we have shown the superiority of PQAMP to provide
QoS support in different multihop scenarios as compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.

recoveries through proactive route maintenance. We found that, most of the multipath routing
protocols that are available in literature provide only enhanced best-effort service. Although

1.4.2 SPQAMP: A Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol for Mobile Ad

some ofthem have claimed to be QoS-aware,they either provide multiple reliable paths with

Hoc Networks

out support for real-time traffic or the QoS metric they consider are very restrictive.
5.

The design goals of the second scheme, called Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol

Finally, our aim is to view the QoS provisioning problem from a multilayer perspective with
mapping of user specified QoS parameters across different layers including application layer

(SPQAMP),are - to achieve a strict service differentiation to support QoS for real-time traffic without
any delivery guarantee for best-effort traffic, and to achieve overall network utilization as compatible

network layer and MAC layer. It is known that QoS support in MANET not only depends
on application requirements, it should also rely on the underlying network condition/quality

with IEEE 802.11 DCF.SPQAMP is also a dynamic priority based QoS-aware MAC protocol, where
nodes are assigned priority based on the type of traffic to handle. In SPQAMP,contention window
for real-time traffic is always smaller than that of best-effort traffic and they remain non-overlapped

Therefore, each layer should function in an adaptive manner based on the applications' re

quirements and network status. We investigated the different possibilities in adapting each

irrespective of the their backoff stage. Further, freezing of backoff counter for best-effort traffic is
replaced with a resetting mechanism to eliminate the possibility of priority inversion. This ensures

layer and proposed an overall Cross-layer framework, where network layer and MAC layer
work in an adaptive way based on underlying network condition and the QoS requirements of
the upper layer. We found that most ofthe existing QoS approaches for MANETs are based on
network, it is not well suited to wireless networks to provide complex functionalities like QoS

SPQAMP to maintain a strict or stronger level of traffic differentiation as compared to PQAMP.
We have evaluated the performance of SPQAMP through Markov chain analysis and demon
strated its validity through simulations. Finally, we have demonstrated the suitability of the model in
multihop scenarios using extensive simulation studies. We found that the proposed protocols are ef

due to inter-dependencies of different layers.

ficient in supporting QoS to real-time traffic in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput with some

conventional layering concepts with little or no cross-layering interactions. While traditional
protocol layering is an important abstraction to reduce complexity of network design in wired

added advantages.

1.4 Dissertation Contributions

1.4.3 RSQR; A Route Stability based QoS Routing for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

In this section we briefly outlines the major contributions of this dissertation

The design goal of the first QoS-aware MAC scheme, called Priority based QoS-aware MAC Pro

We first develop a Route Stability Model(RSM)to estimate stability of link/path in MANETs. The
RSM is based on simple calculations on measured received signal strengths obtained from link layer,
has less control overhead, require no extra hardware, and has the potential to give good approximation on
on ImK
siaLjnuy in
m iiiuai
jxkj\
tion
link stability
most of the real-life mobility scenarios. Using RSM, we propose aa Route

tocol (PQAMP), is to achieve service differentiation for providing QoS for real-time traffic along
with maximizing utilization of network resource without starving the best-effort traffic in multihop

source reservation, an admission control based on throughput and delay, and applies route stability

1-4.1 PQAMP; A Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

ilab 1C50
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Stability based QoS Routing (RSQR)for wireless ad hoc networks. RSQR incorporates a soft re
metric to improve the durability of established QoS route such that the probability of the reserva
tion to remain valid for duration of data transmission is high. Further, to maintain QoS assurance

environment. PQAMP is a dynamic priority based QoS-aware MAC protocol, where nodes are as
signed priority based on the type of traffic (either Real-Time or Best-Effort)to handle and their roles
(relay or transmit). Although it appears that there are only two classes of traffic, real-time and besteffort, present in the network, whereas a node can have further derived priority classes to achieve

to admitted flows, it incorporates an efficient route recovery due to QoS violation and route fail
ures. RSQR reduces QoS disruption due to frequent route recoveries and gives higher performance
in terms of packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay and control overhead as compared to the
QoS routing protocol, AQOR [115], proposed by Q Xue and A Ganz.
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can improve the durability of established QoS route and hence can reduce QoS disruption
due to expensive route recoveries. The related objective is that the route stability model to

QoS support for end-to-end flow. With a non-overlapping range of contention window assigned to

be incorporated in the QoS routing should have less computational overhead with minimum

nodes with different priority classes (but in the same backoff stage), PQAMP achieves a level of
traffic differentiation for providing QoS to real-time traffic. Due to possibility ofsome priority inver
sion cases,PQAMP can not support strict level of QoS for real-time traffic in the presence of heavy

control overhead and without any extra hardware support.

4. Our next aim is to extend the route stability based QoS routing(RSQR)to be developed with

best-effort traffic load conditions. PQAMP can ensure a minimum level of service for best-effort
traffic and increases overall network utilization due to higher priority assigned to relayed frames.

proactive route maintenance feature for detection of potential link breaks or QoS violations

before actual link breaks or QoS violation takes place. This will save route recovery time

We evaluate PQAMP through a Markov chain model for single hop scenarios, and demonstrate its

and reduce possibility of packet loss during active communication. In this direction, our ob
jective is to extend route discovery mechanism in RSQR, utilizing the existing information
to discover a node-disjoint QoS-aware multipath routing which will reduce expensive route

validity through simulation studies. Finally, we have shown the superiority of PQAMP to provide
QoS support in different multihop scenarios as compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.

recoveries through proactive route maintenance. We found that, most of the multipath routing
protocols that are available in literature provide only enhanced best-effort service. Although

1.4.2 SPQAMP: A Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol for Mobile Ad

some ofthem have claimed to be QoS-aware,they either provide multiple reliable paths with

Hoc Networks

out support for real-time traffic or the QoS metric they consider are very restrictive.
5.

The design goals of the second scheme, called Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol

Finally, our aim is to view the QoS provisioning problem from a multilayer perspective with
mapping of user specified QoS parameters across different layers including application layer

(SPQAMP),are - to achieve a strict service differentiation to support QoS for real-time traffic without
any delivery guarantee for best-effort traffic, and to achieve overall network utilization as compatible

network layer and MAC layer. It is known that QoS support in MANET not only depends
on application requirements, it should also rely on the underlying network condition/quality

with IEEE 802.11 DCF.SPQAMP is also a dynamic priority based QoS-aware MAC protocol, where
nodes are assigned priority based on the type of traffic to handle. In SPQAMP,contention window
for real-time traffic is always smaller than that of best-effort traffic and they remain non-overlapped

Therefore, each layer should function in an adaptive manner based on the applications' re

quirements and network status. We investigated the different possibilities in adapting each

irrespective of the their backoff stage. Further, freezing of backoff counter for best-effort traffic is
replaced with a resetting mechanism to eliminate the possibility of priority inversion. This ensures

layer and proposed an overall Cross-layer framework, where network layer and MAC layer
work in an adaptive way based on underlying network condition and the QoS requirements of
the upper layer. We found that most ofthe existing QoS approaches for MANETs are based on
network, it is not well suited to wireless networks to provide complex functionalities like QoS

SPQAMP to maintain a strict or stronger level of traffic differentiation as compared to PQAMP.
We have evaluated the performance of SPQAMP through Markov chain analysis and demon
strated its validity through simulations. Finally, we have demonstrated the suitability of the model in
multihop scenarios using extensive simulation studies. We found that the proposed protocols are ef

due to inter-dependencies of different layers.

ficient in supporting QoS to real-time traffic in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput with some

conventional layering concepts with little or no cross-layering interactions. While traditional
protocol layering is an important abstraction to reduce complexity of network design in wired

added advantages.

1.4 Dissertation Contributions

1.4.3 RSQR; A Route Stability based QoS Routing for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

In this section we briefly outlines the major contributions of this dissertation

The design goal of the first QoS-aware MAC scheme, called Priority based QoS-aware MAC Pro

We first develop a Route Stability Model(RSM)to estimate stability of link/path in MANETs. The
RSM is based on simple calculations on measured received signal strengths obtained from link layer,
has less control overhead, require no extra hardware, and has the potential to give good approximation on
on ImK
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tion
link stability
most of the real-life mobility scenarios. Using RSM, we propose aa Route

tocol (PQAMP), is to achieve service differentiation for providing QoS for real-time traffic along
with maximizing utilization of network resource without starving the best-effort traffic in multihop

source reservation, an admission control based on throughput and delay, and applies route stability

1-4.1 PQAMP; A Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
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Stability based QoS Routing (RSQR)for wireless ad hoc networks. RSQR incorporates a soft re
metric to improve the durability of established QoS route such that the probability of the reserva
tion to remain valid for duration of data transmission is high. Further, to maintain QoS assurance

environment. PQAMP is a dynamic priority based QoS-aware MAC protocol, where nodes are as
signed priority based on the type of traffic (either Real-Time or Best-Effort)to handle and their roles
(relay or transmit). Although it appears that there are only two classes of traffic, real-time and besteffort, present in the network, whereas a node can have further derived priority classes to achieve

to admitted flows, it incorporates an efficient route recovery due to QoS violation and route fail
ures. RSQR reduces QoS disruption due to frequent route recoveries and gives higher performance
in terms of packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay and control overhead as compared to the
QoS routing protocol, AQOR [115], proposed by Q Xue and A Ganz.
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1.4.4 SMQR: A Route Stability based Multipath QoS Routing for Mobile Ad Hoc

• Before going to discuss our contributions, the literature survey about the current approaches
for supporting QoS in MANETs and their effectiveness are presented in Chapter 2.

Networks

To further reduce the QoS disruption due to frequent route recoveries, we have proposed a Stability
based Multipath QoS Routing(SMQR)protocol for MANETs. SMQR uses a number of special

Chapter 3 is about the Priority-based QoS-aware MAC Protocols that are developed in this
dissertation. The Designs of these protocols and their analysis through Markov chain models

route request forwarding rules to compute a maximum of three node-disjoint QoS routes which re

are presented. To validate the analytical results obtained through Markov Chain models of the
proposed MAC protocols, detailed simulation studies are reported in this chapter.

duces path diminution problems without imposing excessive control overheads. Like the unipath
protocol, RSQR,SMQR is also designed to support throughput and delay sensitive real-time ap
plications in MANETs. We incorporate a hop by hop admission control and resource reservation

Chapter 4 is about the Route stability based QoS Routing Protocol developed in this thesis

scheme during route discovery process to ensure QoS assurance to real-time applications. Further,
RSM IS utilized during both route discovery and maintenance phases for selecting QoS routes with
higher stability. Reliability of the multiple QoS-aware routes are improved through node-disjointness

work. In this chapter, we first discuss about the route stability model(RSM)developed and
then discuss about the route stability based QoS routing(RSQR)which incorporate the RSM.

and stability properties of the discovered routes. Following an effective QoS violations detection and

RSQR.

Further, we report the detailed simulations carried out to evaluate the QoS performance of

route maintenance mechanism, the protocol reduces the frequency of route recovery leading to sig

In Chapter 5, we discuss about the Route stability based Multipath QoS Routing(SMQR)

nificant reduction in QoS disruption. Simulation studies show that SMQR can support higher level of
QoS in terms of packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, maximum jitter, and overall network

Protocol developed in this thesis work along with its performance evaluation through simula
tion studies.

throughput. Detection of potential route failures and switching to an available stable route before ac
tual route breaks saves route recovery time as well as reduces possibility of packet loss during active
communication using SMQR.

Chapter 6 is about the Cross-Layer QoS Framework that we have proposed in this thesis. In
this chapter, we discuss about the mapping of QoS parameters across three protocols layers
namely - Aijplication layer. Network layer and MAC layer. Further, we discuss about the

1.4.5 A Cross-Layer QoS Framework for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks(CLQM)

different components to form an overall QoS framework.

In this context, we are looking at the problem of QoS provisioning from the perspective of three
layers - application layer, network layer and MAC layer. Our goal is to design a QoS framework
which maps QoS parameters across three layers of the protocol stack to support a stronger notion

Finally, Chapter7summarizes the overall contribution ofthis thesis and identifies some future
research directions.

of per-class service guarantees in terms of throughput and delay in ad hoc networks. Applications'
QoS requirements are specified as service classes - Class I, Class II, Class III and Class IV which
represent delay sensitive, delay and throughput sensitive, throughput sensitive and best-effort traffic

respectively. QoS metrics at application layer are accordingly represented as delay, throughput and

best-effort. Application layer metrics are mapped to corresponding path metric in network layer
and finally to the individual link layer metrics at the MAC layer. QoS mapping at network layer
is realized through a class based packet queuing and scheduling policy, whereas MAC layer QoS
mapping takes place in terms of non-overlapping contention windows assigned to different classes
of traffic. Further, to cope up with network dynamics, MAC layer and network layer are made to
adapt their behaviour based on both dynamic network conditions and QoS requirements of admitted

flows. MAC layer adaptation takes place in terms of dynamic contention window adjustment per
class, whereas network layer adaptation takes place in the form of rerouting or termination of existing
flows. We have proposed a detailed QoS mapping scheme with adaptive protocols using a TCP/IP
protocol suite.

lo5 Dissertation Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
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Protocol developed in this thesis work along with its performance evaluation through simula
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this chapter, we discuss about the mapping of QoS parameters across three protocols layers
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• Finally, Chapter7summarizes the overall contribution ofthis thesis and identifies some future
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represent delay sensitive, delay and throughput sensitive, throughput sensitive and best-effort traffic
respectively. QoS metrics at application layer are accordingly represented as delay, throughput and

best-effort. Application layer metrics are mapped to corresponding path metric in network layer
and finally to the individual link layer metrics at the MAC layer. QoS mapping at network layer
is realized through a class based packet queuing and scheduling policy, whereas MAC layer QoS
mapping takes place in terms of non-overlapping contention windows assigned to different classes

of traffic. Further, to cope up with network dynamics, MAC layer and network layer are made to
adapt their behaviour based on both dynamic network conditions and QoS requirements of admitted

flows. MAC layer adaptation takes place in terms of dynamic contention window adjustment per
class, whereas network layer adaptation takes place in the form of rerouting or termination of existing
flows. We have proposed a detailed QoS mapping scheme with adaptive protocols using a TCP/IP
protocol suite.

1.5 Dissertation Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2

Literature Survey of QoS Approaches
2.1

Introduction

In recent years, wireless networks are becoming more and more popular. Among the wireless net
works, mobile ad-hoc networks have attracted considerable research interest, as they are easy to

deploy and maintain. Research in ad hoc networking has been going on for some time. The his
tory of wireless ad hoc networks can be traced back to the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency(DARPA)packet radio network (PRNet)[43], which evolved into the survivable adaptive
radio network (SURAN) program [31]. Ad hoc networks have played an important role in mili

tary applications and related research efforts. Recent years have seen a new spate of industrial and
commercial applications for wireless ad hoc networks, as many portable computers and personal
digital assistants(PDAs)equipped with wireless interfaces are becoming more compact and inex
pensive. Ad hoc networks have numerous potential applications. For example, the IEEE 802.11
wireless LAN standard family and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
HIPERLAN/2 standard, or even Bluetooth, support an ad hoc mode of operation for building sim

ple ad hoc networks. Ad hoc networks are very useful in battle-field, disasters (such as flood, fire
and earthquake) recovery, emergency search-and-rescue operations, home networking, meetings or
conventions in which people wish to quickly share information.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the body responsible for guiding the evolution of
the Internet, provides the definition of mobile ad hoc network as follows.
"A mobile ad-hoc network(MANET)is a kind of wireless ad-hoc network,and is a self-configuring
network of mobile routers (and associated hosts) connected by wireless links - the union of which
form an arbitrary topology. The routers are free to move randomly and organize themselves arbitrar

ily; thus, the network's wireless topology may change rapidly and unpredictably. Such a network
may operate in a standalone fashion, or may be connected to the larger Internet. Minimal configu
ration and quick deployment make ad hoc networks suitable for emergency situations like natural or
human-induced disasters, military conflicts, emergency medical situations etc.

A MANET is an autonomous system of mobile nodes. The system may operate in isolation, or

may have gateways to interface with a fixed network. Nodes in MANET are equipped with wire
less transmitters and receivers using antennas which may be omni directional (broadcast), highlydirectional (point-to-point), possibly steerable, or some combination thereof. At a given point in
time, depending on the nodes' positions and their transmitter and receiver coverage patterns, trans-
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mission power levels and co-channel interference levels, a wireless connectivity in the form of a
means that there is an agreement or a guarantee by the network to provide a set of measurable pre

random, multihop graph or "ad hoc" network exists between the nodes. This ad hoc topology may
change with time as the nodes move or adjust their transmission and reception parameters. Figure 2 1

defined service attributes to the users in terms of end-to-end performance, such as delay, throughput,

shows a typical MANET with four nodes, where the solid lines are used to represent wireless links

probability of packet loss, delay variance (jitter), etc [15]. Power consumption and service coverage

and circles with dashed lines are used to show the communication ranges of the nodes. In the figure,

area are two other QoS attributes that are more specific to MANETs. The Telecommunication stan
dardization unit of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T)defines quality of service in
recommendation E.800 as "the collective effect of service performance which determines the degree
of satisfaction of a user of the service". This is the notion of hard or absolute QoS guarantee. Since

a multihop path between nodes S and D is shown with two thick solid lines.
••-•A*

it is extremely difficult to archive hard QoS in MANETs due to their inherent properties, soft QoS
IS

comes in the domain of MANETs. This sofi QOS means there may exist transient periods of time
© \

during which the required QoS guarantee is not possible due to non-availability of suitable forward
ing nodes or network partition or wireless channel impairments [15, 121]. The main technology
driver for quality of service to date has been converged networking. Converged networking is based
on the idea that one data network should be used to transport voice, video, and data where voice

0 '
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Figure 2.1: A Mobile Ad Hoc Network

MANETs have several salient characteristics [74]. These are

(i) Dynamic topologies: Nodes are free to move arbitrarily; thus, the network topology may
change randomly and rapidly at unpredictable times.

(ii) Bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links: Wireless links will continue to have signifi
cantly lower capacity than their wired counterparts. In addition, the realizable throughput of
wireless communications, after accounting for the effects of multiple access, fading, noise
and interference conditions, etc. is often much less than a radio's maximum transmission rate

(iii) Energy-constrained operation: Some or all of the nodes in a MANET may rely on batteries for

and video applications are delay, throughput and jitter sensitive. Hence, QoS provisioning can be
understood as a way of prioritizing certain types of traffic over the other.
The QoS metrics could be defined in terms of one of the parameters or as a set of parameters in

varied proportions. The multi-constraints QoS aim at optimizing multiple QoS metrics while provi
sioning network resources, and is an admittedly complex problem. As different MANET applications
have different requirements, the services required by them and the associated QoS parameters differ
from application to application. Following are some of the potential application areas of MANETs
and their associated QoS parameters.

• Multimedia Applications: Guaranteed bandwidth, delay and delay jitter;

• Search-and-rescue operations: Accessibility or availability to the network;
• Military networking: Stringent security requirements;
• Sensing networks: Power consumption efficiency;

• Last mile provider: Fluent bandwidth management;

their energy. For these nodes, the most important system design criteria for optimization may

In the literature, the research on QoS support in MANETs spans over all the layers of the protocol

be energy conservation.

stack. The major approaches for providing QoS in MANETs are QoS Models, QoS aware phys

(iv) Limited physical security: Mobile wireless networks are generally more prone to physical
security threats than the wired networks. Therefore, increased possibility of eavesdropping

ical layer, QoS-aware Medium Access Control(MAC) protocols and QoS-aware routing. In the
following sections we briefly discuss about some of the available schemes under these approaches.

spoofing,and denial-of-service attacks should be carefully considered in deployment of MANETs

With the increase in Quality of Service (QoS) needs in evolving applications and the widespread

2.2

use of wireless and mobile devices, it is also desirable to support QoS in MANETs The resource

The QoS model [112] specifies the architecture for providing some kind of services in the network.
A QoS model for MANETs should consider the challenges of MANETs, e.g. dynamic topology
and time-varying link capacity etc. In addition, the potential commercial applications of MANETs
require connection to the Internet. Thus QoS model for MANETs should also consider the existing

limitations and variability further add to the need for QoS support in such networks. However, the
characteristics of these networks make the QoS support a very complex process [15 26 112]
Quality of Service is usually defined as the set of service requirements that need to be met by
the network while transporting a packet stream from a source to a destination [24]. Intuitively QoS

QoS Models

QoS characteristics in the Internet. In the following subsections we briefly discuss about some of
existing QoS models and their effectiveness to apply in MANETs.
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and their associated QoS parameters.

MANETs have several salient characteristics [74]. These are
(i) E)ynamic topologies: Nodes are free to move arbitrarily; thus, the network topology may

Multimedia Applications: Guaranteed bandwidth, delay and delay jitter;

ange randomly and rapidly at unpredictable times.

Search-and-rescue operations: Accessibility or availability to the network;

(ii) Bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity links: Wireless links will continue to have signifi
cantly lower capacity than their wired counterparts. In addition, the realizable throughput of
ireless communications, after accounting for the effects of multiple access, fading, noise,

Military networking: Stringent security requirements;

Sensing networks: Power consumption efficiency;

erference conditions, etc. is often much less than a radio's maximum transmission rate.
Last mile provider: Fluent bandwidth management;

(m) Energy-constrained operation: Some or all of the nodes in a MANET may rely on batteries for

their energy. For these nodes, the most important system design criteria for optimization may

In the literature, the research on QoS support in MANETs spans over all the layers of the protocol

be energy conservation.

stack. The major approaches for providing QoS in MANETs are QoS Models, QoS aware phys

ical layer, QoS-aware Medium Access Control(MAC) protocols and QoS-aware routing. In the
following sections we briefly discuss about some of the available schemes under these approaches.

(iv) Limited physical security: Mobile wireless networks are generally more prone to physical
security threats than the wired networks. Therefore, increased possibility of eavesdropping,

spoofing,and denial-of-service attacks should be carefully considered in deployment of MANETs.
With the increase in Quality of Service (QoS) needs in evolving applications and the widespread
use of wireless and mobile devices, it is also desirable to support QoS in MANETs. The resource
imitations and variability further add to the need for QoS support in such networks. However, the
characteristics of these networks make the QoS support a very complex process [15, 26, 112].

2.2

QoS Models

The QoS model [112] specifies the architecture for providing some kind of services in the network.
A QoS model for MANETs should consider the challenges of MANETs, e.g. dynamic topology
and time-varying link capacity etc. In addition, the potential commercial applications of MANETs
require connection to the Internet. Thus QoS model for MANETs should also consider the existing

Quality of Service is usually defined as the set of service requirements that need to be met by
the network while transporting a packet stream from a source to a destination [24]. Intuitively, QoS

QoS characteristics in the Internet. In the following subsections we briefly discuss about some of
existing QoS models and their effectiveness to apply in MANETs.
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2.2.1 Integrated Service with Resource Reservation Protocol(IntServ/RSVP)

service differentiation of DiffServ for applications with lower priorities. FQMM is the first attempt

IntServ [11] architecture allows sources to communicate their QoS requirements to routers and des
tinations on the data path by means of a signaling protocol such as RSVP [120], In this model the

at proposing a QoS model for MANETs with the following problems:

flow-specific states are kept in every IntServ-enabled router. IntServ proposes two service classes in

Without an explicit control on the number of services with per-flow granularity, the scalability

addition to Best-Effort Service. One is Guaranteed Service; the other is Controlled Load Service.

problem still exists.

The Guaranteed Service is provided for applications requiring strict delay bound. The Controlled
Load Service is for applications requiring reliable and enhanced best effort service. IntServ/RSVP
is not suitable for MANETs due to the following factors:

Huge amount of storage and processing overhead,so the problem of scalability.

• To make a dynamically negotiated traffic profile is a very difficult problem.
• It is difficult to code the PHB in the DS field of IP, if the PHB includes per-flow granularity
considering the DS field is at most 8 bits without extension [112].

Signaling packets will consume a substantial amount of btmdwidth in MANETs.

2.2.4 Service DifFerentiation in Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Networks(SWAN)

Performing of admission control, classification and scheduling by every node will put a heavy
burden for the resource-limited mobile hosts.

The Dynamic Resource Reservation Protocol(dRSVP)[51,72] extends the basic RSVP to support

dynamic QoS in MANETs,but has similar problem like RSVP due to extensive use of out-of-band
signaling. The mobile RSVP(MRSVP)[103] was designed for data communication in cellular
network which needs an infrastructure for controlling of resource reservation, hence it can not be
applicable in MANETs.

Service DifFerentiation in Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Networks(SWAN)[3] is a stateless network

model which uses distributed control algorithms to deliver service differentiation in mobile wireless
ad hoc networks in a simple, scalable and robust manner. The SWAN model [3] considers TCP
traffic as best-effort traffic and UDP traffic as real-time traffic requiring QoS assurances. It tries to

maintain delay and bandwidth requirements of real-time traffic by admission control of UDP traffic
and rate control ofTCP and UDP traffic. SWAN differentiates traffic into two classes, best-effort and
real-time traffic [3,4]. It treats all UDP (real-time) traffic with equal priority so they will be treated

similarly during network congestion. Although SWAN is claimed to be stateless, intermediate nodes
2.2.2 Differentiated Service(DiffServ) Model

Differential Service (DiffServ)[9, 77] architecture avoids the problem of scalability by defining
a small number of per-hop behaviors (PHBs) at the boundary routers and associating a different
DiffServ Code Point(DSCP) in the IP header of packets belonging to each class of PHBs. The

have to remember about the traffic flow to distinguish between new and old flows for regulating
flows. SWAN does not consider best-effort traffic for calculating available bandwidth and sourcebased admission control using probing packets is ineffective to cope up with dynamic environment
in MANETs.

interior routers along the forwarding path use DSCP to differentiate between different QoS classes
on per-hop basis. Thus, DiffServ is scalable but it does not guarantee services on end-to-end basis.
This hinders DiffServ deployment in the Internet as well as in MANETs. In DiffServ, we can identify

three different service classes: expedited forwarding, assured forwarding, and best effort. DiffServ
may be a possible solution to the MANET QoS model,because it is light-weighted in interior routers.
But it also has some weaknesses as follows:

2.2.5 INORA

INORA [28] is a QoS support mechanism that makes use of the INSIGNIA (In-band Signaling in
Ad hoc Network) in-band signaling and TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm) routing

protocol [83]for MANETs. INORA represents a QoS-signaling approach in a loosely coupled kind
of manner. The idea is based upon the property of TORA to provide multiple routes between a

• It is difficult to predefine boundary and interior routers.

given source-destination pair. While INSIGNIA [55] does not take any help from the network with

• The concept of Service Level Agreement(SLA) in the Internet does not exist in MANETs

regard to redirecting the flow along routes which are able to provide the required QoS guarantees,
INORA gives feedback to the routing protocol(TORA)on a per-hop basis to direct the flow along

which is indispensable for the functioning of DiffServ.
2.2.3

Flexible QoS Model for MANETs(FQMM)

Flexible QoS Model for MANETs(FQMM)[113] tries to take the advantage of both the per-flow
service granularity in IntServ and the service differentiation in DiffServ. This model defines three

types of nodes: an ingress node which sends data, an interior node which forwards data to other

nodes, and an egress node (destination). Obviously, each node may have multiple roles. FQMM
selectively uses the per-flow QoS guarantees of IntServ for applications with high priority, and the

the route that is able to satisfy the QoS requirements of the flow. For resource reservation, a soft state
reservation mechanism is employed. Beyond doubt the concept of loosely coupled QoS signaling and

routing is a very promising approach and the shortcomings of INORA mostly are the shortcomings
of INSIGNIA. However,the interface for signaling to access routing should be as generic as possible
in order to guarantee portability. INORA is better than INSIGNIA in that it can search multiple
paths with lesser QoS guarantees. Since no resources are reserved before the actual data transmission
starts and since data packets have to be transmitted as best-effort packets in case of admission control
failure at the intermediate nodes, this model may not be able to provide better service guarantees for
real-time applications.
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2.2.1 Integrated Service with Resource Reservation Protocol(IntServ/RSVP)

service differentiation of DiffServ for applications with lower priorities. FQMM is the first attempt

IntServ [11] architecture allows sources to communicate their QoS requirements to routers and des
tinations on the data path by means of a signaling protocol such as RSVP [120], In this model the
flow-specific states are kept in every IntServ-enabled router. IntServ proposes two service classes in

at proposing a QoS model for MANETs with the following problems:

addition to Best-Effort Service. One is Guaranteed Service; the other is Controlled Load Service.

The Guaranteed Service is provided for applications requiring strict delay bound. The Controlled
Load Service is for applications requiring reliable and enhanced best effort service. IntServ/RSVP
is not suitable for MANETs due to the following factors:

• Huge amount of storage and processing overhead,so the problem of scalability.

• Without an explicit control on the number of services with per-flow granularity,the scalability
problem still exists.

• To make a dynamically negotiated traffic profile is a very difficult problem.
• It is difficult to code the PHB in the DS field of IP, if the PHB includes per-flow granularity
considering the DS field is at most 8 bits without extension [112].

• Signaling packets will consume a substantial amount of bandwidth in MANETs.

2.2.4 Service Differentiation in Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Networks(SWAN)

• Performing of admission control, classification and scheduling by every node will put a heavy
burden for the resource-limited mobile hosts.

The Dynamic Resource Reservation Protocol(dRSVP)[51,72] extends the basic RSVP to support

dynamic QoS in MANETs,but has similar problem like RSVP due to extensive use of out-of-band
signaling. The mobile RSVP (MRSVP)[103] was designed for data communication in cellular
network which needs an infrastructure for controlling of resource reservation, hence it can not be
applicable in MANETs.

Service Differentiation in Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Networks(SWAN)[3] is a stateless network

model which uses distributed control algorithms to deliver service differentiation in mobile wireless
ad hoc networks in a simple, scalable and robust manner. The SWAN model [3] considers TCP
traffic as best-effort traffic and UDP traffic as real-time traffic requiring QoS assurances. It tries to

maintain delay and bandwidth requirements of real-time traffic by admission control of UDP traffic
and rate control ofTCP and UDP traffic. SWAN differentiates traffic into two classes, best-effort and
real-time traffic [3,4]. It treats all UDP (real-time) traffic with equal priority so they will be treated

similarly during network congestion. Although SWAN is claimed to be stateless, intermediate nodes
2.2.2 Differentiated Service (DiffServ) Model

Differential Service (DiffServ)[9, 77] architecture avoids the problem of scalability by defining
a small number of per-hop behaviors (PHBs) at the boundary routers and associating a different
DiffServ Code Point(DSCP) in the IP header of packets belonging to each class of PHBs. The
interior routers along the forwarding path use DSCP to differentiate between different QoS classes
on per-hop basis. Thus, DiffServ is scalable but it does not guarantee services on end-to-end basis.
This hinders DiffServ deployment in the Internet as well as in MANETs. In DiffServ, we can identify

three different service classes: expedited forwarding, assured forwarding, and best effort. DiffServ
may be a possible solution to the MANET QoS model,because it is light-weighted m interior routers.
But it also has some weaknesses as follows;

have to remember about the traffic flow to distinguish between new and old flows for regulating
flows. SWAN does not consider best-effort traffic for calculating available bandwidth and source-

based admission control using probing packets is ineffective to cope up with dynamic environment
in MANETs.

2.2.5 INORA

INORA [28] is a QoS support mechanism that makes use of the INSIGNIA (In-band Signaling in
Ad hoc Network) in-band signaling and TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm) routing

protocol [83]for MANETs. INORA represents a QoS-signaling approach in a loosely coupled kind
of manner. The idea is based upon the property of TORA to provide multiple routes between a

• It is difficult to predefine boundary and interior routers.

• The concept of Service Level Agreement(SLA) in the Internet does not exist in MANETs
which is indispensable for the functioning of DiffServ.

2.2.3 Flexible QoS Model for MANETs(FQMM)

Flexible QoS Model for MANETs(FQMM)[113] tries to take the advantage of both the per-flow
service granularity in IntServ and the service differentiation in DiffServ. This model defines three
types of nodes: an ingress node which sends data, an interior node which forwards data to other

nodes, and an egress node (destination). Obviously, each node may have multiple roles. FQMM
selectively uses the per-flow QoS guarantees of IntServ for applications with high priority, and the

given source-destination pair. While INSIGNIA [55] does not take any help from the network with
regard to redirecting the flow along routes which are able to provide the required QoS guarantees,
INORA gives feedback to the routing protocol(TORA)on a per-hop basis to direct the flow along
the route that is able to satisfy the QoS requirements of the flow. For resource reservation, a soft state
reservation mechanism is employed. Beyond doubt the concept ofloosely coupled QoS signaling and

routing is a very promising approach and the shortcomings of INORA mostly are the shortcomings
of INSIGNIA. However,the interface for signaling to access routing should be as generic as possible
in order to guarantee portability. INORA is better than INSIGNIA in that it can search multiple
paths with lesser QoS guarantees. Since no resources are reserved before the actual data transmission
starts and since data packets have to be transmitted as best-effort packets in case of admission control
failure at the intermediate nodes, this model may not be able to provide better service guarantees for
real-time applications.
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2.3 QoS at Physical layer
protocols is usually to solve medium contention and hidden/exposed terminal problems and to im
prove throughput, a QoS-based MAC protocol must also provide a channel access mechanism that

QoS at physical layer refers to data rate and packet loss rate on wireless channel. Due to unsta

ble channel quality, maintaining a constant data rate and low packet loss is very difficult. Physical

considers the QoS constrains of real-time flows [85, 89]. Since it is not possible to provide upper
bounds on channel access delay when using random access mechanisms, the goal is simply to re
duce the channel access delay of real-time flows. A related problem to QoS is providing the fairness

layer ofIEEE 802.11 a/b/g can support multiple data rates that are achieved by different modulation

schemes in the PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) header of the physical layer. Since

among different traffic flows inside a traffic class [60]. The overall problem of providing QoS and

transmission rate can vaiy depending on the channel quality, an appropriate link adaptation mecha
nism is desirable to maximize the throughput under dynamically varying channel conditions. Link

fairness becomes more difficult due to dynamic topology and limited resources in the MANETs.

adaptation mechanism may be modified to implement QoS requirements of higher layers in terms of
throughput and packet loss rate. For efficient utilization of a multi-rate physical layer, there has been
several adaptation algorithms proposed at the physical layer, where most of them are closely tied to
the MAC layer as well. These algorithms impact the observed link throughput on hop by hop basis
which leads to change in end-to-end throughput of a selected path. An algorithm by Kamerman et
al, called Auto Rate Fallback(ARF)[45], is a sender based channel estimation and rate adaptation
mechanism originally designed for Lucent's WaveLAN II devices running TF.f.f 802.11b standard
ARF uses the ACKs of transmitted frames as a measure of channel condition. When an ACK is

The QoS-based MAC protocols can be broadly classified as either priority-based or reservationbased. Due to their simplicity in design, here we consider only random access MAC protocols. In
the following subsections, we briefly discuss about some of the available QoS-aware MAC schemes
for MANETs.

2.4.1

Real-Time Medium Access Control(RT-MAC)

Baldwin et al [7] proposed a variation of the IEEE 802.11 protocol called RT-MAC that supports
real-time traffic by avoiding packet collisions and the transmission of the packets that have already

not received after transmission of a frame, the first retransmission is done at the same data rate
If no ACK is received after the first retransmission, the data rate is lowered to the next level for

missed their deadlines. To achieve this, RT-MAC scheme uses a packet transmission deadline and
an enhanced collision avoidance scheme to determine the transmission station s next backoff value.

subsequent transmissions and retransmissions. If ten consecutive ACKs are received correctly or if

When a real-time packet is queued for transmission, a time-stamp is recorded locally in the node
indicating the time by when the packet should be transmitted. The sending node checks whether a
packet has expired at three points: before sending the packet, when its backoff timer expires and
when a transmission goes unacknowledged. An expired packet is immediately dropped from the
transmission queue. When the packet is actually about to be sent out, the sending node chooses the
next backoff value and records it in the packet header. Any node that overhears this packet then

a timer expires, then the device attempts to upgrade the data rate. If the first transmission at the
higher data rate fails, it goes back to the lower data rate. A similar but more adaptive approach was
proposed by Chevillat et al uses two thresholds S and F for estimating channel condition. In their

approach [21], when the number of consecutive successful transmission exceeds S, the data rate is
increased to the next level. Similarly, when the number of consecutive failed transmission exceeds
F, then transmission rate is decreased to the next level. Holland et al observed that the channel con

ensures that it chooses a different backoff value. This eliminates the possibility of collision. The

dition can fluctuate very frequently and ARF is not capable of adapting the data rate accordingly. In
their method [39], called Receiver Based Auto Rate(REAR)adaptive protocol, channel estimation
is done at the receiver based on SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of RTS. Accordingly receiver informs
the sender about the maximum data transmission rate possible for the upcoming data transmission.

range of values (i.e., contention window, CW)from which the backoff value is chosen, is made a
function of the number of nodes in the system. Therefore, the number of nodes should be known or
at least estimated in this scheme. RT-MAC scheme has been shown to achieve drastic reductions in

better than ARF. Another mechanism called Opportunistic Auto Rate(OAR)proposed by Sadeghi et

mean packet delay, missed deadlines, and packet collisions as compared to IEEE 802.11. However,
the contention window may typically become quite large in a network with large number of nodes.

al try to improve throughput in ad hoc networks with multi-rate links. OAR [91] is based on the idea

This will result in wasted bandwidth when the network load is light.

Since channel estimation is done just before the actual data transmission, link adaptation in REAR is

that using higher data rate it is possible to transmit multiple packets. Based on channel estimation
either at receiver or at the source, the algorithm ensures that all nodes are granted channel access

2.4.2 DCF with Priority Classes(DCF-PC)

for the same time shares as achieved by single rate TREE 802.11. The Full Auto Rate (FAR)[61]

Deng et al [27] proposed another variation of the IEEE 802.11 protocol that supports priority based

adapt the transmission rate of all the frames (both control and Data frames) to further improve the

access for different classes of data. The basic idea is to use a combination of shorter

performance of IEEE 802.11.

or waiting

times and shorter backoff time values (i.e., maximum allowable size of contention window) for

higher priority data (i.e., real-time traffic). While normal nodes wait for the channel to remain idle
2.4 QoS-aware MAC protocols

after DIFS interval before they transmit data, a higher priority node waits for only PIFS. However i
the chosen backoff value happens to be longer, the higher priority node can still lose out to anot er

MAC protocols [7, 22, 27, 33,60,61,65,69, 107] are mostly for solving the problems of medium

node that has a larger IFS but a shorter random backoff value. In order to solve this problem,
authors of [27] have proposed two different formulas for generating the random backoff values so
that the higher priority nodes are assigned shorter backoff time. Authors have demonstrated that this

contention, supporting reliable unicast communication, and providing resource reservation for real
time traffic in a distributed wireless environment. While the main design goal of most of the MAC

scheme has better performance than 802.11 DCF, in terms of throughput, access delay and frame
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2.3 QoS at Physical layer
protocols is usually to solve medium contention and hidden/exposed terminal problems and to im
prove throughput, a QoS-based MAC protocol must also provide a channel access mechanism that

QoS at physical layer refers to data rate and packet loss rate on wireless channel. Due to unsta

ble channel quality, maintaining a constant data rate and low packet loss is very difficult. Physical

considers the QoS constrains of real-time flows [85, 89]. Since it is not possible to provide upper
bounds on channel access delay when using random access mechanisms, the goal is simply to re
duce the channel access delay of real-time flows. A related problem to QoS is providing the faimess

layer ofIEEE 802.11 a/b/g can support multiple data rates that are achieved by different modulation

schemes in the PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Protocol) header of the physical layer. Since

among different traffic flows inside a traffic class [60]. The overall problem of providing QoS and

transmission rate can vary depending on the channel quality, an appropriate link adaptation mecha
nism is desirable to maximize the throughput under dynamically varying channel conditions. Link

faimess becomes more difficult due to dynamic topology and limited resources in the MANETs.

The QoS-based MAC protocols can be broadly classified as either priority-based or reservation-

adaptation mechanism may be modified to implement QoS requirements of higher layers in terms of
throughput and packet loss rate. For efficient utilization of a multi-rate physical layer, there has been
several adaptation algorithms proposed at the physical layer, where most of them are closely tied to
the MAC layer as well. These algorithms impact the observed link throughput on hop by hop basis
which leads to change in end-to-end throughput of a selected path. An algorithm by Kamerman et
al, called Auto Rate Fallback(ARF)[45], is a sender based channel estimation and rate adaptation
mechanism originally designed for Lucent's WaveLAN II devices running TF.fp 802.11b standard
ARF uses the ACKs of transmitted frames as a measure of channel condition. When an ACK is

based. Due to their simplicity in design, here we consider only random access MAC protocols. In
the following subsections, we briefly discuss about some of the available QoS-aware MAC schemes
for MANETs.

2.4.1

Real-Time Medium Access Control(RT-MAC)

Baldwin et al [7] proposed a variation of the IEEE 802.11 protocol called RT-MAC that supports
real-time traffic by avoiding packet collisions and the transmission of the packets that have already
missed their deadlines. To achieve this, RT-MAC scheme uses a packet transmission deadline and
an enhanced collision avoidance scheme to determine the transmission station s next backoff value.

not received after transmission of a frame, the first retransmission is done at the same data rate
If no ACK is received after the first retransmission, the data rate is lowered to the next level for
subsequent transmissions and retransmissions. If ten consecutive ACKs are received correctly or if

When a real-time packet is queued for transmission, a time-stamp is recorded locally in the node
indicating the time by when the packet should be transmitted. The sending node checks whether a
packet has expired at three points: before sending the packet, when its backoff timer expires and
when a transmission goes unacknowledged. An expired packet is immediately dropped from the
transmission queue. When the packet is actually about to be sent out, the sending node chooses the
next backoff value and records it in the packet header. Any node that overhears this packet then

a timer expires, then the device attempts to upgrade the data rate. If the first transmission at the
higher data rate fails, it goes back to the lower data rate. A similar but more adaptive approach was

proposed by Chevillat et al uses two thresholds S and F for estimating channel condition. In their
approach [21], when the number of consecutive successful transmission exceeds S, the data rate is
increased to the next level. Similarly, when the number of consecutive failed transmission exceeds
F, then transmission rate is decreased to the next level. Holland et al observed that the channel con

dition can fluctuate very frequently and ARF is not capable of adapting the data rate accordingly. In

ensures that it chooses a different backoff value. This eliminates the possibility of collision. The

their method [39], called Receiver Based Auto Rate(RBAR)adaptive protocol, channel estimation
is done at the receiver based on SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of RTS. Accordingly receiver informs
the sender about the maximum data transmission rate possible for the upcoming data transmission.
Since channel estimation is done just before the actual data transmission, link adaptation in RBAR is

at least estimated in this scheme. RT-MAC scheme has been shown to achieve drastic reductions m

range of values (i.e., contention window, CW)from which the backoff value is chosen, is made a
function of the number of nodes in the system. Therefore, the number of nodes should be known or

better than ARF. Another mechanism called Opportunistic Auto Rate(OAR)proposed by Sadeghi et

mean packet delay, missed deadlines, and packet collisions as compared to IEEE 802.11. However,
the contention window may typically become quite large in a network with large number of nodes.

al try to improve throughput in ad hoc networks with multi-rate links. OAR [91] is based on the idea

This will result in wasted bandwidth when the network load is light.

that using higher data rate it is possible to transmit multiple packets. Based on channel estimation
either at receiver or at the source, the algorithm ensures that all nodes are granted channel access
for the same time shares as achieved by single rate IEEE 802.11. The Full Auto Rate (FAR)[61]
adapt the transmission rate of all the frames (both control and Data frames) to further improve the

2.4.2 DCF with Priority Classes(DCF-PC)

Deng et al [27] proposed another variation of the IEEE 802.11 protocol that supports priority based
access for different classes of data. The basic idea is to use a combination of shorter IFS or waiting
times and shorter backoff time values (i.e., maximum allowable size of contention window) for

performance of IEEE 802.11.

2.4 QoS-aware MAC protocols

higher priority data (i.e., real-time traffic). While normal nodes wait for the channel to remain idle
after DIFS interval before they transmit data, a higher priority node waits for only PIFS. However i
the chosen backoff value happens to be longer, the higher priority node can still lose out to another

MAC protocols [7, 22, 27, 33,60,61,65,69, 107] are mostly for solving the problems of medium

node that has a larger IFS but a shorter random backoff value. In order to solve this problem,
authors of[27] have proposed two different formulas for generating the random backoff values so

contention, supporting reliable unicast communication, and providing resource reservation for real
time traffic in a distributed wireless environment. While the main design goal of most of the MAC

that the higher priority nodes are assigned shorter backoff time. Authors have demonstrated that t is
scheme has better performance than 802.11 DCF, in terms of throughput, access delay and frame
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loss probability for higher priority (real-time) traffic. It can support more than two traffic priorities.
However, this scheme lacks the ability to provide deterministic delay hounds for real-time traffic

Moreover,normal data traffic suffers higher delay due to a longer backoff time even when no higher
pnonty node is transmitting. Channel bandwidth is also wasted in such cases.
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the contention delay experienced by the node. Following each BB transmission, a node senses the
channel for an observation interval. Since distinct nodes contend with BB s of different length, each
node can determine without ambiguity whether its BB is of longest duration. Thus only one winner is

produced after this contention, which will transmit its real-time packets successfully. BB contention
ensures that real-time packets are transmitted without collisions and with priority over best-effort

2.4.3 Enhanced Distributed Channel Access(EDCA)

packets. It has the main drawbacks of requirement for an extra channel and precise generation of

IEEE 802.11 DCF is designed to provide a channel access with equal probabilities to all the con
tending nodes in a distributed manner. EDCA enhances the DCF protocol to provide differentiated

black-burst pulses.

channel access according to the frame priorities. It has been developed as a part of the hybrid co

2.4.5 Distributed Fair Scheduling(DFS)

ordination function(HCF)of IEEE 802.1 le [22,69]. Two new features introduced in the HCF are

the concepts of access category(AC)and transmission opportunity (TXOP). Each station using the
EDCA,has four ACs and for each AC there is one transmit queue with an independent EDCA func
tion that contends for access to the medium. The four ACs have different priorities and are used for

different kind of traffic: background(AC BK), best effort(AC BE), video(AC VI)and voice(AC
VO). A TXOP is a bounded time interval, defined by a starting time and a maximum duration dur
ing which a station may transmit multiple frames. In EDCA,each data frame is assigned a Access

Category(AC)in the MAC header, based on its priority as determined in the higher layers. During
the contention process,EDCA uses AIFS[AC], CWmin[AC],CWmax[AC]and TXOPLimit(Trans
mission Opportunity limit)for a frame belonging to a particular AC. Hence,each AC is an enhanced
variant of the DCF. Flows that fall under the same AC are effectively given identical priority to ac
cess the channel. A station accesses the channel based on the AC of the frame to be transmitted The
contention among different ACs with the same node is handled with the help of virtual contention
resolution. After successfully reserving the channel for data transmission, a station may transmit one
or more frames based on the corresponding value of TXOPLimit. In EDCA,AIFS(Arbitration Inter
Frame Space) duration is at least DIFS, and can be enlarged individually for each AC. The CWmin
of the backoff mechanism is set differently for different priority classes. EDCA thus combines two
measures to provide service differentiation. This mechanism assumes existence of an access point to
control the QoS functionality of the system. Further, there is no hints about mapping user require

ments into the corresponding TC at MAC level. Using EDCA,normal traffic suffers higher delays
even when in absence of real-time traffic in the network.

2.4.4 Black Burst(BB)Contention

The Black Burst(BB)contention scheme proposed in [100] avoids packet collision in a very novel
manner, and solves the packet starvation problem as well. Packets from two or more flows of the

same service class are scheduled in a distributed manner \yith fairness guarantee. Nodes content
for the medium after it has been idle for a period longer than the inter-frame space. Nodes with
best-effort traffic and nodes with real-time traffic use different inter-frame space values in such a
way that real-time traffic have higher priority than best-effort traffic. BB contention scheme is added

to any CSMA/CA type protocol in the following manner. Before sending their packets when the
medium remains idle long enough, real-time nodes first contend for transmission right by jamming
the media with pulses of energy called BB's (Black Bursts). The main principle in this scheme
is that each contending node is using a BB with different length which is directly proportional to
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Vaidya et al.[107] proposed the DFS scheme to ensure that different flows sharing a common wire
less channel are assigned appropriate bandwidth corresponding to their weights or priorities. DFS
is derived from the IEEE 802.11 DCF and requires no central coordinator to regulate access to the
medium. The fundamental idea of DFS is that each packet is associated with start and finish times-

tamps. A higher priority packet is assigned a smaller 'finish-tag' and shorter backoff periods. This
approach ensures that any flow that has packets of higher priority will consistently have shorter
backoff times, thereby achieving a higher throughput. In DFS, the start and finish times for pack
ets are calculated on the basis of the Self-Clocked Fair Queuing (SCFQ) algorithm proposed by

Golestani [38]. Following the idea of SCFQ,every node also maintains a local virtual clock. DFS
does not, however, remove short-term unfairness in certain cases The authors observe that the use
of collision resolution schemes such as those proposed in [33] can resolve this anomaly. In order
to calculate backoff intervals, the authors have proposed two alternate approaches: linear mapping

and exponential mapping. A disadvantage of the linear mapping scheme is that if many packet flows
have low priorities, all of them are assigned large backoff intervals. As a result, the system remains
idle for long periods of time. The exponential mapping approach is proposed as one solution to this

problem. Using simulations, the authors have shown that DFS obtains a higher throughput than IEEE

802.11. Also, they have verified that use of exponential mapping technique for calculating backoff
intervals leads to higher throughput than linear mapping. However, the DFS has the problems of

not solving the hidden terminal problem and not considering delay bound of real-time packets[9
Further, selection of a proper mapping function is a difficult problem.

2.4.6 MulUple Access Collision Avoidance with Piggyback Reservation(MACA/PR)
Multiple Access Collision Avoidance with Piggyback Reservation(MAC^R)t^l
and reliable transmission of best-effort datagram as well as guarant^^''"''"

time traffic. For the transmission of best-effott datagram in MAC^R.^

send must first wait for free "window" in the reservation table, which records all th

^

and receive windows of any station within the transmission range. It then waiU for an addit o
random amount of time on the order of a single hop round trip delay. If it senses the channel as
free, it proceeds with RTS-CTS-PACKET-ACK dialogue for a successful packet transmissiom

channel is busy it waits until tbe channel becomes idle and repeats the above procedure. For he
transmission of real-time packets, the behaviour of MACAffR is different. In order to transnnt fte
first data packet of a real-time stream, the sender initiates an RTS-CTS dialogtte and then p oc^ds

.with PACKET-ACK dialogue if the CTS dialogue is received. For subsequent data packets(no
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channel for an observation interval. Since distinct nodes contend with BB's of different length, each
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produced after this contention, which will transmit its real-time packets successfully. BB contention
ensures that real-time packets are transmitted without collisions and with priority over best-effort
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packets. It has the main drawbacks of requirement for an extra channel and precise generation of

IEEE 802.11 DCF is designed to provide a channel access with equal probabilities to all the con
tending nodes in a distributed manner. EDCA enhances the DCF protocol to provide differentiated
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channel access according to the frame priorities. It has been developed as a part of the hybrid co
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contention among different ACs with the same node is handled with the help of virtual contention
resolution. After successfully reserving the channel for data transmission, a station may transmit one
or more frames based on the corresponding value of TXOPLimit. In EDCA,AIFS(Arbitration Inter
Frame Space) duration is at least DIFS, and can be enlarged individually for each AC. The CWmin
of the backoff mechanism is set differently for different priority classes. EDCA thus combines two
measures to provide service differentiation. This mechanism assumes existence of an access point to
control the QoS functionality of the system. Further, there is no hints about mapping user require
ments into the corresponding TC at MAC level. Using EDCA,normal traffic suffers higher delays
even when in absence of real-time traffic in the network.

2.4.4 Black Burst(BB)Contention

The Black Burst(BB)contention scheme proposed in [100] avoids packet collision in a very novel
manner, and solves the packet starvation problem as well. Packets from two or more flows of the
same service class are scheduled in a distributed manner with fairness guarantee. Nodes content

for the medium after it has been idle for a period longer than the inter-frame space. Nodes with
best-effort traffic and nodes with real-time traffic use different inter-frame space values in such a
way that real-time traffic have higher priority than best-effort traffic. BB contention scheme is added
to any CSMA/CA type protocol in the following manner. Before sending their packets when the

medium remains idle long enough, real-time nodes first contend for transmission right by jamming
the media with pulses of energy called BB's (Black Bursts). The main principle in this scheme
is that each contending node is using a BB with different length which is directly proportional to

Vaidya et al.[107] proposed the DFS scheme to ensure that different flows sharing a common wire
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to calculate backoff intervals, the authors have proposed two alternate approaches: linear mapping

and exponential mapping. A disadvantage of the linear mapping scheme is that if many packet flows
have low priorities, all of them are assigned large backoff intervals. As a result, the system remains
idle for long periods of time. The exponential mapping approach is proposed as one solution to this

problem. Using simulations,the authors have shown that DFS obtains a higher throughput than IEEE
802.11. Also, they have verified that use of exponential mapping technique for calculating backoff
intervals leads to higher throughput than linear mapping. However, the DFS has the problems of

not solving the hidden terminal problem and not considering delay bound of real-time packets [96].
Further, selection of a proper mapping function is a difficult problem.

2.4.6 MulUple Access Collision Avoidance vfith Piggyback Reservation(MACA/PR)
Multiple Access Collision Avoidance «ti.h Piggyback Reservation
and reliable transmission of best.effort datagram as well as guaranteed bandwtd h

time traffic. For the transmission of best-effort datagram In MAC^R.^ "ost w.th a p^ke to
send must first wait for free "window" In the reservation table, whtch records all the ■^served send

and receive windows of any station within the transmission range. It then watts for an addit

random amount of time on the older of a single hop round trip delay, if it senses the channel as

free, it proceeds with RTS-CTS-PACKET-ACK dialogue for a successful packet transnttsstom If he
channel is busy it waits until the channel becomes idle and repeats the above procedure. For he
transmission of teal-tlme packets, the behaviour of MACAA>R is different. In order to transmit the

first data packet of a teal-time stream, the sender initiates an RTS-CTS dialogue and then pmc^ds

.with PACKET-ACK dialogue if the CTS dialogue is received. For subsequent data packets (no
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first one)of a real time stream. Reservation Tables, which are propagated among neighbors, are used
to avoid the hidden-terminal problem as opposed to the RTS-CTS dialogue. The first data packet of
the real-time stream then makes the reservation along the selected path. The source node piggybacks

23,89,99]. QoS routing is difficult in MANETs. Firstly, it has too high overhead due to maintenance

the real-time scheduling information for the next packet transmission in the header of its current

route such that the discovered path will remain valid for a longer period of time. Finally, nodes can
be selfish and unwilling to cooperate which causes difficulty in reserving resources [68]. Here, we

data packet. The destination confirms the reservation with an ACK, which contains the scheduling
information for the next packet reception. Thus, any node hearing a real-time packet updates its

and updation of link state information. Secondly, maintaining the precise link state information is
very difficult. Thirdly, a feasible path may not guarantee a QoS path. Fourthly, finding a stable QoS
discuss about some of the QoS routing protocols for MANETs.

reservation table and defers transmission for the specified time. Note that if the sender fails to receive

several ACK's, it restarts the connection with the RTS-CTS dialogue again. MACA/PR does not

retransmit the real-time packets after collision. MACA/PR relies on two assumptions. Firstly, real

2.5.1 Core Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing(CEDAR)

time packets arrive at constant time intervals and secondly, the communication links are symmetric.
These, assumptions are not necessarily valid in a MANET environment[85].

CEDAR [99]. a Core Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing algorithm is proposed for small to

2.4.7 Elimination by Sieving(ES-DCF)and Deadline Bursting(DB-DCF)

computation is on dememd basis, and is performed by the core nodes using only local state informa

Pal et al [81, 82] proposed two variants of the IEEE 802.11 DCF that offer guaranteed time bound

tion. CEDAR has three key components: Core Extraction - to select a set of nodes to form the core
that maintains the local topology of the nodes in its domain, and also performs route computations.

delivery for real-time traffic, by using deterministic collision resolution algorithms. Interestingly
they also employ black burst features. The ES-DCF has three phases of operation - elimination

channel acquisition and collision resolution. In elimination phase, every node is assigned a grade
based on the deadlines and priority of its packets as in [27]. A closer deadline results in a lower
numerical grade, which translates to lower than DIFS channel-free wait time. Therefore, the grade

of the packet improves if it remains in the queue for a longer time. In the channel acquisition phase,
the node transmits RTS packet to initiate the channel acquisition, when the channel has been free for

the requisite amount of time, as decided by the grade of its data packet. If it receives a CTS packet
in return, the channel is considered acquired successfully. Otherwise, the third phase of collision
resolution is initiated by sending out a BB (as in [100]). The length of the BB corresponds to the
node identification (Id) number. Higher Id numbers are given to the nodes that generate a lot of

medium size ad hoc networks. It dynamically establishes the core of the network, and then in
crementally propagates the link states of stable high-bandwidth links to the core nodes. The route

Link State Propagation- QoS routing in CEDAR is achieved by propagating the bandwidth avail

ability information of stable links to all core nodes. Route Computation - Route computation first
establishes a core path from the domain of the source to the domain of the destination. Using the
directional information provided by the core path,CEDER iteratively tries to find a partial route from
the source to the domain of the furthest possible node in the core path satisfying the requested band
width. The sheer amount of updates(in the form of flooding) it needs in order to maintain a global

topology and state information makes CEDAR unsuitable, especially in random mobility environ
ment of MANETs. QOLSR(QoS aware Optimal Link State Routing)[5,6] has similar disadvantage
due to heavy amount of link state updates required to maintain network topology information.
2.5.2 Ticket-based Probing

real-time data. The node that sends out the longest burst accesses the channel at the subsequent

A distributed multipath QoS routing scheme for MANETs,called ticket-based probing is proposed

attempt.

In the DB-DCF, the first phase is for BB contention wherein the lengths of the BB packets
are proportional to the urgency (i.e., relative deadlines) of the real-time packet. This is followed by

phases for channel acquisition and collision resolution, which are similar to the corresponding phases

in ES-DCF. Both schemes assign channel-free wait time longer than DIFS for best-effort nodes, such
that these nodes are allowed to transmit only when the other real-time nodes have no data waiting
to be sent. However, the results of the simulations carried out by the authors indicate that ES-DCF
is more useful when hard real-time traffic is involved, and DB-DCF performs better in the case of
nodes with soft real-time packets. However, due to its dependence on BB techniques, it inherits the
similar problems in BB [100] as we discussed earlier.

2.5 QoS Routing Protocols

in [16] to tolerate imprecise state information. This method uses tickets to limit the number of
candidate paths searched during route discovery. When a source wishes to find QoS paths to a
destination, it issues probe message with some tickets. One ticket corresponds to one path searching,
and one probe message should carry at least one ticket. At an intermediate node, a probe with more
than one ticket is allowed to split into multiple ones,each searching a different downstream sub-path.
Hence, when an intermediate node receives a probe, it decides, on the basis of its available state
information, whether the received probe should be split and to which neighbors the probe(s) should
be forwarded. Some questions must be answered in the route search approach: First, how many
tickets should be issued by the source? Second, when an intermediate host receives a probe message
of n tickets, it will have to make the decisions regarding - ticket splitting and probe forwarding rules.
Third, how are multiple-paths dynamically maintained?

QoS routing is one ofthe most essential components of a QoS architecture. QoS routing protocols try
to find end-to-end paths for flows with the knowledge of network resource availability and the QoS
requirements of the corresponding applications such that there is a good chance of meeting the QoS

2.5.3 Positional Attribute-based Next-bop Determination Approach(PANDA)
Positional Attribute-based Next-bop Determination Approach(PANDA)[57] discritninates the next

requirements of the applications while transporting data packets over the discovered paths [15, 16,

of using a random rebroadcast delay, the receivers opt for a delay proportional to their abilities m
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first one)of a real time stream. Reservation Tables, which are propagated among neighbors, are used
to avoid the hidden-terminal problem as opposed to the RTS-CTS dialogue. The first data packet of
the real-time stream then makes the reservation along the selected path. The source node piggybacks

23,89,99]. QoS routing is difficult in MANETs. Firstly, it has too high overhead due to maintenance

the real-time scheduling information for the next packet transmission in the header of its current

route such that the discovered path will remain valid for a longer period of time. Finally, nodes can
be selfish and unwilling to cooperate which causes difficulty in reserving resources [68]. Here, we

data packet. The destination confirms the reservation with an ACK, which contains the scheduling
information for the next packet reception. Thus, any node hearing a real-time packet updates its
reservation table and defers transmission for the specified time. Note that if the sender fails to receive
several ACK's, it restarts the connection with the RTS-CTS dialogue again. MACA/PR does not

retransmit the real-time packets after collision. MACA/PR relies on two assumptions. Firstly, real

and updation of link state information. Secondly, maintaining the precise link state information is
very difficult. Thirdly, a feasible path may not guarantee a QoS path. Fourthly, finding a stable QoS
discuss about some of the QoS routing protocols for MANETs.

2.5.1 Core Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing(CEDAR)

time packets arrive at constant time intervals and secondly, the communication links are symmetric.

CEDAR [99]. a Core Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing algorithm is proposed for small to

These, assumptions are not necessarily valid in a MANET environment [85].

medium size ad hoc networks. It dynamically establishes the core of the network, and then in
crementally propagates the link states of stable high-bandwidth links to the core nodes. The route

2.4.7 Elimination by Sieving(ES-DCF)and Deadline Bursting(DB-DCF)

computation is on demand basis, and is performed by the core nodes using only local state informa

Pal et al [81, 82] proposed two variants of the IEEE 802.11 DCF that offer guaranteed time bound

delivery for real-time traffic, by using deterministic collision resolution algorithms. Interestingly
they also employ black burst features. The ES-DCF has three phases of operation - elimination

channel acquisition and collision resolution. In elimination phase, every node is assigned a grade
based on the deadlines and priority of its packets as in [27]. A closer deadline results in a lower
numerical grade, which translates to lower than DIFS channel-free wait time. Therefore, the grade

of the packet improves if it remains in the queue for a longer time. In the channel acquisition phase,
the node transmits RTS packet to initiate the channel acquisition, when the channel has been free for

the requisite amount of time, as decided by the grade of its data packet. If it receives a CTS packet
in return, the channel is considered acquired successfully. Otherwise, the third phase of collision

tion. CEDAR has three key components: Core Extraction - to select a set of nodes to form the core

that maintains the local topology of the nodes in its domain, and also performs route computations.

Link State Propagation- QoS routing in CEDAR is achieved by propagating the bandwidth avail

ability information of stable links to all core nodes. Route Computation - Route computation first
establishes a core path from the domain of the source to the domain of the destination. Using the
directional information provided by the core path,CEDER iteratively tries to find a partial route from
the source to the domain of the furthest possible node in the core path satisfying the requested band
width. The sheer amount of updates (in the form of flooding) it needs in order to maintain a global
topology and state information makes CEDAR unsuitable, especially in random mobility environ
ment of MANETs. QOLSR(QoS aware Optimal Link State Routing)[5,6] has similar disadvantage
due to heavy amount of link state updates required to maintain network topology information.

resolution is initiated by sending out a BB (as in [100]). The length of the BB corresponds to the
node identification (Id) number. Higher Id numbers are given to the nodes that generate a lot of

2.5.2 Ticket-based Probing

real-time data. The node that sends out the longest burst accesses the channel at the subsequent
attempt.

In the DB-DCF, the first phase is for BB contention wherein the lengths of the BB packets

are proportional to the urgency (i.e., relative deadlines) of the real-time packet. This is followed by
phases for channel acquisition and collision resolution, which are similar to the corresponding phases

in ES-DCF. Both schemes assign channel-free wait time longer than DIFS for best-effort nodes,such
that these nodes are allowed to transmit only when the other real-time nodes have no data waiting
to be sent. However, the results of the simulations carried out by the authors indicate that ES-DCF
is more useful when hard real-time traffic is involved, and DB-DCF performs better in the case of
nodes with soft real-time packets. However, due to its dependence on BB techniques, it inherits the
similar problems in BB [100] as we discussed etu'lier.

2.5 QoS Routing Protocols
QoS routing is one ofthe most essential components of a QoS architecture. QoS routing protocols try
to find end-to-end paths for flows with the knowledge of network resource availability and the QoS
requirements of the corresponding applications such that there is a good chance of meeting the QoS
requirements of the applications while transporting data packets over the discovered paths [15, 16,

A distributed multipath QoS routing scheme for MANETs,called ticket-based probing is proposed

in [16] to tolerate imprecise state information. This method uses tickets to limit the number of
candidate paths searched during route discovery. When a source wishes to find QoS paths to a
destination, it issues probe message with some tickets. One ticket corresponds to one path searching,

and one probe message should carry at least one ticket. At an intermediate node, a probe with more
than one ticket is allowed to split into multiple ones,each searching a different downstream sub-path.
Hence, when an intermediate node receives a probe, it decides, on the basis of its available state
information, whether the received probe should be split and to which neighbors the probe(s) should
be forwarded. Some questions must be answered in the route search approach: First, how many
tickets should be issued by the source? Second, when an intermediate host receives a probe message
of n tickets, it will have to make the decisions regarding - ticket splitting and probe forwarding ru es.
Third, how are multiple-paths dynamically maintained?

2.5.3 Positional Attribute-based Next-hop Determination Approach(PANDA)
Positional Attribute-based Next-bop Determination Approach(PANDA)(571 discritninates the next

bop nodes based on their location or capabilities. When a route-request is broadcasted tustead
of using a random rebroadcast delay, the receivers opt for a delay proportional to their abilities m
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meeting the QoS requirements of the path. The decisions at the receiver side are made on the basis
of a predefined set of rules. Thus the end-to-end path will be able to satisfy the QoS constrains as
long as It IS intact. A broken path will initiate a QoS route discovery process.
2.5.4 Ad hoc QoS On-demand Routing(AQOR)
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2.6.1 Ad hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector(AOMDV)

Ad hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector(AOMDV)[71]is an extension ofthe AODV protocol
to compute multiple loop-free and link-disjoint paths. The loop-freedomness is guaranteed by using
a notion of "advertised hop count" and link-disjointness of multiple paths is achieved by using a

particular property of flooding. To keep track of multiple paths, the routing table entries for each

AQ0R[115] is a reservation-based, on-demand QoS-aware routing to provide QoS guarantees with
the following features: (i) available bandwidth estimation and end-to-end delay measurement (ii)

destination contain a list of next-hops along with the corresponding hop counts. All the next hops

bandwidth reservation, and (iii) adaptive route recoveiy. When a route is needed, the source host
initiates a route request, m which the bandwidth and delay requirements are specified. The interme

which is defined as the maximum hop count for all the paths to the destination. This is the hop
count used for sending route advertisements of the destination. Each duplicate route advertisement

diate nodes check their available bandwidth and perform bandwidth admission hop-by-hop. If the

received by a node defines an alternate path to the destination. To ensure loop-freedomness, a node
only accepts a RREQ for the destination if it carries a lower hop count than the advertised hop count
for that destination. Because the maximum hop count is used,the advertised hop count therefore does
not change for the same sequence number. When a route advertisement is received for a destination
with a greater sequence number,the next- hop list and advertised hop count are initialized. AOMDV
can be used to find either node-disjoint or link-disjoint routes. To find node-disjoint routes, each
node does not immediately reject duplicate RREQs. Each RREQ arriving via a different neighbor of
the source defines a node-disjoint path. This is because nodes are not allowed to broadcast duplicate

bandwidth at the intermediate host is sufficient to support the request, an entry will be created in the

routing table with an expiration time. If the reply packet does not arrive within the allotted time,

the entry will be deleted. In this this approach, a reply packet whose delay exceeds the requirement
will be deleted immediately in order to reduce overhead. To estimate available bandwidth for per
forming call admission control, each node puts its reserved bandwidth in periodic Hello messa es
that are sent to their neighbors. AQOR uses the sum of a node's neighbors traffic as the estimated
total traffic affecting the node. The estimated traffic can be larger than the real overall traffic and
imposes a stringent bandwidth admission control threshold. The available bandwidth is thus a lower

bound on the real available bandwidth. End-to-end one way downstream delay is approximated by
using half the round trip delay. With the knowledge of available bandwidth and end-to-end delay the
smallest delay path (corresponding to the first route reply packet come to the source) with sufficient
bandwidth is chosen as the QoS route.

Temporary reservation is used to free the reserved resources efficiently at each node when the
existing routes are broken. If a node does not receive data packets in a certain interval, the node

have the same sequence number. For each destination, a node maintains the advertised hop count,

RREQs,so any two RREQs arriving at an intermediate node via a different neighbor of the source
could not have traversed a common node. In an attempt to get multiple link-disjoint routes, the
destination replies to duplicate RREQs regardless of their first hop. To ensure link-disjointness in
the first hop of the RREP,the destination only replies to RREQs arriving via unique neighbors. After
the first hop, the RREPs follow the reverse paths, which are node-disjoint and thus link-disjomt.
High path diminution problem exists due to RREQ and RREP forwarding policies adopted in this
routing protocol.

immediately invalidates the reservation. This avoids using explicit resource release control packets
upon route changes. The adaptive route recovery procedure includes detection of broken links and

2.6.2 Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector Multipath(AODVM)

QoS violations and triggering of route recovery at the destination.

AODVM[118]is an extension to AODV for finding multiple node-disjoint paths. Intermediate nodes
are not allowed to send a route reply directly to the source. Also, the duplicate RREQ packets are
not discarded by intermediate nodes. Instead, information about all received RREQs are recorded

2.6 QoS-aware Multipath Routing Protocols
Standard on-demand routing protocols like AODV and DSR are used to discover a single route

between a source and destination node. In such protocol, when an active route breaks, the nodes
of the broken route simply drop the data packets because no alternate route to the destination is
available. Multipath routing is useful for finding multiple paths between a source and destination
in a single route discovery. These multiple routes between source and destination can be used to
compensate for the dynamic topology changes in MANETs, which will reduce disruption of data
transport. Recently,several different multipath routing mechanisms have been proposed where most

in an RREQ table at the intermediate nodes. The destination sends a RREP for each of the received
RREQ packets. An intermediate node forwards a received RREP packet toward the source through
the neighbor found in the RREQ table that gives the shortest path to the source. To ensure that
nodes do not participate in more than one route, whenever a node overhears one of its "^ighbore
broadcasting an RREP packet, it deletes all the entries corresponding to that neighbor from its RREQ
table. Because a node cannot participate in more than one route,the discovered routes must be node-

disjoint. Due to the RREQ and RREP forwarding policies used in the protocol, the number of
node-disjoint paths discovered by this protocol is restricted.

ofthem are for enhancing best-effort traffic. QoS-aware multipath routing protocols proposed in [62,
66] are based on a CDMA/TDMA based MAC layer. Due to difficulty in realizing such centralized
MAC scheme in MANETs, we consider only multipath routing based on a distributed MAC layer
such as IEEE 802.11 DCF. Here, we discuss about some of the important multipath routing protocols
which can be used (with some adaptations)for QoS support in MANETs.
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2.6.3 Mobility Prediction metric based AOMDV(MP-AOMDV)
This is an extension to AOMDV to support adaptive route maintenance based on mobility prediction

metric of a path. MP-AOMDV [92] modifies AOMDV to give two types of multipath protoc^ one
is node-disjoint MP-AOMDV and other is Link-disjoint MP-AOMDV.In node-disjoint AOMDV,to
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2.6.1 Ad hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector(AOMDV)

Ad hoc On-demand Multipath Distance Vector(AOMDV)[71]is an extension ofthe AODV protocol
to compute multiple loop-free and link-disjoint paths. The loop-freedomness is guaranteed by using
a notion of "advertised hop count" and link-disjointness of multiple paths is achieved by using a

particular property of flooding. To keep track of multiple paths, the routing table entries for each

AQ0R[115] IS a reservation-based, on-demand QoS-aware routing to provide QoS guarantees with

destination contain a list of next-hops along with the corresponding hop counts. All the next hops

the following features: (i) available bandwidth estimation and end-to-end delay measurement, (ii)
diate nodes check their available bandwidth and perform bandwidth admission hop-by-hop. If the

have the same sequence number. For each destination, a node maintains the advertised hop count,
which is defined as the maximum hop count for all the paths to the destination. This is the hop
count used for sending route advertisements of the destination. Each duplicate route advertisement
received by a node defines an alternate path to the destination. To ensure loop-freedomness, a node

bandwidth at the intermediate host is sufficient to support the request, an entry will be created in the

only accepts a RREQ for the destination if it carries a lower hop count than the advertised hop count

routing table with an expiration time. If the reply packet does not arrive within the allotted time,
the entry will be deleted. In this this approach, a reply packet whose delay exceeds the requirement
will be deleted immediately in order to reduce overhead. To estimate available bandwidth for er

for that destination. Because the maximum hop count is used,the advertised hop count therefore does
not change for the same sequence number. When a route advertisement is received for a destination

bandwidth reservation, and (iii) adaptive route recovery. When a route is needed, the source host
initiates a route request, in which the bandwidth and delay requirements are specified The interme

forming call admission control, each node puts its reserved bandwidth in periodic Hello mes
that are sent to their neighbors. AQOR uses the sum of a node's neighbors traffic as the estimated
total traffic affecting the node. The estimated traffic can be larger than the real overall traffic and
imposes a stringent bandwidth admission control threshold. The available bandwidth is thus a lower

bound on the real available bandwidth. End-to-end one way downstream delay is approximated by
using half the round trip delay. With the knowledge of available bandwidth and end-to-end delay the
smallest delay path (corresponding to the first route reply packet come to the source) with sufficient
bandwidth is chosen as the QoS route.

Temporary reservation is used to free the reserved resources efficiently at each node when the
existing routes are broken. If a node does not receive data packets in a certain interval, the node

with a greater sequence number,the next- hop list and advertised hop count are initialized. AOMDV
can be used to find either node-disjoint or link-disjoint routes. To find node-disjoint routes, each
node does not immediately reject duplicate RREQs. Each RREQ arriving via a different neighbor of
the source defines a node-disjoint path. This is because nodes are not allowed to broadcast duplicate

RREQs, so any two RREQs arriving at an intermediate node via a different neighbor of the source
could not have traversed a common node. In an attempt to get multiple link-disjoint routes, the
destination replies to duplicate RREQs regardless of their first hop. To ensure link-disjointness in
the first hop of the RREP,the destination only replies to RREQs arriving via unique neighbors. After
the first hop, the RREPs follow the reverse paths, which are node-disjoint and thus link-disjomt.
High path diminution problem exists due to RREQ and RREP forwarding policies adopted in this
routing protocol.

immediately invalidates the reservation. This avoids using explicit resource release control packets
upon route changes. The adaptive route recoveiy procedure includes detection of broken links and

2.6.2 Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector Multipath(AODVM)

QoS violations and triggering of route recovery at the destination.

AODVM[118]is an extension to AODV for finding multiple node-disjoint paths. Intermediate nodes
are not allowed to send a route reply directly to the source. Also, the duplicate RREQ packets are
not discarded by intermediate nodes. Instead, information about all received RREQs are recorded

2.6 QoS-aware Multipath Routing Protocols
Standard on-demand routing protocols like AODV and DSR are used to discover a single route

between a source and destination node. In such protocol, when an active route breaks, the nodes
of the broken route simply drop the data packets because no alternate route to the destination is
available. Multipath routing is useful for finding multiple paths between a source and destination
in a single route discovery. These multiple routes between source and destination can be used to
compensate for the dynamic topology changes in MANETs, which will reduce disruption of data
transport. Recently,several different multipath routing mechanisms have been proposed where most

ofthem are for enhancing best-effort traffic. QoS-aware multipath routing protocols proposed in [62,
66] are based on a CDMA/TDMA based MAC layer. Due to difficulty in realizing such centralized

MAC scheme in MANETs, we consider only multipath routing based on a distributed MAC layer
such as IEEE 802.11 DCF. Here, we discuss about some of the important multipath routing protocols
which can be used (with some adaptations)for QoS support in MANETs.

in an RREQ table at the intermediate nodes. The destination sends a RREP for each of the received
RREQ packets. An intermediate node forwards a received RREP packet toward the source through
the neighbor found in the RREQ table that gives the shortest path to the source. To ensure that
nodes do not participate in more than one route, whenever a node overhears one of its "e^ghbore
broadcasting an RREP packet, it deletes all the entries corresponding to that neighbor from its R Q
table. Because a node cannot participate in more than one route, the discovere routes must

disjoint. Due to the RREQ and RREP forwarding policies used in the protocol, the number of
node-disjoint paths discovered by this protocol is restricted.

2.6.3 Mobility Prediction metric based AOMDV(MP-AOMDV)
This is an extension to AOMDV to support adaptive route maintenance based on mobility prediction
metric of a path. MP-AOMDV [92) modifies AOMDV to give two types of multipath
is node-disjoint MP-AOMDV and other is Link-disjoint MP-AOMDV.In node-disjoint AOMDV,to
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enable discovery of multiple node-disjoint paths for a particular source-destination pair, the RREQ
packet IS modified to contain the address ofthe neighbor ofthe source through which the given RREQ
packet has been forwarded. Each node forwards only one route request toward the destination.

However, it stores the subsequent RREQ packets to remember the previous hops for each RREQ
received through a unique neighbor of the source. The destination node replies to only those RREQs
that come through distinct neighbors of the source. Since every intermediate node forwards only one
RREQ toward the destination,each RREQ arriving at the destination has traveled along a unique path
from source to destination. Once an intermediate node receives a RREP packet, it search the stored
information to find out the best reverse route to the source. Two RREQs arriving at the destination
by following the same neighbor of the source will have at least one node common to them. Two
RREQs arriving at the destination by following a different neighbor of the source will have all node
distinct(means they are node-disjoint). Here, if two or more RREQs come to the destination with

same neighbor of the source, it will reduce the detection of number of node-disjoint path. This is

mainly the race conditions created by RREQ packets due to forwarding of the first copy of RREQ
packet by any intermediate node. Similar RREQ forwarding rule is followed for discovery of Linkdisjoint paths. Each node forwards only one RREQ toward the destination during route discove
process; however, it maintains a queue of the previous hop nodes for each RREQ received from a
unique neighbor of the source. The destination node does not use this source neighbor information
and reply to all RREQs. When an intermediate node receives an RREP, it forwards the RREP to the
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unsuccessful, then new route discovery is triggered. Determination of the three parameters required

for route discovery based on applications reliability requirements and local link availability is a
problem in this method.

2.6.5 Adaptive Dispersity QoS Routing(ADQR)

ADQR [40] finds multiple disjoint paths with longer-lived connections based on the available net
work bandwidth information obtained during route discovery. Based on the user bandwidth require
ments, it finds multiple disjoint paths which will together satisfy user bandwidth requirements, and
then to reserve bandwidth and disperse data over these paths. During route discovery it prefers
route which consists of links between physically closer nodes. To reduce the effect of rerouting
due to broken paths, a fast rerouting is proposed with the aid of proactive monitoring of network

topology where a rerouting is done before a path actually becomes unavailable. Based on signal
strength observed on links connecting nodes, links, nodes and routes are classified accordingly as
(from strongest to weakest)first, second and third. In the case the source has multiple routes, a route

with stronger route class is given preference. A class three route, with nodes in the weakest link

going apart from each other, is never selected. To discover a multipath, the source sends a route
request packet which carries information regarding class of all intermediate links, path, QoS metric

node at the head of its next hop queue, and then removes this node from the queue. This forwarding

etc. Intermediate nodes append their address at the time offorwarding the route request packets and

process is repeated for subsequent RREPs received at this intermediate node. And once the queue is

request messages which come through some disjoint path as compared to already forwarded route
request messages. The destination checks the node disjointness of the path while replying to a route
request message along with the class of the route. Finally, the source selects the routes based on
quality of the routes(route class and available bandwidth)and the user requirements. The source re

empty, all received RREPs are dropped, because there is no more disjoint link available.

2.6.4 Multipath Dynamic Source Routing(MP-DSR)

MP-DSR [56] is a QoS aware multipath extension to DSR,proposed to provide increased reliability
and stability of routes a QoS metric called end-to-end reliability is defined. Based on the reliability
requirements, P^, of an application, MP-DSR determines three parameters used for route discovery
- (i) number of required disjoint paths to discover, mo (ii) the lowest path reliability requirement
H/ower^ for each path to satisfy applications' reliability requirements and (iii) the time window,
within which the end-to-end guarantee provided by the selected routes hold. The source then sends
mo RREQ messages intended for the destination to its neighbors containing information such as
^lowert Put accumulated path reliability, traversed path etc. The intermediate nodes check to see

in the RREQ message still meets the reliability requirements. If so, the node updates the reliability
and path information in RREQ and then forwards the message to its neighbors. If a RREQ message
no longer meets the requirements, the message is discarded. When the destination receives all the
RREQ messages,it selectively chooses multiple disjoint paths from these messages and sends RREP
messages back to the source through the recorded path in the selected RREQ messages. The number
of copies of RREQ messages forwarded by intermediate nodes and received by the destination is

determined by the parameter mo and the accumulated reliability in RREQ messages. When the
source receives the RREP messages, it can begin using the multiple paths for transferring data. Route
maintenance is performed either when all routes fail or the time window for the paths expire. For
the case of all routes fail, a fresh route discovery process is initiated. In the expiry of time window,
source check the validity of the routes with the help of communication to destination. If validation is
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store information about all forwarded route request messages to enable them to forward only route

serves bandwidth for data flow on the selected paths sending special reservation on the paths toward
the destination. In this routing protocol, the state information maintained by each node regarding

the topology of the network,for processing route request and supporting fast rerouting is very high.
Further, proactive monitoring give rise to extra control overhead in the network.

2.6.6 QoS-aware Disjoint Multipath Routing Protocol(QDMR)

In [109],a Qos framework is proposed to support delay sensitive real-time applications in MANETs.
It consists of two parts - (i) reliable and QoS-aware routing through disjoint paths discovery and
maintenance and (ii) providing differentiated service to real-time and best-effort traffic through DiffServ. To compute QoS-aware disjoint multipath, source generates RREQ packet which cames ID of
the one hop neighbor of the source, hop count and path information along with other information re

quired for routing. Intermediate node does the admission control by maintaining and using admitted
and admissible rates for QoS traffic like in the case of SWAN[3]. There is no admission control done
for end-to-end delay during route discovery. To support delay guarantees to real-time applications,

the paths with lower hop counts are preferred. Nodes forwarding a RREQ packet appends its ID
in the forwarded RREQ packet. An intermediate node forwards the first copy of a RREQ packet

after performing admission control. A duplicate RREQ will be re-broadcasted if it comes through
a different first hop neighbor of the source with the previously forwarded ones and with hop count

not larger than that of the previously forwarded ones. For every forwarded RREQ packet, band-
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enable discovery of multiple node-disjoint paths for a particular source-destination pair, the RREQ
packet IS modified to contain the address ofthe neighbor ofthe source through which the given RREQ
packet has been forwarded. Each node forwards only one route request toward the destination.

However, it stores the subsequent RREQ packets to remember the previous hops for each RREQ
received through a unique neighbor ofthe source. The destination node replies to only those RREQs
that come through distinct neighbors ofthe source. Since every intermediate node forwards only one
RREQ toward the destination,each RREQ arriving at the destination has traveled along a unique path
from source to destination. Once an intermediate node receives a RREP packet, it search the stored
information to find out the best reverse route to the source. Two RREQs arriving at the destination
by following the same neighbor of the source will have at least one node common to them. Two
RREQs arriving at the destination by following a different neighbor of the source will have all node
distinct(means they are node-disjoint). Here, if two or more RREQs come to the destination with

same neighbor of the source, it will reduce the detection of number of node-disjoint path. This is

mainly the race conditions created by RREQ packets due to forwarding of the first copy of RREQ
packet by any intermediate node. Similar RREQ forwarding rule is followed for discovery of Link-

disjoint paths. Each node forwards only one RREQ toward the destination during route discovery
process; however, it maintains a queue of the previous hop nodes for each RREQ received from a
unique neighbor of the source. The destination node does not use this source neighbor information
and reply to all RREQs. When an intermediate node receives an RREP, it forwards the RREP to the

node at the head of its next hop queue, and then removes this node from the queue. This forwarding
process is repeated for subsequent RREPs received at this intermediate node. And once the queue is
empty, all received RREPs are dropped, because there is no more disjoint link available.

2.6.4 Multipath Dynamic Source Routing(MP-DSR)

MP-DSR [56] is a QoS aware multipath extension to DSR,proposed to provide increased reliability
and stability of routes a QoS metric called end-to-end reliability is defined. Based on the reliability
requirements, P^, of an application, MP-DSR determines three parameters used for route discovery
- (i) number of required disjoint paths to discover, mo (ii) the lowest path reliability requirement
n/
for each path to satisfy applications' reliability requirements and (iii) the time window, tyj,
within which the end-to-end guarantee provided by the selected routes hold. The source then sends
tuq RREQ messages intended for the destination to its neighbors containing information such as
n/otwer» Puj accumulated path reliability, traversed path etc. The intermediate nodes check to see
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unsuccessful, then new route discovery is triggered. Determination of the three parameters required
for route discovery based on applications reliability requirements and local link availability is a
problem in this method.

2.6.5 Adaptive Dispersity QoS Routing(ADQR)
ADQR [40] finds multiple disjoint paths with longer-lived connections based on the available net
work bandwidth information obtained during route discovery. Based on the user bandwidth require

ments, it finds multiple disjoint paths which will together satisfy user bandwidth requirements, and
then to reserve bandwidth and disperse data over these paths. During route discovery it prefers
route which consists of links between physically closer nodes. To reduce the effect of rerouting

due to broken paths, a fast rerouting is proposed with the aid of proactive monitoring of network

topology where a rerouting is done before a path actually becomes unavailable. Based on signal
strength observed on links connecting nodes, links, nodes and routes are classified accordingly as
(from strongest to weakest)first, second and third. In the case the source has multiple routes, a route

with stronger route class is given preference. A class three route, with nodes in the weakest link

going apart from each other, is never selected. To discover a multipath, the source sends a route
request packet which carries information regarding class of all intermediate links, path, QoS metric
etc. Intermediate nodes append their address at the time offorwarding the route request packets and
store information about all forwarded route request messages to enable them to forward only route

request messages which come through some disjoint path as compared to already forwarded route
request messages. The destination checks the node disjointness of the path while replying to a route
request message along with the class of the route. Finally, the source selects the routes based on
quality of the routes(route class and available bandwidth)and the user requirements. The source re
serves bandwidth for data flow on the selected paths sending special reservation on the paths toward

the destination. In this routing protocol, the state information maintained by each node regarding

the topology of the network, for processing route request and supporting fast rerouting is very high.
Further, proactive monitoring give rise to extra control overhead in the network.

owery

in the RREQ message still meets the reliability requirements. If so, the node updates the reliability
and path information in RREQ and then forwards the message to its neighbors. If a RREQ message
no longer meets the requirements, the message is discarded. When the destination receives all the
RREQ messages,it selectively chooses multiple disjoint paths from these messages and sends RREP
messages back to the source through the recorded path in the selected RREQ messages. The number
of copies of RREQ messages forwarded by intermediate nodes and received by the destination is

determined by the parameter mo and the accumulated reliability in RREQ messages. When the
source receives the RREP messages, it can begin using the multiple paths for transferring data. Route
maintenance is performed either when all routes fail or the time window for the paths expire. For
the case of all routes fail, a fresh route discovery process is initiated. In the expiry of time window,
source check the validity of the routes with the help of communication to destination. If validation is

2.6.6 QoS-aware Disjoint Multipath Routing Protocol(QDMR)
In [109],a Qos framework is proposed to support delay sensitive real-time applications in MANETs.
It consists of two parts - (i) reliable and QoS-aware routing through disjoint paths discovery and
maintenance and (ii) providing differentiated service to real-time and best-effort traffic through Diff-

Serv. To compute QoS-aware disjoint multipath, source generates RREQ packet which carries ID of
the one hop neighbor of the source, hop count and path information along with other information re

quired for routing. Intermediate node does the admission control by maintaining and using admitted
and admissible rates for QoS traffic like in the case of SWAN[3]. There is no admission control done
for end-to-end delay during route discovery. To support delay guarantees to real-time applications,

the paths with lower hop counts are preferred. Nodes forwarding a RREQ packet appends its ID
in the forwarded RREQ packet. An intermediate node forwards the first copy of a RREQ packet

after performing admission control. A duplicate RREQ will be re-broadcasted if it comes through
a different first hop neighbor of the source with the previously forwarded ones and with hop count

not larger than that of the previously forwarded ones. For every forwarded RREQ packet, band-
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width IS temporarily reserved in the node. Destination after getting the first RREQ packet waits for
a fixed time period to collect a number of RREQ packets. Then it computes two maximally disjoint
paths and sends the RREP packet to the source separately for each of the selected paths. Source

admits real-time packete into the primary path and secondary path is maintained through sending
probe messages penodically. In the case, routing protocol detects only one path, traffic admission

will be determined from the hop count of the path. During data transmission session using disjoint
paths, if the primary path fails which is detected through RRER message, the real-time traffic will

be switched to the alternate path and a route discovery is initiated to recover the failed path. During
data communication session, route discovery for the alternate path is invoked if it fails.

2.6.7 Interference-aware Multipath Routing Protocol(IMRP)
IMRP[110] proposes an interfering-aware QoS multipath routing protocol for QoS-constraint mul

timedia and real-time applications in ad hoc wireless network. In general, when using multipath
routing protocols for QoS,a sender node adopts multiple disjoint routing paths for data transmission
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RREQ packet and forward it to its neighbor through broadcasting. Each node forwarding the RREQ
packet appends its address in the RREQ. When an intermediate node receives the first copy of a
RREQ packet, it records the hop count of the RREQ packet as the shortest hop count for route dis
covery from the given source to the given destination. Any duplicate RREQ packet with higher hop
count than the already recorded shortest hop count in reverse route table is discarded. Therefore,
each node forwards RREQ multiple times based on hop count only. Once the first copy of RREQ

packet reaches the destination, it selects the first node-disjoint path and saves the path information
contained in the received RREQ packet in reverse route table. Destination generates a RREP packet
which records the selected path in reverse order and forwards the RREP packet toward the source

using the reverse route. For any duplicate copy of RREQ,destination checks the node-disjointness
of the path with respect to already selected paths stored in reverse route table. Destination selects
a maximum of three node-disjoint paths from the received RREQ packets. Because of RREQ for

warding policy and the path selection procedure adopted at the destination, a reasonable amount of

path diminution problem exits in NDMR.In MQRD,both multipath routing using NDMR and Diff

based on pre-evaluated path bandwidth and applications QoS requirements. To minimize the path

Serv for supporting differentiated service work at the network layer as complementary techniques to

cost, paths with smaller hop counts are preferred. Selected paths using this policy will be very closed
to each other and as a result expected total bandwidth of the paths will be less than the sum of their
individual bandwidth due to path interference problems. Therefore, an interference-aware multipath

mark them with corresponding DSCP (DiffServ Code Point) in IP packet. All intermediate mobile
nodes in the routing path from source to destination use DSCP in IP packet to determine schedul

routing protocol for QoS-constraint multimedia and real-time applications in ad hoc wireless net
works. It is assumed that each mobile node can compute its available bandwidth and link stable time

using some model. A source node starts route discovery by broadcasting a route discovety packet

provide end-to-end QoS for real-time applications. The source node will classify data packets and
ing and packet drop preference to provide differentiated service in the network. To further improve
QoS performance ofDiffServ,NDMR helps in reducing routing overhead and controlling congestion
through load balancing over multiple node-disjoint paths.

(RDP)in the network. The RDP carries QoS requirements, accumulated path stable time (which is
minimum of already explored links), hop count and path information along with other information

Any intermediate node which have adequate bandwidth available, and the RDP is received through
a link with link stable time greater than a threshold forwards a non duplicate RDP. While forwarding
RDP all nodes reserve bandwidth for a pre-reservation time period which will be freed if no route
reply packet is received within the time period. The pre-reserved bandwidth will be actually reserved
in the node for path stable time while receiving route reply packet before the pre-reservation timer
expires. After receiving a RDP,the destination reverses the path information carried by the RDP and
sends back a route reply packet to the source through the original path discovered by the RDP. All
nodes including the destination while forwarding route reply packet reserve the bandwidth specified
in the packet. Once source receives a route reply packet, it will reserve the bandwidth recorded in the
route reply packet and store the complete route information in the routing table. The path stable time

of the selected paths are used for prediscovery of routing path before the actual path fails. Due to
its RDP forwarding policy, it suffers from similar path diminution problem as in AOMDV,AODVM
etc.

2.6.8 Mulipath QoS Routing Protocol of Supporting DiffServ(MQRD)
In this method [59], the Node-Disjoint Multipath Routing(NDMR)protocol in [58] is combined
with DiffServ for supporting QoS in mobile ad hoc networks. NDMR is based on the modified

version of AODV with path accumulation feature of DSR to discover multiple node-disjoint paths.
To discover node-disjoint multiple paths between a source and a destination, the source generates a
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have briefly discussed about the mobile ad hoc networks and their characteristics.
We outlined the requirements for quality of service support in MANETs. We found that research m

QoS support in MANETs spans over all the layers of the protocol stack. Based on literature survey,
we have presented some important approaches to provide QoS support in MANETs.
In the next chapter, we will discuss about the priority based QoS-aware MAC protocols designed
to support quality of service at MAC layer in MANETs.
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width IS temporanly reserved in the node. Destination after getting the first RREQ packet waits for
a fixed time period to collect a number of RREQ packets. Then it computes two maximally disjoint
paths and sends the RREP packet to the source separately for each of the selected paths. Source

admits real-time packets into the primary path and secondary path is maintained through sending
probe messages periodically. In the case, routing protocol detects only one path, traffic admission

will be determined from the hop count of the path. During data transmission session using disjoint
paths. If the primary path fails which is detected through RRER message, the real-time traffic will

be switched to the alternate path and a route discovery is initiated to recover the failed path. During
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RREQ packet and forward it to its neighbor through broadcasting. Each node forwarding the RREQ
packet appends its address in the RREQ. When an intermediate node receives the first copy of a
RREQ packet, it records the hop count of the RREQ packet as the shortest hop count for route dis
covery from the given source to the given destination. Any duplicate RREQ packet with higher hop
count than the already recorded shortest hop count in reverse route table is discarded. Therefore,
each node forwards RREQ multiple times based on hop count only. Once the first copy of RREQ

packet reaches the destination, it selects the first node-disjoint path and saves the path information

data conununication session, route discovery for the alternate path is invoked if it fails.

contained in the received RREQ packet in reverse route table. Destination generates a RREP packet
which records the selected path in reverse order and forwards the RREP packet toward the source

2.6.7 Interference-aware Multipath Routing Protocol(IMRP)

using the reverse route. For any duplicate copy of RREQ,destination checks the node-disjointness
of the path with respect to already selected paths stored in reverse route table. Destination selects

IMRP [110] proposes an interfering-aware QoS multipath routing protocol for QoS-constraint mul

a maximum of three node-disjoint paths from the received RREQ packets. Because of RREQ for

timedia and real-time applications in ad hoc wireless network. In general, when using multipath

warding policy and the path selection procedure adopted at the destination, a reasonable amount of

routing protocols for QoS,a sender node adopts multiple disjoint routing paths for data transmission

based on pre-evaluated path bandwidth and applications QoS requirements. To minimize the path

Serv for supporting differentiated service work at the network layer as complementary techniques to

cost, paths with smaller hop counts are preferred. Selected paths using this policy will be very closed
to each other and as a result expected total bandwidth of the paths will be less than the sum of their
individual bandwidth due to path interference problems. Therefore, an interference-aware multipath

mark them with corresponding DSCP (DiffServ Code Point) in IP packet. All intermediate mobile
nodes in the routing path from source to destination use DSCP in IP packet to determine schedul

routing protocol for QoS-constraint multimedia and real-time applications in ad hoc wireless net
works. It is assumed that each mobile node can compute its available bandwidth and link stable time

using some model. A source node starts route discovery by broadcasting a route discovery packet

path diminution problem exits in NDMR.In MQRD,both multipath routing using NDMR and Diff

provide end-to-end QoS for real-time applications. The source node will classify data packets and
ing and packet drop preference to provide differentiated service in the network. To further improve
QoS performance ofDiffServ,NDMR helps in reducing routing overhead and controlling congestion
through load balancing over multiple node-disjoint paths.

(RDP)in the network. The RDP carries QoS requirements, accumulated path stable time (which is
minimum of already explored links), hop count and path information along with other information

Any intermediate node which have adequate bandwidth available, and the RDP is received through
a link with link stable time greater than a threshold forwards a non duplicate RDP. While forwarding
RDP all nodes reserve bandwidth for a pre-reservation time period which will be freed if no route
reply packet is received within the time period. The pre-reserved bandwidth will be actually reserved
in the node for path stable time while receiving route reply packet before the pre-reservation timer
expires. After receiving a RDP,the destination reverses the path information carried by the RDP and
sends back a route reply packet to the source through the original path discovered by the RDP. All
nodes including the destination while forwarding route reply packet reserve the bandwidth specified
in the packet. Once source receives a route reply packet, it will reserve the bandwidth recorded in the
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have briefly discussed about the mobile ad hoc networks and their characteristics.
We outlined the requirements for quality of service support in MANETs. We found that research in

QoS support in MANETs spans over all the layers of the protocol stack. Based on literature survey,
we have presented some important approaches to provide QoS support in MANETs.
In the next chapter, we will discuss about the priority based QoS-aware MAC protocols designed
to support quality of service at MAC layer in MANETs.

route reply packet and store the complete route information in the routing table. The path stable time

of the selected paths are used for prediscovery of routing path before the actual path fails. Due to
its RDP forwarding policy, it suffers from similar path diminution problem as in AOMDV,AODVM
etc.

2.6.8 Mulipath QoS Routing Protocol of Supporting DiffServ(MQRD)
In this method [59], the Node-Disjoint Multipath Routing(NDMR)protocol in [58] is combined
with DiffServ for supporting QoS in mobile ad hoc networks. NDMR is based on the modified

version of AODV with path accumulation feature of DSR to discover multiple node-disjoint paths.
To discover node-disjoint multiple paths between a source and a destination, the source generates a
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Chapter 3

QoS-aware MAC Protocols
3.1

Introduction

With the growing popularity of mobile ad hoc networks, it is reasonable to expect that users will de
mand some level of Quality of Service(QoS)from it, in terms of end-to-end delay,throughput, prob

ability of packet loss, etc. However,the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function(DCF)[25,
41], which is the most widely used Medium Access Control(MAC)protocol in MANETs,does not
provide effective QoS support in MANETs due to its inherent problems[15,49,67,75, 122]. T^pically, random access MAC protocols in IEEE 802.11 focus primarily on solving the well-known
hidden-terminal problem along with the basic contention-based channel access mechanism. While a
solution to the hidden-terminal problem is paramount,a QoS-^ware MAC protocol must also provide
bounds on channel access delay for real-time flows. Fairness[44,60] is also an important issue that
affects the serviceability of the networks. Existing DCF based MAC protocols can not support delay
sensitive real-time traffic due to the following drawbacks,(i) A station using DCF based MAC pro

tocol might have to wait arbitrarily long time to send a frame,this results in delaying real-time traffic
and (ii) Retransmitted frames are of little use in real-time traffic due to unexpected delay introduced

by extra unbounded channel access delay. Here,for simplicity, we consider that traffic is classified
into two priority classes - delay-sensitive real-time(RT)traffic and Best-effort(BE)traffic. Real-time
traffic can be voice or video and Best-effort traffic is the normal data. Our goals in designing a QoSaware MAC protocol are -(i)to reduce the channel access delay of real-time(higher prionty)flows as

compared to best-effort flows,(ii)reducing the end-to-end delay of different flows while forwarding
traffic through the network (both real-titne and best-effort) and

'

the network and (iii) the proposed approach should be much s.mpler than IEEE 8^"=
and based on the legacy IEEE 802.11 DCF(which is the de facto standard for tn M^Ts)
and thus can be easily integrated into existing systems without much difficulty. These overall go
become difficult to achieve due to highly dynamic nature of MANETs.

In this chapter, we have proposed two different schemes for resolving MAC layer contentton tn

the form of priority based variants of the DCF which aim at achieving.an enhanced level of service
differentiation
amongin both
real-time
best-effort
traffic.MAC
Further,
we have included
queue management
theseand
schemes
to resolve
layer contention
wit in aanoprtortty-based
e.
The first scheme proposed is a dynamic priority based MAC protocol, which mms at achtevtng
an enhanced level of service differentiation among real-time and best-effort traffic tn an end-to27
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end basis. In this scheme, nodes are assigned priorities based on their roles (relay or transmit)
and type of traffic to handle. For each of the possible backoff stage, a non-overlapping range of
contention window is assigned to each priority level where a higher priority level is assigned a

3.2
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Related Work

The main design goal of most of the MAC protocols for MANET is usually to solve medium con
tention, hidden/exposed terminal problems and to improve throughput. A QoS-aware MAC proto
col must also provide a channel access mechanism that considers the QoS constrains of real-time
flows [15, 84, 112]. Since it is not possible to provide upper bounds on channel access delay when
using random access mechanisms, the goal is simply to reduce the channel access delay of real
time flows. To achieve any level of QoS at the medium access layer in MANETs, two levels of

contenUon window with lower range as compared to a lower priority level. This ensures that a node

wi higher priority has a better chance of accessing the channel earlier than a node with lower

priority. Contention windows for two nodes with different priority may overlap only when they are
in different backoffstage. Further,freezing of backoff counter during countdown periods ofchannel
contention may lead to overlapping of backoff counter between lower priority and higher priority
evels. We named this scheme as the Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol (PQAMP). This
scheme is suitable for application areas where along with provisioning QoS for real-time traffic a

scheduling are required. These are packet-level scheduling and node-level scheduling. In packetlevel scheduling, every node must define a scheduler and a queuing discipline that will determine
which packet' should be sent during the next transmission time slot. This decision can be made by
each node locally. On the other hand, node-level scheduling is a distributed problem in which all
the nodes belonging to a neighborhood must cooperate to determine which nodes has channel access
priority. The overall problem becomes more difficult due to dynamic topology and lunited resources
in the MANETs. The QoS-based MAC protocols can be broadly classified as either priority-based
or reservation-based [75]. Some MAC protocols that have been proposed aiming at QoS support for

minimum level of service should be assured to best-effort traffic.

The second scheme is rather a unique priority based version which aims at achieving a strict dif

ferentiation among real-time and best-effort traffic. In the scheme,to ensure that nodes of high prior
ity always win the next transmission right when contending with nodes of low priority, a strict nonoverlapping contention window is assigned to nodes with real-time and best-effort traffic irrespective
oftheir backoffstage values. To further avoid overlapping ofbackofftimer during countdown period,

real-time traffic rely on a centralized control, that are not viable in ad hoc networks [121]. IEEE
802.1 le [20] which adds QoS features to IEEE 802.11 standard also rely on centralized control and
hence belongs to the same category. Aad et al [1] proposed three different ways to modify the stan
dard DCF to support service differentiation. These are based on differentiation of- Backoff increase
function.Inter frame spacing(IFS)and maximum frame length. A variation ofIEEE 802.11 protocol

freezing of backofftimer in low priority is replaced with a resetting of backoff timer mechanism. We
named this scheme as the Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)due to its strict
ness in maintaining non-overlapped backoff timer values between real-time and best-effort traffic. It

is suitable for application areas where real-time traffic should be always assured better QoS without
paying attention to service quality achievable for best-effort traffic.

called RT-MAC (Real-Time Medium Access Control)[7] was proposed to support real-time traffic
where backoff time depends on number of nodes in the system. Therefore, the number of nodes in

The MAC level traffic differentiation provided by the proposed schemes can be exploited by
higher layers as a powerful platform for QoS supports in MANETs. Here, we have not proposed any
admission control mechanism along with the QoS-aware MAC protocols. It is obvious that delay

the network should be known or at least estimated a priori. Using RT-MAC may result in wastage of

bandwidth(due to larger contention window)in a lightly loaded network with large number of nodes.
MACA/PR (Multiple Access Collision Avoidance with Piggyback Reservation).[65], which uses
reservation information piggybacked on MAC frame has lower throughput due to periodic exchange
of reservation tables among neighbors. The DFS (Distributed Fair Scheduling)[107] based MAC

I

Md throughput experienced by real-time flows degrade when the number of active nodes in the

interference range of a flow increases beyond a certain level. To ensure MAC level QoS,a priority-

protocol does not consider delay bound traffic and has the problem in selection of mapping function.
In the priority based protocols - DCF-PC(DCF with Priority Class)[27]and EDCA [22,69],normal
traffic suffers higher delays even when no real-time traffic is available. The Black Burst(BB)[ICQ]

based admission control [32] should be incorporated so that the total load due to admitted traffic

does not exceed the network capacity. Therefore, an admission control mechanism is indispensable
for QoS assurance to avoid congested or overloaded network conditions. We have used Markov

contention scheme and its variants in ES-DCF (Elimination by Sieving DCF)[81, 82], DB-DCF

Chain model to analyze the performance of the proposed schemes in single hop scenarios, and the

(Deadline Bursting DCF)[81,82]and proposal by Sheu et al[97]apply black-burst mechanism dur
ing priority classification period to separate the higher priority nodes from the lower priority ones.
In these protocols, higher priority nodes content for free channel first and others have to wait until

accuracy of the models are further validated using simulations. Our Markov chain models are based

on adapting basic models proposed by Giuseppe Bianchi [8] and Yang Xiao [114]. Due to their

siniplicity in design, the proposed schemes can be implemented by modifying the standard DCF

the transmission of higher priority nodes are over. All of them have the drawbacks of requirement
for an extra channel and precise generation ofBB pulses. In addition to wastage of channel capacity,

without much difficulty.

lower priority traffic suffers due to longer IFS in [81, 82]. Veres et al proposed a virtual MAC and
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.2, we discuss about the related work.

virtual source algorithms in [108]that operates parallel to the real MAC.A node can decide whether
the channel can support a new flow or not by analyzing the delay experienced by the node with the

A comparative study ofsome existing QoS-aware MAC protocols are presented.in section. 3.3. The
proposed priority-based QoS-aware MAC schemes namely PQAMP and SPQAMP are discussed in

help of running the DCF in virtual mode. Therefore, in their scheme,everything depends on estima-

section 3.4 and section 3.5 respectively. In these sections, we evaluate the schemes by proposing
analytical models and discuss the detailed simulation studies conducted for PQAMP and SPQAMP

1 Although the terms 'frame' and 'packet' are used to mean protocol data units in MAC layer and network layer

respectively, we will be using these two terms interchangeably throughout this paper to mean protocol data unit at MAC

respectively. Finally, section 3.6 concludes the chapter.

layer
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end basis. In this scheme, nodes are assigned priorities based on their roles (relay or transmit)
and type of traffic to handle. For each of the possible backoff stage, a non-overlapping range of

3.2

contention window is assigned to each priority level where a higher priority level is assigned a
contention window with lower range as compared to a lower priority level. This ensures that a node
with higher priority has a better chance of accessing the channel earlier than a node with lower

The main design goal of most of the MAC protocols for MANET is usually to solve medium con
tention, hidden/exposed terminal problems and to improve throughput. A QoS-aware MAC proto
col must also provide a channel access mechanism that considers the QoS constrains of real-time

priority. Contention windows for two nodes with different priority may overlap only when they are
in different backoff stage. Further,freezing of backoff counter during countdown periods ofchannel
contention may lead to overlapping of backoff counter between lower priority and higher priority

Related Work

flows [15, 84, 112]. Since it is not possible to provide upper bounds on channel access delay when
using random access mechanisms, the goal is simply to reduce the channel access delay of real
time flows. To achieve any level of QoS at the medium access layer in MANETs, two levels of

levels. We named this scheme as the Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol (PQAMP). This
scheme is suitable for application areas where along with provisioning QoS for real-time traffic a

scheduling are required. These are packet-level scheduling and node-level scheduling. In packet-

minimum level of service should be assured to best-effort traffic.

which packet^ should be sent during the next transmission time slot. This decision can be made by

The second scheme is rather a unique priority based version which aims at achieving a strict dif
ferentiation among real-time and best-effort traffic. In the scheme,to ensure that nodes of high prior
ity always win the next transmission right when contending with nodes of low priority, a strict nonoverlapping contention window is assigned to nodes with real-time and best-effort traffic irrespective
oftheir backoffstage values. To further avoid overlapping of backofftimer during countdown period,
freezing of backofftimer in low priority is replaced with a resetting of backoff timer mechanism. We
named this scheme as the Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)due to its strict
ness in maintaining non-overlapped backoff timer values between real-time and best-effort traffic. It

is suitable for application areas where real-time traffic should be always assured better QoS without
paying attention to service quality achievable for best-effort traffic.

The MAC level traffic differentiation provided by the proposed schemes can be exploited by
higher layers as a powerful platform for QoS supports in MANETs. Here, we have not proposed any
admission control mechanism along with the QoS-aware MAC protocols. It is obvious that delay
and throughput experienced by real-time flows degrade when the number of active nodes in the

interference range of a flow increases beyond a certain level. To ensure MAC level QoS,a prioritybased admission control [32] should be incorporated so that the total load due to admitted traffic

does not exceed the network capacity. Therefore, an admission control mechanism is indispensable
for QoS assurance to avoid congested or overloaded network conditions. We have used Markov
Chain model to analyze the performance of the proposed schemes in single hop scenarios, and the
accuracy of the models are further validated using simulations. Our Markov chain models are based
on adapting basic models proposed by Giuseppe Bianchi [8] and Yang Xiao [114]. Due to their
simplicity in design, the proposed schemes can be implemented by modifying the standard DCF
without much difficulty.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.2, we discuss about the related work.

A comparative study ofsome existing QoS-aware MAC protocols are presented.in section. 3.3. The
proposed priority-based QoS-aware MAC schemes namely PQAMP and SPQAMP are discussed in

section 3.4 and section 3.5 respectively. In these sections, we evaluate the schemes by proposing
analytical models and discuss the detailed simulation studies conducted for PQAMP and SPQAMP
respectively. Finally, section 3.6 concludes the chapter.

level scheduling, every node must define a scheduler tmd a queuing discipline that will determine
each node locally. On the other hand, node-level scheduling is a distributed problem in which all
the nodes belonging to a neighborhood must cooperate to determine which nodes has channel access

priority. The overall problem becomes more difficult due to dynamic topology and limited resources
in the MANETs. The QoS-based MAC protocols can be broadly classified as either priority-based
or reservation-based [75]. Some MAC protocols that have been proposed aiming at QoS support for

real-time traffic rely on a centralized control, that are not viable in ad hoc networks [121]. IEEE
802 1 le [20] which adds QoS features to IEEE 802.11 standard also rely on centralized control and

hence belongs to the same category. Aad et al [1] proposed three different ways to modify the stan
dard DCF to support service differentiation. These are based on differentiation of- Backoff increase
function. Inter frame spacing(IFS)and maximum frame length. A variation ofIEEE 802.11 protocol
called RT-MAC(Real-Time Medium Access Control)[7] was proposed to support real-time traffic
where backoff time depends on number of nodes in the system. Therefore, the number of nodes in
the network should be known or at least estimated a priori. Using RT-MAC may result in wastage of
bandwidth(due to larger contention window)in a lightly loaded network with large number of nodes.
MACA/PR (Multiple Access Collision Avoidance with Piggyback Reservation).[65], which uses

reservation information piggybacked on MAC frame has lower throughput due to periodic exchange
of reservation tables among neighbors. The DFS (Distributed Fair Scheduling)[107] based MAC

protocol does not consider delay bound traffic and has the problem in selection of mapping function.
In the priority based protocols - DCF-PC(DCF with Priority Class)[27]and EDCA [22,69],normal
traffic suffers higher delays even when no real-time traffic is available. The Black Burst(BB)[100]
contention scheme and its variants in ES-DCF (Elimination by Sieving DCF)[81, 82], DB-DCF
(Deadline Bursting DCF)[81,82]and proposal by Sheu et al[97] apply black-burst mechanism dur
ing priority classification period to separate the higher priority nodes from the lower priority ones.
In these protocols, higher priority nodes content for free channel first and others have to wait until
the transmission of higher priority nodes are over. All of them have the drawbacks of requirement
for an extra channel and precise generation of BB pulses. In addition to wastage ofchannel capacity,
lower priority traffic suffers due to longer IFS in [81, 82]. Veres et al proposed a virtual MAC and
virtual source algorithms in [108]that operates parallel to the real MAC.A node can decide whether
the channel can support a new flow or not by analyzing the delay experienced by the node with the

help of running the DCF in virtual mode. Therefore, in their scheme,everything depends on estimaiAlthough the terms 'frame' and 'packet' are used to mean protocol data units in MAC layer and network layer

respectively, we will be using these two terms interchangeably throughout this paper to mean protocol data unit at MAC
layer
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tion model used for calculation. Ge et al[34] proposed a differentiated service based MAC protocol
called Persistent Factor DCF(P-DCF), where each defined traffic class is associated with a persis
tent factorP(high-priority classes have smaller P). In P-DCF,backoff interval for a traffic class is a

geometrically distributed random variable with parameter P,therefore, it gives a statistically propor
tional service and performs similar to the p-persistent based CSMA protocols. Kuang et al proposed
a bidirectional multichannel MAC protocol [50] as a variant of IEEE 802.11 DCF which divides

available bandwidth into one control channel and several data channels. Use of multiple channels
require changes in NAV (Network Allocation Vector)and RTS/CTS frame formats to specify reser
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3.3 Comparison of Different Existing QoS-aware MAC protocols
Table 3.1 gives a brief comparison of the existing QoS-aware MAC protocols discussed above con
sidering only the main parameters namely hidden terminal problems, QoS technique used. Fairness,

Strength, and Weakness. From the comparative studies carried out, we can conclude that none of the
MAC schemes are better suited for QoS provisioning in MANETs. This motivates us to design the
two schemes that we will discuss in the following sections.

vation for each channel. Bononi et al[10] proposed a MAC scheme called Differentiated Distributed

Coordination Function(DDCF)to implement node differentiation based on distinct node roles(such
as cluster head and leaf nodes), where nodes are assigned roles through a clustering scheme that
runs on the upper layers. In DDCF, nodes belonging to a higher layer in the clustering structure
are assigned higher channel access priority than a node in a lower layer. It is a best-effort based

MAC mainly targeted at achieving higher channel efficiency. The modifications of DCF proposed
by Ksentini et al [48], is for enhancing best-effort service in noisy channel. It aimed at adaptation
of RTS/CTS mechanism to control updation of contention window depending on estimated channel

3.4 Priority based QoS-Aware MAC Protocol(PQAMP)
The proposed protocol called Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(PQAMP)is based on clas
sifying data frames into two QoS classes - Real-time and Best-effort. Accordingly, a node(in MAC
layer)can be in any one of the corresponding state based on the type of data frame it is currently pre
pared to send. Further, in a multihop environment, based on whether a node is relaying/forwarding a
data frame or transmitting a self generated data frame, it can have further derived states to improve

QoS performance in an end-to-end basis. This leads to four possible states for a node in the MAC
layer, where each of the state corresponds to a priority class. The detailed classification and their

condition.

implications are as follows.
Table 3.1: Comparison of QoS-aware MAC schemes
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priority classes as

the absence of higher
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compared to IEEE 802.11

To provide QoS at MAC level, we require that a real-time data frame gets a higher channel
access priority to that of a best-effort data frame in the network. We, therefore, provide higher
channel access priority for frames belonging to real-time traffic with smaller contention window as
compared to frames belonging to best-effort traffic. Further, we know that the dominating part of
end-to-end delay in data transmission is the channel access delay over multiple hops that are incurred
when transporting a data packet from source to the destination in a multihop ad hoc network. Every
time a relay node in the path from source to destination forwards a frame, it has to compete for

accessing the channel with its neighbor nodes, which leads to longer delay and hence degrades
the throughput of the network [106]. Therefore, it is always better to provide higher priority to a
node which has a frame to relay in comparison with a node with self generated frame for accessing
the channel, because the relayed frame has already used up the resources of the network in terms

of time and bandwidth. In our scheme, this is achieved by assigning a higher pnonty to relayed
traffic, within a QoS class, to provide the relayed traffic higher channel access priority than that of
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delay for real-time
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exchange of
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reservation tables

and
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In PQAMP,at any point in time,each node can be in one of the following five states: HIGHEST,
HIGH, MEDIUM,LOW and NORMAL based on the type of the data frame it has to transmit or

They perform better for

for real-time traffic

a>lvai

proper contention window selection method that will be discussed later. Besides the differentiated

among neighbors

bandwidth is reserved
ES-DCF

the self-generated traffic within the same QoS class. The channel access priorities are realized by
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which represents a priority class assigned to it. In our scheme,the values 0,1, 2,3and 4 represent the
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algorithm

and IEEE 802.11
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based on the deadlines

solved

and priority of packets,

partially

DB-DCF

and a deterministic

(821

priority classes assigned to the nodes in states HIGHEST,HIGH, MEDIUM,LOW and NORMAL
respectively. The question is what state or priority class is assigned to which node? Based on
the type of the frame (at the front of the interface queue) that a node is going to forward or send,
it is is assigned an appropriate level of state among the four possible states - HIGHEST, HIGH,
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tion model used for calculation. Ge et al [34] proposed a differentiated service based MAC protocol
called Persistent Factor DCF(P-DCF), where each defined traffic class is associated with a persis
tent factor P(high-priority classes have smaller P). In P-DCF, backoff interval for a traffic class is a

geometncally distributed random variable with parameter P,therefore, it gives a statistically propor

tional service and performs similar to the p-persistent based CSMA protocols. Kuang et al proposed
a bidirectional multichannel MAC protocol [50] as a variant of IEEE 802.11 DCF which divides

available bandwidth into one control channel and several data channels. Use of multiple channels
require changes in NAV (Network Allocation Vector) and RTS/CTS frame formats to specify reser
vation for each channel. Bononi et al [10] proposed a MAC scheme called Differentiated Distributed
Coordination Function(DDCF)to implement node differentiation based on distinct node roles(such

as cluster head and leaf nodes), where nodes are assigned roles through a clustering scheme that
runs on the upper layers. In DDCF, nodes belonging to a higher layer in the clustering structure
are assigned higher channel access priority than a node in a lower layer. It is a best-effort based

MAC mainly targeted at achieving higher channel efficiency. The modifications of DCF proposed
by Ksentini et al [48], is for enhancing best-effort service in noisy channel. It aimed at adaptation
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3.3 Comparison of Different Existing QoS-aware MAC protocols
Table 3.1 gives a brief comparison of the existing QoS-aware MAC protocols discussed above con
sidering only the main parameters namely hidden terminal problems, QoS technique used. Fairness,
Strength, and Weakness. From the comparative studies carried out, we can conclude that none of the
MAC schemes are better suited for QoS provisioning in MANETs. This motivates us to design the
two schemes that we will discuss in the following sections.

3.4 Priority based QoS-Aware MAC Protocol(PQAMP)
The proposed protocol called Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(PQAMP)is based on clas
sifying data frames into two QoS classes - Real-time and Best-effort. Accordingly, a node (in MAC
layer) can be in any one of the corresponding state based on the type of data frame it is currently pre

pared to send. Further, in a multihop environment, based on whether a node is relaying/forwarding a

of RTS/CTS mechanism to control updation of contention window depending on estimated channel

data frame or transmitting a self generated data frame, it can have further derived states to improve

condition.

QoS performance in an end-to-end basis. This leads to four possible states for a node in the MAC
layer, where each of the state corresponds to a priority class. The detailed classification and their
implications are as follows.
Table 3.1: Comparison of QoS- aware MAC schemes
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end-to-end delay in data transmission is the channel access delay over multiple hops that are incurred
when transporting a data packet from source to the destination in a multihop ad hoc network. Every
time a relay node in the path from source to destination forwards a frame, it has to compete for
accessing the channel with its neighbor nodes, which leads to longer delay and hence degrades
the throughput of the network [106]. Therefore, it is always better to provide higher pnonty to a

node which has a frame to relay in comparison with a node with self generated frame for accessing
the channel, because the relayed frame has already used up the resources of the network in terms
of time and bandwidth. In our scheme, this is achieved by assigning a higher priority to relayed

traffic, within a QoS class, to provide the relayed traffic higher channel access priority than that of
the self-generated traffic within the same QoS class. The channel access priorities are realized by

proper contention window selection method that will be discussed later. Besides the differentiated
channel access mechanism at MAC layer, a proper queuing discipline or packet-level scheduling is
implemented to improve overall QoS support through intra-node service differentiation.
In PQAMP,at any point in time, each node can be in one of the following five states: HIGHEST,

among neighbors

HIGH, MEDIUM,LOW and NORMAL based on the type of the data frame it has to transmit or
forward. Each of the state has a discrete value (with smaller value representing higher priority)

for real-time traffic
based on the deadlines

channel access priority for frames belonging to real-time traffic with smaller contention window as

compared to frames belonging to best-effort traffic. Further, we know that the dominating part of
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To provide QoS at MAC level, we require that a real-time data frame gets a higher channel
access priority to that of a best-effort data frame in the network. We, therefore, provide higher

and priority of packets,

hard and soft real-time
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suffers due to longer

and a deterministic

data packets respectively

IFS and BB even in
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as compared to DCF-PC

situations with very

algorithm

and IEEE 802.11
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which represents a priority class assigned to it. In our scheme,the values 0, 1,2, 3 and 4 represent the

priority classes assigned to the nodes in states HIGHEST, HIGH, MEDIUM,LOW and NORMAL
respectively. The question is what state or priority class is assigned to which node? Based on
the type of the frame (at the front of the interface queue) that a node is going to forward or send,
it is is assigned an appropriate level of state among the four possible states - HIGHEST, HIGH,
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medium and LOW.The HIGHEST state is assigned to a node which has to relay a real-time data
frame,since this type of data frame is delay sensitive and has already used up some of the network
resources like time and bandwidth, it is required to expedite the forwarding of such frame until it
reaches the destination. The HIGH state is assigned to a node which has a self generated real-time

data frame to be transmitted. Because,the real-time data like voice and video are more important for
timely delivery than that of non real-time data like ftp, http etc, a higher priority is assigned to this
type of nodes. Similarly, MEDIUM state is assigned to a node which has a best-effort data frame

to be forwarded; this is to expedite the forwarding of best-effort data frames as compared to freshly
generated best-effort data frames at a node. This enhances end-to-end performance of best-effort
traffic. The LOW state is assigned to a node which has to transmit a self generated best-effort data
firame. Finally, NORMAL state is assigned to a node which has no activity and hence the default
state of every node is set as NORMAL.

Nodes are assigned priorities dynamically based on their roles(sender, receiver, and forwarding
node) and the type of traffic they have to forward or send. Initially, all nodes will start with the
NORMAL state. When a node contents to access the channel, it chooses a random backoff timer

value in the range [Wij- Wj,Wi^ - 1], which is a function of two parameters namely backoff

stage (j = 0,..., m, where m is the retry limit) and priority class (i = 0,1,2,3). Wij and Wj
1

are obtained as shown in Equations(3.1)and (3.2)respectively. In Equation (3.2), m!represents the

2
BackofT stage,]

backoff stage at which contention window for priority class i reaches the maximum value. It is worth
mentioning that, this backoff timer selection procedure is different from the backoff timer selection

procedure followed in IEEE 802.11 DCF. In our scheme, nodes with different states (or priority
classes) are assigned distinct non-overlapping contention window ranges as depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Range of backoff values for priority classes 0,1,2, and 3 (up to backoff stage 2) m
PQAMP

It can be observed that the lowest range is assigned to the nodes which are in the HIGHEST state

(or priority class 0)and the range increases as the priority goes down,until priority class 3(or LOW
state). This non-overlapping range of contention window ensures that a node in higher priority state
always generate smaller backoff timer value as compared to a node in lower priority state, while
attempting to access the medium with equal number of retrial attempts. Figure 3.1 shows changes of
CW ranges with varying backoff stage (or retrial time) for four priority classes up to backoff stage
2, where we have assumed Wo as 16. In PQAMP, we use smaller retry limit for transmission of
frames belonging to real-time traffic, considering their tight deadline requirement. Therefore, we
have chosen retry limit for priority classes 0 and 1 as m', whereas for priority classes 2 and 3, it is m
(where m > m').

• When a node in NORMAL state receives a real-time data frame to be forwarded to its neighbor
node, the node's state is set to HIGHEST.

• When a node in NORMAL state receives a best-effort data frame to be forwarded to its neigh
bor node,the node's state is set to MEDIUM.

• A source node in NORMAL state, which has a real-time data frame to transmit changes its
state from NORMAL to HIGH.

^i,j = (i -f 1) X Wj for j= 0,..., m,i = 0,...,3

(3.1)

State from NORMAL to LOW

( 2W
2iWo

Wj=:

\

for j= 0,...,m'
2"*'Wq for j= m'•+• 1,...,m

• A source node in NORMAL state, which has to transmit a best-effort data frame changes its

(3.2)

3.4.1 Rules for state transition for nodes at MAC layer

• The state of a node after a successful transmission of data frame is set back to NORMAL.
• A node remains in the same state after an unsuccessful transmission of data frame until the
retry limit for the particular state is reached.

The following rules give a clear idea about how the nodes at MAC layer changes their states to
achieve the priority based channel access.

• The default state is assumed to be NORMAL for each node in the beginning.
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• The state of a node is set back to NORMAL, once the retry limit for the particular state is
reached and the transmission is unsuccessful.
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MEDIUM and LOW.The HIGHEST state is assigned to a node which has to relay a real-time data
frame,since this type of data frame is delay sensitive and has already used up some of the network
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resources like time and bandwidth, it is required to expedite the forwarding of such frame until it

reaches the destination. The HIGH state is assigned to a node which has a self generated real-time

data frame to be transmitted. Because,the real-time data like voice and video are more important for
timely delivery than that of non real-time data like ftp, http etc, a higher priority is assigned to this

192

type of nodes. Similarly, MEDIUM state is assigned to a node which has a best-effort data frame

to be forwarded; this is to expedite the forwarding of best-effort data frames as compared to freshly
generated best-effort data frames at a node. This enhances end-to-end performance of best-effort
traffic. The LOW state is assigned to a node which has to transmit a self generated best-effort data
frame. Finally, NORMAL state is assigned to a node which has no activity and hence the default

128

state of every node is set as NORMAL.

Nodes are assigned priorities dynamically based on their roles(sender, receiver, and forwarding
node) and the type of traffic they have to forward or send. Initially, all nodes will start with the
NORMAL state. When a node contents to access the channel, it chooses a random backoff timer

value in the range [Wij — Wj,Wij — 1], which is a function of two parameters namely backoff
stage(j = 0,...,m, where m is the retry limit) and priority class (i = 0,1,2,3). Wij and Wj
1

are obtained as shown in Equations(3.1)and (3.2)respectively. In Equation (3.2), m'represents the

2
Backoff stage,j

backoffstage at which contention window for priority class i reaches the maximum value. It is worth
mentioning that, this backoff timer selection procedure is different from the backoff timer selection

procedure followed in IEEE 802.11 DCF. In our scheme, nodes with different states (or priority

classes) are assigned distinct non-overlapping contention window ranges as depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1; Range of backoff values for priority classes 0,1,2, and 3 (up to backoff stage 2) m
PQAMP

It can be observed that the lowest range is assigned to the nodes which are in the HIGHEST state

(or priority class 0)and the range increases as the priority goes down, until priority class 3(or LOW
state). This non-overlapping range of contention window ensures that a node in higher priority state

always generate smaller backoff timer value as compared to a node in lower priority state, while
attempting to access the medium with equal number of retrial attempts. Figure 3.1 shows changes of
CW ranges with varying backoff stage (or retrial time)for four priority classes up to backoff stage
2, where we have assumed Wq as 16. In PQAMP, we use smaller retry limit for transmission of

• When a node in NORMAL state receives a real-time data frame to be forwarded to its neighbor
node,the node's state is set to HIGHEST.

• When a node in NORMAL state receives a best-effort data frame to be forwarded to its neigh
bor node, the node's state is set to MEDIUM.

frames belonging to real-time traffic, considering their tight deadline requirement. Therefore, we
have chosen retry limit for priority classes 0 and 1 as m', whereas for priority classes 2 and 3, it is m
(where m > m').

• A source node in NORMAL state, which has a real-time data frame to transmit changes its
state from NORMAL to HIGH.

^i,3 — (i + 1) X VFj for j= 0,...,m,i = 0,...,3

(3.1)

• A source node in NORMAL state, which has to transmit a best-effort data frame changes its
State from NORMAL to LOW

2^ Wo
2^^

-_ /j 2""'Wq

W,

for j= 0,...,m'
forj= m'+ 1,. ■ ■ ,Tn

(3.2)

3.4.1 Rules for state transition for nodes at MAC layer

• The state of a node after a successful transmission of data frame is set back to NORMAL.
• A node remains in the same state after an unsuccessful transmission of data frame until the
retry limit for the particular state is reached.

The following rules give a clear idea about how the nodes at MAC layer changes their states to
achieve the priority based channel access.
• The default state is assumed to be NORMAL for each node in the beginning.

• The state of a node is set back to NORMAL, once the retry limit for the particular state is
reached and the transmission is unsuccessful.
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3.4.2 Queue management and Packet scheduling in PQAMP
PQAMP uses priority based queue management and packet scheduling scheme for handling the in
coming and the outgoing packets to and from the MAC layer of the nodes. A queue management
scheme with features similar to RED (Random Early Detection)[30] provides intra-node service

differentiation. Accordingly, when queue occupancy is more than a threshold but not full, only in
coming high priority packets(real-tiftie packets including control packets)are enqueued. Ifthe queue
occupancy is below the threshold, incoming packets are enqueued irrespective of their priorities. In
the situation, when an incoming real-time packet finds the queue as full, the queue management
scheme works to make room for the incoming real-time packet as follows. If there is at least one

best-effort packet available in the queue, a best-effort packet is selected to drop; otherwise, the
oldest real-time packet is selected to drop. Therefore, incorporating the queue management scheme
improves the packet delivery ratio ofreal-time traffic, especially when there is some background traf

fic. The packet scheduler schedules the real-time packets before scheduling any best-effort packet
for transmission over the wireless channel. Thus, average queuing delay of real-time packets is re
duced. Further,fresh real-time packets are preferred for queuing, which makes sense in the networks
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access priority to transmit its real-time data frames. Accordingly, it performs the backoff procedure
using the contention window related parameters for priority class 1. Once the backoff timer of node
1 counts down to 0, at the beginning of Tl, it starts accessing the channel by initiating an RTS-CTS

handshaking. After successful transmission of the data frame at the end of Tl, node 1 changes its
state back to NORMAL. Node 2, after receiving the data frame from node 1, prepares itself for

forwarding the packet to node 3 and changes its MAC level state to HIGHEST before accessing the
channel. Node 3 performs backoff process using the channel access parameters for priority class 0.
At the beginning of T2, node 2 initiates an RTS-CTS handshaking for forwarding the data frame to
node 3. At the end of T2, node 3 receives the data frame successfully and prepares itself to forward
the data frame to node 4. Similar to node 2, node 3 changes the state (hence priority class) and
forwards the data frame during T3 to node 4, which is the final destination of the data frame. Similar
kind of state transition takes place in sending and forwarding best-effort data frames in the network.
In a situation, where multiple nodes with similar state interfere with each other, the behaviour of the

PQAMP will be like DCF,thus all of them will have equal chance. But,for a mixture of interfering
real-time and best-effort traffic flows,PQAMP always gives higher preference to the real-time traffic
flows due to its backoff timer selection procedure.

supporting real-time communications.
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Figure 3.2: An Example showing state transition of nodes in PQAMP

Figure 3.3: Markov Chain Model for the priority class 0 in PQAMP
3.4.3 An Example showing state transition of nodes during data transmission
Figure 3.2shows the transitions ofthe node's state in transmitting real-time data packets in a MANET
of linear topology consisting of four nodes. In this example, node I is the source node which wants
to transmit real-time data packets to node 4, which is the destination node. We have assumed that(in
the linear topology), nodes 2 and 3 are playing the role as relaying nodes for the route from node 1
to node 4. As shown in Figure 3.2, initially all nodes are in the default state i.e. NORMAL. Node
1 changes its state from NORMAL to HIGH before accessing tlie channel to gain higher channel
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3.4.4 Analytical Modeling ofPQAMP

Based on Bianchi's basic model [8] and Xiao's model [114], an analytical model for multiple pri
oritized classes of traffic under high traffic condition is proposed (as shown in Figure 3.3 and Fig
ure 3.4). Here, we have assumed that each station/node belongs to one and only one priority class(or
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differentiation. Accordingly, when queue occupancy is more than a threshold but not full, only in
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using the contention window related parameters for priority class 1. Once the backoff timer of node
1 counts down to 0, at the beginning of Tl, it starts accessing the channel by initiating an RTS-CTS

handshaking. After successful transmission of the data frame at the end of Tl, node 1 changes its
state back to NORMAL. Node 2, after receiving the data frame from node 1, prepares itself for

forwarding the packet to node 3 and changes its MAC level state to HIGHEST before accessing the
channel. Node 3 performs backoff process using the channel access parameters for priority class 0.
At the beginning of T2, node 2 initiates an RTS-CTS handshaking for forwarding the data frame to
node 3. At the end of T2, node 3 receives the data frame successfully and prepares itself to forward
the data frame to node 4. Similar to node 2, node 3 changes the state (hence priority class) and
forwards the data frame during T3 to node 4, which is the final destination of the data frame. Similar
kind of state transition takes place in sending and forwarding best-effort data frames in the network.
In a situation, where multiple nodes with similar state interfere with each other, the behaviour of the

PQAMP will be like DCF,thus all of them will have equal chance. But,for a mixture of interfering
real-time and best-effort traffic flows,PQAMP always gives higher preference to the real-time traffic
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3.4.3 An Example showing state transition of nodes during data transmission
Figure 3.2shows the transitions ofthe node's state in transmitting real-time data packets in a MANET
of linear topology consisting of four nodes. In this example, node 1 is the source node which wants
to transmit real-time data packets to node 4, which is the destination node. We have assumed that(in
the linear topology), nodes 2 and 3 are playing the role as relaying nodes for the route from node 1
to node 4. As shown in Figure 3.2, initially all nodes are in the default state i.e. NORMAL. Node

1 changes its state from NORMAL to HIGH before accessing tlie channel to gain higher channel

3.4.4 Analytical Modeling ofPQAMP

Based on Bianchi's basic model [8] and Xiao's model [114], an analytical model for multiple pri
oritized classes of traffic under high trjiffic condition is proposed (as shown in Figure 3.3 and Fig
ure 3.4)- Here, we have assumed that each station/node belongs to one and only one priority class(or
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The non-null transition probabilities between states for priority class i are listed as follows.
¥

^

(1) P{{iJ,k)\{i,j,k + l)} = l-Pi, for 0<k<Wij-2tmd0<j<m

^ S*0,W|,|-2

&

e

(2) P {(i,0,k)\{ij,0)} =

PI

piW|.i

-^0 < fc < Wi,o -1 and 0 < j <

(3) P{(iJ,fc)l(i,i-1.0)} = -|:. for W>j-Wi<k<Wij-lmiO<j<

m

m

Wu.1.1

(4) P{(i,0,fc)l(i,m,0)} =
(5) P {(«,j,fc)|(i,7, k)} = Pi,
MrWy-l

for Wi,o - Wq < k <Wi,o - 1
for 1 < fc < Wij- 1

»

The transition probabilities listed above account,respectively,for

1. the decrements of backoff timer at the beginning of each slot while detecting an idle channel;

2. the resetting of backoff stage, that is, after a successful transmission, the backoff timer of the
new frame starts from the backoff stage 0;

3. the collision, that is, an unsuccessful transmission due to collision makes the backoff stage
Figure 3.4: Markov Chain Model for the priority classes 1,2, and 3 in PQAMP

increase, provided it has not already reached the retry limit;

4. the last backoff stage,that is, at the maximum backoff stage(corresponding to retry limit), the
contention window is reset irrespective of whether the transmission is successful or not,
state^) and always has frames to send. For a given station in the priority class i(i = 0,...,N — 1),
b{i,t) is defined as a random process representing the value of the backoff counter k at time t. Simi

larly, s(i,t) is defined as the random process representing the backoff stage j(j= 0,...,m)for the
given station in the priority class i, at time t (where m is the retry limit). The value of the backoff

counter b{i,t) is uniformly chosen in the range[Wij- Wj,Wij- 1] for i=0,1,2 and 3. The values

'-i

5. the busy channel, that is, detecting busy chaimel during a backoff stage, the backoff timer is
frozen.

Let bi jk be the stationary distribution of the given Markov chain.

Wij and Wj are defined in Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2) respectively. In Equation (3.2), Wo

biik= lim {Pr[s{i,t) = j,b{i,t) = fc])

represents the initial window size, i.e., similar to CWmin of IEEE 802.11 DCF, m'is the backoff

stage at which maximum contention window is reached and m is the retry limit. It can be seen that
Wo,j and Wj represents the same value.
Let Pi denotes the probability that a frame transmitted in a randomly chosen slot time by a station

in priority class i experiences a collision. The bi-dimensional random process {s(i,t), b{i,i)} is a
discrete time Markov Chain as depicted in Figure 3.3(for priority class 0)and Figure 3.4(for priority
classes 1 to 3)respectively. Therefore, the state of each node in the priority class i is described by
j J)

where jand k represent backoff stage and backoff value respectively.

t—►OO

In steady state, we can derive the following through chain regularities.
bi,j-i,o*Pi = Kjfi where l<j<m
We have bi,j,o = pibififi
where 0<j<m

f j^-bi,j,o

for 0<k<Wij-Wj-l

hj,k = I

for Wi,j -Wj<k< Wij - 1

(3.3)
(3.4)

(3.5)

Now, using the normalization condition for stationary distribution, we get
we will be using the terni priority class and node state interchangeably throughout this section
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The non-null transition probabilities between states for priority class i are listed as follows.
)4—.- [i.0,Wi|.2

(1) P{{i,j,k)\iiJ,k + l)} = l-Pi, for 0 < fc < Wij- 2 and0 < j

1

: m

(2) P{(«,0.fc)|(ij.0)} = ^i^, for W,,„-Wo</:<Vl'i,o-landO<j<
(3)

=

Wy-iyf<fc<Wij-landO<j<

m

m

Wiw-l

\VgS-2 >1—(

(4) P{(i,0,A:)|(i,m,0)} = —,

for Wifl-Wq < k <Wifl- 1

(5) P{ii,j,k)\{i,j, k)} = Pi,

for 1 < fc < Wij- 1

»

The transition probabilities listed above account, respectively,for

1. the decrements of backoff timer at the beginning of each slot while detectmg an idle channel;

2. the resetting of backoff stage, that is, after a successful transmission, the backoff timer of the
new frame starts from the backoff stage 0;

3. the collision, that is, an unsuccessful transmission due to collision makes the backoff stage
Figure 3.4: Markov Chain Model for the priority classes 1, 2,and 3 in PQAMP

increase, provided it has not already reached the retry limit;

4. the last backoff stage,that is, at the maximum backoff stage(corresponding to retry limit), the
contention window is reset irrespective of whether the transmission is successful or not,
state^) and always has frames to send. For a given station in the priority class i(i = 0,...,N — 1),
b{i,t) is dehned as a random process representing the value of the backoff counter k at time t. Simi

larly, s(i,t) is defined as the random process representing the backoff stage j(j = 0,...,rn)for the
given station in the priority class i, at time t (where m is the retry limit). The value of the backoff
counter 6(i,t) is uniformly chosen in the range
- Wj,Wij-1]for i=0,1,2 and 3. The values
Wi^j and Wj are defined in Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2) respectively. In Equation (3.2), Wo

5. the busy channel, that is, detecting busy channel during a backoff stage, the backoff timer
frozen.

Let hi jfc be the stationary distribution of the given Markov chain.

bi jif. = ^lim {Pr[s{i,t)= j,b{i,t) = fc])

represents the initial window size, i.e., similar to CWmin of IEEE 802.11 DCF, m'is the backoff

stage at which maximum contention window is reached and m is the retry limit. It can be seen that
Wqj and Wj represents the same value.
Let Pi denotes the probability that a frame transmitted in a randomly chosen slot time by a station

in priority class i experiences a collision. The bi-dimensional random process {5(1,f),6(i,f)} is a
discrete time Markov Chain as depicted in Figure 3.3(for priority class 0)and Figure 3.4(for priority
classes 1 to 3)respectively. Therefore, the state of each node in the priority class i is described by
{^5 fe}. where jand k represent backoff stage and backoff value respectively.

IS

In steady state, we can derive the following through chain regularities.
bi,j-i,o*Pi = hj,o
where l<j<m
We have 6i,j,o = Piko.o
where 0<j<m
for 0 < fc < Wjj — Wj 1

J'.fc = I

for Wi,j-Wj<k< Wi,j- 1

Wi.i-k

(3.3)
(3.4)

(3.5)

Now,using the normalization condition for stationary distribution, we get

^

we will be using the term priority class and node state interchangeably throughout this section

JI=:0 fc=0
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From above equation,
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Let Ti be the probability that a station in a priority class i transmits during a generic slot time.
Therefore,from the Markov chain we have Ti as follows.

m ^i,j—1

m

ri =f2^i'3,0 =

1 = EE
j=0 k=0

j=0

= bi.o.o\^'p.

j=0

(3.9)

m

j=0

^ij~ k
T^.

Pi

j=0

-IVii-W,

Wi.i - w.

= E
j=0

2(l-Pi)(l-2pi)(l-pr^')

Wij-l

Wi.,- w,

= E

tion (3.10) and Equation (3.11).

k=Wi,i-Wi

k=0

m

m

Therefore, from Equation (3.7), Equation (3.8) and Equation (3.9), we get n as given in Equa-

^ bi'i,j,k

= E

b-

1~F''

1

',

^3

• Oijfi

Ti
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1-Pi .. r.T-"

2(1 - vMl-2pi){l-pT'^^)
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- ».•

h

I

(2i+i))v„[(1-(2p<)-'«)(i-Pt)+2™'(pr^'-pr')(i-(m2p<)j+(1
-i'r'xi -(3.10)
^p.)
> 77i')

n

(m = m')

(3.11)

(2i+ 1)Wo(l -{2pi)'»+')(l -Pi)+(1 ~ Pr"^')(l '^Pi)

m

- vf

=

^i+ l]

Ut n. denotes the nunther of stations in the priority class i(0 5 i <(^- 1).
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more Station also transmits dunng the same s

•
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P

... . . cy:vpn hv Eauation(3 12)

a generic slot tinte by a station in priority class f experiences a colhsion ,s gtven by Equation(3.12).
r N-i

i-l

(3.12)
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./i=0
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bi,o,o
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bi,o,o
+
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bi,o,o
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2
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values of Pi and n for

least one station transmits in a given time slot(shown in Equation(3.13)).
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B )

N-l

(2i+ l)lVo(l -(2pir'+')(l -p,)+(1 _

(3.13)
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_ 2p.)

i=0
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Saturation Throughput
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and

P, as defined in Eqnation (3.14), Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16) respectively.

+
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Let Ti be the probability that a station in a priority class i transmits during a generic slot time.

From above equation.

Therefore, from the Markov chain we have Tj as follows.
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Therefore, from Equation (3.7), Equation (3.8) and Equation (3.9), we get n as given in Equa
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Let Tii denotes the number of stations in the priority class i (0 < i < (iV — 1), IV" is the number

of priority classes). A transmitted frame of priority class i collides with another frame, when one
more station also transmits during the same slot time. The probability pi that a frame transmitted in

a generic slot time by a station in priority class i experiences a collision is given by Equation (3.12).
AT-l
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.h=0
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1-Pi i I
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+
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the parameters set used for the proposed PQAMP scheme. This gave us the values of pi and Ti for
each priority class i. Let P5 denotes the probability that the channel is busy, which happens when at

1 — Pi

least one station transmits in a given time slot(shown in Equation (3.13)).
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Saturation Throughput
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=

To compute the saturation throughput Si for a priority class i, we have defined the following pa
rameters. Fs.i- probability that a successful transmission occurs in a given time slot for the priority
class i, Ps- probability that a successful transmission occurs in a given slot, Pz' probability that the
channel is busy with collision(means channel is neither idle nor successful). We have, Ps,i, Ps and
Pc as defined in Equation (3.14), Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.16) respectively.
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unknowns tq, ti, T2, T3, po, pi, p2, and p3 which have been solved by using numerical methods with
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Equation (3.10), Equation (3.11), and Equation (3.12) together represent a nonlinear system in eight
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Pc = l-il-Pb)-Ps

Therefore,the(expected)total number of idle slots, E(X,)that the frame encounters during backoff

= Pb-Ps

Stages is given as

(3.16)

p{(l — Vi)

Now,the throughput Si can be calculated as.
Si =

Pi

E[length of a slot time]

ai+l)-!

(3.20)

I et S denotes the random variable reprasenting the total number of slots when the counter f^zes

cllss(. which a frame encounters during its backoff periods. The pottion of
^
used to decrease B(Jfi)is(l-p,). Therefore,the(expected)total numto of busy slots^^^^^

^avg

the frame encounters during backoff stages is given in Equauon (3.21). Similarly, let ( ..retry)

Pa,i X Te\P\
Pb)^ "b PsPaucc "b PcPcol

denotes the average number of retries for a frame in the priority class i.

(3.17)

where Te[p] is the time required to transmit average payload size E[P](determined by the data
rate), and thus P,,,- x
is the amount of time spent in a generic slot time in transmitting an
average payload information successfully. Ta^g is the average length of a slot time, cr,
and

EW =^Pi
E{Ni^retry) — ^MO--Pi)
/Z .
^ _ p^+1 _

Tcoi are the duration of a slot corresponding to an idle slot, a successful transmission and a cShsion,
respectively. Note that idle time slot a is specific to the physical layer ofIFFF 802.11 e g 20us for
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). The specific values of

and

j=0

for RTS-CTS based

(3.21)

(1 — Pi)(l — pT^^)
(i-Pi)(i-pr')

(3.22)

Therefore,the expected saturation delay E{Di)for a priority class i is given as

channel access mechanism are as follows.

-Tcoij + E{Ni,retry){Tcol + Toh)+ Tsucc (3-23)

Pb-Ps,

E{Di)= E{Xi)cr -h E{Bi)

Tsucc — Tjtrs + Tcts + Toata + Tack +3 » SIFS+ DIES
Tool

Pi)

E[Payload information transmitted in a slot time for class i]
Ps,t X Te[p]

{
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= Tpxs + Tcts + SIFS+ DIFS

Where o,

(3.18)

+

Pb

+{(^-P.)mTU (Tee,+T^)^

for an idle slot, a busy slot, a failed transmission slot and a
""^sponding to tt^smission of
RTS, CTS,DATA and ACK frames in the MAC standard including
the overhead due to PHY and

MAC headets. SIFS and DIPS represent the time durations used for the corresponding Inter-frame
Spaces.

4

during backoff periods. Here, T,h denotes the time that a station has to wait

channel again,when its frame transmission collides. for RTS-CTS based channel access method
is defined in Equation (3.24).

v., .,4^

Toh = SIFS -H Tack

Saturation Delay

Saturation delay, A for priority class i is the average delay under the saturation condition which
includes medium access delay (due to backoff, collision), frame transmission time, and inter-frame
spaces (such as SIFS, DIFS etc.). The average backoff delay depends on the value of a station's
backoff counter and the duration when the counter freezes due to other stations' transmissions. Let
Xi denotes the random variable representing the total number of backoff slots, which a frame in class
i encounters without considering the case when the counter freezes. The probability that the frame
is successfully transmitted after the yth retry is given by pf(1 which uses conditional

probability on a successful transmission with probability
Here,
is the probability that
a frame m class i is transmitted successfully within the retry limit m and is equal to 1 - pT'+i. It is
important to note that Pi^succ is different from Ps,u which is defined in Equation(3 14) L&t BO
denotes the average number ofbackoffslots after the itb retry for a frame in class i. wbicb is defined
in Equation (3.19).

h=0

TH-1850_Nityananda

2^ ~ ^

(3-19)

Table 3.2: IEEE 802.11 parameters used in Calculation
Payload (bytes)
DATA
RTS
CTS

ACK

512

Payload + MAC header +PHY header
20 bytes + PHY header
20 bytes + PHY header
20 bytes +PHY header

MAC header

28 bytes

PHY header

192 ps

Basic Rate

1 Mbps

Data Rate

Slot time, a

2 Mbps
20 fjbs

SIFS

10 ps

DIFS

50 us

'
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Pc =

Therefore, the(expected)total nttmber of idle slots. E{X,)that the frame encounters during backoff

= Pb-Ps

stages is given as

(3.16)

Now,the throughput Si can be calculated as.
Si =

41

.
Pi(1 ~ P*) urt — Pi(1 ~ PQ Whii -h — 1
^(Xi)=E
-g 1-pr^ ho
2

(3.20)

E[Payload information transmitted in a slot time for class i]
E[length of a slot time]

Let B denotes the random variable representing the total number of slots when the counter freezes
for cliss i which a frame encounters during its backoff periods. The portion of idle slots which i

_ Pa,i ^ Peip]

Ised to de;rease P(Xi)is(1-Pi). Therefore,the(expected)

^avg

Ps.i X Tjgfp]
Pb')^ H" PsPsucc "I" PcPcol

f'

the frame encounters during backoff stages is given in Equation (3.21). Similarly, let E( g.retry)
denotes the average number of retries for a frame in the pnonty class x.

(3.17)

where Te[p] is the time required to transmit average payload size E[P](determined by the data
rate), and thus x Te[p] is the amount of time spent in a generic slot time in transmitting an
average payload information successfully.
is the average length of a slot time, a, T and

(3.21)

dpj(i -Pi) _
E{I^i^etTy) — E.
1 _ Pi-p^+i

Tcoi are the duration of a slot corresponding to an idle slot, a successful transmission and a colhsion,
respectively. Note that idle time slot a is specific to the physical layer of TF.ff.802.11,e.g 20u5 for
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum(DSSS).The specific values ofTsucc and T«,/ for RTS-CTS based

(1 — Pi)(l — Pr"*^^)
(1-Pi)(i-PD

(3.22)

Therefore,the expected saturation delay E(D,)for a priority class i is given as

channel access mechanism are as follows.

{

E(Dr)= E(Xi)<r -I- E(Bi)

I^SUCC — Trts + Tcts + Tdata + Tack + 3* SIFS+ DIES
Tool

= Tpxs + Tcts+ SIFS+ DIFS

(3.18)

E(Ni,.ar,)(Tcot + Toa)+IW (3.23)

Where o,l(P,/n)T_ +{(Pa - P,)/Pa}r^l.P"-+

for an idle slot, a busy slot, a failed transmission slot and a successful transm.ss.on respecvety
during backoff periods. Here, T.denotes

^'^sponding to tt^smission of
RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK frames m the MAC standard including
the overhead due to PHY and

channel again, when its frame transmission collides. TqH for R1

MAC headers. SIFS and DIFS represent the time durations used for the corresponding Inter-frame

is defined in Equation (3.24).

Spaces.

Toh = SIFS-\-Tack

\

Saturation Delay

Saturation delay, A for priority class z is the average delay under the saturation condition which
includes medium access delay(due to backoff, collision), frame transmission time, and inter-frame
spaces (such as SIFS, DIFS etc.). The average backoff delay depends on the value of a station's
backoff counter and the duration when the counter freezes due to other stations' transmissions. Let
Xi denotes the random variable representing the total number of backoff slots, which a frame in class
i encounters without considering the case when the counter freezes. The probability that the frame
is successfully transmitted after the jih retiy is given by p|(l which uses conditional

iciuic

«

Payload (bytes)
DATA
RTS
CTS

ACK

MAC header

512

Payload + MAC header +PHY header
20 bytes + PHY header
20 bytes +PHY header
20 bytes +PHY header
28 bytes
192 jjis
1 Mbps
2 Mbps

probability on a successful transmission with probability
Here,P.,,,,, is the probability that
a frame in class x is transmitted successfully within the retiy limit m and is equal to 1 - pT'+i. It is
important to note that Pi^^cc is different from P^,,, which is defined in Equation(3 14) LqI BO

PHY header

denotes the average number of backoffslots after the jth retry for a frame in class i, which is defined

Slot time, a

20(MS

SIFS

10 fis

DIFS

50 jus

Basic Rate
Data Rate

in Equation (3.19).

BOu =E

+|)- 1

(3.19)

h—0
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3.4.5 Analjrtica] Results

Table 3.3: Analytical Result for Different Priority Classes(Saturation Throughput): PQAMP vs DCF

In Ais section, we will present the analytical results in single-hop networks to show that the real-time
tra c get better service in terms ofhigher throughput and reduced delay in comparison with the best-

(per PC)

RTS-CTS based channel access mechanism

in IEEE 8ra.l 1 DCF under the Direct Sequence Spread Spectium (DSSS) physical layer with the
^ues of the parameters iisted in Table 3,2. We have adopted the following parameters in POAMP
fm Ma^yticai resuits. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-time and best-effort traffic respectiveiy
m=5;tro=16.

^

^

From Table 3.3, it can be observed that the saturation throughput for the priority class 0 is the

highest among all the priority classes and the saturation throughput decreases for the priority classes
, and 3 m that order. Moreover, it can also be observed that, in PQAMP,the total throughput
IS slightly higher than that of the DCF for total number of nodes less than or equal to 16(4 noL
per prionty class). This means that in lower to moderate traffic loads, besides supporting traffic
differentiation, the proposed scheme achieves higher overall throughput as compared to DCF. In
higher loads due to excessive collisions, the total throughput decreases as compared to DCF This is
mainly due to lower values ofretiy limit and CWmax used for higher priority classes in PQAMP as
compared to DCF.In general,overloaded situations are avoided through admission control to support
real-time traffic with strict delay requirements. Therefore, very high load conditions are generally not

IEEE 802.11 DCF

PQAMP

Nodes
PCO

PC 1

PC 2

PCS

Total

Per Class

Total

1

0.4783

0.1284

0.0742

0.0522

0.7331

0.1829

0.7315

2

0.4711

0.1317

0.0760

0.0536

0.7324

0.1809

0.7234

3

0.4661

0.1339

0.0763

0.0539

0.7302

0.1794

0.7175

4

0.4627

0.1356

0.0760

0.0537

0.7280

0.1782

0.7128

5

0.4343

0.1358

0.0803

0.0571

0.7075

0.1772

0.7088

6

0.4200

0.1330

0.0789

0.0562

0.6881

0.1763

0.7052

7

0.4068

0.1294

0.0769

0.0547

0.6678

0.1755

0.7019

8

0.3932

0.1254

0.0745

0.0530

0.6461

0.1747

0.6988

9

0.3786

0.1208

0.0718

0.0511

0.6223

0.1740

0.6959

10

0.3629

0.1159

0.0689

0.0491

0.5968

0.1733

0.6931

PC:Priority Class

as shown in Table 3.8. The simulation results are averages over 10 runs.

Table 3.6 and Table 3.7 compare the analytical and simulation results for both PQAMP and

encountered in network wUh QoS support. Table 3.4 shows that PQAMP ensures a very good level

IP.FF. 802.11 DCF. From these tables, we can observe that the analytical models of both PQAMP
and IEEE 802.11 DCF are accurate in capturing the trends and service differentiation provided by
PQAMP in single hop networks as compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.From Table 3.6, we can observe

of service differentiation in terms of saturation delay. Saturation delay for all the priority classes
increase with the number of nodes. Saturation delays for priority class 0 and priority class 1 are
less as compared to standard DCF up to the number of nodes equal to 20(5 per class). Because,

a maximum of 2.34% and 1.46% deviation between analytical and simulation results m saturation

in multihop ad hoc networks the intermediate relay nodes that forward real-time traffic use priority

throughput for PQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF respectively. Similarly, we can see a maximum of

class 0 and the sender nodes use priority class 1 for transmission of real-time data frames this will
ensure lower delay for real-time traffic in multihop environment as compared with DCF Further it

4.21 msec and 2.79 msec deviations between analytical and simulation results in saturation delay for

can be seen that the packet dropping probabilities ofPQAMP is less for higher priority classes(0 and

and simulation results are comparatively less as compared to real-time traffic. From both simulation
and analytical results, we can observe that PQAMP improves saturation throughput for real-time

PQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF respectively. For best-effort traffic the deviations between analytical

1)for number of nodes less than or equal to 16(as seen in Table 3.5). This is attributed to the lower

values of retry limit and CWmax used for higher priority classes as discussed earlier. Because,

traffic by 40-42% as compared to DCF. Similarly, PQAMP reduces saturation delay for real-time

real-time traffic like voice and video can tolerate packet lost as compared to best-effort traffic, this
higher value of packet dropping probabilities at higher load scenarios are acceptable. Thus,from the
analytical results, we can judge the suitability ofPQAMP to provide QoS in terms ofthroughput and
delay as compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.

traffic by 30-150%. It can be seen that both PQAMP and DCF have almost same average saturation
throughput.
it I
ft *

3.4.7 Simulation Results and Analysis
3.4.6

Model Validation

In this section, we have conducted simulations on a single hop network of60 nodes using NS-2[80]
to validate the proposed analytical model. We have adopted the following parameters in PQAMP
for both simulation and analytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-time and best-effort

traffic respectively; m'=5; and Wo=l6. Further, for comparison purpose, we have also shown the
simulation and analytical results of IEEE 802.11 DCF. The analytical model used for IEEE 802.11
DCF is similar to the model used for priority class 0 ofPQAMP(as shown in Figure 3.3), but with

1^1
: ^

#1*

If ^
u >

parameters from IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Frame sizes for both real-time and best-effort traffic
are fixed at 1024 bytes. The simulation time is set as 5000 sec. The other simulation parameters are

After evaluation of PQAMP with analytical results (in section 3.4.5) and then validating them with
simulations (in section 3.4.6) in single hop environments under saturation condition we have con
ducted simulation studies to further validate analytical results for different scenarios(including boffi
single hop and multihop scenarios) under non-saturated conditions. As noted earlier, in networ s
with QoS support, overloaded or saturated situations are avoided through admission control. erefore in most of the cases, networks with QoS support run under nop-saturated condition. T is
necessitates performance evaluation ofPQAMP(in comparison with IEEE 802.11 DCF)using sim
ulations in single hop as well as multihop networks under non-saturated conditions. We used the
similar parameters for PQAMP as used in analytical results in section 3.4.5 and we added ffie re

quired changes in TF.F.F. 802.11 DCF of NS-2[80]to implement the enhanced backoff procedure in
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3.4.5 Analsrtical Results

Table 3.3: Analytical Result for Different Priority Classes(Saturation Throughput): PQAMP vs DCF

In Wssection, we will present the analytical results in singie-hop networks to show that the real-time

ti^cset^tter service in terms ofhigher throughput and reduced delay in comparison with the bestchannel access mechanism
in EE 8M.11 DCF under the Direct Sequence SpreadRTS-CrS
Spectrumbased
(DSSS)
physical layer with the
values of the parameters listed in Table 3.2. We have adopted the following parameters in PQAMP
for ^a^ytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-Ume and best-effort traffic respectively
m=5;Vvo=lo.

^

r

From Table 3 3 it can be observed that the saturation throughput for the priority class 0 is the
highest among all the priority classes and the saturation throughput decreases for the priority classes
•'
1-^1 higher than that of the DCF for total number
observed
that,less
in PQAMP,
the total
IS slightly
of nodes
than or equal
to 16throughput
(4 noL
^r pnonty class). This means that in lower to moderate traffic loads, besides supporting traffic
differentiation, the proposed scheme achieves higher overall throughput as compared to DCF. In
higher loads due to excessive collisions, the total throughput decreases as compared to DCF This is
mainly due to lower values ofretry limit and CWmax used for higher priority classes in PQAMP as
compared to DCF.In general,overloaded situations are avoided through admission control to support
real-time traffic with strict delay requirements. Therefore, very high load conditions are generally not
encountered in network with QoS support. Table 3.4 shows that PQAMP ensures a very good level
of service differentiation in terms of saturation delay. Saturation delay for all the priority classes
increase with the number of nodes. Saturation delays for priority class 0 and priority class 1 are

less as compared to standard DCF up to the number of nodes equal to 20(5 per class) Because
in multihop ad hoc networks the intermediate relay nodes that forward real-time traffic use priority
class 0 and the sender nodes use priority class 1 for transmission of real-time data frames this will
ensure lower delay for real-time traffic in multihop environment as compared with DCF Further it

If:

parameters from IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Frame sizes for both real-time and best-effort traffic

are fixed at 1024 bytes. The simulation time is set as 5000 sec. The other simulation parameters are

Total

1

0.4783

0.1284

0.0742

0.0522

0.7331

0.1829

0.7315

2

0.4711

0.1317

0.0760

0.0536

0.7324

0.1809

0.7234

3

0.4661

0.1339

0.0763

0.0539

0.7302

0.1794

0.7175

4

0.4627

0.1356

0.0760

0.0537

0.7280

0.1782

0.7128

5

0.4343

0.1358

0.0803

0.0571

0.7075

0.1772

0.7088

6

0.4200

0.1330

0.0789

0.0562

0.6881

0.1763

0.7052

7

0.4068

0.1294

0.0769

0.0547

0.6678

0.1755

0.7019

8

0.3932

0.1254

0.0745

0.0530

0.6461

0.1747

0.6988

9

0.3786

0.1208

0.0718

0.0511

0.6223

0.1740

0.6959

10

0.3629

0.1159

0.0689

0.0491

0.5968

0.1733

0.6931

Table 3.6 and Table 3.7 compare the analytical and simulation results for both PQAMP and
IEEE 802.11 DCF. From these tables, we can observe that the analytical models of both PQAMP
and TFPP 802.11 DCF are accurate in capturing the trends and service differentiation provided by
PQAMP in single hop networks as compzired to IEEE 802.11 DCF.From Table 3.6, we can observe
a maximum of 2.34% and 1.46% deviation between analytical and simulation results in saturation

throughput for PQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF respectively. Similarly, we can see a maximum of
4.21 msec and 2.79 msec deviations between analytical and simulation results in saturation delay for

throughput.
I .
%

d t

traffic respectively; m'=5; and Wo=16. Further, for comparison purpose, we have also shown the
simulation and analytical results of IEEE 802.11 DCF. The analytical model used for IEEE 802.11
DCF is similar to the model used for priority class 0 ofPQAMP(as shown in Figure 3.3), but with

Per Class

traffic by 40-42% as compared to DCF. Similarly, PQAMP reduces saturation delay for real-time
traffic by 30-150%. It can be seen that both PQAMP and DCF have almost same average saturation

i

for both simulation and analytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-time and best-effort

Total

and simulation results are comparatively less as compared to real-time traffic. From both simulation
and analytical results, we can observe that PQAMP improves saturation throughput for real-time

real-time traffic like voice and video can tolerate packet lost as compared to best-effort traffic, this
higher value of packet dropping probabilities at higher load scenarios are acceptable. Thus,from the
analytical results, we can judge the suitability ofPQAMP to provide QoS in terms ofthroughput and

In this section, we have conducted simulations on a single hop network of60 nodes using NS-2[80]
to validate the proposed analytical model. We have adopted the following parameters in PQAMP

PCS

PQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF respectively. For best-effort traffic the deviations between analytical

i

values of retry limit and CWmax used for higher priority classes as discussed earlier. Because,

Model Validation

PC 2

as shown in Table 3.8. The simulation results are averages over 10 runs.

1)for number of nodes less than or equal to 16(as seen in Table 3.5). This is attributed to the lower

3.4.6

PCI

PC:Priority Class

can be seen that the packet dropping probabilities ofPQAMP is less for higher priority classes(0 and

delay as compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.

PCO

(per PC)

j.

IEEE 802.11 DCF

PQAMP

Nodes

I

I

•J
*

3.4.7 Simulation Results and Analysis

After evaluation ofPQAMP with analytical results (in section 3.4.5) and then validating them with
simulations (in section 3.4.6) in single hop environments under saturation condition, we have con
ducted simulation studies to further validate analytical results for different scenarios(including boffi
single hop and multihop scenarios) under non-saturated conditions. As noted earlier, in networ s

with QoS support, overloaded or saturated situations are avoided through admission control. There
fore in most of the cases, networks with QoS support run under nop-saturated condition. This

necessitates performance evaluation ofPQAMP(in comparison with IEEE 802.11 DCF)usmg sim
ulations in single hop as well as multihop networks under non-saturated conditions. We used the

similar parameters for PQAMP as used in analytical results in section 3.4.5 and we added ffie re
quired changes in IEEE 802.11 DCF of NS-2[80] to implement the enhanced backoff procedure in
TH-1850_Nityananda
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Table 3.4:

Anal3rtical Result for Different Priority Classes (Saturation Delay in msec): PQAMP vs

Table 3.5: Analytical Result for Different Priority Classes(Packet Dropping Probability): PQAMP

DCF

Nodes

vs. lur

PQAMP

IEEE 802.11 DCF

(per PC)

PCO

PCI

PC 2

PC 3

1

9.69

27.56

55.93

79.12

27.88

107.83

152.65

67.06

159.33

225.42

112.96

299.33

163.06

2083.35

216.36

5391.03

272.08

10081.41

330.04

11260.14

15998.02

16213.61
21883.81

2
3

4

5

18.30
26.89

35.45
143.83

6

255.66

7

531.40

8

785.11

9

1062.85

10

1203.80

62.54
91.08

118.78
209.64
490.72
1930.01

2779.92
3733.19
4791.86

211.74

1454.45
3773.47
7078.48
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IEEE802.il DCF

PQAMP

Nodes
PCO

PCI

PC 2

PCS

0.00000004

0.00000504

0.00000017

0.00000021

0.00000844

1

0.00001942

0.00009121

0.00000550

0.00000617

0.00024367

2

0.00013303

0.00032640

0.00002718

0.00002924

0.00092359

3

0.00037954

0.00070734

0.00007268

0.00007660

0.00203126

4
5

0.01378110

0.01992913

0.00590167

0.00612111

0.00352143

6

0.04959659

0.06412192

0.02733374

0.02806212

0.00534990

7

0.10668140

0.12879780

0.06815676

0.06950581

0.00749254

389.89

8

0.18063611

0.20820413

0.12785627

0.12977754

0.00992246

22994.48

450.95

9

0.26508303

0.29559954

0.20236568

0.20470852

0.01259841

30995.67

514.23

10

0.35358423

0.38479677

0.28589878

0.28847561

0.01555556

(per PC)

I*C: Moritv Clasjs

PQAMP.Further, we have modified the priqueue queuing discipline in queuing model to give higher
preference to real-time traffic as compared to best-effort traffic. We compared the performance of
PQAMP with ffiEE 802.11 DCF (with priority queue which gives preference to routing packets).

aoie j.o.

Traffic

jxcdu. Id

Protocol

V d.

Njtr = Nbe

Nrt = Nbe

Nbt — Nbe

Nrt — Nbe

-1

=5

= 10

= 15

A

0.5037

0.5191

0.5181

0.5047

S

0.4803

0.5014

0.4983

0.4887

A

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

S

0.3496

0.3558

0.3511

0.3502

A

0.2031

0.2116

0.2101

0.2110

S

0.2117

0.2156

0.2083

0.1997

A

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

S

0.3496

0.3511

0.3502

S/A

Class

Simulations are performed on four different topologies as follows:
Topology 1: A single hop topology

Real-Time

Topology 2: A chain topology with varying hop counts

PQAMP
DCF

Topology 3: A Grid topology of size 6x6(36 nodes)
Best-Effort

Topology 4: A Random topology of 50 nodes in a flat rectangular area of size 1000m x500m
with random waypoint mobility model with maximum node speed of 10 m/s.

PQAMP
DCF

Ti

OC.

0.3558
irt« iMnrw^' Number

yrtrafficiTVsB; Nuiriber of BE traffic

Performance parameters

For performance evaluation we have considered the following parameters -

the number of data frames dropped due to successive collisions at the MAC layer after retrans

Throughput (TP): Throughput means the average number of successfully delivered bytes at

mission for the retry limit number of times.

the destinations per second. It is an important metric to provide minimum level of service in a
network.

Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR):This is the ratio of number of data packets received at Ae estination to the actual number of data packets sent by the source. This measures how effectively
the source generated data packets are delivered at the destination. Lower value ofPDR means

Delay (D): This gives the average time delay that a data packet has encountered from the

time it was sent by the source to the time it was delivered at the destination. Delay is a very

higher amount of lost of data packets during their journey from source to destination. It is

important parameter for delay sensitive real-time traffic.

related to the packet dropping probabilities used in analytical results.

Packet Dropped (PD): This is the count on number of real-time packets dropped during the
communication sessions. In the situations where other network parameters are kept fixed for

For simulation studies. Real-time data traffic are generated using UDP based constant bit rate(CBR)
traffic sources with 40/80 Kbps data rate. On the other hand, best-effort traffic are represented by

canying out the experiments, this parameter provides the basis for implication of the number
of packet dropped due to the selection of the underlying MAC layer protocol. This measures
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Table 3.4:

Analytical Result for DiJfferent Priority Classes (Saturation Delay in msec): PQAMP vs

DCF
Nodes

(per PC)
1
2

IEEE 802.11 DCF

PCO

PCI

PC2

PC 3

9.69

27.56

55.93

79.12

27.88

18.30

62.54

107.83

152.65

91.08

159.33

118.78

26.89

4

35.45

Table 3.5: Analytical Result for Different Priority Classes(Packet Dropping Probability): PQAMP
vs

PQAMP

3
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lEEE802.il DCF

PQAMP

Nodes
PCO

PC 1

PC 2

PCS

1

0.00000004

0.00000504

0.00000017

0.00000021

0.00000844

67.06

2

0.00001942

0.00009121

0.00000550

0.00000617

0.00024367

225.42

112.96

3

0.00013303

0.00032640

0.00002718

0.00002924

0.00092359

211.74

299.33

163.06

4

0.00037954

0.00070734

0.00007268

0.00007660

0.00203126

(per PC)

5

143.83

209.64

1454.45

2083.35

216.36

5

0.01378110

0.01992913

0.00590167

0.00612111

0.00352143

6

255.66

490.72

3773.47

5391.03

272.08

6

0.04959659

0.06412192

0.02733374

0.02806212

0.00534990

7

531.40

1930.01

7078.48

10081.41

330.04

7

0.10668140

0.12879780

0.06815676

0.06950581

0.00749254

785.11

2779.92

11260.14

15998.02

389.89

8

0.18063611

0.20820413

0.12785627

0.12977754

0.00992246

9

1062.85

3733.19

16213.61

22994.48

450.95

9

0.26508303

0.29559954

0.20236568

0.20470852

0.01259841

10

1203.80

4791.86

21883.81

30995.67

514.23

10

0.35358423

0.38479677

0.28589878

0.28847561

0.01555556

8

yr*.

PQAMR Further, we have modified the priqueue queuing discipline in queuing model to give higher
preference to real-time traffic as compared to best-effort traffic. We compared the performance of

PQAMP with IEEE 802.11 DCF (with priority queue which gives preference to routing packets).
Simulations are performed on four different topologies as follows:
Topology 1: A single hop topology

Table 3.6: Analytical Resu ts Vs. Simulation Results for Saturation Throughput(PQAMP and DC^
Nrt = Nbb
S/A
Protocol
Traffic
Nftr = ^BE Nrx — ^BE Npx — ^BE

Real-Time

Topology 2: A chain topology with varying hop counts

=5

= 10

= 15

0.5037

0.5191

0.5181

0.5047

0.4803

0.5014

0.4983

0.4887

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

S

0.3496

0.3558

0.3511

0.3502

A

0.2031

0.2116

0.2101

0.2110

0.2117

0.2156

0.2083

0.1997

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

0.3496

0.3558

0.351 1

0.3502

PQAMP
DCF

Topology 3: A Grid topology of size 6x6(36 nodes)
Best-Effort

Topology 4: A Random topology of 50 nodes in a flat rectangular area of size 1000m x500m
with random waypoint mobility model with maximum node speed of 10 m/s.

=1

Class

PQAMP
DCF

"S; Simulation; A: Analytical

S

\NbE: Number of BE traffic

-Time; BE; Best-Effort; Nrt'. Number of kl tralric

RT: ReS

Performance parameters

For performance evaluation we have considered the following parameters -

• Throughput (TP): Throughput means the average number of successfully delivered bytes at

the number of data frames dropped due to successive collisions at the MAC layer after retrans
mission for the retry limit number of times.

the destinations per second. It is an important metric to provide minimum level of service in a
network.

• Delay (D): This gives the average time delay that a data packet has encountered from the

time it was sent by the source to the time it was delivered at the destination. Delay is a very
important parameter for delay sensitive real-time traffic.

Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR):This is the ratio of number of data packets received at the desti
nation to the actual number of data packets sent by the source. This measures how effectively
the source generated data packets are delivered at the destination. Lower value ofPDR means

higher amount of lost of data packets during their journey from source to destination. It is
related to the packet dropping probabilities used in analytical results.

• Packet Dropped (PD): This is the count on number of real-time packets dropped during the
communication sessions. In the situations where other network parameters are kept fixed for
carrying out the experiments, this parameter provides the basis for implication of the number
of packet dropped due to the selection of the underlying MAC layer protocol. This measures

For simulation studies. Real-time data traffic are generated using UDP based constant bit rate(CBR)
traffic sources with 40/80 Kbps data rate. On the other hand, best-effort traffic are represented by
TCP based FTP sessions with infinite data.
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Table 3.7: Analytical Results Vs. Simulation Results for Saturation Delay (in msec)(POAMP and

delay for real-time traffic in PQAMP is slightly more than that in DCF. With the increase in number

DCF)

of traffic,PQAMP is able to consistently maintain a smaller delay(less than 1 sec)for real-time traffic

Traffic

Protocol

S/A

Njffr = Nbe

Npx = Nbe

Nfcr = Nbe

Nrt = Nbe

=1

=5

= 10

- 15

A

9.20

40.35

78.97

305.61

S

10.31

44.12

78.83

307.28

Class

Real-Time

PQAMP
DCF

Best-Effort

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

.s

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

A

21.18

97.59

194.15

936.72

S

23.06

100.34

195.76

939.04

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

S

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

PQAMP
DCF

S: Simulatioti; A: Analytica:RT: ReaJ-Time: Bk: Best-RfTn

as compared to DCF.We can observe an exponential trend in increase of delay for real-time traffic in
DCF with increase of traffic load and reaches more than 3.5 sees at 10 connections each (as shown
in Table 3.9). At the load of 7 connections each,PQAMP performs 15.48 times better than DCF in

terms of delay for real-time traffic. Similarly, we can observe a consistently better performance of
POAMP in terms of throughput and packet dropped for real-time traffic. Although at traffic loads
ranging from 1 to 4, throughput for real-time traffic in PQAMP and DCF are almost similar, from
traffic load 5 onward PQAMP performs significantly better than DCF and at the highest load of 10
connections,PQAMP's performs almost 45% better than that ofDCF.It is interesting to observe that,
PQAMP even maintains a very low packet dropped level from light to high load conditions(as shown
in Table 3.9)as compared to DCF.PQAMP performs best at7connections with 71 times better result
as compared to DCF.Table 3.10 shows that PQAMP can maintain a good level of QoS for Real-time
traffic without degrading the performance of best-effort service in most of the load conditions. It can

be observed that at load conditions up to 5 connections each, PQAMP has almost 25 50% less
jtaui^ j.o. oilllL iittiiuii

Parameters

Propagation Model
Data Rate

Basic Rate

Transmission range
Carrier sensing range
TCP Packet size
UDP Packet size

rarameiers in iNs-z

Values

1

Two Ray Rayleigh Fading
2 Mbps
1 Mbps

delay for best-effort traffic as compared to DCF,whereas at higher loads(from 7 to 10 connections)
PQAMP has 20-30% higher delay with respect to DCF. Similarly, for load conditions of up to
connections, PQAMP has only 0.2-4.4% less throughput as compared to DCF, whereas at hig er
loads it goes up to 33% less throughput as compared to DCF. Thus, the above simulation resu ts
show the effectiveness ofPQAMP in providing service differentiation in single hop environments.

250m

250m

512 Bytes
512 Bytes

Table

3.9: Simulation Results for Real-Time Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(PQAMP vs DCF)
#RT

#BE

DCF

PQAMP

D(msec)
PQAMP
DCF

TP(Kbps)

PD

DCF

PQAMP

1

1

80.97

82.33

10.06

18.59

0

1

2

2

162.86

162.32

23.27

23.96

0

2

3

3

244.85

245.45

59.13

32.34

12

7

4

4

327.39

328.98

159.42

43.64

2

9

5

5

399.44

407.68

512.25

70.93

191

12

We selected a single hop topology of 60 nodes randomly placed within a rectangular area of size

6

6

453.38

486.61

1293.94

97.89

907

21

120m X 120m. To avoid extra control overhead due to routing protocol, we used NOAH(No Ad Hoc

7

451.00

569.50

2323.13

150.12

2848

40

7

routing)from [79] that supports direct communication between wireless nodes without generating

486.79

646.24

2655.39

437.29

190

8

4049

8

496.85

709.26

3019.84

751.98

625

9

5661

9

496.75

720.23

3538.32

769.27

2262

10

7676

10

MAC protocols

PQAMP,SPQAMP,802.11 DCF

A Single Hop Topology

any routing related packets. We generated a number ofreal-time and best-effort connections between
any randomly selected pair of nodes. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8.
For performance analysis, we have varied the number of real-time and best-effort connections

^^tinns! TP: TJinQushput; C): Delay;PD: Pa<

#RT: Number of Real-time connections

from 1 to 10 and measured the three parameters namely Delay, Throughput and Packet Dropped
for real-time traffic. Similarly, we have also measured the Throughput and Delay for the best-effort
traffic.

It can be seen from Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 that PQAMP provides a very good level of service
differentiation and provide better service for real-time traffic in terms of Delay, Throughput and

A chain topology with varying hop counts

Packet Dropped as compared with DCF. With the increase in both real-time and best-effort traffic,
PQAMP performs better with respect to service provided to real-time traffic without substantial

te
ween any two successive nodes is taken as 200 meters. We generated a nutnte o real-ttme and
tereffortconnectionsfromnodeDtonoden-l-WehavevariedthenumterofhopsfromltoT^w^

degradation of best-effort service quality. Initially, at number of connections less than or equal to 2,

used NOAH(No Ad Hoc routing)from [791 that support fixed routes in chain topology. Simulation

TH-1850_Nityananda
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delay for real-time traffic in PQAMP is slightly more than that in DCF. With the increase in number
oftraffic,PQAMP is able to consistently maintain a smaller delay(less than 1 sec)for real-time traffic

Traffic

Protocol

S/A

Nrt = Nbe

Nrt = Nbe

Njrr = Nbe

=1

=5

= 10

- 15

A

9.20

40J5

78.97

305.61

S

10.31

44.12

78.83

307.28

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

.s

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

A

21.18

97.59

194.15

936.72

S

23.06

100.34

195.76

939.04

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

S

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

Class

Real-Time

PQAMP
DCF

Best-Effort

PQAMP
DCF

S: SimulatioTi; A: Analytica:RT: ReaJ-rune: BE: Best-RfTr

Nbt = Nbe

as compared to DCF.We can observe an exponential trend in increase of delay for real-time traffic m
DCF with increase of traffic load and reaches more than 3.5 sees at 10 connections each (as shown
in Table 3.9). At the load of 7 connections each,PQAMP performs 15.48 times better than DCF in

terms of delay for real-time traffic. Similarly, we can observe a consistently better performance of
PQAMP in terms of throughput and packet dropped for real-time traffic. Although at ttuffic loads

ranging from 1 to 4, throughput for real-time traffic in PQAMP and DCF are almost similar, from
traffic load 5 onward PQAMP performs significantly better than DCF and at the highest load of 10
connections,PQAMP's performs almost45% better than that ofDCF.It is interesting to observe that,
PQAMP even maintains a very low packet dropped level from light to high load conditions(as shown
in Table 3.9)as compared to DCF.PQAMP performs best at7connections with 71 times better result
as compared to DCF.Table 3.10 shows thatPQAMP can maintain a good level of QoS for Real-time
traffic without degrading the performance of best-effort service in most of the load conditions. It can

be observed that at load conditions up to 5 connections each, PQAMP has almost 25 50% less
X

Parameters

Propagation Model
Data Rate
Basic Rate

All

Values
Two Ray Rayleigh Fading
2 Mbps
1 Mbps

Transmission range

250m

Carrier sensing range

250m

TCP Packet size
UDP Packet size

1

512 Bytes
512 Bytes

delay for best-effort traffic as compared to DCF,whereas at higher loads(from 7 to 10 connections)
POAMP has 20-30% higher delay with respect to DCF. Similarly, for load conditions of up to 6
connections, PQAMP has only 0.2-4.4% less throughput as compared to DCF, whereas at hig er
loads it goes up to 33% less throughput as compared to DCF. Thus, the above simulation resu ts
show the effectiveness ofPQAMP in providing service differentiation in single hop environments.
Table
#RT

DCF

PQAMP

D(msec)
PQAMP
DCF

TP(Kbps)

#BE

]
PD

DCF

PQAMP

1

1

80.97

82.33

10.06

18.59

0

1

2

2

162.86

162.32

23.27

23.96

0

2

3

3

244.85

245.45

59.13

32.34

12

7

4

4

327.39

328.98

159.42

43.64

2

9

5

5

399.44

407.68

512.25

70.93

191

12

We selected a single hop topology of 60 nodes randomly placed within a rectangular area of size

6

6

453.38

486.61

1293.94

97.89

907

21

120m X120m. To avoid extra control overhead due to routing protocol, we used NOAH(No Ad Hoc

7

451.00

569.50

2323.13

150.12

2848

40

7

routing)from [79] that supports direct communication between wireless nodes without generating

8

486.79

646.24

2655.39

437.29

4049

190

8

496.85

709.26

3019.84

751.98

625

9

5661

9

496.75

720.23

3538.32

769.27

2262

10

7676

10

MAC protocols

PQAMP,SPQAMP,802.11 DCF

A Single Hop Topology

any routing related packets. We generated a number of real-time and best-effort connections between
any randomly selected pair of nodes. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8.
For performance analysis, we have varied the number of real-time and best-effort connections

otinn<c* "TP: iliriDuehput; DI: Delay;PD: Pat

from 1 to 10 and measured the three parameters namely Delay, Throughput and Packet Dropped
for real-time traffic. Similarly, we have also measured the Throughput and Delay for the best-effort
traffic.

It can be seen from Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 that PQAMP provides a very good level of service
differentiation and provide better service for real-time traffic in terms of Delay, Throughput and

A chain topology with varying hop counts

Packet Dropped as compared with DCF. With the increase in both real-time and best-effort traffic,
PQAMP performs better with respect to service provided to real-time traffic without substantial

ween anyconnections
two successive
nodes is taken as 200Wemeters.
We generated
a nntnber
real-ttme7.and
tes'ffort
from nodeOtonoden-1.
have varied
the number
ofhopsofromlto
we

degradation of best-effort service quality. Initially, at number of connections less than or equal to 2,

used NOAH(No Ad Hoc routing)from (79)that support fixed routes in chain topology. Simulation

We have considered a chain topology of n nodes numbered as 0 through n - 1 where
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Table 3.10: Simulation Results for Best-Effort Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(PQAMP vs DCF)
#RT

TP(Kbps)

#BE

DCF

PQAMP

DCF

PQAMP

1

677.65

647.74

94.92

75.80

2

2

622.09

607.76

200.90

144.33

3

3

557.13

557.02

372.94

251.06

4

4

490.27

503.28

502.27

341.99

5

5

435.66

449.57

813.72

529.40

6

6

396.10

395.97

757.27

620.76

7

7

386.66

338.44

871.89

825.63

8

8

363.50

285.47

899.12

1151.29

9

9

351.16

241.87

944.66

1381.11

10

10

349.58

231.31

1019.07

1540.70

)f Real-tinle cnnn^ltinnc- ifRT7« A

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic

Throughput for Real-time Traffic

D(msec)

DCF
1
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PQAMP -□

PQAMP -□

Hop Length

Hop Length

Figure 3.5: Throughput for Real-time traffic for a Figure 3.6: Delay for Real-time traffic for a chain
chain topology (Experiment 1): PQAMP vs DCF topology (Experiment 1): PQAMP vs DCF

•efTort connections;TP:Throughput;D:Delay

leads to the higher throughput (and lower delay) for chain with higher number of relay nodes. But,

after a particular limit of hop length, the number of contending relay nodes increases beyond a level

time is set to 200 seconds. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. We have carried out
three different type of experiments to examine the effectiveness ofthe proposed MAC mechanism in
chain topology and compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.In the first set ofexperiments(called Experiment

which leads to increase in amount of collision among relay nodes. This leads to gradual decrease

of throughput and gradual increase in delay for PQAMP in higher hop length. The increasing leve
of collision also give rise to dropping of more real-time packets as compared to lower hop lengt

I), we have taken only real-time traffic of moderate load(with number ofconnections =8)and study
the performance of PQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF for hop length starting from 1 up to 7 This
will show the effectiveness ofPQAMP to handle higher hop length i.e. in multihop environment as
comp^ed to DCF.Oursecond set ofexperiments(called Experiment!)study the effect of best-effort

because the retry limit used in higher priority classes (priority classes 0 and 1) of PQAMP are lo^
as compared to DCF. With a similar argument, we can explain the causes of lower delay in PQ
as compared to DCF at all hop lengths except for single hop. The difference in delay for DCF an
PQAMP increases with increasing hop length. At hop length > 4, delay in PQAMP is more an

traffic on ongoing real-time traffic. For this purpose, we initially fixed the number ofreal-time traffic
as 9 and 6 respectively for the hop lengths - 3 and 6, and then vary the number of best-effort traffic

from 1 to 9. The number of real-time connections for a particular hop length is chosen by estimating
the number of real-time connections at which the maximum throughput for a particular hop length

times less as compared to DCF (as shown in Figure 3.6).

This ensures the suitability of the PQAMP for supporting QoS to real-time traffic m chain topol

ogy in the network environment in presence of only real-time traffic as compared to DCF.
%

IS obtained. Through some initial simulation runs, we have obtained the number of real-time traffic

at which the maximum throughput are achieved for hop lengths - 3 and 6 as 9 and 6 respectively
Our third set of experiments {ctiWtA Experiment 3)study the performance of real-time traffic with
varying loads of real-time traffic while keeping number of ongoing best-effort traffic fixed. In this
case, we have taken a chain of length 5(hop length 4)and fixed the number of best-effort traffic at 3
and then we go on varying the number of real-time traffic from 1 to 9.

Throughput for Real-time Traffic

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic

350

PQAMP
330

310

290

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the performance comparison ofPQAMP and TF.Fp 802.11 DCF

for Experiment I of chain topology. It can be seen from Figure 3.5 and Figure3.6 that, PQAMP
has higher throughput and lower delay as compared to DCF in all situations except for hop count 1.
From hop length 2 onward, the throughput ofPQAMP starts exceeding that of DCF. The difference

in throughput is increasing with the increase in hop length and reaches the maximum at hop length
5 which is 14.55% more than that of DCF,after that the difference is gradually decreasing till hop
length 7(where it is almost 12% more than that of DCF). With the increase in hop length, the
number of relay nodes increases, hence the relay nodes with highest priority (priority class 0)access
the channel with smaller backoff values as compared to nodes sending self-generated frames. This
^which is assumed as the background traffic
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DCF -Ha-

PQAMP
250

y

2

3

3

4

5

6

7

4

5

6

7

8

No. of Best-Effort Connections

No. of Best-Effort Connections

Figure 3-7: Throughput for Real-time traffic for a Figure 3.8: Delay for Real-time traffic for a chain
topology with hop.length 3 and with 9 real-time
chain topology with hop length 3 and with 9 real
time traffic (Experiment 2): PQAMP vs DCF

traffic (Experiment 2): PQAMP vs DCF

Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.10 show throughput anti delay of real-time traffic with varyitig number

of best-effort flows for Experiment 2 of chain topology. It can be observed that, wtth mcreasmg
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Table 3.10: Simulation Results for Best-EflFort Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(PQAMP vs DCF)
#RT

1
2

TP(Kbps)

#BE

1

2

1

PQAMP

DCF

677.65

647.74

94.92

75.80

622.09

607.76

200.90

144.33

557.02

372.94

251.06

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic

Throughput for Real-time Traffic
350

D(msec)

DCF
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DCF
•

PQAMP -□

1

PQAMP

300

V-

"in
a.

5

250

3

OL

3

3

557.13

4

4

490.27

503.28

502.27

341.99

5

. 5

435.66

449.57

813.72

529.40

6

6

396.10

=

200

O

1

^
150

395.97

dc'f"-^]

•

PQAMP -a- :

i

757.27

620.76

7

7

386.66

338.44

871.89

825.63

8

8

363.50

285.47

899.12

1151.29

9

9

351.16

241.87

944.66

1381.11

10

10

349.58

231.31

1019.07

1540.70

4

4

S

5

Hop Length

Hop Length

Figure 3.5: Throughput for Real-time traffic for a Figure 3.6: Delay for Real-time traffic for a chain
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leads to the higher throughput (and lower delay) for chain with higher number of relay nodes. But,
time is set to 200 seconds. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. We have carried out
three different type ofexperiments to examine the effectiveness ofthe proposed MAC mechanism in
chain topology and compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF.In the first set ofexperiments(called Experiment

i), we have taken only real-time traffic of moderate load(with number ofconnections =8)and study
the performance of PQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF for hop length starting from 1 up to 7 This
will show the effectiveness ofPQAMP to handle higher hop length i.e. in multihop environment as

comp^d to DCF.Our second set ofexperiments(called Experiment2)study the effect of best-effort
traffic on ongoing real-time traffic. For this purpose, we initially fixed the number of real-time traffic
as 9 and 6 respectively for the hop lengths - 3 and 6, and then vary the number of best-effort traffic

from 1 to 9. The number of real-time connections for a particular hop length is chosen by estimating
the number of real-time connections at which the maximum throughput for a particular hop length

after a particular limit of hop length, the number of contending relay nodes increases beyond a level

which leads to increase in amount of collision among relay nodes. This leads to gradual decrease

of throughput and gradual increase in delay for PQAMP in higher hop length. The increasing leve
of collision also give rise to dropping of more real-time packets as compared to lower hop lengt
because the retry limit used in higher priority classes (priority classes 0 and 1) of PQAMP are lower
as compared to DCF. With a similar argument, we can explain the causes of lower delay m PQAMP
as compared to DCF at all hop lengths except for single hop. The difference in delay for DCF and
PQAMP increases with increasing hop length. At hop length > 4, delay in PQAMP is more than 5
times less as compared to DCF (as shown in Figure 3.6).

This ensures the suitability of the PQAMP for supporting QoS to real-time traffic in chain topol

ogy in the network environment in presence of only real-time traffic as compared to DCF.

is obtained. Through some initial simulation runs, we have obtained the number of real-time traffic

at which the maximum throughput are achieved for hop lengths - 3 and 6 as 9 and 6 respectively
Our third set of experiments (called Experiment 3)study the performance of real-time traffic with
varying loads of real-time traffic while keeping number of ongoing best-effort traffic fixed. In this
case, we have taken a chain of length 5(hop length 4)and fixed the number of best-effort traffic at 3
and then we go on varying the number of real-time traffic from 1 to 9.
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for Experiment I of chain topology. It can be seen from Figure 3.5 and Figure3.6 that, PQAMP
has higher throughput and lower delay as compared to DCF in all situations except for hop count 1.
From hop length 2 onward, the throughput ofPQAMP starts exceeding that of DCF. The difference

in throughput is increasing with the increase in hop length and reaches the maximum at hop length

5 which is 14.55% more than that of DCF,after that the difference is gradually decreasing till hop
length 7(where it is almost 12% more than that of DCF). With the increase in hop length, the
number of relay nodes increases, hence the relay nodes with highest priority (priority class 0)access
the channel with smaller backoff values as compared to nodes sending self-generated frames. This
^which is assumed as the background traffic
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Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.10 show throughput and delay of real-time traffic with varying number
of best-effort flows for Experiment 2 of chain topology. It can be observed that, with mcreasmg
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increase in number of real-time traffic, delay in PQAMP increases from 82.76 msec to 101.95 msec,
whereas we can notice a rapid increase in delay from 172.51 msec to 570.65 msec in DCF. This

gives PQAMP to provide 2.08 to 5.61 times delay improvement for real-time traffic as compared to
DCF. As can be observed from Figure 3.11, throughput for real-time traffic in PQAMP are 10.0 12.5% better as compared to DCF for all real-time traffic load conditions. This ensures the suitability
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of PQAMP to support QoS for real-time traffic in chain topology for varying real-time traffic load
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conditions in presence of constant background/best-effort traffic loads.
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chain topology with hop length 6 and with 6 real topology with hop length 6 and with 6 real-time
time traffic (Experiment 2): PQAMP vs DCF
traffic(Experiment 2): PQAMP vs DCF

A Grid topology of size 6x6 (36 nodes)

In this topology, 36 nodes, numbered as 0 through 35, are arranged in a 6x6 grid with a grid spacing
of 200 meters. We have generated a number of real-time connections from the nodes in the leftmost

positions to the nodes in the rightmost position in the same row. Similarly, we have generated a
number of best-effort flows from the nodes in the top row to the nodes in the bottom row of the same

column. We have used NOAH (No Ad Hoc routing) from [79] that supports fixed routes in grid

load of best-effort traffic, throughput and delay for real-time traffic are not affected much as com

topology. Two different sets of experiments are conducted to study the effectiveness of the MAC

3.66-5.58 times can be observed in PQAMP for chain topology with hop length 6(as shown in Fig

scheme in supporting QoS for real-time traffic in terms of throughput and delay in the grid topology.
In the first set of experiments, we have kept the number of real-time traffic fixed at 3 and vary the
number of best-effort connections from 1 to 7. In our second set of experiments, we have kept the
number of best-effort connections fixed at 3 and vary the number of real-time connections from 1 to

ure 3.10). This difference in delay performance increases with increasing load of both real-time and

9. The other simulation parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8.

pared to DCF. Due to the effective traffic differentiation provided by PQAMP,real-time traffic are
not affected much in presence of best-effort traffic. Figure 3.8 shows that PQAMP has 5-8 times less
delay for chain topology with hop length 3 as compared to DCF. Similarly, a delay improvement of

best-effort traffic(as can be seen from Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10 respectively). Similarly, through
put for real-time traffic improves 2.5-9.00% and 5.45-25.00% for hop lengths 3 and 6 respectively,
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with larger difference in higher hop length and higher loads (as can be seen from Figure 3.7 and
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Figure 3.9 respectively). This ensures the suitability ofPQAMP to provide traffic differentiation in
chain topology with varying best-effort traffic load conditions.
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Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the throughput and delay of real-time traffic with varying
number of real-time connections for Experiment 3 of chain topology. It can be seen that with the
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The Grid topology with the traffic pattern mentioned above represents a very high interfering
scenario, where real-time as well as best-effort flows are encountering interference from both type
of traffic flows.
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gives PQAMP to provide 2.08 to 5.61 times delay improvement for real-time traffic as compared to
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DCF. As can be observed from Figure 3.11, throughput for real-time traffic in PQAMP are 10.0 12.5% better as compared to DCF for all real-time traffic load conditions. This ensures the suitability
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of PQAMP to support QoS for real-time traffic in chain topology for varying real-time traffic load
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In this topology,36 nodes,numbered as0 through 35, are arranged in a 6x6 grid with a grid spacing
of 200 meters. We have generated a number of real-time connections from the nodes in the leftmost
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chain topology with hop length 6 and with 6 real
time traffic (Experiment 2): PQAMP vs DCF

positions to the nodes in the rightmost position in the same row. Similarly, we have generated a

topology with hop length 6 and with 6 real-time
traffic(Experiment 2): PQAMP vs DCF

number of best-effort flows from the nodes in the top row to the nodes in the bottom row of the same
column. We have used NOAH (No Ad Hoc routing) from [79] that supports fixed routes in grid

load of best-effort traffic, throughput and delay for real-time traffic are not affected much as com

topology. Two different sets of experiments are conducted to study the effectiveness of the MAC

pared to DCF. Due to the effective traffic differentiation provided by PQAMP,real-time traffic are
not affected much in presence of best-effort traffic. Figure 3.8 shows that PQAMP has 5-8 times less
delay for chain topology with hop length 3 as compared to DCF. Similarly, a delay improvement of

3.66-5.58 times can be observed in PQAMP for chain topology with hop length 6(as shown in Fig

scheme in supporting QoS for real-time traffic in terms ofthroughput and delay in the grid topology.
In the first set of experiments, we have kept the number of real-time traffic fixed at 3 and vary the
number of best-effort connections from 1 to 7. In our second set of experiments, we have kept the
number of best-effort connections fixed at 3 and vary the number of real-time connections from 1 to

ure 3.10). This difference in delay performance increases with increasing load of both real-time and

9. The other simulation parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8.

best-effort traffic(as can be seen from Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10 respectively). Similarly, through
put for real-time traffic improves 2.5-9.00% and 5.45-25.00% for hop lengths 3 and 6 respectively,
with larger difference in higher hop length and higher loads (as can be seen from Figure 3.7 and
Figure 3.9 respectively). This ensures the suitability ofPQAMP to provide traffic differentiation in
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Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the throughput and delay of real-time traffic with varying
number of real-time connections for Experiment 3 of chain topology. It can be seen that with the

The Grid topology with the traffic pattern mentioned above represents a very high interfering
scenario, where real-time as well as best-effort flows are encountering interference from both type
of traffic flows.
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higher preference given to nodes with forwarding traffic, PQAMP is able to support adequate eve
of QoS in terms of throughput and delay.

From Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, it can be seen that, although with increasing number of best/
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experiments, we have allowed only the real-time traffic and changes the number of real-time traffic
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from 1 to 11. The source and destination of a real-time traffic is chosen randomly and a selected
source starts generating real-time traffic randomly within the time period between 1.0s to 100.0s. In
our second set of experiments, we have kept the number of real-time connections fixed at 7 and vaiy
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the number of best-effort connections from 1 to 7. In this case, all real-time connections are started
before starting any best-effort connection. The third set of experiments are carried out by keeping
the number of best-effort traffic fixed at 5, and varying the real-time connection from 1 to 11. In

this experiment, all best-effort connections are started before any real-time connection. The other
parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. For each set of experiments, a total of 10 simulations are
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a Grid topology with 3 best-effort traffic(PQAMP topology with 3 best-effort traffic (PQAMP vs
vs DCF)
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effort traffic, throughput and delay for real-time traffic in both the protocols get affected, the affect is
much less in PQAMP as compared to DCF.In this situation, PQAMP can still provide an adequate
level of QoS for real-time flows as compared to DCF in terms of both throughput and delay, which is
mainly due to effective service differentiation and use of higher priority for relay nodes in PQAMP.
We can observe-a delay improvement of 2.0 to 4.27 times for real-time traffic as compared to DCF
with the difference increases with increasing load of best-effort traffic. Similarly, we can observe

a throughput improvement of 4.26 to 64.47% for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF
(as shown in Figure 3.13). We can observe similar poor performance in DCF to support QoS for
real-time traffic as compared to PQAMP,when varying real-time traffic load and keeping best-effort
traffic load fixed at 3(as shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16). We can observe a delay improvement
of 1.73 to 3.43 times for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF, with larger difference in
higher loads (as shown in Figure 3.16). Similarly, we can see 7.43 to 18.66% improvement in
throughput for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF(as shown in Figure 3.15). There is
a marginal improvement ofthroughput(2.28%)forPQAMP as compared to DCF for real-time traffic
load of9, which is due to heavy load in the network. These simulation results show the suitability of
PQAMP's traffic differentiation scheme in grid topology which represents a very high level of traffic
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We have considered a random topology of 50 nodes numbered as 0 through 49 which are arranged
in a flat rectangular area of size 1000 m x 500 m. The nodes are allowed to move using random
waypoint mobility model with a maximum speed of lOm/s and pause time of0 second. To cope up
with dynamic behaviour, we have taken AODV [85] as the routing protocol. The total simulation
time for the experiments are set as 500s. We have carried out three different sets of experiments
to study the effectiveness of PQAMP to support QoS for real-time traffic (in terms of throughput
and delay) in a random topology. Different set of experiments are conducted under different real
time traffic load,conditions both in the absence and presence of best-effort traffic. In the first set of
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From Figure 3.17 to Figure 3.19, we can observe that PQAMP is able to provide better QoS for

real-time traffic in a random topology without any best-effort traffic load. Figure 3.18 shows Aa^
PQAMP is able to maintain 55 to 100% lower delay for real-time traffic with growing network load
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from 1 to 11. The source and destination of a real-time traffic is chosen randomly and a selected
source starts generating real-time traffic randomly within the time period between 1.0s to 100.0s. In
our second set of experiments, we have kept the number of real-time connections fixed at 7 and vary
the number of best-effort connections from 1 to 7. In this case, all real-time connections are started
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before starting any best-effort connection. The third set of experiments are carried out by keeping
the number of best-effort traffic fixed at 5, and varying the real-time connection from 1 to 11. In

this experiment, all best-effort connections are started before any real-time connection. The other
parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. For each set of experiments, a total of 10 simulations are
performed with 10 different scenarios and averages are taken as the results.
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effort traffic, throughput and delay for real-time traffic in both the protocols get affected, the affect is
much less in PQAMP as compared to DCF. In this situation, PQAMP can still provide an adequate
level of QoS for real-time flows as compared to DCF in terms of both throughput and delay, which is
mainly due to effective service differentiation and use of higher priority for relay nodes in PQAMP.
We can observe-a delay improvement of 2.0 to 4.27 times for real-time traffic as compared to DCF
with the difference increases with increasing load of best-effort traffic. Similarly, we can observe
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a throughput improvement of 4.26 to 64.47% for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF
(as shown in Figure 3.13). We can observe similar poor performance in DCF to support QoS for
real-time traffic as compared to PQAMP,when varying real-time traffic load and keeping best-effort
traffic load fixed at 3(as shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16). We can observe a delay improvement
of 1.73 to 3.43 times for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF, with larger difference in
higher loads (as shown in Figure 3.16). Similarly, we can see 7.43 to 18.66% improvement in
throughput for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF(as shown in Figure 3.15). There is
a marginal improvement ofthroughput(2.28%)for PQAMP as compared to DCF for real-time traffic
load of 9, which is due to heavy load in the network. These simulation results show the suitability of
PQAMP's traffic differentiation scheme in grid topology which represents a very high level of traffic
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waypoint mobility model with a maximum speed of lOm/s and pause time of0 second. To cope up
with dynamic behaviour, we have taken AODV [85] as the routing protocol. The total simulation
time for the experiments are set as 500s. We have carried out three different sets of experiments
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From Figure 3.17 to Figure 3.19, we can observe that PQAMP is able to provide better QoS for
real-time traffic in a random topology without any best-effort traffic load. Figure 3.18 shows AaU
PQAMP is able to maintain 55 to 100% lower delay for real-time traffic with growing network oa
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as compared to DCF, while the difference increases with increasing load. Similarly, a throughput
improvement of 2 to 7% can be seen for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF from
Figure 3.17. From Figure 3.19, we can observe that, at traffic load condition of only 1 real-time
traffic, both DCF and PQAMP are able to maintain a higher Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR)of 96.36
and 96.14 respectively, and the PDR decreases with increasing traffic load conditions. It is seen that
PDR of PQAMP remains higher than DCF in all loads except for the traffic load of 1 connection.

At the maximum load of 11 connections, PDR of DCF and PQAMP are dropped to 77.32% and
80.39% respectively. These observed performance improvements in PQAMP(as compared to DCF)

in terms of delay, throughput and PDR are mainly attributed to assignment of higher priorities to
relayed frames.

Figure 3.20 to Figure 3.22 show that PQAMP performs better to support QoS for real-time traf
fic as compared to DCF in random topology with growing best-effort traffic. PQAMP maintains a
delay improvement for real-time traffic, which is more than 2.2 times less as compared to DCF(as
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shown in Figure 3.21). Similarly, we can observe a throughput improvement of 8.00 to 9.15% for
real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF(as shown in Figure 3.20). Moreover,for both delay
and throughput, the difference in performance between PQAMP and DCF increases with increasing
loads. Further,PQAMP maintains a 2.00 to 11.41% higher throughput and a delay improvement o
1.96 to 2.72 times for real-time traffic as compared to DCF for the situations of varying rea time

traffic loads while keeping best-effort traffic load fixed (shown in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.2 re
soectively). PQAMP is able to maintain a higher PDR for both the situations of varying est e ort
traffic and varying real-time traffic, where the improvement is more for the first case (as shown in
Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.26). It is interesting to observe that,PQAMP maintains a similar t oug -

put improvement for best-effort traffic as shown in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.27 respective y* ^
indicates that along with supporting QoS for real-time traffic m terms of ^lay,
amp's
PQAMP also achieves an improvement of throughput utilization m MANETs. Therefore,PQAMP s
traffic differentiation is able to improve QoS support for real-time traffic in a random topology and
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as compared to DCF, while the difference increases with increasing load. Similarly, a throughput
improvement of 2 to 7% can be seen for real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF from
Figure 3.17. From Figure 3.19, we can observe that, at traffic load condition of only 1 real-time
traffic, both DCF and PQAMP are able to maintain a higher Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR)of 96.36
and 96.14 respectively, and the PDR decreases with increasing traffic load conditions. It is seen that
PDR of PQAMP remains higher than DCF in all loads except for the traffic load of 1 connection.

At the maximum load of 11 connections, PDR of DCF and PQAMP are dropped to 77.32% and
80.39% respectively. These observed performance improvements in PQAMP(as compared to DCF)
in terms of delay, throughput and PDR are mainly attributed to assignment of higher priorities to
relayed frames.

Figure 3.20 to Figure 3.22 show that PQAMP performs better to support QoS for real-time traf
fic as compared to DCF in random topology with growing best-effort traffic. PQAMP maintains a
delay improvement for real-time traffic, which is more than 2.2 times less as compared to DCF(as
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shown in Figure 3.21). Similarly, we can observe a throughput improvement of 8.00 to 9.15% for
real-time traffic in PQAMP as compared to DCF (as shown in Figure 3.20). Moreover, for both delay
and throughput, the difference in performance between PQAMP and DCF increases with increasing
loads. Further, PQAMP maintains a 2.00 to 11.41% higher throughput and a delay improvement o

1 96 to 2.72 times for real-time traffic as compared to DCF for the situations of varying real time
traffic loads while keeping best-effort traffic load fixed (shown in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.2 re
--ectively). PQAMP is able to maintain a higher PDR for both the situations of varying est e o

traffic and varying real-time traffic, where the improvement is more for the first case (as shown m
Figure 3 22 and Figure 3.26). It is interesting to observe that, PQAMP maintains a simi ar t roug

put improvement for best-effort traffic as shown in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.27

indicates that along with supporting QoS for real-time traffic in terms of e ay, t roug pu ^

^

^'

PQAMP also achieves an improvement of throughput utilization in MANETs. Therefore, PQAMP s
traffic differentiation is able to improve QoS support for real-time traffic in a random topology an
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data frames get higher channel access priority to that of non real-time or best-effort data frames in

their respective QoS classes.

the network. This is achieved by assigning smaller contention window to real-time data traffic as

From all the above simulation results and analysis, we can conclude that PQAMP outperforms
IEEE 802.11 DCF in terms of delay and throughput for real-time traffic in all types of topology
for MANETs including - single hop, chain, grid and random topology. The performance gain for
real-time traffic is more in the presence of best-effort traffic with multihop environments. Further,

compared to ordinary or best-effort traffic. Further, by assigning non-overlapping backoff timers for
high and low priority traffic irrespective of their backoff stage, the level of service differentiation is
improved. Still due to countdown and freezing of backoff counter (followed in DCF), nodes with
low priority traffic can reasonably win channel access before nodes with high priority traffic access
the channel. Therefore, countdown and freezing of backoff timer is substituted with resetting of
backoff counter for low priority traffic in the situation when a node with low priority traffic detects
a busy channel and the value of its backoff timer had entered into the possible backoff timer range
of high priority traffic. For the nodes with high priority traffic, they behave like nodes in pure DCF.

PQAMP also improves overall network utilization and support minimum service for best-effort traf
fic. Therefore,PQAMP can be taken as a MAC protocol for supporting QoS in resource constrained
MANETs.

3.4.8 Summary on PQAMP

Thus, using the projjer contention window selection method with additional mechanism for resetting
backoffcounter for nodes with low priority traffic ensures SPQAMP to maintain an enhanced level of
service differentiation, where nodes with high priority traffic always win the next transmission right
when contending with nodes with low priority traffic. This means the high priority traffic can not be
affected by the presence of low priority traffic that exists in the background. Despite SPQAMP gives

We have proposed PQAMP,a priority based MAC scheme designed for supporting QoS in MANETs.
It is based on utilizing non-overlapping contention windows for different priority classes in the same
backoff stage, with lower contention window ranges assigned for higher priority classes. With
PQAMP, nodes are assigned priorities based on their roles and type of data frame traffic to han
dle. This priority scheme at MAC level improves the QoS assurance of real-time traffic in terms of
reduced end-to-end delay and higher throughput while maximizing overall network utilization. Ana

high priority traffic the exclusive right to access the channel, low priority traffic can still achieve a
throughput close to DCF in the absence of high priority traffic.

In SPQAMP,at any point in time, each node of the network can be in one of the following three

lytical model shows the superiority ofPQAMP's in supporting QoS for real-time traffic in single hop
ad hoc networks under saturation condition which is validated through a detailed simulation study.

states: HIGH,LOW and NORMAL based on the type of data frame the node is going to transmit
or forward. The states HIGH,LOW and NORMAL are assigned a discrete value which represents

Further, simulation studies in single hop as well as multihop environments reveal the suitability of
PQAMP to support QoS at MAC layer in MANETs. By allowing priority inversion in certain cases,

a priority class assigned to them. The values 0, 1 and 2 represent the priority classes assigned to
the nodes in states HIGH,LOW and NORMAL respectively. Based on the type of the frame (at the

PQAMP avoids starvation of best-effort traffic in MANETs. Priority inversion in PQAMP may take

front of the interface queue)that a node is going to send, it is assigned an appropriate level of state
between HIGH and LOW.The HIGH state is assigned to a node which has a delay sensitive real-time
data frame to transmit. Similarly, the LOW state is assigned to a node which has a best-effort data
frame to be transmitted. The NORMAL state is assigned to a node which has no activity (i.e. no data

place due to (i)freezing and resuming of backoff counter (ii) difference in backoff stages of nodes
with real-time and best-effort traffic and (iii) use of post-backoff*. The possibility of priority inver
sion is less in lower load conditions, whereas in presence of heavy best-effort traffic load, it leads to
increased end-to-end delay and lower throughput for real-time traffic. Therefore, admission control

frame to be transmitted) and hence the default state of every node is set as NORMAL.

of best-effort traffic is must to ensure higher level of QoS assurance to real-time traffic. Our next pro
tocol called Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)implements a strict priority

SPQAMP adopts the well-known Binary Exponential Backoff(BEB)algorithm as its contention
resolution technique, when a node in priority class0 contents to access the channel. After sensing the

to avoid the situations of priority inversion for further enhancing the level of service differentiation.

channel as idle for DIFS,the station waits for a random backoff interval selected from [0,CW --1],
where CW is the current value of the contention window. As long as the channel is sensed idle,
the backoff timer is decremented in terms of slot time until it reaches 0. Backoff timer is frozen on
detection of any transmission over the channel, and reactivated when the channel is sensed idle for
DIFS again. At the time when backoff counter reaches 0,the node transmits its frame. After

3.5 Strict Priority based QoS-Aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)
The proposed protocol is based on classifying data frames into two QoS classes - Real-time and Best-

successful transmission, a node resets the CW to its initial value CWmin and initiates a backofP
before starting a new transmission. At every retransmission attempt(also called backoff stage), die
contention window is doubled until it reaches the maximum limit, CWmax. After that CW remains
at the maximum value until the retry limit(m)is reached. A frame is dropped, if the retry count

effort, where Real-time and Best-effort represent High priority and Low priority traffic respectively.
Accordingly, a node (in MAC layer) can be in any one of the corresponding state based on the type
of data frame it is currently prepared to send. SPQAMP differentiates traffic in such a manner that

high priority traffic are completely unhindered by low priority traffic. Here, low priority traffic can
be relegated to the background traffic and allowed to transmit only when no high priority frame is
currently contending for the channel. That is, the protocol resolves MAC layer fcontention in such a
way that nodes having high priority traffic always win the next transmission right when contending
with nodes having low priority traffic. To provide QoS at MAC level, we require that real-time

exceeds the retry limit m and in this situation CW is reset to CWmin.

For nodes in priority class 1, the effective backoff timer value afany stage is larger than the
maximum possible CW value for priority class 0. At each transmission attempt a node ^

Iss 1 selects a random backoff timer in the range from [W',W'+

^used to eliminate channel capture by immediate channel access in IEEE 802.11 DCF

^called post backoff in IEEE 802.11 DCF
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data frames get higher channel access priority to that of non real-time or best-effort data frames in

their respective QoS classes.

the network. This is achieved by assigning smaller contention window to real-time data traffic as

From all the above simulation results and analysis, we can conclude that PQAMP outperforms
IEEE 802.11 DCF in terms of delay and throughput for real-time traffic in all types of topology
for MANETs including - single hop, chain, grid and random topology. The performance gain for
real-time traffic is more in the presence of best-effort traffic with multihop environments. Further,

compared to ordinary or best-effort traffic. Further, by assigning non-overlapping backoff timers for
high and low priority traffic irrespective of their backoff stage, the level of service differentiation is
improved. Still due to countdown and freezing of backoff counter (followed in DCF), nodes with
low priority traffic can reasonably win charmel access before nodes with high priority traffic access
the channel. Therefore, countdown and freezing of backoff timer is substituted with resetting of
backoff counter for low priority traffic in the situation when a node with low priority traffic detects
a busy channel and the value of its backoff timer had entered into the possible backoff timer range
of high priority traffic. For the nodes with high priority traffic, they behave like nodes in pure DCF.

PQAMP also improves overall network utilization and support minimum service for best-effort traf
fic. Therefore,PQAMP can be taken as a MAC protocol for supporting QoS in resource constrained
MANETs.

Thus,using the proper contention window selection method with additional mechanism for resetting
backoffcounter for nodes with low priority traffic ensures SPQAMP to maintain an enhanced level of
service differentiation, where nodes with high priority traffic always win the next transmission right
when contending with nodes with low priority traffic. This means the high priority traffic can not be
affected by the presence oflow priority traffic that exists in the background. Despite SPQAMP gives

3.4.8 Summary on PQAMP

We have proposed PQAMP.a priority based MAC scheme designed for supporting QoS in MANETs.
It is based on utilizing non-overlapping contention windows for different priority classes in the same
backoff stage, with lower contention window ranges assigned for higher priority classes. With
PQAMP, nodes are assigned priorities based on their roles and type of data frame traffic to han
dle. This priority scheme at MAC level improves the QoS assurance of real-time traffic in terms of
reduced end-to-end delay and higher throughput while maximizing overall network utilization. Ana

high priority traffic the exclusive right to access the channel, low priority traffic can still achieve a
throughput close to DCF in the absence of high priority traffic.

In SPQAMP,at any point in time, each node of the network can be in one of the followmg three
states; HIGH,LOW and NORMAL based on the type of data frame the node is going to transmit

lytical model shows the superiority ofPQAMP's in supporting QoS for real-time traffic in single hop
ad hoc networks under saturation condition which is validated through a detailed simulation study.

or forward. The states HIGH,LOW and NORMAL are assigned a discrete value which represents

Further, simulation studies in single hop as well as multihop environments reveal the suitability of

a priority class assigned to them. The values 0, 1 and 2 represent the priority classes assigned to

PQAMP to support QoS at MAC layer in MANETs. By allowing priority inversion in certain cases,

the nodes in states HIGH,LOW and NORMAL respectively. Based on the type of the frame (at the

PQAMP avoids starvation of best-effort traffic in MANETs. Priority inversion in PQAMP may take
place due to (i)freezing and resuming of backoff counter (ii) difference in backoff stages of nodes
with real-time and best-effort traffic and (iii) use of post-backoff^. The possibility of priority inver

front of the interface queue)that a node is going to send, it is assigned an appropriate level of state
between HIGH and LOW.The HIGH state is assigned to a node which has a delay sensitive real-time
data frame to transmit. Similarly, the LOW state is assigned to a node which has a best-effort data
frame to be transmitted. The NORMAL state is assigned to a node which has no activity (i.e. no data

sion is less in lower load conditions, whereas in presence of heavy best-effort traffic load, it leads to
increased end-to-end delay and lower throughput for real-time traffic. Therefore, admission control

frame to be transmitted) and hence the default state of every node is set as NORMAL.

of best-effort traffic is must to ensure higher level of QoS assurance to real-time traffic. Our next pro
tocol called Strict Priority based QoS-aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)implements a strict priority

SPQAMP adopts the well-known Binary Exponential Backoff(BEB)algorithm as its contention
resolution technique, when a node in priority class0 contents to access the channel. After sensing the

to avoid the situations of priority inversion for further enhancing the level of service differentiation.

channel as idle for DIPS,the station waits for a random backoff interval selected from [0,CW — 1],
where CW is the current value of the contention window. As long as the channel is sensed idle,
the backoff timer is decremented in terms of slot time until it reaches 0. Backoff timer is frozen on
detection of any transmission over the channel, emd reactivated when the channel is sensed idle for
DIFS again. At the time when backoff counter reaches 0,the node transmits its frame. After
successful transmission, a node resets the CW to its initial value CWmin and initiates a backo

3.5 Strict Priority based QoS-Aware MAC Protocol(SPQAMP)
The proposed protocol is based on classifying data frames into two QoS classes - Real-time and Best-

effort, where Real-time and Best-effort represent High priority and Low priority traffic respectively.
Accordingly, a node(in MAC layer) can be in any one of the corresponding state based on the type

before starting a new transmission. At every retransmission attempt(also called backoff stage), die
contention window is doubled until it reaches the maximum limit, CWmax. After that CW remains

of data frame it is currently prepared to send. SPQAMP differentiates traffic in such a manner that

high priority traffic are completely unhindered by low priority traffic. Here, low priority traffic can
be relegated to the background traffic and allowed to transmit only when no high priority frame is
currently contending for the channel. That is, the protocol resolves MAC layer fcontention in such a
way that nodes having high priority traffic always win the next transmission right when contending
with nodes having low priority traffic. To provide QoS at MAC level, we require that real-time

at the maximum value until the retry limit(m)is reached. A frame is dropped, if the retry count
exceeds the retry limit m and in this situation CW is reset to CWmin.

For nodes in priority class 1, the effective backoff timer value afany stage is larger than the
maximum possible CW value for priority class 0. At each transmission attempt, a node m priority
class 1 selects a random backoff timer in the range from [W,W'+ CW - 1], where W is the

"used to eliminate channel capture by immediate channel access in IEEE 802.11 DCF

'called post backoff in IEEE 802.11 DCF
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maximum contention window size for priority class 0 and CW is the contention window size in
current backoff stage for priority class 0. For strict priority implementation, we must ensure that
backoff timer for priority class 1 is reset while detecting a busy channel, if the value of the backoff
tuner had entered mto the possible contention window range for priority class 0. This means,in such

1024

situations, the backoff counter for priority class 1 must be reset to a value uniformly chosen from
within the current contention window range(it means backoff stage value remains same).
We have followed the convention that W and Wij to represent CWmin of TFF.R 802.11 DCF

and CW size at backoffstagejfor priority class i respectively. Equation(3.25)gives Wi ,• for priority
class I m backoff stage j. In Equation(3.26)and Equation (3.27, m'represents the backoff stage at
which contention wmdow for priority class i reaches the maximum value. The maximum CW value
for pnonty class 0 is also Wl(as can be inferred from Equation (3.26)) which is also written as W

(m subsequent discussion). In this way, a node in priority class i and at backoff stage j, selects a
random backoff timer in the range[W!,Wi,,- - 1]. Considering the life time of RT frames, we have
taken retry limit for priority class 0 as m', whereas for priority class 1, it is m(where m > m').

traai:

Priori^ class 1
•a

Priority class0

Wij — W- -i- Wj for i = 0,1 and y = 0,...,m

W-» = f
I ^2"^'

I
(3.25)

for i = 0
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for i = 1
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ir. _ /
I 2m'
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0

1

2

3

4

Backoff stage,]

,m

(3.27)

From the above equations, we can write that - at backoffstage j,the backoffcounter for priority class
0 and 1 are unifoimly chosen from[0,Wj-l]and[W,W'-i-Wj-l]respectively. Figure 3.28 shows

Figure 3.28; Contention Windows for priority class 0 and priority class 1 in SPQ

the contention window ranges for priority classes 0 and 1 at varying backoff stage with W = 32
W = 512, m'= 4 and m = 5.

Like m PQAMP,this protocol also provides priority-based scheduling at two different levels at the packet level within a station using a queuing discipline, and at MAC level while contending

for the channel. We have implemented support at each of these two levels such that high priority
packets are transmitted before low priority packets regardless of whether the low priority packets
arrive before or after the high priority packets. The queuing discipline used in SPQAMP is the same
as used in PQAMP which is already discussed in section 3.4.2(in page 34).
3.5.1 Rules for state transition for nodes at MAC layer
The following rules give a clear idea about how nodes at MAC layer changes their states to achieve
the strict priority based channel access mechanism in SPQAMP.

• The default state is assumed to be NORMAL for each node in the beginning.
• When a node in NORMAL state receives or generates a real-time data frame to be forwarded
to its neighbor node,the node's state is set to HIGH.

• When a node in NORMAL state receives or generates a best-effort data frame to be forwarded
to its neighbor node,the node's state is set to LOW.

TH-1850_Nityananda

The state of a node after a successful transmission of data frame is reset to NOR

A node remains in the same state after an unsuccessful transmission of data frame u
retry limit for the particular state is reached.

, The state of a node is set back to NORMAL,once the retry limit for the partic
reached and the transmission is unsuccessful.
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maximum contention window size for priority class 0 and CW is the contention window size in
current backoff stage for priority class 0. For strict priority implementation, we must ensure that
backoff timer for pnonty class 1 is reset while detecting a busy channel, if the value of the backoff
timer had entered into the possible contention window range for priority class 0. This means,in such
simations, the backoff counter for priority class 1 must be reset to a value uniformly chosen from
within the current contention window range (it means backoff stage value remains same).
We have followed the convention that W and Wij to represent CWmin of TF.F.F. 802.11 DCF
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and CW size at backoffstagejfor priority class i respectively. Equation(3.25)gives Wijfor priority
class t m backoff stage j. In Equation (3.26)and Equation(3.27, m'represents the backoff stage at
which contention window for priority class i reaches the maximum value. The maximum CW value
for prionty class 0 is also W{(as can be inferred from Equation (3.26)) which is also written as W

(in subsequent discussion). In this way, a node in priority class i and at backoff stage j, selects a
random backoff timer in die range [W!,Wtj- 1]. Considering the life time of RT frames, we have

iiH Priority class 1

taken retry limit for priority class 0 as m', whereas for priority class 1, it is m(where m > m').
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From the above equations, we can write that - at backoff stage j,the backoffcounter for priority class

0and 1 are uniformly chosen from [0, Wj-1]and[W,W'+Wj-1]respectively. Figure 3.28 shows
the contention window ranges for priority classes 0 and 1 at varying backoff stage with W = 32
= 512, m'= 4 and m = 5.

Like in PQAMP,this protocol also provides priority-based scheduling at two different levels at the packet level within a station using a queuing discipline, and at MAC level while contending

for the channel. We have implemented support at each of these two levels such that high priority
packets are traiismitted before low priority packets regardless of whether the low priority packets
arrive before or after the high priority packets. The queuing discipline used in SPQAMP is the
as used in PQAMP which is already discussed in section 3.4.2(in page 34).

same

Figure 3.28; Contention Windows for priority class 0 and priority class 1 in SPQAM
• The state of a node after a successful transmission of data frame is reset to NORMAL

• A node remains in the same state after an unsuccessful transmission of data frame until
retry limit for the particular state is reached.

• The state of a node is set back to NORMAL,once the retry limit for the particular s
reached and the transmission is unsuccessful.

25,1 Rules for state transition for nodes at MAC layer
The following rules give a clear idea about how nodes at MAC layer changes their states to achieve

the strict priority based channel access mechanism in SPQAMP.
The default state is assumed to be NORMAL for each node in the beginning.
When a node in NORMAL state receives or generates a real-time data frame to be forwarded
to its neighbor node,the node's state is set to HIGH.

When a node in NORMAL state receives or generates a best-effort data frame to be forwarded
to its neighbor node,the node's state is set to LOW.
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3.5.2 Analytical Modeling ofSPQAMP

An analytical model for two prioritized classes of traffic under high traffic condition is proposed.
Here, we have assumed that each station belongs to one and only one priority class and always has
frames to send. For a given station in the priority class i(t = 0,1), b(i,t) is defined as a random

process representing the value of the backoff counter k at time t, and s(i,f)is defined as the random
process representing the backoff stage j(j= 0,...,m),where m is the retry limit. The value of the
backoffcounter b(i,t) is uniformly chosen in the range [0, Wj— 1]and \W',W+Wj— 1]for priority

class 0 and priority class 1 respectively(as can be derived from Equation(3.25),Equation(3.26)and
Equation (3.27)).

. .

. .

LetPi denotes the probability that a frame transmitted in a generic slot time by a station in prionty
class i experiences a collision. The bi-dimensional random process {s(i,t),&(«,f)} is a discrete time
Markov Chain as depicted in Figure 3.29(for priority class 0)and Figure 3.30 for(priority class 1)

respectively. Therefore, the state of each node in the priority class i is described by {i,j,k}, where
jand k represent backoff stage and backoff value respectively.
/

■

( 0,m,Vfrr2 >—<

I

The non-null transition probabilities between states for class 0(i.e. the High Priority) and class
1 (i.e. the Low Priority) are listed as follows. The transition probabilities for priority class 0, that
are shown in (1)to (5) are quite similar to the transition probabilities in the basic/pure DCF model.
Transition probabilities for priority class 1 are listed in (6) to (11)

Figure 3.29: Markov Chain Model for priority class 0 in SPQAMP

(1) F{(0,7,fc)l(0,j,fc-bl)} = l-po, for 0<k<Wj-2and0<j<m
(1 -Po)
0 < fc < Wo - 1 and 0 < 7 < m
(2) P{(0,0,A:)l(0,i,0)} =
W(

(3) F{(0,j,fc)|(0,j-1,0)} =

1.0,0

l,0,w.l

(ljD,wVWc-2H~{lJD.w'+Wi».l ;•

6

for 0 < fc < Wj- 1 and 0 < 7 < m

(4) P{(0,0,fc)l(0,m,0)} = -^,
Wo

for

(5) p {(0,j,fc)l(0,J,k)}= po,

for l<k<Wj-lmdO<j <m

0 <k < Wo — 1

(6) F{(l,J,fc)l(l.j,fc + l)} = l-pi, for 0<A;< W'-bWj-2andO<i<m
< fc < VP'-t- Wo - 1 and 0 < i < m
(7) F{(l,0,fc)l(l,j,0)} = (1 -Pi) fQj.
Wo

&

Pl/Wl-l

«
&

^0

l.fl.O

Id-I.W-l

U.W-l

W.l,W+W^^-2>--^I.W+WJ4-I

(U.W+Wu-2>M1J.W+W|.1 I

(8) F{(l,J,fc)l(l,j-l,0)} =:^,

for
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1 ^
(9) F{(l,0,fc)l(l,m,O)} = —,
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(10) F{(l,7,fc)l(l,j,k)} =Pi,
(11) F{(l,j,fc)l(l,j,k')} =

for 0 < '
fc < W'- 1 and W'< k < W'-h Wj- 1

The transition probabilities that account for different functionality of the underlying MAC protocols
are as follows.
l,ra,0

, j^_ I

l,n,W.l

U—.. (I«,W+W„2K—(l,ii^W+W»-l

•(1)and(6)are for the decrements of backoff timer;

•(2)and(7)are for resetting of contention window size after a successful transmission,
•(3)and(8)are for an unsuccessful transmission due to collision,
Figure 3.30; Markov Chain Model for priority class 1 in SPQAMP

.(4)and(9)are for the resetting of contention window at the maximum backoff stage (corresponding to retry limit);
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The transition probabilities that account for different functionality of the underlying MAC protocols
are as follows.
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•(1)and(6)are for the decrements of backoff timer;

•(2)and(7)are for resetting of contention window size after a successful transmission,
•(3)and(8)are for an unsuccessful transmission due to collision,
Figure 3.30; Markov Chain Model for priority class 1 in SPQAMP

.(4)and(9)are for the resetting of contention window at the maximum backoff stage (corresponding to retry limit);
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•(5)and(10)are for detection of busy channel during a backoff stage and hence freezing of the

63

From Equation (3.30), we have -

backoff timer;
m Wj-l

1 = S£

• finally(11)ensures that the backoff timer for priority class 1 (i.e. low priority) is reset when

j=0 fc=o

the backoff counter enters into possible contention window range for priority class 0(i.e. high

m Wj-\

priority) and the medium is sensed as busy.

- uk

Let bij^k be the stationary distribution of a given Markov chain for a station with priority class i.

= E
3=0

Therefore, bij^k can be defined as follows.

r&o,j.o

J

1-po k V

m

{Wi){Wi +1)

^o.j,o

- E

)

^{VoV X (Wj+ 1) X bo,0.0
In steady state,from the Markov chain for priority class 0(as shown in Figure 3.29), we can derive

' r

2(1-po)

3=0

the following through chain regularities.

_

m'—1

&0,0.0

(po)^'2JWo + 53(Po)'2'"Wo + 5](po)^'

2(1-Po)

^o,j,o = jPqX 6o,o,o

where 1 < y < m

(3.28)

_

m

3=0

bo.0,0

j=m'
1

X

2(1 -Po)

Wo X

(^_gog:+ .2" X

X (1-po)+

2(1-Po)

—

(3.31)
m-fl

Wo X

X 6oj,o^ +(po X bo,j,k)

1 -Po

1 -po

1 -(2po)

Further, we have

bo,0,0

J—0

1 - ppo)"' „„ (po)"'-^'-(po)""^'
1 -(2po)

1 -(po)
+

1 - po

1 -po

Similarly, in steady state for priority class 1, we can derive the following through chain regularities.
This gives

- (1 _^po) ^ [(1 -Po)(6o,i,fc-i)+

^1,7,0 = Pi X 6i,o,o where 1 < j < m
(3-32)
Let V represents the stationary probability of an imaginary state, that we have added to model the
resetting of countdown timer during a backoff slot t within a stage j, when a node with priority class
1 detects the channel as busy. When the backoff counter of a node with priority class 1 is reset, it

for 1 < A: < -2

undergoes a state transition from a state, where its backoff counter value is fc(0 < A: < W — 1), to
a state within the same backoff stage j with a new backoff counter value k' in the range between W
and W'+ Wj — 1. Further, we have assumed u to represent the state 6i,j,o- With the introduction of
Therefore, we get

these two new symbols(u and v), we get the following
^0,j,k =

1 -Po

X

Wj

^forG<
k<Wj-l
- - 3

b,j,w'+wj-i = ^
(3.29)

Now,using the normalization condition for stationary distribution, we get

(3.33)

Wi ^ 1 -Pi

(1 -Pi){h,3,k+l)+^+^+Pi X
(3.30)
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Now,for W'<k <W'-\-Wj- 2, we get

m Wj-\
J=0 fc=:0

u+v

=> h,j,w'+Wj-i . =

^

u+ v

(3.34)
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m

.finally(11)ensures that the backoff timer for priority class 1 (i.e. low priority) is reset when
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=
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priority) and the medium is sensed as busy.
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Let bij^k be the stationary distribution of a given Markov chain for a station with priority class i.
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Therefore, bij^k can be defined as follows.
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bo,3,0 y"V(W3-k\
1-PO to V )
(WMW,+1)

bojfi

=

far i

=

§\Wj X (1 -PC,) -

0,1

(po)J X {Wj+ 1) X bp,0.0
2(1 -Po)
j=o

the following through chain regularities.

_

m'—1

&0.0,0
2(1-po)

where 1 < j <

m

(3.28)

_

X

bp,0,0
2(1-po)

&o,o,o

^ipoy2jWo +
j=zO

+(Po ^ ^o,j,k)

(Po)'2'"Wo + X)(Po)'
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1 -(2gg:+
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m

Further, we have

l>o,j,k = bo,j,k-i X (1 - po)+

2

= E

In steady state,from the Markov chain for priority class 0(as shown in Figure 3.29), we can derive

ho,j,o = PqX bo,0,0

Wi

1-po

L-(2po)'"' ^ ^ (wr'*'
1 -(2po) '"

1 -Po

(3.31)
i m-fl

(po)

1 -(po)"""'
+

1 -PO

1 — po

Similarly, in steady state for priority class 1, we can derive the following through chain regularities.
bi,jfi = X 6i,o,o where 1 < i < m
(3-32)

This gives

Let V represents the stationary probability of an imaginary state, that we have added to model the
resetting of countdown timer during a backoff slot t within a stage j, when a node with priority class
1 detects the channel as busy. When the backoff counter of a node with priority class 1 is reset, it

X [(1 -Po)(6oj,»-i)+(^)]for 1 < *: < HO -2

undergoes a state transition from a state, where its backoff counter value is fc(0 < fc < W — 1), to
a state within the same backoff stage j with a new backoff counter value '
fc in the range between W
and W'+ Wj- 1. Further, we have assumed u to represent the state 6i,j,o. With the introduction of

l-Po [Wj\
Therefore, we get

these two new symbols(u and v), we get the following
bo,j,k —

bo,j,o

b,j,W+Wt-l = 7^
K,- +,^
W," +(P1 X

^3 —

T^r
0 < fc ^
< 1^,
1 — Po ^ "w—for
Wj
^- 1

(3.29)

Now,using the normalization condition for stationary distribution, we get

j=0 k=0

Wi

(3.33)
1 -Pi

Now,for W'<k<W'+ Wj-2,we get

bi,j,k = (1 -Pi)ibi,j,k+i)+ ^ + ^r.

m Wj-1

S

u+ v

bi,j,w'+Wj-i . —

J

^0,j,k = 1

(3.30)

u+ v

=> bi,j,k — bij,k+i +
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From Equation(3.33)and Equation (3.34), we have

1 -Pi ^

^

condition for stationary distribution, we get

~

^otW'<k <W'+ Wj- I

m W'+Wi-l

1 = ^2
j=0

(3.35)

As a special case, we see

= E
j=0

k=0

'w'-l

W'+Wj-l

fc=0

k=W'

W'+Wj-l

u-\-v
n,j,w
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=

m

(3.36)

1 — Pi

= E
j=0

Further, we have noticed

£ ({T^ "'-•v + S. Ui(i-p.r H
k=W'

= £
pij.ox
j=o L
h,j,W'-i = (1-pi) X
&l,j,lV'-2
(I-Pif X 6i,j,w

I-(I-Pl)^

1 - (1 - pi)""

+

Pi(i-Pi)""-'

i=o

l_(l_pi)W'

To generalize, we have

^

-1

m

53 (pi)^' X wj

bi,j,k — (u + v) X (1 — pi)^'

_

1 for 0 < fc < py' — 1

l-(l_pi)W'

bl,j,k —

(l-'^p^)fc fOT0<k<W'-1

E w X Wj

/_1 X 61,0,0 X
Pi(i -pi)^'"

£(piy

+

3=0

l_(pi)-+l

^

^>1.0,0

^ 2(1 - Pi)^'
m+l

(3.38)

1 — 2pi
^1.0,0
(1 - Pl)^'

{l-p,)W'-k-l

i=o

Wo(l - (2pi)"^') 2^'WoipT'^''-pT^'') I I z^

Therefore,

^hj,k
Kj,o

+

j=m'

j=0

Now,from Equation (3.36)and Equation (3.37), we have

2(1-Pi)^'

+ _A2^x
EH
2(1 -Pi)^'
j=0

m'—1

(3.37)

. . Wi(Wi +1)

m

" pi(i-p.)»"-'

bi,j,k = (1 -p\)^' '' X 6i,j,w/ for 0 < fc <

6i.i.o

1 — Pi

1 — Pi

(i-(i-pir)(i-pr') , wc
PI

'W2p^ 2^'(pf+^-pT^')\

_

(1-P^)W>-1 ■ forO<fc<iy'-l

l-2pi

(3.39)

61,0,0

—

1-pi

J

1-Pi,771+1
1-Pl

(I-Pi)"^'

_m +l

(i-(i-pi)w')(i-pr+') , Wo ^X f1 i-(2pi)'"'
4.
i_2pj T

(3.41)

-Pi

1-pi

Pi

y

Pi

Similarly,from Equation (3.35), we get

Let n be the probability that a station in a priority class i transmits during a generic slot time.
Therefore, from the Markov chain we have n as follows.

bl,3,0

Ki,k

for W <k<W'^-Wj-l

{u-\-v) X (1 -pi)^'-i
w + Wj-k
[t^X (l-pi)M'' X bi,j,o for W'<k<W'+ Wj- I

1

1 - Pi

n=

(3.40)

= biflfi—
i=o

We shall use the Equation(3.39)and Equation(3.40)to get the value of 6i,o,o. Using the normalized

(3.42)

Pi

3=0

Therefore, from Equation (3.31), Equation (3.41) and Equation (3.42), we have obtained to and r,
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From Equation(3.33)and Equation (3.34), we have
condition for stationary distribution, we get

1-Pi ^[ W) ^

~

<k<W'+ Wj-1 (3.35)

m W'+Wj-l
1

=

j=0

k=0

m \W'-1

As a special case, we see

j=0
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k=W'

u+ v
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1

m

(3.36)
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E
j=0

Further, we have noticed

m

1 -(1 -Pl)^^

bi.j,w'-2 = (1-pi)^ x6i,^-v^,

^ fW-\-Wj-k

X

Pl(l

+

Wj(l-pi)^'
1

£''IJ,0

\

WjW + l)

1 -(1 - pi)w
_r,AW-l
Pi(l Pi)

i=o L

= (1 -Pi) X

, ^

+

3=0

Ey-'Aoxcwi+i))

2(1 - pi)»"

3=0

m

To generalize, we have

Epi
3=0
bi,j,k = (1 -pi)^' *= X bij^w' for 0 < fc <

-1

+

''1.0.0

2(1-pi)^'

m'—l

(3.37)

+

Now,from Equation (3.36)and Equation (3.37), we have

bi,j,k - (u + u) X (1-pi)^'

I-(I-Pi)^'
Pl(l - pi)M^'-i

for 0 < fc < W _ 1

1-(pi)"'+^
1 -PI

1 -Pi

1 -Pi

(i-(i-pi)"")(i-pr+') . 1^0^

^1,0.0

Therefore,

7 X

(1 - pi)^

PI

2

'l-(2pi)'"' 2'"'(p7'+'-pr+')\
bijfl
bi,j,k =

1 - 2pi

for 0 < A: < ly — 1

(l-'y^)fc forO<A:<W-l

(3.39)

bi,0,0
2(1 -Pi)^'

Wo(l -(2pi)"^') 2^Vo(p7'+^ -P?^^)^
1 - pT'^^
+

(3.38)

1 - 2pi

(1 — pi)^'-i

^{piY
j=0

j=0

1 — Pi

1-pT*'

) 1 — Pi

(1-Pi)^'
{>1,0,0

—

(l-(l-pi)'^'){l-pr'^') . Wa
Pi

+ 2 ^

(3.41)

zKll
f i-(2pi)!!!: _L 2m'(pf+^-p^+')\+lz£
Pi
l-2pi ^

1—Pi

)+ 1-:

Similarly,from Equation (3.35), we get

I^t n be the probability that a station in a priority class i transmits during a generic slot time.
Therefore,from the Markov chain we have rj as follows.

(w + v) X (1 _pi)W-i
+ pj/'. _

"I

W X {\ —pi)^' ^

for w'<k<W'+ Wj-1
m

•

W <k <W'+ Wj — \

n=

(3.40)

We shall use the Equation(3.39)and Equation(3.40)to get the value of hi.o.o- Using the normalized

m

^ p
i-p
^

= EPi^'°'° ~ hofi-^z Pi
j=o

(3.42)

i=o

Therefore,from Equation (3.31), Equation(3.41) and Equation (3.42), »e have obtained r„ and n
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as given in Equation (3.43)and Equation(3.44)respectively.
To

Wox

Ti

Saturation Delay

2(1-pr^)

=

1- pp°r' ,

„ (Po)'"'+'-(po)"'+'

i-(2po) ^

1 _ (pp)m+l

PI

Saturation delay, £>»,for a priority class i is the average delay under the saturation condition which
includes medium access delay (due to backoff, collision), frame transmission time, and inter-fiame

(3.43)

spaces (such as SIFS, DIPS etc.). The average backoff delay depends on the value of a station's

+

1 -Po

=

(l-(l-pi)tv^)(l-py+h

IV„ ^ /l-(2pi)m'

+2

i-2pi +

67

2'"'(p7»'+l-p7*+l)^ . l-D^+l

backoff counter and the duration when the counter freezes due to other stations' transmissions. Let

Xi denotes the random variable representing the total number of backoff slots, which a frame in

(3.44)

priority class i encounters without considering the case when the counter feezes. The probability

J +-T^

that the frame is successfully transmitted after the yth retry is given by pf(1 — Pi)/Pi,succ, which
uses conditional probability on a successful transmission with probability Pi,succ- Here, Pi,succ is
the probability that a frame in class i is transmitted successfully within the retry limit m and is

Let no and ni denote the number of stations in the priority class 0 and 1 respectively. A transmitted
frame of priority class i collides with another frame, when one more station also transmits during
the same slot time. The probability pi that a frame transmitted in a generic slot time by a station
in priority class 0 and priority class 1 experiences a collision are given by Equation (3.45) and

equal to 1 —
important to note that Pi,succ is different from Ps,i, which is defined in
Equation (3.14)(on page 39). Let BOij denotes the average number of backoff slots after the jth
retry for a frame in priority class i. In SPQAMP,low priority stations spend considerable amount of

Equation (3.46)respectively.

time in resetting the backoff counter values whenever busy channel is detected. This leads to larger
Po = 1 -(1 - To)"°-^ X (1 - Ti)"l
Pi = 1 -(1 - ri)"i-^ X (1 - Ti)"°

values for BOij as compared to high priority station(which is similar to standard DCF).Therefore,
the (expected)total number of idle slots, E{Xi)that the frame encounters during backoff stages are

(3.45)
(3.46)

different for priorities 0 and 1 which are given below. For high priority, we have
Equation(3.43),Equation(3.44), Equation(3.45)and Equation (3.46)together represent a nonlinear
system in four unknowns ro, ri, po and pi, which have been solved by using numerical methods
with the parameters set used for the SPQAMP scheme. This gave us the values of pi and for each
priority class i. Let Pf, denotes the probability that the channel is busy, which happens when at least
one station transmits in a given time slot(shown in Equation (3.48)).
Pb = 1 -(1 - ro)"° X (1 - Ti)"i

BOo,j =^Wh-1

(3.48)

h=0

«(^0)=E
j=0 ^ ~Po

(3.47)

=E
j=0

Po

t
^
h=0

(3.49)

\

Saturation Throughput ofSPQAMP

To compute the saturation throughput Si for a priority class i, we have defined and used the pa
rameters P9,i, P,and Pc as already defined in Equation (3.14), Equation (3.15)and Equation (3.16)
respectively. Saturation throughput. Si of a priority class i is defined as below (as shown in Equa
tion (3.17)).

For low priority, estimation of BOijand hence E{Xi)require elaborate calculations due to compli
cated structure of the Markov chain resulting from resetting of backoff counter value once it becomes
< w.

From the Markov chain (shown in Figure 3.30), the probability that there is no cycle (due to

resetting of backofftimer)for a station in low priority is(1 — pi)^'- Therefore,the average number
of cycles per frame transmission is

Si =

(1

Ps,i X T^lP]
Pb)^^ "I" PaPsvLCc "b Pc^'col

1
-1

L(l-Pi)'^'

where Te[p] is the time required to transmit average payload size E[P](determined by the data

Similarly, we can find out the average length of cycles i.e. the expected value of cycle length if

rate), and thus Pa,i x Te[p] is the amount of time spent in a generic slot time in transmitting an
average payload information successfully. Tavg is the average length of a slot time, a, Tsucc and

number of cycles is > 1 as
Wj

Tcoi are the duration of a slot corresponding to an idle slot, a successful transmission and a collision,

respectively. Note that idle time slot a is specific to the physical layer of TF.F.F. 802.11, e.g., 20/zs
for Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). The specific values of Tsucc and Tcoi for RTS-CTS
based channel access mechanism are as shown in Equation (3.18)(on page 40). Parameters used

for calculation of saturation throughput are as used in PQAMP and are specific to Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum(DSSS)physical layer ofIEEE 802.11 standard as shown in Table 3.2(on page 41).
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Wjl-pi)^'
l-(l-Pi)^'

The average number of slots a station needs to wait before transmission, in the case where no reset
ting is performed is given by

ji
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as given in Equation(3.43)and Equation(3.44)respectively.
To

=

WqX

67

Saturation Delay

2(1-Pg'+^)
WM"', o™ (»>)"•'+'-(po)'"+'
l-(2po)
^

1 -(pp)m+l

Saturation delay, Di,for a priority class i is the average delay under the saturation condition which
includes medium access delay(due to backoff, collision), frame transmission time, and inter-frame

(3.43)

spaces (such as SIFS, DIES etc.). The average backoff delay depends on the value of a station's

+

1 -Po

backoff counter and the duration when the counter freezes due to other stations' transmissions. Let
n

=

(l-(l-pi)W^)(l-pm+l^

PI

^ /l-(2pi)m'

+2

2'"'(p7»'+1_p7»+1)^ , l-p7*+^

Xi denotes the random variable representing the total number of backoff slots, which a frame in

(3.44)

priority class i encounters without considering the case when the counter feezes. The probability
that the frame is successfully transmitted after the jth retry is given by p{{\ — Pi)/Pi,succ, which

i-2pi + —'rz^r-'—j+ -Tz^

Let no and m denote the number of stations in the priority class 0 and 1 respectively. A transmitted

uses conditional probability on a successful transmission with probability Pi,succ- Here, Pi,succ is

frame of priority class i collides with another frame, when one more station also transmits during
the same slot time. The probability pi that a frame transmitted in a generic slot time by a station
in priority class 0 and priority class 1 experiences a collision are given by Equation (3.45) and

the probability that a frame in class i is transmitted successfully within the retry limit m and is
equal to 1 —
important to note that Pi,succ is different from Pa,u which is defined in
Equation (3.14)(on page 39). Let BOij denotes the average number of backoff slots after the yth
retry for a frame in priority class i. In SPQAMP,low priority stations spend considerable amount of

Equation (3.46)respectively.

time in resetting the backoff counter values whenever busy channel is detected. This leads to larger
Po = 1 -(1 - To)"°-^ X (1 - ri)"i
Pi = 1 -(1 - ri)"i-^ X (1 - Tj)"°

values for BOi^j as compared to high priority station(which is similar to standard DCF). Therefore,
the (expected)total number of idle slots, E{Xi)that the frame encounters during backoff stages are

(3.45)
(3.46)

different for priorities 0 and 1 which are given below. For high priority, we have
Equation(3.43),Equation(3.44),Equation(3.45)and Equation (3.46)together represent a nonlinear
system in four unknowns tq, ti, po and pi, which have been solved by using numerical methods
with the parameters set used for the SPQAMP scheme. This gave us the values of pi and Ti for each

BOoj=E

Wft-l

(3.48)

h=0

priority class i. Let Pj, denotes the probability that the channel is busy, which happens when at least
one station transmits in a given time slot(shown in Equation (3.48)).
Pb = 1 -(1 - To)"° X (1 - n)"'

E{Xo)- 2^ —BOoj- 2^-—-CT 2^

(3.47)

j=0 ^

Po

j=o ^

Po

—

(3.49)

h=0

\

Saturation Throughput ofSPQAMP

To compute the saturation throughput Si for a priority class i, we have defined and used the pa
rameters Ps,i, Pa and Pc as already defined in Equation (3.14), Equation (3.15)and Equation (3.16)
respectively. Saturation throughput. Si of a priority class i is defined as below (as shown in Equa
tion (3.17)).

For low priority, estimation of BOij and hence E{Xi)require elaborate calculations due to compli
cated structure of the Markov chain resulting from resetting of backoffcounter value once it becomes
< W'.

From the Markov chain (shown in Figure 3.30), the probability that there is no cycle (due to

resetting of backofftimer)for a station in low priority is(1 — pi)^'. Therefore,the average number
of cycles per frame transmission is

Si =

X Te[P\
(1 - Pb)<T -t- PaTaycc + PcTcol

where Te[p] is the time required to transmit average payload size E\P](determined by the data
rate), and thus Pa,i x Te[p] is the amount of time spent in a generic slot time in transmitting an
average payload information successfully. Tavg is the average length of a slot time, a, Tsucc and
Tcoi are the duration of a slot corresponding to an idle slot", a successful transmission and a collision,

1

Similarly, we can find out the average length of cycles i.e. the expected value of cycle length if
number of cycles is > 1 as
Wi
-I-

1

W^(l-Pl)w

Pi

1 -(1 -Pl)^'

respectively. Note that idle time slot a is specific to the physical layer of IEEE 802.11, e.g., 20/iS
for Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). The specific values of Taucc and Tcoi for RTS-CTS
based channel access mechanism are as shown in Equation (3.18)(on page 40). Parameters used
for calculation of saturation throughput are as used in PQAMP and are specific to Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum(DSSS)physical layer ofIEEE 802.11 standard as shown in Table 3.2(on page 41).

The average number of slots a station needs to wait before transmission, in the case where no reset
ting is performed is given by

("-*¥)
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Where <7, [{Ps/Pb)Tsucc + {(-Pb - Ps)/Pb}Tcoi], (Tcoi -t- Toh) and Tsucc are the average slot lengths

This gives BOij and E{Xx)as follows

for an idle slot, a busy slot, a failed transmission slot and a successful transmission respectively
BOi. =

1 —
4- —

.(l-pi)H" -1

2

Pi

during backoff periods. Here, Toh denotes the time that a station has to wait before sensing the
channel again, when its frame transmission collides. Toh for RTS-CTS based channel access method

W
'

Wjl-px)
— yi/

l-(l-pi)'^'

+

("■-m

(3.50)

is already defined in Equation (3.24) of section 3.4.

m

BiXi) = Yi dilz:£i)xRn
j=0

3.5.3

Pi)W"

lA /

. 1

M 2 "^Pi

Ay^(l-Pi)^'

l-(l-pi)iV'

pi(H"+s)]

)

Analytical Results

In this section, we have presented the analytical results in single-hop networks to show that SPQAMP

is very effective in terms of service differentiation as compared to DCF. In SPQAMP, the real-time
traffic get better service in terms of higher throughput, reduced delay and lower packet dropping
probability in comparison with the best-effort traffic. For performance analysis, we used RTS-CTS
based channel access mechanism in IEEE 802.11 DCF under the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

(DSSS) physical layer with the values of the parameters listed in Table 3.2. We adopted the following

parameters in SPQAMP for analytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-time and best-effort
+

(l-PIF'

1

W(l-Pi)^'

Pi

1 - (1 - Pi) W

traffic respectively; m'=5; and W=32.

Table 3.11 and Table 3.12 show the analytical results in presence of both high and low priority
traffic. It can be observed from these tables that SPQAMP provide a much better throughput, delay
and packet dropping probability for real-time traffic as compared to DCF in saturation condition. In
Table 3.12 and Table 3.13, by delay value 00 we mean delay which is > 1000s. It can be observed

(3.51)

where

EpI =

that throughput and delay for priority class I (or best-effort traffic) are 0 and 00 respectively in

(3.52)

saturation condition, when there exists nodes with priority class 0 (or real-time traffic) in the network.
It is mainly due to the resetting of backoff counter in priority class I while detecting busy channel
during backoff period. Throughput for priority class 0 is more than 100% higher as compared to
DCF for number of nodes per priority class < 10. With increase in number of nodes per priority
class up to 20, throughput of priority class 0 in SPQAMP becomes 63% higher as compared to DCF.

Pi

j=0

and
m

l-(2pi)"*'

= Wo X

{pf+^ - pf+^)

1 — (2pi)

i=o

(3.53)

1—Pi

Similarly, the total throughput of SPQAMP is slightly higher than DCF up to the number of nodes

Let Bi denotes the random variable representing the total number of slots when the counter freezes

per priority class < 10, after that it reduces to 21.6% less as compared to DCF. This is due to smaller

for class i, which a frame encounters during its backoff periods. The portion of idle slots which is

values of CWmax and retry limit used in priority class 0 of SPQAMP. From Table 3.12, we can
observe 2 to 5 times less delay in priority class 0 of SPQAMP as compared to DCF for number

used to decrease E{Xi) is (1 —pi). Therefore, the (expected) total number of busy slots, E{Bi) that

of nodes (per priority class) from 1 to 9. After that, delay difference between SPQAMP and DCF
decreases gradually, and at number of nodes per priority class > 19, delay in priority class 0 of

the frame encounters during backoff stages is given as (like in Equation (3.21)) EiXi)

SPQAMP becomes slightly larger than DCF. It is interesting to observe that SPQAMP has lower

0^'"

packet dropping probability as compared to DCF for both high and low priority traffic up to number
of node per priority class are 10 and 9 respectively. At higher number of nodes, due to lower values
of both CWmax and retry limit for priority class 0 and resetting of backoff counter for priority class

Similarly, E{Ni^retry) denotes the average number of retries for a frame in the priority class i, which
is given as below (like in Equation (3.22)).

1, packet dropping probability for both priority class 0 and priority class 1 increases as compared to

DCF. From the analytical results shown in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12, we can clearly visualize the

Pi(hr.
. A = 2^ i _ -m+1
Pi) _ (1 - pT'^^)
- mpf^^il
\ t,retry)
7^
m+U - Pi)
j=0 ^

Pi

(1-Pi)(l-Pi

strict traffic differentiation provided by SPQAMP.

)

Table 3.13 shows the analytical results in presence of only one of high or low priority traffic.

Therefore, the expected saturation delay E{Di) for a priority class i is given as (like in Equa

It is observed that SPQAMP with only priority class 0 (or real-time traffic), outperforms DCF in
terms of delay and throughput, where the delay improvement of almost 5 times can be noticed at

tion (3.23))

EiDi) = EiXi)i<r + E(B,)

rp
\
•^aucc "T

^Srp
-p J-col + E(^Ni^retry)(!^col

'^oh) "1" ^swcc

I

i: i
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dropped probability is more as compared to DCF. It can be noticed that due to backoff counter
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Where a,[{Ps/Pb)Tsucc + {(-^6- Ps)/Pb}Tcoi],(^coi + Toh) and Tsucc are the average slot lengths

This gives BOij and E{Xi)as follows

for an idle slot, a busy slot, a failed transmission slot and a successful transmission respectively
BO,,j =

(1-Pi)«"

s

<3.50)

during backoff periods. Here, Toh denotes the time that a station has to wait before sensing the
channel again, when its frame transmission collides. Toh for RTS-CTS based channel access method
is already defined in Equation (3.24)of section 3.4.

= E dilziPi)
l_pm+l xBO
i=o

3.5.3

1 -Pl

i-pr+'

SKii4s-

-1

1
2 ■ Pl
+

W'{\- pi)^'
l-(l-pi)^'

Analytical Results

In this section, we have presented the analytical results in single-hop networks to show that SPQAMP

is very effective in terms of service differentiation as compared to DCF.In SPQAMP,the real-time
traffic get better service in terms of higher throughput, reduced delay and lower packet dropping

+

probability in comparison with the best-effort traffic. For performance analysis, we used RTS-CTS
based channel access mechanism in IEEE 802.11 DCF under the Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

(l-p^+O"" ((1-pi)^' 0
7

(DSSS)physical layer with the values ofthe parameters listed in Table 3.2. We adopted the following
parameters in SPQAMP for analytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-time and best-effort
+ W'

7vpi i-(i-

(3.51)

traffic respectively; m'=5; and W=32.
Table 3.11 and Table 3.12 show the analytical results in presence of both high and low priority
traffic. It can be observed from these tables that SPQAMP provide a much better throughput, delay

and packet dropping probability for real-time traffic as compared to DCF in saturation condition. In
Table 3.12 and Table 3.13, by delay value oo we mean delay which is > 1000s. It can be observed

where
m

(3.52)
Pl

j=0

that throughput and delay for priority class I (or best-effort trriffic) are 0 and oo respectively in
saturation condition, when there exists nodes with priority class0(or real-time traffic)in the network.

It is mainly due to the resetting of backoff counter in priority class I while detecting busy channel
during backoff period. Throughput for priority class 0 is more than 100% higher as compared to

and

DCF for number of nodes per priority class < 10. With increase in number of nodes per priority

i-(2pi)"^' ^ 2"^'(p7^'+i-py^+i)
E^Wi= Wo X 1 -(2pi)
1 -Pl
m

(3.53)

class up to 20,throughput of priority class0 in SPQAMP becomes 63% higher as compared to DCF.
Similarly, the total throughput of SPQAMP is slightly higher than DCF up to the number of nodes

Let Bi denotes the random variable representing the total number of slots when the counter freezes

per priority class ^ 10,after that it reduces to 21.6% less as compared to DCF.This is due to smaller

for class i, which a frame encounters during its backoff periods. The portion of idle slots which is

values of CWmax and retry limit used in priority class 0 of SPQAMP. From Table 3.12, we can
observe 2 to 5 times less delay in priority class 0 of SPQAMP as compared to DCF for number

j=0

used to decrease E{Xi)is(1 — pi). Therefore,the(expected)total number of busy slots, E{Bi)that

of nodes (per priority class) from 1 to 9. After that, delay difference between SPQAMP and DCF
decreases gradually, and at number of nodes per priority class > 19, delay in priority class 0 of

the frame encounters during backoff stages is given as(like in Equation (3.21))E(Xi)

SPQAMP becomes slightly larger than DCF. It is interesting to observe that SPQAMP has lower

packet dropping probability as compared to DCF for both high and low priority traffic up to number
Similarly, E{Ni^retry) denotes the average number of retries for a frame in the priority class i, which
is given as below (like in Equation (3.22)).

1 packet dropping probability for both priority class 0 and priority class 1 increases as compared to

Eltf. . .-y-Mii-Pi)
l^m.retry)
- 2^ ,_ m+1
j=0

Pi

DCF. From the analytical results shown in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12, we can clearly visualize the

_ (l-pr-^'j-mpf
Tj yjZ f-^'(i-Pi)
3
im+l>
(l~Pi)(l~Pii

)

strict traffic differentiation provided by SPQAMP.

,

Table 3.13 shows the analytical results in presence of only one of high or low priority traffic.

Therefore, the expected saturation delay E(Di) for a priority class i is given as (like in Equa
tion (3.23))

EiDi)

EiXi)a + E{Bi) n ^SUCC
[Pb

of node per priority class are 10 and 9 respectively. At higher number of nodes, due to lower values
of both CWmax and retry limit for priority class0 and resetting of backoff counter for priority class

Pb-Ps

"Psxicc

It is observed that SPQAMP with only priority class 0(or real-time traffic), outperforms DCF in
terms of delay and throughput, where the delay improvement of almost 5 times can be noticed at

higher load(40 nodes). Throughput improvement is marginal in almost all the loads, whereas packet
dropped probability is more as compared to DCF. It can be noticed that due to backoff counter
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Table 3.11: Analytical Results (Saturation Throughput): SPQAMP vs DCF
Nodes

SPQAMP

IEEE802.il DCF

(perPC) TCO I PCI I Total

Per PC

Total

0.3679

0.7357

0.3658

0.7315

J
_2

0.7327 0.0000 0.7327
0.7351 0.0000 0.7351

^

0.7340 "OTOOOO 0.7340

0.3636

0.7271

_4

0.7324 0.0000 0/7324

0.3617

0.7234

_5
_6

0.7309 ~aOOO^ 0.7309
0.7294 "OOOOO 0.7294

0.3601

0.7202

0.3588

0.7175

1_

0.7280 0.0000 0.7280

0.3575

0.7150

0.3564

0.7128

0.3554

0.7107

0.3544

0.7088

PCO

PC 1

PCO

PC 1

0.3535

0.7069

6.62

oo

0.00000000

0.00000004

12.57

0.00000001

0.3526

0.7052

11.40

oo

0.00000077

0.00000122

27.88

0.00000844

0.6759 0.0000 0.6759~

0.3518

0.7035

15.58

oo

0.00001494

0.00000679

46.39

0.00007499

14

0.6632

0.0000

0.6632

0.3510

0.7019

19.41

oo

0.00006596

0.00002000

67.06

0.00024367

15

0.6498

0.0000

0.6498

0.3502

0.7003

23.02

oo

0.00016911

0.00004321

89.39

0.00052740

16

0.6356

0.0000

0.6356

0.3494

0.6988

26.49

oo

0.00033254

0.00007865

2.96

0.00092359

17

0.6205

0.0000

0.6205

0.3487

0.6973

29.79

CO

0.00055457

0.00012657

137.48

0.00142497

0.6045 0.0000 0.6045

0.3480

0.6959

32.90

oo

0.00082643

0.00018565

163.06

0.00203126

19

0.5877

0.0000

0.5877

0.3473

0.6945

35.96

oo

0.00115667

0.00025963

189.25

0.00272803

20

0.5699

0.0000

0.5699

0.3466

0.6931

75.40

oo

0.01101198

0.00442363

216.36

0.00352143

113.24

oo

0.02934609

0.01468267

243.80

0.00439071

152.18

oo

0.05567774

0.03184098

272.08

0.00534990

193.13

oo

0.08978444

0.05653607

300.90

0.00638738

resetting technique adopted for low priority traffic in SPQAMP,DCF outperforms SPQAMP in terms

236.25

oo

0.13088564

0.08879417

330.04

0.00749254

of throughput and delay for priority class 1 (best-effort traffic). With growing loads, throughput for
priority class 1 improves whereas delay deteriorates. This shows the efficiency of the individual
priority class in SPQAMP against DCF.
Thus,from the above analytical results, we can judge the suitability of SPQAMP to provide QoS
for real-time traffic in terms of throughput and delay as compared to DCF.

281.65

oo

0.17780623

0.12807525

359.53

0.00866443

329.48

oo

0.22912632

0.17337619

389.89

0.00992246

379.96

oo

0.28332692

0.22337432

420.46

0.01123903

433.39

oo

0.33891871

0.27658508

450.95

0.01259841

490.17

oo

0.39454288

0.33150935

482.31

0.01404198

550.74

oo

0.44903867

0.38675251

514.23

0.01555556

_8
_9
10
JT
12

_13

"Ts

0.7267 "aoOOO
0.7255 "OTOOOO
0.7115 ~aOOOO~
0.6996 O.OOOO"

0.7267
0.7255
0.7115
0.6996

0.6879

0.6879

0.0000

Table 3.12: Analytical Results (Saturation Delay and Packet Dropping Probability): SPQAMP vs
SPQAMP

SD(msec)

PC; Priority Class
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Table 3.11: Analytical Results(Saturation Throughput): SPQAMP vs DCF
SPQAMP

Nodes

(per PC)

IEEE 802.11 DCF

PCO

PC 1

Total

Per PC

Total

1

0.7327

0.0000

0.7327

0.3679

0.7357

2

0.7351

0.0000

0.7351

0.3658

0.7315

3

0.7340

0.0000

0.7340

0.3636

0.7271

4

0.7324

0.0000

0.7324

0.3617

0.7234

5

0.7309

0.0000

0.7309

0.3601

0.7202

6

0.7294

0.0000

0.7294

0.3588

0.7175

Table 3.12: Analytical Results (Saturation Delay and Packet Dropping Probability): SPQAMP vs

7

0.7280

0.0000

0.7280

0.3575

0.7150

DCF

8

0.7267

0.0000

0.7267

0.3564

0.7128

Nodes

(per PC)

9

0.7255

0.0000

0.7255

0.3554

0.7107

10

0.7115

0.0000

0.7115

0.3544

0.7088

11

0.6996

0.0000

0.6996

0.3535

0.7069

12

0.6879

0.0000

0.6879

0.3526

0.7052

13

0.6759

0.0000

0.6759

0.3518

14

0.6632

0.0000

0.6632

15

0.6498

0.0000

16

0.6356

17

SPQAMP
SD(msec)

IEEE 802.11 DCF
PDP

SD(msec)

PDP

PCO

PCI

PCO

PCI

1

6.62

oo

0.00000000

0.00000004

12.57

0.00000001

2

11.40

oo

0.00000077

0.00000122

27.88

0.00000844

0.7035

3

15.58

oo

0.00001494

0.00000679

46.39

0.00007499

0.3510

0.7019

4

19.41

oo

0.00006596

0.00002000

67.06

0.00024367

0.6498

0.3502

0.7003

5

23.02

oo

0.00016911

0.00004321

89.39

0.00052740

0.0000

0.6356

0.3494

0.6988

6

26.49

oo ' 0.00033254

0.00007865

112.96

0.00092359

0.6205

0.0000

0.6205

0.3487

0.6973

7

29.79

oo

0.00055457

0.00012657

137.48

0.00142497

18

0.6045

0.0000

0.6045

0.3480

0.6959

8

32.90

oo

0.00082643

0.00018565

163.06

0.00203126

19

0.5877

0.0000

0.5877

0.3473

0.6945

9

35.96

oo

0.00115667

0.00025963

189.25

0.00272803

20

0.5699

0.0000

0.5699

0.3466

0.6931

10

75.40

oo

0.01101198

0.00442363

216.36

0.00352143

11

113.24

oo

0.02934609

0.01468267

243.80

0.00439071

12

152.18

oo

0.05567774

0.03184098

272.08

0.00534990

13

193.13

oo

0.08978444

0.05653607

300.90

0.00638738

14

236.25

oo

0.13088564

0.08879417

330.04

0.00749254

15

281.65

oo

0.17780623

0.12807525

359.53

0.00866443

16

329.48

oo

0.22912632

0.17337619

389.89

0.00992246

17

379.96

00

0.28332692

0.22337432

420.46

0.01123903

18

433.39

oo

0.33891871

0.27658508

450.95

0.01259841

19

490.17

oo

0.39454288

0.33150935

482.31

0.01404198

20

550.74

oo

0.44903867

0.38675251

514.23

0.01555556

PC:Priority Class

resetting technique adopted for low priority traffic in SPQAMP,DCF outperforms SPQAMP in terms
of throughput and delay for priority class 1 (best-effort traffic). With growing loads, throughput for
priority class 1 improves whereas delay deteriorates. This shows the efficiency of the individual
priority class in SPQAMP against DCF.
Thus,from the above analytical results, we can judge the suitability of SPQAMP to provide QoS
for real-time traffic in terms of throughput and delay as compared to DCF.

* ^

PC:Priority Class;SD: SaUiration Delay;POP:Packet Dropping Probability
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Model Validation

In this section, we have conducted simulations on a single hop network of 60 nodes using NS2[80] to validate the proposed analytical model. We adopted the following parameters in SPQAMP
for both simulation and analytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for rezd-time and best-effort

traffic respectively; m'=5; and W=32. Further, for comparison purpose, we have also shown the
simulation and analytical results of IEEE 802.11 DCF. The analytical model used for IEEE 802.11
DCF is similar to the model used for priority class 0 ofSPQAMP(as shown in Figure 3.29), but with

parameters from IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Frame sizes for both real-time and best-effort traffic
were fixed at 1024 bytes. The simulation time is set as 5000 sec. The other simulation parameters

Table 3.13: Analytical Results in presence of only one priority class in SPQAMP
No. of Nodes

PCO

PC 1

are as shown in Table 3.8. The simulation results are averages over 10 runs.

Table 3.14 and Table 3.15 compare the analytical and simulation results for both SPQAMP and
IEEE 802.11 DCF. From these tables, we can observe that the analytical models of both SPQAMP

STP

SD(msec) PDP

STP

SD(msec)

PDP

2

0.7351

11.41

o:oooooo78

0.3496

29.32

0.00000000

4

0.7324

19.51

0.00006792

0.4524

80.02

0.00000000

6

0.7293

26.69

0.00034426

0.5075

225.35

0.00000000

8

0.7265

33.34

0.00086984

0.5436

586.49

0.00000000

10

0.7240

39.61

0.00163172

0.5714

1605.85

0.00000000

12

0.7217

45.60

0.00260789

0.5952

4187.01

0.00000000

14

0.7196

51.37

0.00377571

0.6100

12904.23

0.00000000

16

0.7177

56.90

0.00510380

0.6247

31008.10

0.00000000

18

0.7159

62.27

0.00658317

0.6336

93577.18

0.00000000

20

0.7141

67.50

0.00820192

0.6437

283601.73

0.00000000

22

0.7124

72.55

0.00992554

0.6521

604224.07

0.00000000

simulations we got some non-zero amount ofthroughput and some smaller delays. This is due to few
successful transmissions by nodes with low priority, which is possible because of adoption of post-

24

0.7109

77.51

0.01176720

0.6569

oo

0.00000000

backoff mechanism in SPQAMP from standard DCF.For best-effort traffic in IEEE 802.11 DCF,the

26

0.7093

82.33

0.01369874

0.6632

oo

0.00000000

28

0.7079

87.05

0.01572253

0.6687

oo

0.00000000

30

0.7064

91.64

0.01780867

0.6736

oo

0.00000000

32

0.7051

96.16

0.01997742

0.6779

oo

0.00000000

34

0.7037

100.61

0.02221909

0.6817

oo

0.00000000

36

0.7024

104.96

0.02451621

0.6852

oo

0.00000000

38-

0.7011

109.28

0.02688704

0.6865

oo

0.00000000

40

0.6999

113.51

0.02930577

0.6894

oo

0.00000000

and IEEE 802.11 DCF aic accurate in capturing the trends and service differentiation provided by
SPQAMP in single hop networks as compared to TF.EF. 802.11 DCF. From Table 3.14, we can ob
serve a maximum of 3.92% and 1.46% difference between analytical and simulation results in sat
uration throughput(STP)for SPQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF respectively. Except the first case,
SPQAMP shows a lower saturation delay(SD)for real-time traffic in simulation results as compared
to the analytical results. We observed a maximum of 2.79.msec deviations between analytical and
simulation results in saturation delay(SD)for TF.F.F.§02.11 DCF(as shown in Table 3.15). It is worth
mentioning that, although in our analytical result for SPQAMP, we got zero saturation throughput
and saturation delay of very large quantity (which we have denoted as oo)for best-effort traffic, in

difference between analytical and simulation results are comparatively less as compared to Real-time
traffic. From both simulation and analytical results, we can observe that SPQAMP improves satura
tion throughput for real-time traffic by 95 - 99% as compared to DCF. Similarly, SPQAMP reduces
saturation delay of real-time traffic by 1.4 - 22 times and 1.8 - 6.0 times, respectively for simulation
and analytical results, as compared to DCF.It can be seen that both SPQAMP and DCF have almost
similar aggregate saturation throughput.
3.5.5 Simulation Results and Analysis

After evaluation of SPQAMP with analytical results(in section 3.5.3) and then validated the analyt
ical results with simulation (in section 3.5.4) in single hop environments under saturation condition,
we have carried out simulation studies to further validate analytical results for different scenarios

(including both single hop and multihop) under non-saturated conditions. As noted earlier, in net
works with QoS support, overloaded or saturated situations are avoided through admission control.
This necessitates performance evaluation of SPQAMP in comparison with IEEE 802.11 DCF using

simulation studies in single hop as well as multihop ad hoc networks under non-saturated conditions.

We adopted the following parameters in SPQAMP for simulation results. These are: m=5 and m-7
for real-time and best-effort traffic respectively; m'=5; and W=32. We added the required changes
in TFFF 802.11 DCF of NS-2[80]to implement the enhanced backoff procedure in SPQAMP.Fur-
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Model Validation

In this section, we have conducted simulations on a single hop network of 60 nodes using NS2[80] to validate the proposed analytical model. We adopted the following parameters in SPQAMP
for both simulation and analytical results. These are: m=5 and m=7 for real-time and best-effort

traffic respectively; m'=5; and W=32. Further, for comparison purpose, we have also shown the
simulation and analytical results of IEEE 802.11 DCF. The analytical model used for IEEE 802.11
DCF is similar to the model used for priority class 0 ofSPQAMP(as shown in Figure 3.29), but with

parameters from IEEE 802.11 DCF standard. Frame sizes for both real-time and best-effort traffic
were fixed at 1024 bytes. The simulation time is set as 5000 sec. The other simulation parameters

Table 3.13: Analytical Results in presence of only one priority class in SPQAMP
No. of Nodes

PCO

are as shown in Table 3.8. The simulation results are averages over 10 runs.
Table 3.14 and Table 3.15 compare the analytical and simulation results for both SPQAMP and
IEEE 802.11 DCF. From these tables, we can observe that the analytical models of both SPQAMP
and IEEE 802.11 DCF are accurate in capturing the trends and service differentiation provided by
SPQAMP in single hop networks as compared to IEEE 802.11 DCF. From Table 3.14, we can ob
serve a maximum of 3.92% and 1.46% difference between analytical and simulation results in sat

PC 1

STP

SD(msec) PDP

STP

SD(msec)

PDP

2

0.7351

11.41

o:oooooo78

0.3496

29.32

0.00000000

4

0.7324

19.51

0.00006792

0.4524

80.02

0.00000000

6

0.7293

26.69

0.00034426

0.5075

225.35

0.00000000

8

0.7265

33.34

0.00086984

0.5436

586.49

0.00000000

10

0.7240

39.61

0.00163172

0.5714

1605.85

0.00000000

uration throughput(STP)for SPQAMP and IEEE 802.11 DCF respectively. Except the first case,
SPQAMP shows a lower saturation delay(SD)for real-time traffic in simulation results as compared

12

0.7217

45.60

0.00260789

0.5952

4187.01

0.00000000

to the analytical results. We observed a maximum of 2.79.msec deviations between analytical and

14

0.7196

51.37

0.00377571

0.6100

12904.23

0.00000000

16

0.7177

56.90

0.00510380

0.6247

31008.10

0.00000000

18

0.7159

62.27

0.00658317

0.6336

93577.18

0.00000000

simulation results in saturation delay(SD)forIEEE 802.11 DCF(as shown in Table 3.15). It is worth
mentioning that, although in our analytical result for SPQAMP, we got zero saturation throughput
and saturation delay of very large quantity (which we have denoted as oo)for best-effort traffic, in

20

0.7141

67.50

0.00820192

0.6437

283601.73

0.00000000

simulations we got some non-zero amount ofthroughput and some smaller delays. This is due to few

22

0.7124

72.55

0.00992554

0.6521

604224.07

0.00000000

24

0.7109

77.51

0.01176720

0.6569

CXD

0.00000000

26

0.7093

82.33

0.01369874

0.6632

OO

0.00000000

28

0.7079

87.05

0.01572253

0.6687

OO

0.00000000

30

0.7064

91.64

0.01780867

0.6736

OO

0.00000000

32

0.7051

96.16

0.01997742

0.6779

OO

0.00000000

34

0.7037

100.61

0.02221909

0,6817

OO

0.00000000

36

0.7024

104.96

0.02451621

0.6852

OO

0.00000000

38-

0.7011

109.28

0.02688704

0.6865

OO

0.00000000

40

0.6999

113.51

0.02930577

0.6894

OO

0.00000000

successful transmissions by nodes with low priority, which is possible because of adoption of postbackoff mechanism in SPQAMP from standard DCF.For best-effort traffic in IEEE 802.11 DCF,the

difference between analytical and simulation results are comparatively less as compared to Real-time
traffic. From both simulation and analytical results, we can observe that SPQAMP improves satura

tion throughput for real-time traffic by 95 - 99% as compared to DCF. Similarly, SPQAMP reduces
saturation delay of real-time traffic by 1.4 - 22 times and 1.8 - 6.0 times, respectively for simulation
and analytical results, as compared to DCF.It can be seen that both SPQAMP and DCF have almost
similar aggregate saturation throughput.
3.5.5 Simulation Results and Analysis

After evaluation of SPQAMP with analytical results(in section 3.5.3)and then validated the analyt
ical results with simulation(in section 3.5.4) in single hop environments under saturation condition,
we have carried out simulation studies to further validate analytical results for different scenarios

(including both single hop and multihop) under non-saturated conditions. As noted earlier, in net
works with QoS support, overloaded or saturated situations are avoided through admission control.
This necessitates performance evaluation of SPQAMP in comparison with BEiEE 802.11 DCF using

simulation studies in single hop as well as multihop ad hoc networks under non-saturated conditions.

We adopted the following parameters in SPQAMP for simulation results. These are: m=5 and m=7
for real-time and best-effort traffic respectively; m'=5; and W=32. We added the required changes
in IEEE 802.11 DCF of NS-2[80]to implement the enhanced backoff procedure in SPQAMP.Fur-
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Table 3.14; Analytical Results Vs. Simulation Results for Saturation Throughput(SPQAMP and

A Single Hop Topology

DCF)

We have selected a single hop topology of60 nodes randomly placed within a rectangular area ofsize
120m X 120m. To avoid extra control overhead due to routing protocol, we used NOAH(No Ad Hoc
routing),from [79] that supports direct communication between wireless nodes without generating

Traffic

Protocol

S/A

Class

Real-Time

SPQAMP
DCF

Best-Effort

SPQAMP
DCF

NjiT = Nbe

Nrt = Nbe

Net = Nbe

=5

= 10

= 15

A

0.7123

0.7318

0.7294

0.7263

S

0.6816

0.6945

0.6997

0.6871

any routing related packets. We generated a number ofreal-time and best-effort connections between
any randomly selected pair of nodes. The simulation time is set to 200 seconds. The other parameters

A

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

are set as shown in Table 3.8.

S

0.3496

0.3558

0.3511

0.3502

A

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

S

0.0418

0.0246

0.0209

0.0181

For performance analysis, we have varied the number of real-time and best-effort connections
from 1 to 10 and measure the three parameters namely Delay, Throughput and Packet Dropped for
real-time trjiffic. Similarly, we have also measured the Throughput and Delay for the best-effort

A

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

S

0.3496

0.3558
0.3511
0.3502
Number of FT traffic;iV3£;: Numtler of BE traffic

12;II

II
S: Simulation; A: Analytical; RT: Real-Time; BE:
Best-Effort;

Table 3.15: Analytical Results Vs. Simulation Results for Saturation Delay (in msec)(SPQAMP
and DCF)
Traffic

Protocol

S/A

Net = Nbe

Net = Nbe

Net = Nbe

Net = Nbe

=1

=5

= 10

= 15

A

6.78

24.96

42.74

57.86

S

9.45

10.26

11.36

15.38

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

S

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

Class

Real-Time

SPQAMP
DCF

Best-Effort

traffic. It can be seen from Table 3.16 and Table 3.17 that SPQAMP is very effective in providing
strict traffic differentiation. In SPQAMP,real-time traffic has much better performance in terms of

Delay, Throughput and Packet Dropped as compared with DCF. As the number of traffic increases,
SPQAMP performs better with respect to service provided to real-time traffic as compared to DCF.
With the increase in number of traffic, SPQAMP is able to consistently maintain a smaller delay in

the range from 6.81 msec to 8.54 msec whereas delay in DCF grows exponentially with increasing
load (from 10.06 msec to 3538.32 msec). This results in 1.48 to 414.40 times higher delay for
real-time traffic in DCF them that ofSPQAMP(as shown in Table 3.16). Similarly, we can observe a

consistently better performance ofSPQAMP in terms olthroughput and packet dropped for real-time
traffic as compared to DCF. Although at traffic loads ranging from 2 to 5, throughput for real-time
traffic in SPQAMP are marginally higher (0.04 to 1.81%) than DCF,from traffic load 6 onwards
SPQAMP performs consistently better than DCF with 7.8 to 63.00% higher throughput than that of
DCF.It is interesting to observe that,SPQAMP even maintains a very low packet dropped value from

A

oo

oo

oo

oo

SPQAMP

S

112.38

441.64

507.80

935.74

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

DCF

S

3 to 10 SPQAMP performs 2 to 118 times better than that of DCF. As illustrated in Table 3.17,DCF

n.n

80.73

203.42

351.07

maintains a good level of service quality in terms of throughput and delay for best-effort traffic as

Numberof Fn* traffic;iVBB: Number of BE traffic

light to high load conditions(as shown in Table 3.16)as compared to DCF. Although for number of
traffic up to 2,SPQAMP performs similar to DCF in terms ofpacket dropped,from number of traffic

compared to SPQAMP.Due to strict service differentiation maintained by SPQAMP,throughput for
best-effort traffic sharply decreases from 464.92 Kbps to 29.38 Kbps with increase in traffic load,
which are 31 to 91% less as compared to DCF.Similarly, we can observe that when the load changes

ther, we have modified the priqueue queuing discipline in queuing model to give higher preference
to real-time traffic as compared to best-effort traffic. We compared the performance of SPQAMP
with IEEE 802.11 DCF(with priority queue which gives preference to routing packets). Simulations

from 1 to 10, delay for best-effort traffic in SPQAMP changes from 201.46 msec to 5548.28 msec
that are 2.12 to 5.4 times higher with respect to DCF. Thus, we can observe suitability of SPQAMP

are performed on four different topologies(similar to PQAMP)as follows:

in providing QoS to real-time traffic in single hop environment. Further, we can observe SPQAMP
outperforming PQAMP in this case.

• Topology 1: A single hop topology

• Topology 2: A chain topology with varying hop counts
• Topology 3: A Grid topology of size 6x6(36 nodes)

• Topology 4: A Random topology of 50 nodes in a flat rectangular area of size 1000m x500m
with random waypoint mobility model with maximum node speed of lOm/s.
The performance parameters we have considered here are the same as used in simulation studies of

PQAMP.We used similar traffic specification for real-time and best-effort traffic as used in PQAMP.
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Table 3.14: Analytical Results Vs. Simulation Results for Saturation Throughput(SPQAMP and

A Single Hop Topology

DCF)

We have selected a single hop topology of60 nodes randomly placed within a rectangular area ofsize
120mx 120m. To avoid extra control overhead due to routing protocol, we used NOAH(No Ad Hoc
routing) from [79] that supports direct communication between wireless nodes without generating

Traffic

Protocol

S/A

Class

Real-Time

SPQAMP
DCF

Best-Effort

SPQAMP
DCF

Nrt = Nbe

Nrt = Nbe

Nbt = Nbe

Nbt = Nbe

=1

=5

= 10

= 15

A

0.7123

0.7318

0.7294

0.7263

S

0.6816

0.6945

0.6997

0.6871

any routing related packets. We generated a number ofreal-time and best-effort coimections between
any randomly selected pair of nodes. The simulation time is set to 200 seconds. The other parameters

A

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

are set as shown in Table 3.8.

S

0.3496

0.3558

0.3511

0.3502

For performance analysis, we have varied the number of real-time and best-effort connections

A

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

S

0.0418

0.0246

0.0209

0.0181

A

0.3640

0.3637

0.3593

0.3558

from 1 to 10 and measure the three parameters namely Delay, Throughput and Packet Dropped for
real-time traffic. Similarly, we have also measured the Throughput and Delay for the best-effort
traffic. It can be seen from Table 3.16 and Table 3.17 that SPQAMP is very effective in providing

S

0.3496

crrFSZTTTTn:

0.3558
0.3511
0.3502
-Time; BE: Best-Effort; Nj^r- Number of OT traffic;iVB£7: Number of BE traffic

Table 3.15: Analytical Results Vs. Simulation Results for Saturation Delay (in msec)(SPQAMP
and DCF)
Traffic

Protocol

S/A

Nbt = Nbe

Nbt = Nbe

Nbt = Nbe

Nbt = Nbe

=1

=5

= 10

= 15

A

6.78

24.96

42.74

57.86

S

9.45

10.26

11.36

15.38

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

S

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

DCF.It is interesting to observe that,SPQAMP even maintains a very low packet dropped value from

A

oo

oo

oo

oo

SPQAMP

S

112.38

441.64

507.80

935.74

light to high load conditions(as shown in Table 3.16)as compared to DCF. Although for number of
traffic up to 2,SPQAMP performs similar to DCF in terms ofpacket dropped,from number of traffic

A

12.51

79.19

200.73

351.84

3 to 10 SPQAMP performs 2 to 118 times better than that of DCF. As illustrated in Table 3.17,DCF

DCF

S

13.27

80.73

203.42

351.07

maintains a good level of service quality in terms of throughput and delay for best-effort traffic as
compared to SPQAMP.Due to strict service differentiation maintained by SPQAMP,throughput for
best-effort traffic sharply decreases from 464.92 Kbps to 29.38 Kbps with increase in traffic load,
which are 31 to 91% less as compared to DCF.Similarly, we ctm observe that when the load changes
from 1 to 10, delay for best-effort traffic in SPQAMP changes from 201.46 msec to 5548.28 msec

Class

Real-Time

SPQAMP
DCF

Best-Effort

strict traffic differentiation. In SPQAMP,real-time traffic has much better performance in terms of
Delay, Throughput and Packet Dropped as compared with DCF. As the number of traffic increases,
SPQAMP performs better with respect to service provided to real-time traffic as compared to DCF.
With the increase in number of traffic, SPQAMP is able to consistently maintain a smaller delay in
the range from 6.81 msec to 8.54 msec whereas delay in DCF grows exponentially with increasing
load (from 10.06 msec to 3538.32 msec). This results in 1.48 to 414.40 times higher delay for

S: Simulation: A: Analytical: ST:Sea - riTn«»*

RT7* RMf-T7ffVk»-»• 1\T

.

T —

XT

1,

BE-

ther, we have modified the priqueue queuing discipline in queuing model to give higher preference
to real-time traffic as compared to best-effort traffic. We compared the performance of SPQAMP
with IEEE 802.11 DCF(with priority queue which gives preference to routing packets). Simulations
are performed on four different topologies(similar to PQAMP)as follows:

real-time traffic in DCF than that ofSPQAMP(as shown in Table 3.16). Similarly, we can observe a

consistently better performance ofSPQAMP in terms ofthroughput and packet dropped for real-time
traffic as compared to DCF. Although at traffic loads ranging from 2 to 5, throughput for real-time
U-affic in SPQAMP are marginally higher (0.04 to 1.81%) than DCF,from traffic load 6 onwards
SPQAMP performs consistently better than DCF with 7.8 to 63.00% higher throughput than that of

that are 2.12 to 5.4 times higher with respect to DCF.Thus, we can observe suitability of SPQAMP

in providing QoS to real-time traffic in single hop environment. Further, we can observe SPQAMP
outperforming PQAMP in this case.

• Topology 1: A single hop topology

• Topology 2: A chain topology with varying hop counts
• Topology 3: A Grid topology of size 6x6(36 nodes)

• Topology 4: A Random topology of50 nodes in a fiat rectangular area of size 10C)0mx500m
with random waypoint mobility model with maximum node speed of lOm/s.
The performance parameters we have considered here are the same as used in simulation studies of

PQAMP.We used similar traffic specification for real-time and best-effort traffic as used in PQAMP.
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Table 3.16: Simulation Results for Real-Time Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(SPQAMP vs DCF)
#RT

#BE

TP(Kbps)
DCF
SPQAMP

DCF

SPQAMP

DCF

SPQAMP

D(msec)

S

250

PD

1

1

80.97

81.53

10.06

6.81

0

0

2

2

162.86

163.37

23.27

6.19

0

5

3

3

244.85

244.94

59.13

6.02

12

6

4

4

327.39

325.94

159.42

6.09

2

7

Figure 3.31: Throughputfor Real-time traffic for a Figure 3.32: Delay for Real-time traffic for a chain
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chain topology(Experiment 1): SPQAMP vs DCF topology(Experiment 1): SPQAMP vs DCF

6

6

453.38

488.71

1293.94

5.88

907

27

7

7

451.00

568.42

2323.13

6.79

2848

45

8

8

486.79

650.20

2655.39

6.38

4049

37

9

9

496.85

726.69

3019.84

7.98

5661

81

10
10
7676 65
496.75 809.61
3538.32 8.54
#RT: Number of Real-time connections;#BE: Number of best-effort connections; TP: Throughput; D:Delay; PD:Packet Dropped

SPQAMP

Hop Length

Length

A Chain Topology

We have considered a chain topology of n nodes numbered as 0 through n — 1, where the distance

between any two successive nodes is taken as 200 meters. We generated a number of real-time and
best-effort connections from node0to node n—1. We varied the number of hopsfrom 1 to 7. we used
NOAH(No Ad Hoc routing)from[79]that support fixed routes in chain topology. Simulation time is
set to 200 seconds. The other pzuameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. We earned out three different

type of experiments to examine the effectiveness of SPQAMP in chain topology and compared to
IEEE 802.11 DCF.In the first set ofexperiments(called Experiment i), we have taken only real-time
traffic of moderate load(with number of connections =8)and studied the performance ofSPQAMP
and IEEE 802.11 DCF for hop length starting from 1 up to 7. This has shown the effectiveness of
Table 3.17: Simulation Results for Best-Effort Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(SPQAMP vs DCF)
#RT

#BE

TP(Kbps)

D(msec)

DCF

SPQAMP

DCF

SPQAMP

1

1

677.65

464.92

94.92

201.46

2

2

622.09

379.53

200.90

483.44

3

3

557.13

302.59

372.94

817.21

4

4

490.27

244.56

502.27

1350.41

5

5

435.66

188.85

813.72

2068.99

6

6

396.10

141.44

757.27

2735.01

7

7

386.66

105.81

871.89

3672.37

8

8

363.50

72.44

899.12

3781.12

9

9

351.16

50.59

944.66

4960.51

10

10

349.58

29.38

1019.07

5548.28

SPQAMP to handle higher hop length i.e. in multihop environment as compared to DCF.Our second
set of experiments(called Experiment 2)study the effect of best-effort traffic® on ongoing real time

traffic. For this purpose, we initially fixed the number of real-time traffic as 9 and 6 respectively for
the hop lengths - 3 and 6, and then vary the number of best-effort traffic from 1 to 9. Our third set

of experiments (called Experiment 3)study the performance of real-time traffic with varying loads
of real-time traffic while keeping number of ongoing best-effort traffic fixed. In this case, we have

taken a chain of length 5(hop length 4)and fix the number of best-effort traffic at 3 and then we go
on varying the number of real-time traffic from 1 to 9.

Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 show the performance comparison of SPQAMP and IEEE 802.11
DCF for Experiment 1 of chain topology. It can be seen from Figure 3.31 that SPQAMP has a most
similar throughput as compared to DCF in all hop lengths. Due to absence of best-effort tr c an
hence with no service differentiation, throughput performance of DCF and SPQAM are a mos
similar(as shown in analytical results). With the increase in hop length,the delay
changes from 3.92 msec to 515 msec which are 0.93 to 4.17 times lower than that o
as s
in Figure 3.32). This is mainly due to lower values of backoff counter and retry limit use or rea

time traffic in SPQAMP,hence results in slightly higher amount of packet dropped as compare o
®which is assumed as the background traffic
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Table 3.16: Simulation Results for Real-Time Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(SPQAMP vs DCF)
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6

6

453.38

488.71

1293.94

5.88

907

27

7

7

451.00

568.42

2323.13

6.79

2848

45

8

8

486.79

650.20

2655.39

6.38

4049

37

9

9

496.85

726.69

3019.84

7.98

5661

81

10
10
7676 65
496.75 809.61
3538.32 8.54
#RT: Number of Real-time connections;#BE: Number of best-effort connections; TP: Throughput; D:Delay;PD: Packet Dropped

Hop Length

Hop Length

A Chain Topology

We have considered a chain topology of n nodes numbered as 0 through n — 1, where the distance

between any two successive nodes is taken as 200 meters. We generated a number of real-time and
best-effort connectionsfrom node0to node n—1.We varied the number ofhopsfrom 1 to 7. we used
NOAH(No Ad Hoc routing)from[79]that support fixed routes in chain topology. Simulation time is
set to 200 seconds. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. We carried out three different

type of experiments to examine the effectiveness of SPQAMP in chain topology and compared to
IEEE 802.11 DCF.In the first set ofexperiments(called Experiment I), we have taken only real-time
traffic of moderate load(with number of connections = 8)and studied the performance ofSPQAMP
and IEEE 802.11 DCF for hop length starting from 1 up to 7. This has shown the effectiveness of
Table 3.17: Simulation Results for Best-Effort Traffic in a Single Hop Topology(SPQAMP vs DCF)
#RT

#BE

TPi(Kbps)

D(msec)

DCF

SPQAMP

DCF

SPQAMP

1

1

677.65

464.92

94.92

201.46

2

2

622.09

379.53

200.90

483.44

3

3

557.13

302.59

372.94

817.21

4

4

490.27

244.56

502.27

1350.41

5

5

435.66

188.85

813.72

2068.99

6

6

396.10

141.44

757.27

2735.01

7

7

386.66

105.81

871.89

3672.37

8

8

363.50

72.44

899.12

3781.12

9

9

351.16

50.59

944.66

4960.51

10

10

349.58

29.38

1019.07

5548.28

#RT: Number of Real-time connections;#BE: Number of best-effort connections; TP:Throughput; D: Delay

SPQAMP to handle higher hop length i.e. in multihop environment as compared to DCF.Our second
set of experiments(called Experiment 2)study the effect of best-effort traffic® on ongoing real-time

traffic. For this purpose, we initially fixed the number of real-time traffic as 9 and 6 respectively for
the hop lengths - 3 and 6, and then vary the number of best-effort traffic from 1 to 9. Our third set

of experiments (called Experiment 3)study the performance of real-time traffic with varying loads
of real-time traffic while keeping number of ongoing best-effort traffic fixed. In this case, we have

taken a chain of length 5(hop length 4)and fix the number of best-effort traffic at 3 and then we go
on varying the number of real-time traffic from 1 to 9.

Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 show the performance comparison of SPQAMP and IEEE 802.

DCF for Experiment I of chain topology. It can be seen from Figure 3.31 that SPQAMP has a most
similar throughput as compared to DCF in all hop lengths. Due to absence of best-effort traffic an
hence with no service differentiation, throughput performance of DCF and SPQAMP are a mo
similar(as shown in analytical results). With the increase in hop length,the delay
^^

changes from 3.92 msec to 515 msec which are 0.93 to 4.17 times lower than that ofDCF(as sho n
in Figure 3.32). This is mainly due to lower values of backoff counter and retry limit use or re

time traffic in SPQAMP,hence results in slightly higher amount of packet dropped as compare o
®which is assumed as the background traffic
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DCE The mai^ginal increase in packet dropped in SPQAMP can easily be tolerated in delay sensitive
real-time applications.

79

from Figure 3.34 that at hop length 3, with increase in best-effort traffic, delay for real-time traffic
in SPQAMP changes from 145.87 msec to 172.93 msec which are 2.02 to 2.93 times lower with

This ensures the suitability of the SPQAMP for real-time traffic as compared to DCF in chain
topology without any background (or best-effort) traffic. Further, we can observe PQAMP to out
perform SPQAMP in this situation, specially due to suitability ofPQAMP in multihop environment.

Throughput for Real-time Traffic

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic

350

respect to DCF.Similarly,for hop length 6, with change in best of traffic from 1 to 9, we can observe
1.47 to 2.04 times lower delay for real-time traffic in SPQAMP with respect to DCF(as seen from
Figure 3.36). It can be noticed that delay difference between SPQAMP and DCF is more with
higher best-effort traffic and lower hop length. From Figure 3.33, with hop length 3, we can observe
throughput improvements for real-time traffic in SPQAMP from 2.43 to 8.09% as compared to DCF.
A similar improvements of throughput for real-time traffic from 2.10 to 16.46% can be seen from

Figure 3.35 for hop length 6. We can notice that the throughput difference between SPQAMP and
DCF is more with higher best-effort traffic load and at higher hop length. This shows suitability of
SPQAMP as QoS-aware MAC scheme to provide strict service differentiation in chain topology with
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Figure 3.33 to Figure 3.36 show the throughput and delay ofreal-time traffic over varying number
of best-effort traffic for Experiment 2 of chain topology. It can be seen that with increasing number

of best-effort traffic, the throughput and delay of SPQAMP does not change much as compared
to DCF. With the increase in number of best-effort traffic, the throughput for real-time traffic in
DCF starts decreasing. Similarly, with increasing best-effort traffic, delay for real-time traffic get
reasonably affected in DCF.Due to the effective strict service differentiation provided by SPQAMP,
real-time traffic are not affected much in presence of growing best-effort traffic. It can be seen
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Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 show the throughput and delay of real-time traffic over varying
number of real-time connections for Experiment 3 of chain topology. It can be seen that with the
increase in number of real-time traffic, delay in SPQAMP increases from 142.74 msec to 351.67
msec, whereas we can observe a rapid increase of delay from 172.51 msec to 570.65 msec in DCF.
Therefore, SPQAMP can provide 21 to 94% improvement in delay as compared to DCF. As can be
observed from Figure 3.37, with increase in number of real-time traffic, throughput for SPQAMP

improves from 0.19 to 9.5% as compared to DCF. Therefore, SPQAMP is able to provide QoS
through effective service differentiation in chain topology with varying load of real-time traffic in
presence of fixed best-effort traffic load.
A Grid topology of size 6x6(36 nodes)

In this topology, 36 nodes,numbered as 0 through 35,are arranged in a 6x6 grid with a grid spacing
of 200 meters. We have generated a number of real-time connections from the nodes in the leftmost

positions to the nodes in the rightmost position in the same row. Similarly, we have generated a
number of best-effort flows from the nodes in the top row to the nodes in the bottom row of the same
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DCF.The marginal increase in packet dropped in SPQAMP can easily be tolerated in delay sensitive
real-time applications.

This ensures the suitability of the SPQAMP for real-time traffic as compared to DCF in chain
topology without any background (or best-effort) traffic. Further, we can observe PQAMP to out
perform SPQAMP in this situation, specially due to suitability ofPQAMP in multihop environment.
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from Figure 3.34 that at hop length 3, with increase in best-effort traffic, delay for real-time traffic
in SPQAMP changes from 145.87 msec to 172.93 msec which are 2.02 to 2.93 times lower with

respect to DCF.Similarly,for hop length 6, with change in best of traffic from 1 to 9, we can observe
1.47 to 2.04 times lower delay for real-time traffic in SPQAMP with respect to DCF(as seen from
Figure 3.36). It can be noticed that delay difference between SPQAMP and DCF is more with
higher best-effort traffic and lower hop length. From Figure 3.33, with hop length 3, we can observe
throughput improvements for real-time traffic in SPQAMP from 2.43 to 8.09% as compared to DCF.
A similar improvements of throughput for real-time traffic from 2.10 to 16.46% can be seen from

Figure 3.35 for hop length 6. We can notice that the throughput difference between SPQAMP and
DCF is more with higher best-effort traffic load and at higher hop length. This shows suitability of
SPQAMP as QoS-aware MAC scheme to provide strict service differentiation in chain topology with
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Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 show the throughput and delay of real-time traffic over varying
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Figure 3.33 to Figure 3.36 show the throughput and delay ofreal-time traffic over varying number
of best-effort traffic for Experiment 2 of chain topology. It can be seen that with increasing number

of best-effort traffic, the throughput and delay of SPQAMP does not change much as compared
to DCF. With the increase in number of best-effort traffic, the throughput for real-time traffic in
DCF starts decreasing. Similarly, with increasing best-effort traffic, delay for real-time traffic get
reasonably affected in DCF. Due to the effective strict service differentiation provided by SPQAMP,
real-time traffic are not affected much in presence of growing best-effort traffic. It can be seen

increase in number of real-time traffic, delay in SPQAMP increases from 142.74 msec to 351.67
msec, whereas we can observe a rapid increase of delay from 172.51 msec to 570.65 msec in DCF.
Therefore, SPQAMP can provide 21 to 94% improvement in delay as compared to DCF. As can be
observed from Figure 3.37, with increase in number of real-time traffic, throughput for SPQAMP

improves from 0.19 to 9.5% as compared to DCF. Therefore, SPQAMP is able to provide QoS
through effective service differentiation in chain topology with varying load of real-time traffic in
presence of fixed best-effort traffic load.
A Grid topology of size 6x6(36 nodes)

In this topology,36 nodes,numbered as0 through 35,are arranged in a 6x6 grid with a grid spacing
of 200 meters. We have generated a number of real-time connections from the nodes in the leftmost

positions to the nodes in the rightmost position in the same row. Similarly, we have generated a
number of best-effort flows from the nodes in the top row to the nodes in the bottom row of the same
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column. We used NOAH(No Ad Hoc routing)from [79] that supports fixed routes in grid topology.
We carried out two different set of experiments to study the effectiveness of SPQAMP in providing
QoS in terms of throughput and delay in the grid topology. In the first set of experiment, we kept
the number of real-time traffic fixed at 3 and varied the number of best-effort connections from 1 to

7. In our second set of experiments, we kept the number of best-effort connections fixed at 3 and

varied the number of real-time connections from 1 to 9. The simulation parameters are set as shown

3.5. STRICT PRIORITY BASED QOS-AWARE MACPROTOCOL(SPQAMP)

From Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40, it can be seen that, with the increase in number of best-effort
traffic, throughput and delay for DCF get affected much as compared to SPQAMP. It is mainly due
to the high interference created in the network. SPQAMP provides a very good level of QoS to
real-time flows due to its effective service differentiation through strict priority based MAC scheme

as compared to DCF. With the increase of interference, due to increasing load of best-effort traffic,
we can observe a marginal change of delay in SPQAMP from 205.68 msec to 223.06 msec, whereas

a rapid increase in delay from 236.26 msec to 974.81 can be observed in DCF. This leads to a delay
improvement of 1.148 - 4.37 times in SPQAMP as compared to DCF with the difference being

in Table 3.8.
Throughput for Real-time Traffic

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic
DCF
SPQAMP

increases with growing load of best-effort traffic (as shown in Figure 3.40). Similarly, we can also
observe a marginal change in throughput for SPQAMP with increase in best-effort traffic load, which
leads to a throughput improvement of 30.2 to 56.8% in SPQAMP as compared to DCF (as shown
in Figure 3.39). we can observe similar poor performance by DCF in comparison with SPQAMP
when the number of best-effort traffic is fixed at 3(as shown in Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42). In this
case, we can observe 1.43 to 2.37 times less delay in SPQAMP as compared to DCF, with larger

difference in higher traffic loads (as shown in Figure 3.42). Similarly, we can see 15.25 to 6.09%
improvement in throughput for SPQAMP as compared to DCF(as shown in Figure 3.41). There is a

DCF

marginal improvement of throughput(1.58%)for SPQAMP as compared to DCF for real-time traffic
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load of 5. These simulation results show the suitability of SPQAMP's strict service differentiation

scheme for grid topology, which represents a scenario with very high level of traffic interference, to
Figure 3.39: Throughput for Real-time traffic for Figure 3.40: Delay for Real-time traffic for a Grid
a Grid topology with 3 real-time traffic(SPQAMP topology with 3 real-time traffic (SPQ/vMP vs
vs DCF)

DCF)

support QoS for real-time traffic.
A Random topology of 50 nodes

We have considered a random topology which consists of 50 nodes numbered as 0 through 49 which
Throughput for Real-time Traffic

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic
DCF -

SPQAMP -

are arranged in a flat rectangular area of size 1000 m x 500 m. The nodes are allowed to move using

random waypoint mobility model with a maximum speed of lOm/s and pause time of0 second. We
have taken AODV [85] as the routing protocol for such a dynamic environment. The total simulation

time for the experiments are set as 500s. We carried out three different sets of experiments to study
the effectiveness ofSPQAMP in providing QoS in terms of throughput and delay in random topology
under different load conditions both in the absence of background traffic and with background traffic.

Figure 3.41: Throughput for Real-time traffic for a Figure 3.42: Delay for Real-time traffic for a Grid

In the first set of experiments, we allowed only the real-time traffic to be present in the network
where the number of real-time traffic are changed from 1 to 11. The source and destination of a real
time traffic are chosen randomly where a selected source starts generating real-time traffic randomly
within the time period between 1.0s to 100.0s. In our second set of experiments, we kept the number
of real-time connections fixed at 7 and vary the number of best-effort connections from 1 to 7. In this
case, all the real-time connections are started before starting any best-effort connection. The third set

Grid topology with 3 best-effort traffic(SPQAMP topology with 3 best-effort traffic (SPQAMP vs

of experiments are carried out by keeping the number of best-effort traffic fixed at 5, and varying the

DCF -•

SPQAMP —»
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vs DCF)
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DCF)

real-time connections from 1 to 11. In this experiment, all best-effort connections are started before

starting any real-time connection. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. For each of
The Grid topology with the traffic pattern mentioned above represents a very high interfering

the experiment, a total of 10 simulations are performed with 10 different scenarios and averages are

scenario, where real-time as well as best-effort flows encounter interference from both type of traffic

taken as the results.

flows. Due to strict non-overlapping contention windows set for nodes with real-time and best-effort

From Figure 3.43 and Figure 3.44, we can observe that SPQAMP is able to maintain similar
throughput and delay as compared to DCF in absence of best-effort (or low priority) traffic. As

data frames to transmit, and the strict priority based service differentiation, SPQAMP is able to
support adequate level of QoS in terms of throughput and delay.
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column. We used NOAH(No Ad Hoc routing)from [79] that supports fixed routes in grid topology.
We earned out two different set of experiments to study the effectiveness of SPQAMP in providing
QoS in terms of throughput and delay in the grid topology. In the first set of experiment, we kept

From Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40, it can be seen that, with the increase in number of best-effort
traffic, throughput and delay for DCF get affected much as compared to SPQAMP.It is mainly due
to the high interference created in the network. SPQAMP provides a veiy good level of QoS to
real-time flows due to its effective service differentiation through strict priority based MAC scheme

the number of real-time traffic fixed at 3 and varied the number of best-effort connections from 1 to

7. In our second set of experiments, we kept the number of best-effort connections fixed at 3 and

varied the number of real-time connections from 1 to 9. The simulation parameters are set as shown
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as compared to DCF. With the increase of interference, due to increasing load of best-effort traffic,
we can observe a marginal change of delay in SPQAMP from 205.68 msec to 223.06 msec, whereas

a rapid increase in delay from 236.26 msec to 974.81 can be observed in DCF. This leads to a delay
improvement of 1.148 - 4.37 times in SPQAMP as compared to DCF with the difference being

in Table 3.8.

Throughput for Real-Ume Traffic

End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic
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increases with growing load of best-effort traffic (as shown in Figure 3.40). Similarly, we can also
observe a marginal change in throughput for SPQAMP with increase in best-effort traffic load, which

SPQAMP -

leads to a throughput improvement of 30.2 to 56.8% in SPQAMP as compared to DCF (as shown

in Figure 3.39). we can observe similar poor performance by DCF in comparison with SPQAMP

150

when the number of best-effort traffic is fixed at 3(as shown in Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42). In this
case, we can observe 1.43 to 2.37 times less delay in SPQAMP as compared to DCF, with larger
100

difference in higher traffic loads (as shown in Figure 3.42). Similarly, we can see 15.25 to 6.09%

improvement in throughput for SPQAMP as compared to DCF(as shown in Figure 3.41). There is a
marginal improvement of throughput(1.58%)for SPQAMP as compared to DCF for real-time traffic
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Figure 3.39: Throughput for Real-time traffic for Figure 3.40: Delay for Real-time traffic for a Grid

load of 5. These simulation results show the suitability of SPQAMP's strict service differentiation
scheme for grid topology, which represents a scenario with very high level of traffic interference, to
support QoS for real-time traffic.

a Grid topology with 3 real-time traffic(SPQAMP topology with 3 real-time traffic (SPQAMP vs
vsDCF)

DCF)

A Random topology of 50 nodes

We have considered a random topology which consists of 50 nodes numbered as 0 through 49 which
Throughput for Real-time Traffic
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End-to-End Delay for Real-time Traffic
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random waypoint mobility model with a maximum speed of lOm/s and pause time of0 second. We
have taken AODV [85]as the routing protocol for such a dynamic environment. The total simulation

SPQAMP -

250

are arranged in a flat rectangular area of size 1000 m x 500 m. The nodes are allowed to move using

time for the experiments are set as 500s. We carried out three different sets of experiments to study
the effectiveness ofSPQAMP in providing QoS in terms ofthroughput and delay in random topology
under different load conditions both in the absence of background traffic and with background traffic.
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Figure 3.41: Throughputfor Real-time traffic for a Figure 3.42: Delay for Real-time traffic for a Grid

In the first set of experiments, we allowed only the real-time traffic to be present in the network
where the number of real-time traffic are changed from 1 to 11. The source and destination of a real
time traffic are chosen randomly where a selected source starts generating real-time traffic randomly
within the time period between 1.0s to 100.0s. In our second set of experiments, we kept the number
of real-time connections fixed at 7and vary the number of best-effort connections from 1 to 7. In this
case, all the real-time connections are started before starting any best-effort connection. The third set

Grid topology with 3 best-effort traffic(SPQAMP topology with 3 best-effort traffic (SPQAMP vs

of experiments are carried out by keeping the number of best-effort traffic fixed at 5,and varying the
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real-time connections from 1 to 11. In this experiment, all best-effort connections are started before

starting any real-time connection. The other parameters are set as shown in Table 3.8. For each of
The Grid topology with the traffic pattern mentioned above represents a very high interfering
scenario, where real-time as well as best-effort flows encounter interference from both type of traffic
flows. Due to strict non-overlapping contention windows set for nodes with real-time and best-effort

data frames to transmit, and the strict priority based service differentiation, SPQAMP is able to
support adequate level of QoS in terms of throughput and delay.

the experiment, a total of 10 simulations are performed with 10 different scenarios and averages are
taken as the results.

. . . ..

From Figure 3.43 and Figure 3.44, we can observe that SPQAMP is able to maintain similar

throughput and delay as compared to DCF in absence of best-effort (or low priority) traffic. As
mentioned earlier, SPQAMP with only high priority traffic works similar to basic DCF(due to lack
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ofstrict service differentiation). As can be observed from Figure 3.44,for number of real-time traffic
up to 7,SPQAMP has slightly lower delay as compared to DCF. But, with further increase in load,
delay in SPQAMP exceeds that of DCF by a small margin. This is mainly due to smaller values
of CWmax and retry limit used for real-time traffic in SPQAMP as compared to DCF, which also
leads to slightly smaller values ofPDR for SPQAMP in higher loads as compared to DCF(as shown

in Figure 3.45). Similarly, We can observe a marginally smaller throughput as compared to DCF for
number of real-time traffic from 3 to 11 (as seen from Figure 3.43). This shows the performance
compatibility of SPQAMP and DCF in the presence of only real-time traffic.

Figure 3.49: Throughput for Best-Effort traffic Figure 3.50: Throughput for Real-time traffic
•for a random topology with 7 real-time traffic for a random topology with 5 best-effort traffic
(SPQAMP vs DCF)

(SPQAMP vs DCF)

240.69 msec in DCF, this leads to 1.31 to 3.17 times lower delay in SPQAMP as compared to DCF

(as shown in Figure 3.47). Similarly, with growing best-effort traffic, we can see a small changes of
throughput from 219.25 Kbps to 208.24 Kbps in SPQAMP, whereas the corresponding throughput
changes in DCF are from 216.28 Kbps to 178.92 Kbps, which gives 1.37 to 16.39% lower through

put in DCF as compared to SPQAMP (as shown in Figure 3.46. This performance improvement in
SPQAMP is mainly due to the effective service differentiation provided by strict priority scheme m
SPQAMP. SPQAMP also maintains lower delays for varying real-time traffic (and fixed best-effort

From Figure 3.46 and Figure 3.47, we can observe that with growing load of best-effort traffic,
throughput and delay for real-time traffic are not affected much in SPQAMP. Whereas we can ob

traffic) loads, where delay increases from 36.05 msec to 174.01 msec with increase in real time
traffic loads from 1 to 11, which are 4.24 to 2.41 times lower as compared to DCF (as shown in Fig
ure 3 51) From Figure 3.50, we can also observe throughput improvements for real-time traffic in

serve severe degradation ofthroughput and delay performance for real-time traffic in DCF with grow
ing load of best-effort traffic. With increase in best-effort traffic load, delay in SPQAMP changes
from 61.44 msec to 75.87 msec, whereas we can observe a rapid change of delay from 80.57 msec to

for both the situations of varying best-effort and real-time traffic loads, where the improvement is
more for the first case (as shown in Figure 3.48 and Figure 3.52). Due to effective service differ-
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ofstrict service differentiation). As can be observed from Figure 3.44,for number of real-time traffic
up to 7,SPQAMP has slightly lower delay as compared to DCF. But, with further increase in load,
delay in SPQAMP exceeds that of DCF by a small margin. This is mainly due to smaller values
of CWmax and retry limit used for real-time traffic in SPQAMP as compared to DCF, which also
leads to slightly smaller values ofPDR for SPQAMP in higher loads as compared to DCF(as shown

in Figure 3.45). Similarly, We can observe a marginally smaller throughput as compared to DCF for
number of real-time traffic from 3 to 11 (as seen from Figure 3.43). This shows the performance
compatibility ofSPQAMP and DCF in the presence of only real-time traffic.

From Figure 3.46 and Figure 3.47, we can observe that with growing load of best-effort traffic,
throughput and delay for real-time traffic are not affected much in SPQAMP. Whereas we can ob
serve severe degradation ofthroughput and delay performance for real-time traffic in DCF with grow
ing load of best-effort traffic. With increase in best-effort traffic load, delay in SPQAMP changes
from 61.44 msec to 75.87 msec, whereas we can observe a rapid change of delay from 80.57 msec to

Figure 3.49: Throughput for Best-Effort traffic Figure 3.50: Throughput for Real-time traffic
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240.69 msec in DCF,this leads to 1.31 to 3.17 times lower delay in SPQAMP as compared to DCF

(as shown in Figure 3.47). Similarly, with growing best-effort traffic, we can see a small changes of
throughput from 219.25 Kbps to 208.24 Kbps in SPQAMP, whereas the corresponding throughput
changes in DCF are from 216.28 Kbps to 178.92 Kbps, which gives 1.37 to 16.39% lower through

put in DCF as compared to SPQAMP(as shown in Figure 3.46. This performance improvement in
SPQAMP is mainly due to the effective service differentiation provided by strict priority scheme in
SPQAMP.SPQAMP also maintains lower delays for varying real-time traffic(and fixed best-effort
traffic) loads, where delay increases from 36.05 msec to 174.01 msec with increase in real time
traffic loads from 1 to 11, which are 4.24 to 2.41 times lower as compared to DCF(as shown in Fig
ure 3.51). From Figure 3.50, we can also observe throughput improvements for real-time traffic m

SPQAMP from 6.18 to 11.56% as compared to DCF. Similarly, SPQAMP maintains a higher PDR
for both the situations of varying best-effort and real-time traffic loads, where the improvement is

more for the first case (as shown in Figure 3.48 and Figure 3.52). Due to effective service differ-
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there is no starvation for best-effort, the performance of best-effort traffic suffers in terms of longer
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delays. Therefore, SPQAMP can be taken as a MAC protocol for supporting QoS in MANETs where
SPQAMP

real-time traffic needs strict service differentiation.
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3.5.6

Summary on SPQAMP

We have proposed SPQAMP as a QoS-aware MAC scheme for achieving a strict service differenti
ation between real-time and best-effort traffic, where real-time and best-effort traffic are represented

by high priority and low priority traffic respectively. SPQAMP ensures that nodes with real-time data
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by adopting the following mechanisms into standard IEEE 802.11 DCF. These are :-
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dom topology with 5 best-effort traffic(SPQAMP traffic for a random topology with 5 best-effort
vs DCF)

• In SPQAMP, a non-overlapping range of contention windows are assigned to nodes with real
time and best-effort data frames to transmit respectively. This non-overlapping property is
maintained irrespective of the backoff stage.

traffic(SPQAMP vs DCF)

• To avoid overlapping of backoff counter during countdown, freezing of backoff timer for best-
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effort traffic is replaced with a resetting of backoff timer mechanism.

The analytical results and their validations through simulation studies confirm that, in single hop
scenarios under saturation condition, real-time traffic are completely unaffected by the presence
of best-effort traffic. To eliminate channel capture by a node through immediate access, we have

adopted post-backoff procedure from standard DCF in the implementation of SPQAMP. This leads to
some amount of channel access by low priority traffic in the network. Simulation results in multihop
environments show the potential of SPQAMP as a QoS-aware MAC scheme to be used in mobile ad
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entiation through strict priority scheme in SPQAMP, we can observe degradation of throughput for
best-effort traffic in the range of 13 — 21% and 4 — 38% in scenarios of varying best-effort traffic and
varying real-time traffic respectively as compared to DCF(shown in Figure 3.49 and Figure 3.53). It
is to be noted that despite the use of strict service differentiation in SPQAMP, we can observe some
level of service for best-effort traffic. This is mainly due to (i) the possibility of channel access by
best-effort traffic while contending with real-time traffic in non-saturated condition,(ii) post backoff
scheme in SPQAMP adopted from DCF to eliminate the possibility of channel capture by immediate

access and (iii)channel access possibility by best-effort traffic without any contention from real-time
traffic in a random topology with random traffic distribution.

From these analysis, we can conclude that SPQAMP outperforms IEEE 802.11 DCF in terms
of delay and throughput for real-time traffic in all types of topology for MANETs including - single
hop,chain, grid and random topology. The performance gain in SPQAMP for real-time traffic is very
high in the presence of best-effort traffic as compared to DCF. Although in non saturated condition.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed two dynamic priority based schemes for resolving MAC layer
contention to provicfe erAanced level of service differentiation in mobile ad hoc networks. PQAMP

is based on assigning priorities to nodes based on their roles and type of traffic to handle, whereas

■V

SPQAMP classify nodes based on the type of data frame they have to transmit. In both the schemes,
channel access priorities are realized through assigning contention windows of different ranges for
nodes with different priority classes. In PQAMP, to ensure different channel access priorities for
different priority classes, at each backoff stage, a non-overlapping range of contention window is

assigned to nodes with different priority classes, with lower range assigned to higher priority. To

reduce the possibility of priority inversions that are possible in PQAMP, SPQAMP assigns non-

overlapping contention windows to nodes with different priority classes irrespective of their backoff
stage. Further, in SPQAMP, freezing of backoff counter mechanism in DCF is replaced with a
resetting of backoff counter mechanism for nodes with best-effort traffic. From both analytical and
simulation results, we draw the following conclusions

• Both PQAMP and SPQAMP outperform DCF in terms of service provided to real-time traffic
in MANETs
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• In SPQAMP,a non-overlapping range of contention windows are assigned to nodes with real
time and best-effort data frames to transmit respectively. This non-overlapping property is
maintained irrespective of the backoff stage.
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• To avoid overlapping of backoff counter during countdown,freezing of backoff timer for best-
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effort traffic is replaced with a resetting of backoff timer mechanism.

The analytical results and their validations through simulation studies confirm that, in single hop
scenarios under saturation condition, real-time traffic are completely unaffected by the presence
of best-effort traffic. To eliminate channel capture by a node through immediate access, we have
adopted post-backoff procedure from standard DCF in the implementation ofSPQAMP.This leads to
some amount of channel access by low priority traffic in the network. Simulation results in multihop

environments show the potential ofSPQAMP as a QoS-aware MAC scheme to be used in mobile ad
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In this chapter, we have proposed two dynamic priority based schemes for resolving MAC layer
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entiation through strict priority scheme in SPQAMP, we can observe degradation of throughput for
best-effort traffic in the range of 13 — 21% and 4 — 38% in scenarios of varying best-effort traffic and
varying real-time traffic respectively as compared to DCF(shown in Figure 3.49 and Figure 3.53). It
is to be noted that despite the use of strict service differentiation in SPQAMP, we can observe some
level of service for best-effort traffic. This is mainly due to (i) the possibility of channel access by
best-effort traffic while contending with real-time traffic in non-saturated condition,(ii) post backoff

scheme in SPQAMP adopted from DCF to eliminate the possibility of channel capture by immediate
access and (iii)channel access possibility by best-effort traffic without any contention from real-time
traffic in a random topology with random traffic distribution.

From these analysis, we can conclude that SPQAMP outperforms IEEE 802.11 DCF in terms
of delay and throughput for real-time traffic in all types of topology for MANETs including - single
hop,chain,grid and random topology. The performance gain in SPQAMP for real-time traffic is very
high in the presence of best-effort traffic as compared to DCF. Although in non saturated condition.

contention to provicie enhrmced level of service differentiation in mobile ad hoc networks. PQAMP
is based on assigning priorities to nodes based on their roles and type of traffic to handle, whereas

¥

SPQAMP classify nodes based on the type of data frame they have to transmit. In both the schemes,
channel access priorities are realized through assigning contention windows of different ranges for
nodes with different priority classes. In PQAMP,to ensure different channel access priorities for
different priority classes, at each backoff stage, a non-overlapping range of contention window is
assigned to nodes with different priority classes, with lower range assigned to higher priority. To
reduce the possibility of priority inversions that are possible in PQAMP, SPQAMP assigns non-

overlapping contention windows to nodes with different priority classes irrespective of their backoff
stage. Further, in SPQAMP, freezing of backoff counter mechanism in DCF is replaced with a
resetting of backoff counter mechanism for nodes with best-effort traffic. From both analytical and
simulation results, we draw the following conclusions

• Both PQAMP and SPQAMP outperform DCF in terms of service provided to real-time traffic
in MANETs
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• Level of service differentiation is more in SPQAMP as compared to PQAMP
• PQAMP is best suited for multihop environment, particularly in low to medium loads

• SPQAMP always performs better in single hop environment due to its strict service differenti
ation as compared to PQAMP

i
Chapter 4

• With growing load of best-effort traffic, performance degradation of real-time traffic is less in
SPQAMP as compared to PQAMP in almost all situations.

• PQAMP is more effective in providing some minimum level of service for best-effort traffic
while maximizing the network utilization

• SPQAMP is more effective in applications, where the service provided to real-time traffic

A Route Stability based QoS Routing
(RSQR)for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

should not be affected by the presence of best-effort traffic

After working on priority based MAC protocols to improve QoS support at MAC layer, our

next investigation is for a QoS-aware routing protocol which takes route stability as an additional
constraint to improve durability/reliability of the discovered QoS routes. In the next chapter, we
discuss about the design of our route stability based QoS routing(RSQR)protocol for MANETs.

4.1

Introduction

Ensuring a data path to be valid for sufficiently longer period of time is a very difficult problem in
MANET due to its highly dynamic nature. In this chapter, we have proposed a Route Stability based
QoS Routing(RSQR)protocol for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks, which have used route stability as an
additional QoS metric along with throughput and delay, to improve the durability of the discovered
QoS path.

It is found that, though there exist a number of on-demand QoS routing algorithms [16, 19, 47,

86, 115] in MANETs to compute routes with throughput and delay constraints, none of them address
the issue of reducing the path breakage during data transmission. Most of the QoS routing algo
rithms proposed for Ad Hoc networks are based on on-demand routing [15, 73]. In these routing

algorithms, when a route is broken, route recovery and maintenance procedures are initiated. These
procedures consumes substantial amount of resources (in terms of wireless bandwidth, power, pro
cessing capacity at nodes)and introduce extra delay in QoS flows. To reduce the possibilities of route
breaks during data transmission, it is important to find routes that endure longer time. Shortest path
route has short lifetime, especially in highly dense ad hoc networks, due to selection of longer links

(also called edge effects [64]). The longer is the physical distance of a link, the larger is the packet
transmission error rate, as it approaches the transmission range of mobile nodes. In this case, a small
movement of any of the nodes involved may cause packet loss due to link failure. Furthermore,

packets are more likely to be lost due to external environmental factors like white noise and wireless
interference if the signal strength is not very strong. Link stability indicates how stable the link is

and how long it can support communications between two nodes. Stability of links can be estimated

using many parameters like - signal strength [12, 29,54,64, 104], pilot signals [105], relative speed
between two nodes forming the link [70], link duration distributions [35, 90] and remaining battery

power of the nodes etc. Stability or lifetime of a route is determined by the number of links that
compose the route and the stability of each link in the route. It can be shown that the probability
of route failure can be reduced by reducing either the link failure rate or the number of links that

compose the route. But in ad hoc networks, trying to reduce one of these parameters will result in

increase in the other parameter. This means, most of the route searching process will either ends
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4.2. RELATED WORKS

up with shortest path with longer (hence unstable) links or stable route (shorter links) with longer

and stochastic traffic behaviour in the network, higher priority traffic helps the lower priority traffic

route. Therefore, there should be some compromise in selecting shortest routes and stable routes. It
is important to note that delay constrained routes avoid selecting veiy long routes.

by sharing unused residual bandwidth with courtesy. It mainly targeted at elimination of bandwidth
starvation problem in lower priority traffic. The Proposal in [119] takes into account the effect of

Here, we have developed a route stability based QoS-aware routing protocol with the following
key components,(i) We have proposed a model for computing link stability based on measurements
of received signal strengths of two successively received packets from a neighbor. Because, link
stability will be in the interval [0,1], we can use it as the probability of survival of the link in the

self-traffic to accurately estimate the transmission time along a candidate QoS path. To predict the

near future. Therefore, the route stability is calculated as a product of link stability of all the links
which constitute the route under consideration, (ii) A QoS-aware route discoveiy with throughput
and delay constraints. The routing protocol incorporates the stability model (as mentioned in (i))
in route discovery process to find QoS routes with highest stability. (Hi) A hop by hop admission
control during route discovery, (iv) A QoS violation detection and recovery mechanism.
Our method is based on an enhancement of AODV which is one of the most widely used ondemand routing protocol in MANETs. Results of our experiments show performance improvements
in terms of packet delivery ratio, control overhead and average end-to-end delay in comparison with
a QoS routing protocol proposed by Q. Xue and A. Ganz [115].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the related works. Sec

tion 4.3 defines the problem and section 4.4 gives a brief overview of our route stability model
(RSM). The proposed Route stability based QoS Routing protocol in MANETs is presented in sec

quality of a path after the admission of a real-time flow, they use a new traffic-aware routing metric
called Path Predicted Transmission Time (PPTT), which basically estimates the packet service time

and the queuing delay for the path. None of the QoS routing protocol mentioned above considers
selecting QoS-aware route with highest stability which is essential to reduce the possibility of path
breakage during data transmission.
From the best of our knowledge, no stability based QoS routing with throughput and delay

constraints is available in the literature. Though an attempt is made by Zhu et al in [123], their
method considers only delay as the QoS parameter and it was developed as an enhancement of

Ticket Based Probing [16]. Ticket based probing is not a widely accepted method for QoS-aware

routing in MANETs due to its inherent problems. Among the link stability based routing without
QoS,Signal Stability based Adaptive Routing(SSA)[29] distinguishes strongly connected link from
weakly connected link by estimating link stability based on signal strength. To obtain route with
higher stability, it prefers a route with shorter links than a shortest route with longer links. Their
method is not valid for nodes with long pause time. Associativity Based Routing (ABR)[105] uses

tion 4.5, and its performance is evaluated and compared with AQ0R[115] in section 4.6. Finally,

periodically sent pilot signals to determine the link stability. It assumes that after a threshold period,

section 4.7 concludes this chapter.

all nodes move with similar speeds and directions and tend to stay together. This assumption is not
accurate or acceptable because not all nodes follow the mobility pattern assumed by ABR. A pro

posal in [102] reduces the size of control packet in ABR which results in performance improvements
4.2

Related Works

in terms of average throughput and delay. Link Life Based Routing Protocol (LBR)[70] estimates
link lifetime based on estimated distance and maximum speed of nodes. Proactive maintenance is

AODV[85],due to its minimum control overhead, is mostly suitable for throughput constrained rout
ing in MANETs. A QoS extension of AODV with throughput and delay constraints, called QAODV
(QoS-aware AODV), is defined in the Internet draft [86] for QoS routing in MANETs. The draft
for QAODV neither specify the methods for calculating available bandwidth and forwarding delay
nor the route recovery process due to throughput violation. Hence, no practical implementation

proposed for route recovery due to link failure. However, estimated route lifetime is not valid when

of QAODV is still available. AQ0R[115] is a reservation-based, on-demand QoS-aware routing
protocol based on AODV. It has incorporated the following features for providing QoS - (i) avail
able bandwidth estimation and end-to-end delay measurement,(ii) bandwidth reservation, and (iii)

initially very close to each other and then immediately start to move slowly away from each other.

adaptive route recovery. Temporary or soft state reservation is used to free the reserved resources

efficiently at each node when the existing routes are broken. The adaptive route recovery procedure
includes detection of broken links and QoS violations and triggering of route recovery at the desti

nation. Similar AODV-based QoS routing protocols are proposed in [19, 47]. With the knowledge
of available bandwidth and end-to-end delay, the smallest delay path with sufficient bandwidth is

chosen as the QoS route in [19, 86, 115]. Where as [47] selects the lowest cost path among the fea
sible QoS paths. Sivakumar et al [99] proposed a QoS routing which dynamically establishes a core
network and then incrementally propagates the link state information of stable high-bandwidth links
to all the nodes in the core. Route computation is limited only to core nodes using their local states.
A proposal called courtesy piggybacking [63]have tried to alleviate the conflict between throughput
and fairness for different prioritized traffic in ad hoc network. By exploiting the channel dynamics
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a route is broken and therefore, backup route may be unstable. Advanced Signal Strength based link
stability estimation model (ASBM)[64] is an enhancement of SSA [29], where direction of node

movement is taken into account. That is, links with increasing signal strengths are considered as
stable ASBM has the drawback that it assumes the link between two nodes as unstable that are
Actually, it might take a long time before the two nodes come out of communication range of each
other In [90], a statistical model for Link stability is proposed based on the assumption that link
stability in different network environments follows certain distributions. However, statistical model
for link stability based on node movement pattern is not adequate for general applications, because
the mobility patterns of nodes cannot be known a priori. In [12], authors propose an Ad Hoc Routing
based on the stability of Routes to mitigate the possibility of route recovery by the selection of more
stable paths (paths with expected longer lifetime). Stability of a route is defined as the minimum

signal strength (MSS)of all the links of the route. If multiple route replies are allowed, the source
can select the path based on the maximum value of MSS. Route Fragility based Route Selection in
MANETs[104] is based on the idea that a less dynamic route lasts longer. The method uses a metric
called Route Fragility Coefficient(RFC)to describe the dynamic nature of a route. RFC estimates
the rate at which a given route expands or contracts. Lower value of RFC gives more static (or less

fragile) route. This metric is used as a basis for route selection such that route discovery yields routes
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that last longer and hence increases throughput while reducing routing overhead. In [35], adaptive
metrics are developed to identify stable links based on the link duration distributions. They compute
the residual lifetime of a link with age a from the average lifetime of all links with lifetime durations

above the age a. Lifetimes (durations) of the links can be measured and recorded in a histogram
by periodic hello message transfer like in the case of ABR. So, link stability estimation is based on
past information and the estimation will be valid only when the nodes follow similar stable mobility
patterns. Stability and Hop-count based Algorithm for Route Computation (SHARC)[101] consid
ers residual lifetime as stability metric of links and hop count for computing path in MANETs. It
computes path stability through a simple histogram based estimator like in [35] and tries to find the
most stable route among all shortest hop routes. Entropy-Based Long-Life Distributed QoS Routing
(EBLLD)[17] algorithm was designed to select the long-life path satisfying the delay requirement
with the help of entropy metrics. In their method, a different representation called entropy metric

91

Stability{Pi)=

LS(e)

(4.3)

e€Pi

where eo,ei,..., Cn are the edges making up the path.
Now, we can state the problem as - "To find the most stable path from source s to destina
tion d which satisfies both minimum bandwidth constraint(A&)and maximum delay constraint
(Ad)."

We call the path as QoS Aware Stable Path(QASP). Suppose, P(s,d)= {Fq,Pi, —Pn}for a given
source s and destination d. Now, we can define the problem mathematically as follows:
QASPis,d) = Pi

(4.4)

with Stability{Pi) = max{Stability{Po),Stability{Pi)...Stability(Pn)}

is used to define the stability metric of a Imk. The entropy for a link is defined as a function of the

Vi BotBand{Pi) > A6

relative positions, relative velocities, and the transmission ranges of the nodes connected by the link
under consideration. Though their approach has the potential to be more accurate than the meth

yiDelay^Pi) < Ad

ods using statistical model, however, this comes at the price of assuming that each node has GPS
like devices which is not feasible and unrealistic in most of the ad hoc network environment. The

Therefore,the objective of RSQR is to find a path with highest stability among all the candidate

PANDA [57]routing protocol is based on positional attributes such as location and velocity informa
tion in determining the rebroadcast delay while finding a longer-lived route with smaller hop counts.
Although PANDA can be used to achieve routing goals like power conservation and load balancing,
it is not designed for satisfying throughput and end-to-end delay of real-time applications.

paths from source to destination that have the bottleneck bandwidth of at least the requested mini

Our proposal uses a resource reservation based QoS routing with throughput and delay require

mum bandwidth and the total end-to-end delay experienced by a data packet is at most the requested
maximum delay.

4.4

Route Stability Model(RSM)

ments, and apply the route stability metric to improve the durability of established route such that
the probability of the reservation to remain valid for duration of data transmission is more. Route

We have proposed a route stability model with the following characteristics. Firstly, it considers node

stability model we have developed - is based on simple calculations on measured received signal
strengths obtained from Imk layer, has less control overhead, require no extra hardware, and has the
potential to give good approximation on link stability in most of the real life mobility scenarios.

mobility and signal strengths for computing the probability of link failure rather than using proba
bility distribution of link lifetimes. Hence, it has the potential to be more accurate. Secondly, it does

not require geographic location information for nodes which needs GPS like devices to determine

relative positions and mobility speed of nodes. Thirdly, it uses signal strength values from MAC

layer to compute link stability and uses less control overhead without enforcing periodic pilot packet
4.3

Problem Formulation

exchange to compute link stability. Fourthly, it considers stability values in the range [0,1], unlike

We can model the topology of a MANET as an undirected graph G = iV,E), where V is the set
of nodes and E is the set of edges (links) connecting the nodes. Each node has a unique identifier,
by which routing protocol can identify it. Note that the links of a MANET can be broken and

formed at any time owing to the mobility of the nodes. Any link e = {u,v) e E has an associated

residual bandwidth B{e), delay D{e) and link stability LS{e). A path between two arbitrary nodes
u and V is given as P{u,v) = (u,e(u,x),x,e(x, y), y,
,e(z, v), v). It can be emphasized that
a path between any two nodes is a set consisting of all possible paths between them. Formally,
P{u,v) = {i^,Pi,...,Pwhere each Pi is a candidate path between u and v. Delay, bottleneck
bandwidth and stability for a path Pi are defined as follows.

Delay(Pi)=
eePi
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Though it is very difficult to predict the exact probability that a link will be broken in the near

future, it is possible to estimate the relative stability of the link based on recent and current received

signal strengths over the link. The received signal strength is a MAC layer information used by rout
ing layer through cross-layer interaction. When a node i receives a route request from the previous
hop sayy, MAC layer of node i can measure the signal strength of the route request packet(SSlj).
The'recent received signal strength (SSfj) value over the link from nodey is obtained from a ta
ble called Neighbor Information Table(NIT). Each node stores the recent received signal strength

(SS^ )value for each of the neighbor and updates it periodically. Depending on whether SSfjvalue
(4.1)

BotBand(Pi)= min{B{eo),B(ei),..., B{en)}

binary level stability values considered in most of the existing methods. Lastly, it does not depend
on any particular mobility pattern. In fact, it is applicable to any real life node mobility pattem.

(4.2)

for node; is available in NIT or not, node i will compute the link stability according to our model.
After the estimation of stability of the link between node i and nodej, node i updates SSfj value for
nodej with SSfj. Our model for link stability estimation is given by the following rales(Rules 1 to

3) Here,rales^tried one after another in the sequence from Rule 1 to Rule 3 until a matching rule
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by which routing protocol can identify it. Note that the links of a MANET can be broken and

formed at any time owing to the mobility of the nodes. Any link e = {u,v) e E has an associated

residual bandwidth B(e), delay D{e) and link stability LS{e). A path between two arbitrary nodes
u and V is given as F(w,v) = (u,e(u,x),x,e(x, y), y,
,e(z, v), v). It can be emphasized that
a path between any two nodes is a set consisting of all possible paths between them. Formally,
P{u,v) = {Po,Pi, Pn} where each Pi is a candidate path between u and v. Delay, bottleneck
bandwidth and stability for a path P, are defined as follows.

Delay(Pi)=

layer to compute link stability and uses less control overhead without enforcing periodic pilot packet
exchange to compute link stability. Fourthly, it considers stability values in the range [0,1], unlike
binary level stability values considered in most of the existing methods. Lastly, it does not depend
on any particular mobility pattern. In fact, it is applicable to any real life node mobility pattern.

Though it is very difficult to predict the exact probability that a link will be broken in the near

future it is possible to estimate the relative stability of the link based on recent and current received

signal strengths over the link. The received signal strength is a MAC layer information used by routin layer through cross-layer interaction. When a node i receives a route request from the previous

h(f sayj MAC layer of node i can measure the signal strength of the route request packet(SSlj).
The'recent received signal strength {SSfj) value over the link from nodey is obtained from a ta

ble called Neighbor Information Table(NIT). Each node stores the recent received signal strength

{SS^)value for each ofthe neighbor and updates it periodically. Depending on whether SSfj value
(4.1)

eePi

BotBand{Pi)= mm{P(eo),5(ei),..., B{en)}

not require geographic location information for nodes which needs GPS like devices to determine
relative positions and mobility speed of nodes. Thirdly, it uses signal strength values from MAC

(4.2)

for node; is available in NIT or not, node i will compute the link stability according to our model.
After the estimation of stability of the link between node i and node;, node i updates SSf^ value for
node; with SS} . Our model for link stability estimation is given by the following mles(Rules 1 to
3) Here,rules^tried one after another in the sequence from Rule 1 to Rule 3 until a matching rule
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is found. That is, if the condition specified in a rule is evaluated to true,then the link stability estima
tion is done using the given rule and the remaining rules are skipped. Otherwise, the following rules
are tried in the same way. In our routing protocol, routing packet with signal strength < Thr^ are
dropped through admission control. Therefore, link stability estimation for links with signal strength
< ThT2 are not shown below.

4.5. ROUTE STABILITY BASED QOS ROUTING(RSQR)

Hence, the path stability of P,PSp, is defined as follows: PSp = IleeP
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Where e is a link

in the path P,and P is composed of the links connecting the soiu-ce to the destination. Similarly,
Path Uncertainty of P,PC/p, is defined as the number of uncertain links in the path P from source

to destination. That is, PUp = X)eeP
higher is the value of path stability, the higher is the
possibilities of selecting the path as the most stable path provided that the path has the smallest or
admissible value for path uncertainty.

• Lij-. The link between nodes i and and j.

• RxThr: Reception Threshold for received signal strength, assumed to be same for all nodes.

4.4.1

•

Figure 4.1 shows the estimation of link stability using our model for a link formed by connecting

•

Ciurent received Signal strength for the link between nodes i and j.

'

Received Signal Strength for the link between nodes / and jat recent time; It is

stored in NIT and periodically updated.

• Thr\: Threshold for received signal strength with the property that - when a node receives a
packet from a node with signal strength > Thr\,the link between the nodes can be assumed
to be very strong (stable).

• Thr2' Threshold for received signal strength, below which the signal strength will not be

An example showing Link stability estimation

two nodes Node I and Node 2. Here we have assumed that Node I remains stationary (which is
shown at the centre of the concentric circles) and Node 2 starts moving from initial position 'a' and

follows a path denoted by the positions in the sequence 'a'—^
'c'—
— respectively. The positions on the path represents the time instance when we have calculated
the link stability of the link connecting Node 1 and Node 2. We denote the area around Node I
where the signal strength is greater than or equal to Thvi as Area A. Any position of Node 2 within
this area will form a stable link to Node I with Link Stability value 1.0 (according to Rule J). In

Figure 4.1, position ol Node 2 at'/' corresponds to a link with stability value 1.0. The area around
Node I where signal strength is greater than or equal to RxThr but smaller than Thr2 is represented

strong for reception. We have Thr^ > Thr^.

by the Area C. Any node position in this area will form a link with Node 1 with stability value of
• DSSij: The differentiated signal strength between nodes i andjto indicate whether the signal
strength is going stronger or weaker.

0.0. Links of this kind are excluded from consideration in forwarding route request/reply packet in
our QoS aware routing protocol. Positions of Node 2 at 'a', '/i' and 'i' correspond to link stability
value of 0.0. Finally, the area around Node 1 where signal strength is greater than or equal to Thr2

• ui,112' u\ is a threshold for DSS to handle small variations in signal strength due to temporary
environmental factors like fading and interference. On the other hand, U2{> ui) is used for
detection of situations in which two nodes are going away from each other very fast.

but less than Thrx is represented by Area B. Any node position within this area will have a link to
Node 1 with stability value determined from both previously received and currently received signal
strengths. Rule 3(a),3(b)or 3(c) of our stability model will be applicable based on the difference in

• LSij: Link stability between nodes / andjand its value € [0,1].

signal strength in the two successive positions. Positions of Node 2 at 'fe', V,and 'e' correspond
to applications of Rule 3(a) and hence Link stability value of 1.0. In positions'd' and 'g' based

• LUij: Link Uncertainty between nodes i andj, means the link's stability can not be determined

due to lack of its recent signal strength value SSfj in NIT. It is a binary flag.
• Rule I: If SSlj > Thri then nodes i and j are very close and

is considered to be

sufficiently stable so that we set LSij= 1 and LUij — 0.

• Rule 2: If SSlj > Thr2 and nodejis a new neighbor of node i, that is, nodej was not the

on the chosen values for ui and U2, we may get application of Rule 3(a), 3(b) or 3(c). It can be
seen from the figure that, we should select ui and U2 in such a way that position'd' correspond to

application of Rule 3(b) and position g should correspond to application of Rule 3(c). Therefore,
proper selection of the values for ui and U2 are very important to get more accurate link stability
prediction. In our routing algorithm, values for u\ and U2 have been heuristically selected through a
broad set of simulations mn with varying parameter set under NS-2[80].

neighbor of node i recently, then we set LUi^j = 1.

• Rule 3: If SSlj > Thr2 and SSfj > RxThr then node i and nodejmay be - approaching
each other, leaving each other, or stay stationary based on the value of differentiated signal

strength, DSSij= SSfj — SSlj. In all the rules from 3(o) to 3(c), we set LUij — 0.
• Rule 3(a): If DSSij < ui, we set LSij = 1.

• Rule 3(b): If DSSij > ui and DSSij < U2.we set LSij =

• Rule 3(c): \f DSSij > U2,we set LSij ~ 0-
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4.5 Route Stability based QoS Routing(RSQR)
In the proposed routing protocol, we have used a new QoS parameter called Route Stability along
with throughput and delay. Route Stability Model(RSM) explained in the previous section (Sec
tion 4.4) combines the individual link's stability behaviour to present a unified picture of the route

stability. Our routing algorithm forwards route request through all the feasible paths(means satisfy
ing both delay and throughput requirements of the application)from source to destination avoiding
very weak links during this forwarding process. After receiving the first route request,the destination
node waits for a fixed small time interval, called Route Reply Latency(RRL),for more route request
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is found. That is, ifthe condition specified in a rule is evaluated to true,then the link stability estima
tion is done using the given rule and the remaining rules are skipped. Otherwise, the following rules
are tried in the same way. In our routing protocol, routing packet with signal strength < Thr^ are
dropped through admission control. Therefore,link stability estimation for links with signal strength
< Thr2 are not shown below.

• Lij'. The link between nodes i and andj.

4.5. ROUTE STABILITY BASED QOS ROUTING(RSQR)

Hence, the path stability of F,PSp, is defined as follows: PSp = HeeP
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Where e is a link

in the path P,and P is composed of the links connecting the source to the destination. Similarly,
Path Uncertainty of P,PUp,is defined as the number of uncertain links in the path P from source

to destination. That is, PUp = X)eeP
So higher is the value of path stability, the higher is the
possibilities of selecting the path as the most stable path provided that the path has the smallest or
admissible value for path uncertainty.

• RxThr: Reception Threshold for received signal strength, assumed to be same for all nodes.

4.4.1

•

Figure 4.1 shows the estimation of link stability using our model for a link formed by connecting

'Current received Signal strength for the link between nodes i and j.

• SSfji The Received Signal Strength for the link between nodes i and jat recent time; It is
stored in NIT and periodically updated.

• Thr\'. Threshold for received signal strength with the property that - when a node receives a
packet from a node with signal strength > Thr\,the link between the nodes can be assumed
to be very strong (stable).

• Thr^: Threshold for received signal strength, below which the signal strength will not be
strong for reception. We have Thri > Thr2.

An example showing Link stabUity estimation

two nodes Node 1 and Node 2. Here we have assumed that Node I remains stationary (which is
shown at the centre of the concentric circles) and Node 2 starts moving from initial position 'a' and

follows a path denoted by the positions in the sequence 'a'-*

>'e'—

—>'i' respectively. The positions on the path represents the time instance when we have calculated
the link stability of the link connecting Node 1 and Node 2. We denote the area around Node 1
where the signal strength is greater than or equal to Thri as Area A. Any position of Node 2 within
this area will form a stable link to Node 1 with Link Stability value 1.0 (according to Rule I). In

Figure 4.1, position of Node 2 at

corresponds to a link with stability value 1.0. The area around

Node 1 where signal strength is greater than or equal to RxThr but smaller than Thr2 is represented

by the Area C. Any node position in this area will form a link with Node 1 with stability value of
• DSSij: The differentiated signal strength between nodes / andjto indicate whether the signal
strength is going stronger or weaker.

• U\,U2'. u\\s a. threshold for DSS to handle small variations in signal strength due to temporzuy
environmental factors like fading and interference. On the other hand, U2(> ui) is used for
detection of situations in which two nodes are going away from each other very fast.

• LSij: Link stability between nodes i andjand its value e [0,1].
• LUij: Link Uncertainty between nodes /andj, means the link's stability can not be determined

due to lack of its recent signal strength value SSfj in NIT. It is a binary flag.
• Rule I: If SSlj > Thri then nodes i and j are very close and Lij is considered to be
sufficiently stable so that we set LSij — 1 and LUij = 0.

• Rule 2: If SS^j > Thr2 and nodejis a new neighbor of node i, that is, node 7 was not the

0.0. Links of this kind are excluded from consideration in forwarding route request/reply packet in
our QoS aware routing protocol. Positions of Node 2 at 'a', and 'i' correspond to link stability
value of 0.0. Finally, the area around Node 1 where signal strength is greater than or equal to Thr2
but less than Thri is represented by Area B. Any node position within this area will have a link to

Node 1 with stability value determined from both previously received and currently received signal

strengths. Rule 3(a),3(b)or 3(c) of our stability model will be applicable based on the difference in

signal strength in the two successive positions. Positions of Node 2 at '5', 'c', and 'e' correspond
to applications of Rule 3(a) and hence Link stability value of I.O. In positions'd' and 'g' based
on the chosen values for ui and U2, we may get application of Rule 3(a), 3(b) or 3(c). It can be
seen from the figure that, we should select ui and U2 in such a way that position'd' correspond to

a plication of Rule 3(b) and position g should correspond to application of Rule 3(c). Therefore,
roper selection of the values for ui and U2 are very important to get more accurate link stability
diction. In our routing algorithm, values for ui and U2 have been heuristically selected through a

broad set of simulations run with varying parameter set under NS-2[80].

neighbor of node 1 recently, then we set LUi^j = 1.

• Rule 3: If SSlj > Thr2 and SSfj > RxThr then node / and nodejmay be - approaching
each other, leaving each other, or stay stationary based on the value of differentiated signal

strength, DSSij= SSfj — SSlj. In all the rules from 3(a) to 3(c), we set LUi,j = 0.
• Rule 3(a): IfDSSi^j < ui, we set LSi^j = 1.

• Rule 3(b): If DSSij > ui and DSSij < U2,we set LSij =

• Rule 3(c): if DSSij > 1/2 ,we set LStj = 0.

4.5 Route Stability based QoS Routing(RSQR)
In the proposed routing protocol, we have used a new QoS parameter called Route Stability along
with throughput and delay. Route Stability Model(RSM) explained in the previous section (Sec
tion 4.4) combines the individual link's stability behaviour to present a unified picture of the route
stability. Our routing algorithm forwards route request through all the feasible paths(means satisfy
ing both delay and throughput requirements of the application)from source to destination avoiding
very weak links during this forwarding process. After receiving the first route request,the destination
node waits for a fixed small time interval, called Route Reply Latency(RRL),for more route request
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QoS parameters

The Quality ofService parameters we have used in RSQR are the minimum throughput requirements,
Bminy and maximum delay, Dmax of the applications. RSQR uses a QRREQ(QoS Route Request)
and QRREP(QoS Route Reply) with the QoS and route stability related fields along with the fields
used in RREQ and RREP of AODV [85]. RSQR allows mobile nodes in a MANET to specify as

part of the route request, QoS requirements that a route to the destination must satisfy. In particular,
QRREQ includes minimum throughput(Bmin)and maximum delay(Dmax)requirements ofthe ap

plications. To facilitate measurements to be accumulated for end-to-end delay, RSQR also provides
an accumulated value for delay called ADELAY. In addition, to support route stability measure
ments to be accumulated for a complete path, RSQR includes two values - APS(Accumulated Path
Area

Area B

Area A

Stability) and APU (Accumulated Path Uncertainty).
4.5.3

Figure 4.1: An example showing link stability estimation between Node 1 and Node 2

Control packets used in Routing

Before we discuss the route discovery and maintenance process, we first briefly describe about con
trol packets used in the proposed routing protocol.

packets to arrive. Destination selects,among ail feasible paths the one with the highest route stability
value to reply to the source. Therefore, use of route stability during route discovery yields route that
last longer and hence increases throughput and reduces delay while reducing routing overhead. The
detail routing algorithm is discussed in the following sub sections.

• QRREQ'. This packet is basically AODV Route Request(RREQ)packet with QoS extension,
which is used for sending route request in the proposed protocol. It contains QoS and route
stability related fields along with the fields used in RREQ packet in AODV.

4.5.1

• QRREP: This packet is basically AODV Route Reply(RREP) packet with QoS extension,
which is used for sending route reply in the proposed protocol. It contains QoS and route
stability related fields along with the fields used in RREP packet in AODV.

Assumptions

We have made no assumptions about the global state of the network at the nodes. Instead, we have

proposed an on-demand distributed routing algorithm where all the nodes contain only information
about their one hop neighbors. The following network model assumptions are made.

• RUPD: This is Route Update packet for QoS route recovery from destination to source, per
forms similar task like QRREQ,but is treated as QRREP both at the intermediate node and at

source node. It contains similar'fields like QRREQ and QRREP packets. Time to Live(TTL)
• Neighborhood is commutative property i.e. if node A can hear node B this implies node B also
hear node A. This means wireless links are symmetric
• CSMA/CA like MAC protocol is used for unicast communication and it solves the hidden

terminal problem with the help of RTS-CTS control packets
• There is a close interaction between MAC layer and Network layer

• Combinatorial stability of network is assumed, it means topology changes occur sufficiently

slowly to allow successful propagation of all topology updates as necessary

field ofRUPD is set to hop count of already broken route plus a small positive constant to limit
the scope of broadcasting of RUPD packet.

• RERR- This is the Route Error packet generated after detecting link lost by an intermediate
node. It is similar to the Route Error(RERR)packet used in AODV.

• HELLO: This Hello packet is required for Neighborhood maintenance, one hop delay mea
surement,and providing bandwidth reservation information. It contains a special field indicat

ing whether immediate reply is required or not. HELLO packet is always sent with TTL set as
1.

• Hello intervals to update neighbor information is reasonable to capture the dynamics of the
network

• Transmission range and carrier sensing range are assumed to be same for available bandwidth
calculation at a node

• Initial route discovery latency is tolerable in applications
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4.5.4 Tables used in Routing

In order to implement the routing algorithm, we have used the following tables in each node of the
network.

.Neighbor Information TabU (JV/TI'This table is used to keep infoimation about neighbors,
where one entry per neighbor is maintained. The Belds contained in an entry are - NodeJD:
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QoS parameters

The Quality ofService parameters we have used in RSQR are the minimum throughput requirements.
Bmin, and maximum delay. Dmax of the applications. RSQR uses a QRREQ(QoS Route Request)
and QRREP(QoS Route Reply) with the QoS and route stability related fields along with the fields
used in RREQ and RREP of AODV [85]. RSQR allows mobile nodes in a MANET to specify as

Node 2
-

part of the route request. QoS requirements that a route to the destination must satisfy. In particular.
QRREQ includes minimum throughput(Bmin)and maximum delay(Dmax)requirements ofthe ap

plications. To facilitate measurements to be accumulated for end-to-end delay. RSQR also provides
an accumulated value for delay called ADELAY. In addition, to support route stability measure
ments to be accumulated for a complete path. RSQR includes two values - APS(Accumulated Path
Area G

Area B

Area A

Stability) and APU (Accumulated Path Uncertainty).
4.5.3 Control packets used in Routing

Figure 4.1: An example showing link stability estimation between Node 1 and Node 2

packets to arrive. Destination selects,among all feasible paths the one with the highest route stability
value to reply to the source. Therefore, use ofroute stability during route discovery yields route that
last longer and hence increases throughput and reduces delay while reducing routing overhead. The
detail routing algorithm is discussed in the following sub sections.
4.5.1

Assumptions

Before we discuss the route discovery and maintenance process, we first briefly describe about con
trol packets used in the proposed routing protocol.
• QRREQ'. This packet is basically AODV Route Request(RREQ)packet with QoS extension,
which is used for sending route request in the proposed protocol. It contains QoS and route
stability related fields along with the fields used in RREQ packet in AODV.
• QRREP: This packet is basically AODV Route Reply(RREP) packet with QoS extension,
which is used for sending route reply in the proposed protocol. It contains QoS and route
stability related fields along with the fields used in RREP packet in AODV.

We have made no assumptions about the global state of the network at the nodes. Instead, we have

proposed an on-demand distributed routing algorithm where all the nodes contain only information
about their one hop neighbors. The following network model assumptions are made.

• RUPD: This is Route Update packet for QoS route recovery from destination to source, per
forms similar task like QRREQ.but is treated as QRREP both at the intermediate node and at
source node. It contains similar fields like QRREQ and QRREP packets. Time to Live(TTL)

• Neighborhood is commutative property i.e. if node A can hear node B this implies node B also

field ofRUPD is set to hop count ofalready broken route plus a small positive constant to limit
the scope of broadcasting of RUPD packet.

hear node A. This means wireless links are symmetric

• CSMA/CA like MAC protocol is used for unicast communication and it solves the hidden
terminal problem with the help of RTS-CTS control packets

• There is a close interaction between MAC layer and Network layer

• Combinatorial stability of network is assumed, it means topology changes occur sufficiently
slowly to allow successful propagation of all topology updates as necessary

• RERR- This is the Route Error packet generated after detecting link lost by an intermediate

• node. It is similar to the Route Error(RERR)packet used in AODV.

• HELLO'. This Hello packet is required for Neighborhood maintenance, one hop delay mea
surement. and providing bandwidth reservation information. It contains a special field indicat

ing whether immediate reply is required or not. HELLO packet is always sent with TTL set as
1.

• Hello intervals to update neighbor information is reasonable to capture the dynamics of the
network

• Transmission range and carrier sensing range are assumed to be same for available bandwidth
calculation at a node

• Initial route discovery latency is tolerable in applications

4.5.4 Tables used in Routing

In ordnr to implemont the routing algorithm, we have used the foiiowing tables in each node of the
network.

.Neighbor Information Table (NlT)iThis table is used to keep information about neighbors,
where one entry per neighbor is maintained. The fields contained m an entry are - NodeJD:
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neighbor's address. Delay: to store average delay to the neighbor, BJConsumed: Bandwidth
consumed by active flows at neighbor, SS: Signal strength value of last packet received from
the neighbor, and Timestamp: for checking the validity of signal strength value.

• Flow Table (FT): For reserving the required bandwidth for each of the active flow passing
through the node for reservation period.

4.5. ROUTE STABILITY BASED QOS ROUTING(RSQR)

Therefore, the total interfering traffic at node I can be calculated as:
' i!

= Bself(I)+ Bneigh{I)+ Bi^ndaryi^)

• Routing Table (RT): To setup and remember forward path and reserve path entry after pro

This can be better understood from the Figure 4.2, where node J has four neighbors A,B,C and D

neighborhood traffic between nodes B and C which equals Tbc 2nd the boundary traffic between
nodes D and E which is Tbe- Therefore, the total interfering traffic. Bint, is the sum of all three

kinds of traffic. However,in some cases neighborhood traffic and boundary traffic may not interfere
with each other and hence can be transmitted simultaneously. In this sense, the above estimation

of Bint{I) is 2 conservative estimate. It has been shown in [115] that, Bint^I) can be estimated as
follows.

cessing QRREP and QRREQ packets respectively as used with AODV.

Bint{I)= S ^seif{J)
J&N{I)

Available Bandwidth Estimation

The available bandwidth of the node I can be estimated as
The difficulty of calculating bandwidth of a wireless channel arises from the fact that it is shared

by multiple nodes unlike in the wired scenario. A simple method of estimating the total available
bandwidth of the wireless channel of a node is by calculating the total bandwidth consumed by all
the nodes in the interference region and deducting it from the raw bandwidth of the node. This
follows from the fact that a node can not use the channel if other interfering nodes are transmitting
or receiving at the same time. The bandwidth estimation technique proposed in [115] is used for this
purpose and it is briefly explained here for clarity.
The following symbols are used in estimating the bandwidth of a wireless channel around a node:
• B: Raw data rate of a node(same for all nodes)
%

• N(I): Set of neighbor of node I
• Bavail: Bandwidth available at the node

Figure 4.2: Interfering Traffic at node J
• Bint'- Total interfering traffic at the node
• Bresv: Bandwidth reserved at the node by different flows
• Beans: Bandwidth consumed by the requesting flow

To estimate the available bandwidth at any node,the total traffic in its interference region needs to be
calculated. It can be observed that there are three kinds of traffic that contribute to total interfering
traffic. Bint- These are -

• Self Traffic Baeif{I), bandwidth consumed by the traffic transmitted or received by node I.

• Neighborhood traffic Bneigh{I), total traffic between J's neighbors, N{1).
m Boundary traffic Bbmmdaryil), total traffic between J's neighbors and nodes that are outside
J's range, whose connection crosses the boundary of node J's acc.essible range.
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and node E is outside of J's range. There is self-traffic between node I and node A that equals Tja,

• Route Request Forwarded Table(RFT): This table is used to store information about QRREQ packets received and forwarded by an intermediate node during route discovery to assist
selection of highest stable route during QRRBP processing.

4.5.5
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Figure 4.3: Additional Traffic by Requesting Flow
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neighbor's address. Delay, to store average delay to the neighbor, BJ^onsumed: Bandwidth
consumed by active flows at neighbor,SS: Signal strength value of last packet received from
the neighbor, and Jimestamp: for checking the validity of signal strength value.

• Flaw Table (FT)-. For reserving the required bandwidth for each of the active flow passing
through the node for reservation period.

• Routing Table (RT): To setup and remember forward path and reserve path entry after pro
cessing QRREP and QRREQ packets respectively as used with AODV.

Therefore,the total interfering traffic at node I can be calculated as:

Bint(^) ~ Bself(^)"b Bneigh(^)+ Bboundary(^)

(4.5)

This can be better understood from the Figure 4.2, where node I has four neighbors A,B,C and D

neighborhood traffic between nodes J5 and C7 which equals Tbc and the boundary traffic between
nodes D and E which is Tde- Therefore, the total interfering traffic. Bint, is the sum of all three

kinds of traffic. However, in some cases neighborhood traffic and boundary traffic may not interfere
with each other and hence can be transmitted simultaneously. In this sense, the above estimation

of Binti,!) is a conservative estimate. It has been shown in [115] that, Bint(I) can be estimated as
follows.

Bint{I)= E

Available Bandwidth Estimation

The available bandwidth of the node I can be estimated as
The difficulty of calculating bandwidth of a wireless charmel arises from the fact that it is shared

by multiple nodes unlike in the wired scenario. A simple method of estimating the total available
bandwidth of the wireless channel of a node is by calculating the total bandwidth consumed by all
the nodes in the interference region and deducting it from the raw bandwidth of the node. This
follows from the fact that a node can not use the channel if other interfering nodes are transmitting
or receiving at the same time. The bandwidth estimation technique proposed in [115] is used for this
purpose and it is briefly explained here for clarity.
The following symbols are used in estimating the bandwidth of a wireless channel around a node:
• B-. Raw data rate of a node(same for all nodes)
%

• N{I): Set of neighbor of node I
• Bavail: Bandwidth available at the node

Figure 4.2: Interfering Traffic at node I
• Bint' Total interfering traffic at the node
• Bfesv: Bandwidth reserved at the node by different flows

• Bams' Bandwidth consumed by the requesting flow
To estimate the available bandwidth at any node,the total traffic in its interference region needs to be
calculated. It can be observed that there are three kinds of traffic that contribute to total interfering
traffic. Bint- These are -

• Self Traffic Baeif{I), bandwidth consumed by the traffic transmitted or received by node I.

• Neighborhood traffic Bneigh{I)y total traffic between /'s neighbors, N{I).
m Boundary traffic Bbaundaryi^), total traffic between /'s neighbors and nodes that are outside
J's range, whose connection crosses the boundary of node J's accessible range.
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and node E is outside of J's range. There is self-traffic between node I and node A that equals Tja,

• Route Request Forwarded Table (RFT): This table is used to store information about QRREQ packets received and forwarded by an intermediate node during route discovery to assist
selection of highest stable route during QRREP processing.

4.5.5
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Figure 4.3; Additional Traffic by Requesting Flow
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pair of time stamped Hello packets between the end points of a link and taking weighted average of
this value. The calculated delays are maintained by the nodes in Neighbor Information Table (NIT)
and are periodically refreshed. To perform end-to-end delay admission control, a node will compare

(4.7)

The bandwidth consumed at a node is different from the requested minimum bandwidth, Bmin^ of
a flow. This is because to satisfy Bmin for a flow going through node I, node I needs to reserve a
bandwidth considering the interference that will be generated in the neighborhood of node I due to

the combined value of accumulated delay (AD EL AY) and per hop delay for the previous hop with

Dmax- If th® combined value is less than or equal to Dmax-- th® route request passes the delay ad
mission control. The route request packets for which either end-to-end delay or throughput can not
be satisfied are dropped and others are allowed to proceed further. Further, to avoid the possibility

transmission of packets belonging to the flow. To understand the situation, see the Figure 4.3. Let
Bi{j) be the bandwidth to be reserved at node I for a flow j with requested minimum bandwidth
Bmin- Then, Bi{j) is defined as follows.

{

BiU)=

of selecting unstable paths, route request packets with signal strength < Thr2 are dropped without

Bmin
2 X Br

performing any processing.

if A or D

(4.8)
else

Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm to check bandwidth availability at node Q

Since, the intermediate nodes need to receive and forward the flow j, the reservation required at the
node is double the requested bandwidth. However, Bj(^j^ doesn't include the additional boundary
traffic, brought by the flow,to node I;e.g.. Tab and Tqd as shown in the Figure 4.3. Due to traffic
aggrngation, both the new self-traffic and new boundary traffic introduced by the requesting flow is
included in computing the total bandwidth consumed by flow j at node 7, Bconsi.1■, j), as follows.
Bcons{.Ii j)

—
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Tab + Tbj + Tjc + Tcd

Input: S, D, Previous Hop ID P, Bmin

Input: NIT of node Q, set of Neighbor of Q, NQ

n ■ \

Output: Bavail (Residual Bandwidth at Q), Breq (Bandwidth required at Q to satisfy mm
1; Breq := Bmin

(4.9)

2

Bint := 0 {* Bint is the total interfering traffic at node Q *}

3

for all (i in NQ) do

Bint := Bint + NIT[i] .Boons {* Boons is the total bandwidth consumed at a neig

4

= BBU) + Bcij)

.

5

end for

With respect to node 7, we call B and C as uplink and downlink neighbors respectively. Therefore,

6

Bavail := B - Bint {* B is Raw bandwidth, which is assumed to be constant J-

Bcons{I, j) can be expressed as

7

if (Q 7^ S) AND (Q ^ D) then

Bcons{I,3) = ^uplink{I){3) + Bdownlink{I){3)

10

else if (P 7^ S) OR (D not in ATQ) then

Breq := 3 * Bmin {*When either its uplink neighbor is S or its downlink neighbor is D }

11

(4.10)

else {When its uplink neighbor is S and downlink neighbor is D}

12

Breq := 2 * Bmin

13

end if

14
15

Admission Control

17

20. end if

mation about bandwidth reservation at the node and periodically exchanges this information with
neighbors through Hello message. Therefore, if a node receives a QRREQ with certain through

requested flow to perform throughput admission control. Algorithm 4.1 shows the details to estimate
the available residual bandwidth (Bavail) and the required bandwidth (Breq) by a route request at
an intermediate node. A mechanism to calculate forwarding delay at each node is required to per
form end-to-end delay admission control at each hop. Per hop delay is calculated by exchanging a

end if

if (Breq > Bavail) then
19- print "Throughput Admission Fails"

section 4.5.5). To enable this estimation of available bandwidth, each node maintains the infor

not. Besides the available bandwidth, a node has to consider the intra-flow contention due to the

Breq := 2 * Bmin

1

path. Each node estimates the available bandwidth at the node by subtracting the consumed ag
gregated bandwidth in the interference range of the node from the raw bandwidth (as discussed in

put requirement, it can decide whether the requested throughput can be supported by the node or

else {when the node is either source or destination}

16

In RSQR, admission control decision at each node should ensure that the requested minimum through
put (Bmin) and maximum end-to-end delay (Dmax) constraints are satisfied in each hop of the
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• uu

Breq := 4 * Bmin {*When neither its uplink neighbor is S nor its downlink neighbor is

9

Now, the total bandwidth reserved at node 7 for all fl ows can be calculated as -

Boons — ^ ^ .^cons(7, j")

^

if (F 7^ S") AND (D not in iVQ) then

8

>

4.5.7

1

Route Discovery

Tn this section, we outline the algorithms that need to be executed at each node to compute

slmy based QOS route between a given pair of source and destination. RSQR's
is done on-demand using selective flooding. To compute a QoS routyo a ^stina lon^
5 generates a QoS Route Request (QRREQ)
cation's requirements. The other fields are specified as; 0 ^ ^

and seq-no+) for seq-no. Rest of the fields are used as m AOD [ ].

o for Ik
^ processing and sending
P

.
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(4.7)

pair of time stamped Hello packets between the end points of a link and taking weighted average of

The bandwidth consumed at a node is different from the requested minimum bandwidth, Bmin, of
a flow. This is because to satisfy Bmin for a flow going through node J, node I needs to reserve a
bandwidth considering the interference that will be generated in the neighborhood of node I due to

this value. The calculated delays are maintained by the nodes in Neighbor Information Table(NIT)

^avail{I^ — H

and are periodically refreshed. To perform end-to-end delay admission control, a node will compare
the combined value of accumulated delay(ADELAY)and per hop delay for the previous hop with
D . If the combined value is less than or equal to Dmax, the route request passes the delay admission control. The route request packets for whieh either end-to-end delay or throughput can not

transmission of packets belonging to the flow. To understand the situation, see the Figure 4.3. Let
Bi{j) be the bandwidth to be reserved at node I for a flow j with requested minimum bandwidth

be satisfied are dropped and others are allowed to proceed further. Further, to avoid the possibility

Bmin- Then, Bi(j) is defined as follows.

of selecting unstable paths, route request packets with signal strength < Thr2 are dropped without
J Bmin
if A or D
I 2 X Bmin gIs&

performing any processing.
(4.8)

Alporithm 4.1 Algorithm to check bandwidth availability at node Q

Since, the intermediate nodes need to receive and forward the flow j, the reservation required at the
node is double the requested bandwidth. However, Bj(j) doesn't include the additional boundary
traffic, brought by the flow,to node I;e.g.. Tab snd Ten shown in the Figure 4.3. Due to traffic
aggregation, both the new self-traffic and new boundary traffic introduced by the requesting flow is
included in computing the total bandwidth consumed by flow j at node I, Bcons{I,j), as follows.
(f5 j) — Tab + Tbi + Tjc -1- Tcd

Input: 5,D,Previous Hop ID P,Hmm

Input: AT/T of node Q,set of Neighbor of Q.ATQ

Output: Bavail(Residual Bandwidth at Q), Breq (Bandwidth required at Q to satisfy Brrnn)
1; Breq := Bmin

Bint ;= 0 {* Bint is the total interfering traffic at node Q *}
for aU(i in NQ)do
• uu •
Bint + NIT[i].Bcons {* Bcons is the total bandwidth consumed at a neighbor i J-

(4.9)

= BB{j)+ Bc{j)

end for

Bavail := B - Bint {* B is Raw bandwidth, which is assumed to be constant *}

With respect to node I, we call B and C as uplink and downlink neighbors respectively. Therefore,

if(Q i- S)AND(Q ^ D)then

Bcansil-,j) can be expressed as

if(P 7^ S)AND(D not in NQ)then

Breq := 4 * Bmin {*When neither its uplink neighbor is S nor its downlink neighbor is

Bcons{I,j) = B.^piink{l)(j)+ BdownlinkU)(7")
Now,the total bandwidth reserved at node I for all flows can be calculated as -

Bcons — ^ Beans(.1J j)

D*}
else if(P 7^ S)OR(D not in NQ)then

10

Breq ;= 3+ Bmin {*When either its uplink neighbor is S or its downlink neighbor is D *}

11

(4.10)

12

Vj

13
14

4.5.6

15

Admission Control

Breq ".= 2 * Bmin
end if

else {when the node is either source or destination}
Btcq

1

In RSQR,admission control decision at each node should ensure that the requested minimum through
put (Bmin) snd maximum end-to-end delay (Dmax) constraints are satisfied in each hop of the
path. Each node estimates the available bandwidth at the node by subtracting the consumed ag
gregated bandwidth in the interference range of the node from the raw bandwidth (as discussed in

else {When its uplink neighbor is S and downlink neighbor is D}

^ ^ Bmzn

end if

1

^Breq ^ Bavail)then

1
1

print "Throughput Admission Fails"
end if

section 4.5.5). To enable this estimation of available bandwidth, each node maintains the infor

mation about bandwidth reservation at the node and periodically exchanges this information with
neighbors through Hello message. Therefore, if a node receives a QRREQ with certain through
put requirement, it can decide whether the requested throughput can be supported by the node or

\

4.5.7 Route Discovery

T tVlis section we outline the algorithms that need to be executed at each node to compute a Route

not. Besides the available bandwidth, a node has to consider the intra-flow contention due to the

<!tabilitv based QoS route between a given pair of source and destination. RSQR's route discovery

requested flow to perform throughput admission control. Algorithm 4.1 shows the details to estimate
the available residual bandwidth (Bavail) and the required bandwidth (Breq)by a route request at

q generates a QoS Route Request (QRREQ) packet with values for Bmin and Dmaxjrorn^ PP

an intermediate node. A mechanism to calculate forwarding delay at each node is required to per
form end-to-end delay admission control at each hop. Per hop delay is calculated by exchanging a

■stnfcldemand using selective flooding. To compute a QoS route to a destination . the somce

fafionTrecuilents. The other flelds are specified as: 0 for ADELAY, 1 for ^FS, 0 for APU
and seq-no+l for seq.no. Rest of the flelds are used as in AODV[85]. After processing an se
fHESIS
Lakshminath Bazbaroa Cantral Librarf
Instituta of Technology Guwahat
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a QRREQ packet, source node starts a timer of duration 3 x Dmax before waiting for a QRREP
packet from the destination. The timer is set as 3 x Dmax,because it represents the maximum time
that will be required to receive a QRREP from the destination through a route whose maximum one

way end-to-end delay will be < Dmax- In our routing protocol, destination is given an upper bound

of time period which is RRL(where RRL is always < Dmax)to process the QRREQ packets to
compute a QoS route with higher stability. If source node does not receive any QRREP within the

timeout period, it assumes failure of route discovery and the source node will initiate rediscovery af
ter a backoff period of3 x Dmax- Every successive route discovery failure will increase the backoff
period exponentially till some maximum retry limit after which the user will be notified of the route

discovery failure. The operations performed by different nodes for the processing of QRREQ and
QRREP are explained in the following subsections.

Algorithm 4.3 Algorithm to compute Link Stability metric
Input: SS^,SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
Output: LS(Link Stability), LU(Link Uncertainty)

Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm to process and update QRREQ packets at intermediate node Q in RSQR

1: L5:=- 1.0

Input; A QRREQ packet from node P with S,D,Bmin,Dmax, ADELAY,APS and APU

2: if(55^ >Thri)then

Input: Signal strength values SS^ (current)and SS^(recent), list of neighbors of Q,Nq

3:

LS :=l.O ;LU :=0

4:

return

1: if(55^ <T/ir2)then
2:

Drop QRREQ packet {*Signal Strength is very poor*}

5: end if

3:

return

6: if(.(SS^ > Thr2)AND {{SS^ not defined)or(SS^ < RxTh))then
7;

4: end if
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:

if(delay or throughput admission control fails) then
Drop QRREQ packet

LU := 1 ;retum

8: end if

9: if(SS^ > Thr2)AND(SS^ > RxTh)then

return

else

ADELAY:= ADELAY + NIT[P].Delay

10: end if

til

10:

DSS:= 552-551

11:

LU :=0

12;

if(DSS < ui)then
LS := 1.0

13;

11: Estimate LS and LU \xsmg Algorithm 4.3
12: if(L(7 7^ l)then

14:

13:

16:

else if iDSS < U2)then

15:

APS:= APS * LS

14: else

17:

15:

18:

APU:= APU + LU

else

LS-0.0
end if

16: end if

19: else

17: Update QRREQ with ADELAY,APS and APU
18: if(QRREQ is not already forwarded) or(QRREQ has better value for APU or same value of

20:

21; end if

APU but better value for APS)then
19

Make an RFT entry with iS,D,seqjno,ADELAY,APU,APS,P)

20

end if

21

if(QRREQ is not already forwarded)then

22

J

Make a temporary reverse RT entry, a FT entry with timeout = 3* Dn
Broadcast the QRREQ packet to next hop

'inox

23
24

end if

TH-1850_Nityananda
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a QRREQ packet, source node starts a timer of duration 3 x Djnax before waiting for a QRREP
packet from the destination. The timer is set as 3 x Dmax,because it represents the maximum time
that will be required to receive a QRREP from the destination through a route whose maximum one
way end-to-end delay will be < Dmax- In our routing protocol, destination is given an upper bound

I I

of time period which is RRL (where RRL is always < Dmax)to process the QRREQ packets to
compute a QoS route with higher stability. If source node does not receive any QRREP within the

timeout period, it assumes failure ofroute discovery and the source node will initiate rediscovery af
ter a backoff period of3 x Dmax'Every successive route discovery failure will increase the backoff
period exponentially till some maximum retry limit after which the user will be notified of the route

discovery failure. The operations performed by different nodes for the processing of QRREQ and

Algorithm 4.3 Algorithm to compute Link Stability metric
Input: SS"^, SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
Output: LS(Link Stability), LU(Link Uncertainty)

QRREP are explained in the following subsections.

Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm to process and update QRREQ packets at intermediate node Q in RSQR

1: LS :=-l.O

Input: A QRREQ packet from node P with S,D,Bmin,Dmax, ABELAY,APS and APU

2: if(SS^>Thri)fhen

Input: Signal strength values SS^(current) and SS^(recent), list of neighbors of Q,Nq

3:

LS:=1.0,LU:=0

1: if{SS^ < Thr2)flren

4;

return

2:

Drop QRREQ packet {*Signal Strength is very poor*}

5: end if

3:

return

6: if(.(SS^ > Thr2)AND((55^ not defined)or{SS^ < RxTh))then

4: end if

7:

LU := 1 ;retum

5: if(delay or throughput admission control fails) then
6: Drop QRREQ packet

8: end if

9: if(55^ > Thr2)AND {SS'^ > RxTh)then
10:

DSS:= SS^ -SS^

8: else

11:

LU :=0

9:

12:

if(DSS < ui)then

7:

return

ADELAY:= ABELAY + NIT[P].Delay

10: end if

13:

11: Estimate LS and LU \xs\n% Algorithm 4.3
12: if(XC/7^ l)then

14:

13:

16:

LS := 1-0

else if{DSS < U2)then
LS:=

15;

APS:= APS * LS

14: else

17:

15:

18:

APU'.= APU + LU

else

LS:=0.0
end if

16: end if

19; else

17: Update QRREQ with ADELAY,APS and APU
18: if(QRREQ is not already forwarded) or(QRREQ has better value for APU or same value of

20;

LS:=0.0

21; end if

APU but better value for APS)then

19:

Make an RET entry with(S,D,seq.no,ADELAY,APU,APS,P)

j

20: end if

21: if(QRREQ is not already forwarded)then
22:
23:

Make a temporary reverse RT entry, a FT entry with timeout = 3♦
Broadcast the QRREQ packet to next hop

^max

24: end if
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Operations performed by Intermediate node

An intermediate node t, after receiving a QRREQ packet, checks the signal strength of QRREQ
and simply drops the packet if its strength is very poor (less than a threshold Thr2). Otherwise,
node z performs the delay and throughput admission control. If the QRREQ passes both delay and
throughput admission control, node i makes a temporary reverse route entry in RT {Routing Table)
with timeout = 3 x D^ax and also remembers the seqjno of the QRREQ packet. The reason for
settmg timeout = 3x
is same as explained in section 4.5.7. Node i computes the Link Stability
(LS)and/or Link Uncertainty{LU)(using Algorithm 4.3)of the link through which it has received

Algorithm 4.4 Algorithm to process and update QRREP packets at intermediate node Q in RSQR
Input: A QRREP packet from node P with S,D,Bmin,Dmax,ADELAY,APS and APU
Input: Signal strength values SS^ (current)and SS^(recent), list of neighbors of Q,Nq
1; if(55^ < T/ira)then

2:

Drop QRREP packet {Signal Strength very poor}

3:

return

the QRREQ. After these processing, some fields in QRREQ are modified such that the modified

4; end if

values contain the route stability and end-to-end delay of the explored route up to the current node.
Before rebroadcasting ofQRREQ,node i stores relevant information from QRREQ packet in a table
called Route Request Forwarded Table{RFT). seg.no field in QRREQ packet is used to detect

5; if(delay or throughput admission control fails)then

the duplicate QRREQ packet. Before discarding duplicate QRREQ packets, an intermediate node

8* ds6

performs similar processing as is done for a new QRREQ packet. For a duplicate QRREQ packet,
which passes all admission control criteria and contains better values for route stability or delay or

9:

both, an entry in RFT is made before discarding the packet. If a node receives no QRREP before the

expiry of a reverse route entry, that reverse route entry in RT is purged and any late QRREP packet
for the entry is simply dropped. Algorithm 4.2 gives the detail processing of an QRREQ packet by
an intermediate node.

On Receiving a QRREP packet, node i performs similar processing as done when receiving a
QRREQ packet as shown in Algorithm 4.4. If the received QRREP packet passes admission control,

6:

Drop QRREP packet

7:

return

ADELAY:= ADELAY + NIT[P].Delay

10: end if

11: K:=tio. of entry in RFT for corresponding QRREQ

j2; L:— index of the first entry in RFT for corresponding QRREQ
13- R := PreviousTIopTD in reverse RT entry for QRREQ
14: APU*:= APU value in reverse RT entry for QRREQ
j5. APS*:= APS value in reverse RT entry for QRREQ
16: i .= E

node I looks up RFT for the corresponding QRREQ to select the entry with highest stability which
satisfies both delay and throughput constraint. Node i updates APS and APU fields in QRREP so
that they will represent stability ofthe route to be followed by the QRREP packet. Before forwarding

17: Count := K
18: while {Count > 1)do
j:= Next entry for QRREQ in RFT
19:

the QRREP packet toward the source, node i makes an RT entry (with timeout = 2 x Umax)and
reset the timeout of the Flow Table {FT)entry for the flow to 2 x
The reason for setting
a timeout period for RT and FT entries at the time of forwarding a QRREP packet is to enable

20:

removal of unused entries automatically from the corresponding tables. Here, we have assumed that
source starts usmg a route without delay once it receives the QRREP packet for the route. In this
case, after forwarding the QRREP packet for a selected route, an intermediate node should not take
more than 2 x Dmax to receive the first packet using the given route. This is why the timeout is set
as 2 X Dffiax. In the case,none ofthe entries in RFT satisfies both delay and throughput constraints,
the QRREP packet is discarded and related table entries for the route request (created during the

{ADELAY + RFT[i\.ADELAY < Dma«)then

21:

22:
23:

24:
25:

if {RFT\ji\.APU < RFT\^\.APU) or {{RFT[i\.APU = RFT\j].APU) and
{RFT[i].APS < RFT\j].APS))then
i:=j
end if

end if

Count'.— Count -1

26: end while
27- if(i^^)^®"

forwarding ofcorresponding QRREQ)are removed. If no data packet for a selected route is received

28-

APU := APU -{APU* - RFT\i].APU)

within a time period of 2 x Dmax after forwarding of a QRREP packet, the corresponding entries
in RT and FT are purged automatically. Only after receiving the first data packet, before timeout
of an RT entry, the throughput reservation at the node is activated in FT. Algorithm 4.4 shows the

29:
30-

AFS:=APS*RFT[i\.APS/APS*
R ■•= RFT[i].PrevJIopJD

31" end if

processing of QRREP packets by an intermediate node.

32: Construct a QRREP with ADELAY, APS and APU

Operations performed by Destination node

35: Remove RFT entries for QRREQ

Destination node may receive multiple QRREQ packets that reach the destination by following dif
ferent candidate routes. Destination node, after receiving a QRREQ, performs admission control

TH-1850_Nityananda

33- Make a RT entry with timeout = 2 * Dmax
34- Reset FT entry with timeout = 2 * Dmax
36: Forward QRREP to R
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Operations performed by Intermediate node

An intermediate node i. after receiving a QRREQ packet, checks the signal strength of QRREQ

Algorithm 4.4 Algorithm to process and update QRREP packets at intermediate node Q in RSQR

an simply drops the packet if its strength is very poor (less than a threshold Thr2). Otherwise,

Input: A QRREP packet from node P with S,D,Bmin,Dmax^ ADELAY,APS and APU

node t performs the delay and throughput admission control. If the QRREQ passes both delay and
throughput admission control, node i makes a temporary reverse route entry in RT {Routing Table)
with ttmeout = 3 x Dmax and also remembers the seqjno of the QRREQ packet. The reason for
settmg ttmeout = 3x Dm^ is same as explained in section 4.5.7. Node i computes the Link Stability
{LS)and/or Link Uncertainty{LU){using Algorithm 4.3)of the link through which it has received

Input*: Signal strength values SS^ (current)and SS^ (recent), list of neighbors of Q,Nq
1; \f{SS^ < T/ir2)then

2: Drop QRREP packet {Signal Strength very poor}
3:

return

the QRREQ. After these processing, some fields in QRREQ are modified such that the modified

4; end if

values contam the route stability and end-to-end delay of the explored route up to the current node.
Before rebroadcastmg of QRREQ,node i stores relevant information from QRREQ packet in a table
called Route Request Forwarded Table{RFT). seq.no field in QRREQ packet is used to detect

5; if(delay or throughput admission control fails)then
6:

Drop QRREP packet

7;

return

the duplicate QRREQ packet. Before discarding duplicate QRREQ packets, an intermediate node

8* clS6

9;

performs similar processing as is done for a new QRREQ packet. For a duplicate QRREQ packet,
which passes all admission control criteria and contains better values for route stability or delay or

10

expiry of a reverse route entry, that reverse route entry in RT is purged and any late QRREP packet
for the entiy is simply dropped. Algorithm 4.2 gives the detail processing of an QRREQ packet by

APU* := APU value in reverse RT entry for QRREQ

an intermediate node.

jg. APS* '=■ APS value in reverse RT entry for QRREQ

On Receiving a QRREP packet, node i performs similar processing as done when receiving a

16: i :=L

QRREQ packet as shown in Algorithm 4.4. If the received QRREP packet passes admission control,
node t looks up RFT for the corresponding QRREQ to select the entry with highest stability which
satisfies both delay and throughput constraint. Node i updates APS and APU fields in QRREP so
that they will represent stability ofthe route to be followed by the QRREP packet. Before forwarding
the QRREP packet toward the source, node i makes an RT entry (with timeout = 2 x Dmax)and
reset the timeout of the Flow Table {FT)entry for the flow to 2 x
The reason for setting
a timeout period for RT and FT entries at the time of forwarding a QRREP packet is to enable

forwarding ofcorresponding QRREQ)are removed. If no data packet for a selected route is received

within a time period of 2 x Dmax after forwarding of a QRREP packet, the corresponding entries
in RT and FT are purged automatically. Only after receiving the first data packet, before timeout
of an J2r entry, the throughput reservation at the node is activated in FT. Algorithm 4.4 shows the

nd

11: K:= no. of entry in RFT for corresponding QRREQ
12: L:= index of the first entry in RFT for corresponding QRREQ
J3. ;= PreviousJIopAD in reverse RT entry for QRREQ

both, an entry in RFT is made before discarding the packet. If a node receives no QRREP before the

removal of unused entries automatically from the corresponding tables. Here, we have assumed that
source starts using a route without delay once it receives the QRREP packet for the route. In this
case, after forwarding the QRREP packet for a selected route, an intermediate node should not take
more than 2 x Dmax to receive the first packet using the given route. This is why the timeout is set
as 2 X Dmax. In the case,none ofthe entries in RFT satisfies both delay and throughput constraints,
the QRREP packet is discarded and related table entries for the route request (created during the

ADELAY:= ADELAY + NIT{P\.Delay

17; Count := K
18; while {Count > 1) do
j:-= Next entry for QRREQ in RFT
19:

if {ADELAY + RFT[i] .ADELAY < Dmax) then

20:
21:

22:
0

23:

24:
25:

if {RFT\^\.APU < RFT[i].APU) or {{RFT]jL].APU = RFT\j].APU) and
{RFT[i].APS < RFT[j].APS))1iben
i:=j
end if

end if

Count- Count -1

26; end while
97- if a 7^ D) then

f; Ypy APU - (.APU' - RFT^].APU)
29-

30-

APS := APS * RFT\i].APS/APS*
R:= RFT[i].PrevJIopJD
if

processing of QRREP packets by an intermediate node.

32: Construct a QRREP with ADELAY, APS and APU

Operations performed by Destination node

35; Remove RFT entries for QRREQ

Destination node may receive multiple QRREQ packets that reach the destination by following dif

36: Forward QRREP to R

33- Make a RT entry with timeout = 2* Dmax
34. g^eset FT entry with timeout = 2 * Dmax

ferent candidate routes. Destination node, after receiving a QRREQ, performs admission control
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and computes route stability as performed by an intermediate node. After receiving the first QRREQ
packet which satisfies the QoS constraints, it waits for a small period of time called Route Reply
Latency (RRL) to receive more QRREQ packets belonging to the same route request. We have set

RRJL in such a way that it is always < Dmax^ but larger enough to collect sufficient QRREQ packets
for computing highest stable QoS routes. After the expiry of the waiting time, destination generates
a QRREP packet for the QRREQ packet which corresponds to QoS route with highest route stability
value. It is worth pointing out here that in DSR and AODV, route selection algorithm prefers the
route corresponding to the route request that reaches the destination node first. Similarly, in AQOR,
route reply that reaches the source first is selected. The basic reason for selecting the first route
request/reply is that, this route is less congested than the others. Of course, this route may contain
highly unstable links, which makes route failure more likely during data communication. Therefore,
it is more reasonable to look at the route stability value of the candidate routes to make final selection

of the route. Further, as compared to AQOR where multiple route reply packets are sent from des

4.5. ROUTE STABILITY BASED QOS ROUTING(RSQR)

Algorithm 4.5 Algorithm to process QRREQ packets at Destination node D in RSQR
Input: A QRREQ packet from node P with S,D,Brniui Dmaxi ADELAY,APS and APU

Input: Signal strength values SS\ (current) and SS2(recent), list of neighbors of D,Nd
1: Lines I-I7 of Algorithm 4.2 {* means up to statement Update QRREQ with ADELAY,APS
and APU *}

2- APS* := APS-, APU* := APU\ P* := P {* for the 1st copy of QRREQ only *} {*To
remember the best stable route seen so far*}

3: start-timer(Af){* for the 1st copy of QRREQ only *}{* At is a very small time interval, RRL
(< Dmax)*}
4: while(not time-out) do

5:
6;

^

if(a QRREQ with {S,D,seqjno,APU,APS,R) arrives at D)then
i'I{{APU < APU*)or{{APU = APU*)and {APS > APS*)))then
1st *}

tination to source, in our proposal, destination sends only one route reply which corresponds to the
highest stable QoS route from source to destination. This reduces considerable amount of control

overhead in our proposed protocol. In RSQR, destination does the following before generating a
route reply for the selected route. It copies QoS and route stability related fields of QRREQ to QR
REP and initializes ADELAY with zero. Destination creates both an RT entry and a FT entry for
the requested flow with {timeout = 2 x D-max)- Only after receiving the first data packet belonging

j^pQ* .— APS' APU* ■= APU', P* := R {* for the copies of QRREQ other than the

8:
9:

end if
end if

10: end while

11: Make a RT entry, an FT entry with timeout = 2 * Dmax

12: Send a QRREP packet to P* with ADELAY - 0

to a flow on or before this time period, the throughput reservation for the flow is made active for a

reservation period, T,in FT. T is determined from the application's throughput requirement and is

defined as(A;* * S!Bmin)[115], where k is the allowed packet loss and N is the maximum packet
length (in bytes) used at PHY level. The reservation of throughput in FT is required to guarantee
the availability of the requested throughput during the communication session of the flow. How

ever, absence of data packet within a reservation period will lead to the deletion of the entry from
FT^, which leads to QoS violation and subsequent route recovery process in the network Similar

throughput reservation is done at every node in the route from source to destination. Algorithm 4.5
explains the operations by the destination.

4.5.8 An example showing Route Discovery using RSQR

The route discovery process of RSQR is shown in Figure 4.4 - Figure 4.8 for an arbitrary network
of 10 nodes. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we have not shown processing related to admission
control. Further, we have assumed that all QRREQ/QRREP packets pass admission control due
to bandwidth and delay. In the figures, the label shown below a link represents the current link

stability value of that link. As shown in Figure 4.4, node S initiates a route discovery to find a QoS
route to node D by broadcasting a QRREQ packet. Node S initializes the fields in QRREQ packet
in accordance with QoS requirement of the flow as discussed in Sec. 4.5.7. Every intermediate
node, after receiving a QRREQ packet, processes the QRREQ packet as explained in Algorithm 4.2.
Figure 4.5 shows the processing of the QRREQ packet by the intermediate no4e H after it receives
the first copy of QRREQ from E. Along with creating a reverse route entry in RT (which is not
shown in the figure), node H creates an RFT entry to remember the stability (APS=0.64, APU=0)
and accumulated delay(ADELAY=0.024) values for the explored path from S to H. It can happen
that the first copy of QRREQ packet received at a node may not correspond to the best possible
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stable QoS path from source to that node. Hence, to enable the selection of the est possi e sta e

path from source to the current node, subsequent QRREQ packets that are receive wit in a small
time interval) after receiving the first copy are to be considered. Relevant information in an QRREQ
packet that either has a better delay or stability value or both in comparison with all the previously
recorded valid entries in RFT are recorded in RFT. Here, along with route stability value, delay
metric is also considered. Otherwise, selection of some high stable route at an intermediate node
may result in routing failure due to elimination of some potential delay bound QoS paths in the
network This is in contrast with processing of route request packet by an intermediate node in other

1-demand routing protocols like DSR, AODV[85], AQOR[115] etc. In those protocols, except the

fi ct other copies of route request packet are simply discarded as duplicate. Another possible way of
the best stable path is to process and forward all copies of QRREQ (received within a fixed

Hme neriod) by an intermediate node. This second option definitely leads to a costly operation in
limited bandwidth networks like MANETs. Figure 4.6 shows the processing of the second copy of
oTrEO
received fromAF. Because, the second
copy of QRREQ
betterinroute
stability
QKKtiv.2Ppacket by H
.„TT
to this ORREQ
packet ishas
entered
J?FT.
It can
vahie('APS=0.80,APU=0), a record corresponding to tmst.^jvi^E'VF
,
,
he seen that node D receives two copies of QRREQ packet, one through H and another through I
(as shown in Figure 4.6). Without loss of generality, we have assumed that within its RRL node

D receives
the copy of• QRREQ
coming through
I (with APS=0.32, ^U=0) before receiving the
~
,1u u
mn thp comnuted route stability values for the received
rnnv
k.up_)f

of QRREQ
coming1 •through
H. Based /Ion tne
compuit-u
j H as the highest stable
vi
j • a;
n celects
the route through
nPRFO packets as explained in Algorithm 4.5, U seiecis.
&
&

OoS route and sends an QRREP packet for the source X through H (as shown in Figute 4.7). Node
H after receiving a QRREP, consults its RFT and finds the highest stable path from H to S that
satisfy the QoS requitement of the flow. Accordingly, H selects the second entry from RFT wrth
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and computes route stability as performed by an intermediate node. After receiving the first QRREQ
packet which satisfies the QoS constraints, it waits for a small period of time called Route Reply
Ixitency(RRL)to receive more QRREQ packets belonging to the same route request. We have set

RRL in such a way that it is always < Dmaxt but larger enough to collect sufficient QRREQ packets
for computing highest stable QoS routes. After the expiry of the waiting time, destination generates
a QRREP packet for the QRREQ packet which corresponds to QoS route with highest route stability

value. It is worth pointing out here that in DSR and AODV,route selection algorithm prefers the
route corresponding to the route request that reaches the destination node first. Similarly, in AQOR,
route reply that reaches the source first is selected. The basic reason for selecting the first route
request/reply is that, this route is less congested than the others. Of course, this route may contain
highly unstable links, which makes route failure more likely during data communication. Therefore,
it is more reasonable to look at the route stability value ofthe candidate routes to make final selectioii

4.5. ROUTE STABILITY BASED QOS ROUTING(RSQR)

Algorithm 4.5 Algorithm to process QRREQ packets at Destination node D in RSQR
Input: A QRREQ packet from node.P with 5,D,
ADi'f'AY,AFiS
Input: Signal strength values SSi (current)and SS2(recent), list of neighbore
^
1: Lines 1-17 of Algorithm 4.2{* means up to statement Update QRREQ with AD

4 p<7

2: APS* := APS-, APU* := APU', P* := P {* for the 1st copy of QRREQ only *} {*To
remember the best stable route seen so far*}

RRL

3; start-timer(At){* for the 1st copy of QRREQ only *}{* At is a very sma ime
(< Dmax)*}
while(not time-out)do

if(a QRREQ with {S,D,seq-no,APU,APS,R)arrives at D)then
if(f APT! <r APU*)or{{APU — APU*)and{APS > APS*)))then

of the route. Further, as compared to AQOR where multiple route reply packets are sent from des

APS'^= IpS-Z^U-~ APU;P-I {•for ^copies of QRREQ odrer«.an«.e

tination to source, in our proposal, destination sends only one route reply which corresponds to the

1st*}

highest stable QoS route from source to destination. This reduces considerable amount of control

end if

overhead in our proposed protocol. In RSQR, destination does the following before generating a

end if

route reply for the selected route. It copies QoS and route stability related fields of QRREQ to QR
REP and initializes ADELAY with zero. Destination creates both an RT entry and a FT entry for
the requested flow with {timeout = 2 x Dmax\ Only after receiving the first data packet belonging

end while

Make a RT entry, an FT entry with timeout = 2* Dmax
Send a QRREP packet to P* with ADELAY = 0

to a flow on or before this time period, the throughput reservation for the flow is made active for a

reservation period, T,in FT. T is determined from the application's throughput requirement and is

defined as(fc* AT*S/Bmin)[115], where k is the allowed packet loss and N is the maximum packet
length (in bytes) used at PHY level. The reservation of throughput in FT is required to guarantee
the availability of the requested throughput during the communication session of the flow. How

ever, absence of data packet within a reservation period will lead to the deletion of the entry from
FT, which leads to QoS violation and subsequent route recovery process in the network. Similar

throughput reservation is done at every node in the route from source to destination. Algorithm 4.5
explains the operations by the destination.

4.5.8 An.example showing Route Discovery using RSQR

The route discovery process of RSQR is shown in Figure 4.4 - Figure 4.8 for an arbitrary network
of 10 nodes. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we have not shown processing related to admission
control. Further, we have assumed that all QRREQ/QRREP packets pass admission control due
to bandwidth and delay. In the figures, the label shown below a link represents the current link

stability value of that link. As shown in Figure 4.4, node S initiates a route discovery to find a QoS

route to node D by broadcasting a QRREQ packet. Node S initializes the fields in QRREQ packet
in accordance with QoS requirement of the flow as discussed in Sec. 4.5.7. Every intermediate
node, after receiving a QRREQ packet, processes the QRREQ packet as explained in Algorithm 4.2.
Figure 4.5 shows the processing of the QRREQ packet by the intermediate node H after it receives
the first copy of QRREQ from E. Along with creating a reverse route entry in RT (which is not
shown in the figure), node H creates an RFT entry to remember the stability (APS=0.64, APU=0)
and accumulated delay'(ADELAY=0.024) values for the explored path from S to H. It can happen
that the first copy of QRREQ packet received at a node may not correspond to the best possible
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stable QoS path from source to that node. Hence, to enable the selection of the best possible

path from source to the current node,subsequent QRREQ packets that ate received (within a smaU

time interval) after receiving the first copy are to be considered. Relevant information in an
packet that either has a better delay or stability value or both in comparison wi a e previou

recorded valid entries in RFT are recorded in RFT. Here, along with route stabi ity va ue, e ay
metric is also considered. Otherwise, selection of some high stable route at an interme mte no
v result in routing failure due to elimination of some potential delay-bound QoS pat s in e
(.twork. This is in contrast with processing of route request packet by an intermediate node in ot er
" -demand routing protocols like DSR,AODV[85], AQOR[l15] etc. In those protocols, except e
fi"t other copies of route request packet are simply discarded as duplicate. Another possible way o

the best stable path is to ptocess and forward all copies of QRREQ(received within a fixed

f e Lod)by an intermediate node. This second option definitely leads to a costly operation m
'mired bandwidth networks like MANETs. Figure 4.6 shows the processing of the second copy of
AurEO packet by H received fiom F.Because,the second copy ofQRREQ has better route stability
?le(^S=0.80,AFU=0),a record corresponding to this QRREQ packet is entered in RFT. It can
^ seen that node D receives two copies of QRREQ packet, one through H and another t^ugh /
shown in Figure 4.6). Without loss of generality, we have assumed that within its RRL node

n receives the copy of QRREQ coming through 7(with APS=0.32, APU-0)before receiving the
coDV of QRREQ coming through 77. Based on the computed route stability values for the received
ORMQ packets as explained in Algorithm 4.5,D selects the route through 77 as the highest stable

OoS route and sends an QRREP packet for the source S through 77(as shown in Figure 4.7). Nirfe
H after receiving a QRREP, consults its RFT and finds the highest stable path from H to S that
sJtisfy the QoS requirement of the flow. Accordingly, 77 selects the second entry from RFT with
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(APS=0.80, APU=0)and modify the QRREP packet accordingly (as explained in Algorithm 4.4) so
that the stability value contained in the final QRREP packet will correspond to the stability value
of the route to be followed by QRREP. Node H forwards the QRREP packet to node F(obtained
from Prev Hop value in the selected RET entiy). All the intermediate nodes B,F and H set up their
forward RT entry during the time of forwarding QRREP packet toward the source. Finally, when
the source S receives the QRREP packet and a QoS route from 5 to D is established (as shown in

SclNo, IPrtT APU APS ADELAY
Src,Dtst H°P

Figure 4.8).
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(APS=0.80, APU=0)and modify the QRREP packet accordingly (as explained in Algorithm 4.4) so

that the stability value contained in the final QRREP packet will correspond to the stability value
of the route to be followed by QRREP. Node H forwards the QRREP packet to node F(obtained
from Prev Hop value in the selected RET entry). All the intermediate nodes B,F and H set up their
forward BT entry during the time of forwarding QRREP packet toward the source. Finally, when

Sei.No, Pre? APU APS AMXAY
Src,Dest Hop

the source S receives the QRREP packet cuid a QoS route from 5 to D is established (as shown in

101,S,D E

0

0.64 0.024

Figure 4.8).
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4.5.9 Adaptive Route Recovery

destination due to bidirectional wireless link assumption. The RUPD is sent with limited flooding by

The QoS-aware routes in MANETs experience frequent route failure and/or QoS violation mainly
due to node mobility and unreliable shared wireless media. Incorporating route stability into routing
reduces the frequency of route failures by favoring highly stable route and thereby making resource
reservation valid for longer period of time. QoS violation is encountered due to prevailing network

using TTL equal to hop count of the already broken route plus a small constant. The RUPD packets

conditions like channel degradation, network congestion etc. Similarly, route failures take place as
a result of node mobility and node failures. Therefore, to reduce QoS disruption an instant QoS
violation detection and recovery mechanism is a must. Below we will discuss the adaptive route

are treated similar to QRREP packets by the source and QRREQ packets by the intermediate nodes.
If at least one RUPD packet arrives at the source before bandwidth reservation timer expires, the

QoS route recovery is successful and the source switches its flow from old route to new route. In the
case, recovery by destination fails, the route recovery by source is initiated as in [85] with the he p
of RERR packet generated by the upstream node of a broken link. Any intermediate node w ic

receives a RERR packet marks the path using the link as invalid and forwards the REI^ pac et
toward the source. Finally, after receiving the RERR packet source initiates a new route iscovery

recovery process followed in RSQR.

for the same destination if it requires to perform further communications with the destination.
4.6 Simulations and Performance Evaluation

tolghput as the QoS parameters. The ^otocol proposed in [19] is almost

out performance improvement over AQOR. A performance improvement over Q [ ]

A QoS route from S toDis

established as shown by dotted
lines

obtained in [47] by defining another QoS metric called path cost. Because, our pro oco oes no
consider path cost, so we have not considered [47]for performance comparison, est o e rou mg
protocols in the reference are either purely best-effort based with stability metric ot ey consi er

route length as a QoS parameter. Therefore, we found AQOR[115]as the best available QoS routing
Figure 4.8: An example showing route discovery(A QoS route between S and D is established)
End-to-end Delay violation detection during data transmission session is done at the destination

through computation of one way delay (downstream delay) experienced by the data packets. The
clock offset between source and destination is computed by the source from the round trip delay
between source and destmation and the destination's time stamp on QRREP packet. Source sends
this clock offset value to the destination at the beginning of data flow. From the clock offset, and
the source s time-stamp on data packet, destination can compute one way delay, Ta of a data packet.
Therefore, if destination finds > Dmax for a received data packet, it detects delay violation for
the data packet. This violation may be temporary, so destination observes for n (a constant, to be
determined for the network)number ofcontinuous delay violations to trigger a delay violation alarm.
There is an indirect way to detect possible throughput violation by detecting absence of data packets

of a flow in the destination for a particular time interval called throughput reservation timer(T)
(as defined in section 4.5.7 under Operation performed by Destination node). We have maintained
a throughput reservation timer T at destination and QoS violation is indicated if no data packet
for a flow is received within this interval. Bandwidth reservation timer is also maintained in all

intermediate nodes of a QoS route for canceling out(tear down)bandwidth reservation in broken or
obsolete route. Recovery from QoS violation is done by sending a Route Update,RUPD (unsolicited
QRREP)from destination to the source for discovering a new QoS route to the source. Here, we have
assumed that the route from the destination to the source is similar to the route from the source to the
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protocol to compare its performance with RSQR.
j Performance Metrics and Simulation parameters

Following metrics have been used for performance analysis.

• Traffic Admission Ratio(TAR): This is the ratio of number of data packets actually sent by the

sources and the number of data packets generated at the sources. This measures the effective
ness of admission control policy.

• Packet Delivery
RatioL (FDR):
This1is the.ratioII ,ofcanf
number
of data packets received at the desti,,
fj
tn the network. This measures the quality
nations and the number of data packets actually sent to me n

of the discovered path.

.Normalized Con,rot Overhead(NCO):This is the ratio of number ofcontrol pactots sent to the

r^Zrk hop-wise and the number of data packets delivered at the desttnattons. Thts measures
the overhead induced by the protocol.

.End-,o-End Delay(E2ED): This gives the average time delay tot a data packet has encoun
tered from the time it was sent by a source to the time it was delivered at the destination. This
measures the delay performance of the QoS flows.
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destination due to bidirectional wireless link assumption. The RUPD is sent with limited flooding by

The QoS-aware routes in MANETs experience frequent route failure and/or QoS violation mainly
due to node mobility and unreliable shared wireless media. Incorporating route stability into routing
reduces the frequency of route failures by favoring highly stable route and thereby making resource
reservation valid for longer period of time. QoS violation is encountered due to prevailing network
conditions like channel degradation, network congestion etc. Similarly, route failures take place as
a result of node mobility and node failures. Therefore, to reduce QoS disruption an instant QoS
violation detection and recovery mechanism is a must. Below we will discuss the adaptive route

using TTL equal to hop count of the already broken route plus a small constant. The RUPD packets

recovery process followed in RSQR.

toward the source. Finally, after receiving the RERR packet source initiates a new route discovery
for the same destination if it requires to perform further communications with the destination.

are treated similar to QRREP packets by the source and QRREQ packets by the intermediate nodes.
If at least one RUPD packet arrives at the source before bandwidth reservation timer expires, the

QoS route recovery is successful and the source switches its flow from old route to new route. In the
case, recovery by destination fails, the route recovery by source is initiated as in [85] with the help

of RERR packet generated by the upstream node of a broken link. Any intermediate node which
receives a RERR packet marks the path using the link as invalid and forwards the RERR packet

4.6 Simulations and Performance Evaluation

W'-' o\

In this section, we have investigated the performance of our proposed protocol and comp^e it with
AQOR[l 15] through an extensive set of simulations. We have taken AQOR [115] for performance

caparison with RSQR, because AQOR [115] is the closest protocol to RSQR as compared with

oZqcS-aware protocols found in (16, 17, 86. 123). Both RSQR and AQOR tahe de ay and
throughput as the QoS parameters. The protocol proposed m [19] is almttst
out performance improvement over AQOR. A performance improvemen over

0.5

A QoS route from S to D is
established as shown by dotted
lines

obtained in [47] by defining another QoS metric called path cost. Because, our protoco oes not

consider path cost, so we have not considered [47]for performance comparison. Rest o t e rouUng

protocols in the reference are either purely best-effort based with stability metric or they consider
route length as a QoS parameter. Therefore, we found AQOR [115] as the best available QoS routing

Figure 4.8: An example showing route discovery(A QoS route between S and D is established)

End-to-end Delay violation detection during data transmission session is done at the destination

through computation of one way delay (downstream delay) experienced by the data packets. The
clock offset between source and destination is computed by the source from the round trip delay
between source and destination and the destination's time stamp on QRREP packet. Source sends
this clock offset value to the destination at the beginning of data flow. From the clock offset, and
the source s time-stamp on data packet, destination can compute one way delay, Td of a data packet.
Therefore, if destination finds Td > Djriax for a received data packet, it detects delay violation for
the data packet. This violation may be temporary, so destination observes for n (a constant, to be

determined for the network)number ofcontinuous delay violations to trigger a delay violation alarm.
There is an indirect way to detect possible throughput violation by detecting absence of data packets
of a flow in the destination for a particular time interval called throughput reservation timer (T)
(as defined in section 4.5.7 under Operation performed by Destination node). We have maintained
a throughput reservation timer T at destination and QoS violation is indicated if no data packet
for a flow is received within this interval. Bandwidth reservation timer is also maintained in all

intermediate nodes of a QoS route for canceling out(tear down)bandwidth reservation in broken or
obsolete route. Recovery from QoS violation is done by sending a Route Update,RUPD (unsolicited
QRREP)from destination to the source for discovering a new QoS route to the source. Here, we have
assumed that the route from the destination to the source is similar to the route from the source to the

protocol to compare its performance with RSQR.
4 6.1 Performance Metrics and Simulation parameters

Following metrics have been used for performance analysis.

• Traffic Admission Ratio(TAR): This is the ratio of number of data packets actually sent by the
sources and the number of data packets generated at the sources. This measures the effective
ness of admission control policy.

Packet Delivery Ratio(FDR): This is the ratio of number of data packets received at the desti

nations and the number of data packets actually sent to the network. This measures the quality
of the discovered path.

.Normalized Control Overhead(NCO):This is the ratio of number of control packets sent to the
network hop-wise and the number of dau packets delivered at the destinat.ons. This measures
the overhead induced by the protocol.

.End-lo-End Delay(E2ED): This gives the average time delay that a data packet has encoun
tered from the time it was sent by a source to the time it was delivered at the destination. This
measures the delay performance of the QoS flows.
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To evaluate the perfoimance ofRSQR protocol and perform the comparative study with AQOR [115]
under different mobility and network load conditions, an extensive simulation is performed using NS2[80]. For each type of scenario, we have run the simulation for 10 times (with random scenarios
with different seeds) to take average values in the measured performance metrics. We have used

4.6. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

tions in high mobility scenarios. For moderate load condition, though at stationary scenario, TARs
of AQOR and RSQR are 99.3% and 98.2% respectively, at higher mobility (i.e. at 20 m/s)TAR re
duces to 79.7% and 74.3% respectively. We found reduced TAR for RSQR, but better PDR (97.2%
for RSQR vs 90% for AQOR in 20 m/s)as seen from Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11. Similarly, for

two types of network loads to represent moderate load and high load situations. The connection
pattern consists of 10 flows (for high load 15 flows) between randomly chosen source-destination

high load condition, TAR of AQOR and RSQR are 78% and 75% respectively at stationary scenario,

pairs among the 50 nodes. The QoS flow taken is CBR with packet size 512 bytes at rate of 10
packets per second. All the generated flows have same QoS requirements. The detailed simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. The parameters for stability model are heuristically selected

RSQR at high load are 85% and 95.3% respectively as shown in Figure 4.12. It can be seen that

through a set of simulation runs.
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Name
Simulation area

Number of nodes

Value

1000m X 500m flat-grid area
50

where as it reduces to 57.2% and 52.3% at at higher mobility of 20 m/s. The PDRs of AQOR and

irrespective of mobility and load conditions RSQR maintains a very high degree of PDR, which is
essential for improving the level of QoS assurance. The reasons for the observed higher PDR in
RSQR are (f)reduction in TAR for RSQR at higher mobility reduces packet collisions as compared
to AQOR,(ii) use of highly stable routes which reduces the possibility of route breaks as compared

to AQOR and (Hi) reduction of waiting time in queue and subsequent reduction of packet lost due
to long waiting time in the queue. Therefore, RSQR can easily provide higher assurance to reliable
delivery as compared to AQOR.Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 depict the NCO of both the protocols,
which increases (for both AQOR and RSQR) with increase in mobility. It is due to frequent route
failures and QoS violations at higher mobility. Further, increase in load also increases t e amount o
control traffic in the network. Due to selection of highly stable routes, number of route recoveries
due to route failure in RSQR will be reasonably less as compared to AQOR.In RSQR, destination

Mobility Model

Random Waypoint

MAC layer
Channel Capacity(Mb/s)

IEEE802.il DCF

Radio Propagation Model
Antenna TVpe
Transmission Range(m)

Two Ray Rayleigh Fading

sends back only one route reply that corresponds to the best stable QoS aware route computed from

Omni directional

source to destination. Whereas AQOR sends back as many route replies as the number of route

Carrier Sensing Range(m)
Maximum Node Speed (m/s)
Pause time (s)
Simulation Time(s)
Number of flows

Traffic TVpe
Packet Size(B)

Traffic Rate (packets/s)

Minimum Throughput(kbps)
Maximum Delay (s)

Thri,Thr2
Ui, U2

T (s), RRL(msec), n

^

200

20^
0,2,5, 10, 15, 20
0_
500
10, 15
CBR
51^
^
^
0J_
1.5 X RxThr,1.2 x RxThr
0.05 X RxThr,0.3 x RxThr
1.0, 75,3

request packets received by the destination. Therefore, control overhead in AQOR increases due to
increase in number of route reply packets. Further, NCO is determined by the number of admitted
flows, which is lower in RSQR. The trends in increase of NCO with mobility is very marginal in
RSQR compared to AQOR. In moderate load, AQOR has 40.3% NCO at the mobility of 20 in/s,
whereas it is only 28.6% in case of RSQR. This difference in NCO is more in high load condition,
where AQOR has NCO of almost 50% and RSQR has 36% (as can be seen Figure 4.14). From

Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, it can be seen that average delay is below 0.04s for both the protocols
in all scenarios, which is much lower than the requested maximum delay of 0.1 s. But RSQR has
lower delay compared to AQOR,because of lower TAR and less number of route recoveries results
■ reduction in waiting time in queues and hence reduction in E2ED.

From the above analysis, we can conclude that RSQR shows significant performance improvent in dvnamic network environments and in moderate to high network load conditions and hence
promising solution for QoS routing in MANETs. Although AQOR and RSQR protocols are
■milar in the sense both of them are resource reservation based on-demand routing protoco s. But
■freauent
AOORandtne
theconsequently
interruptions
real-time
flows due to node mobility
or channel
variations
is more
m
AQOR,
f thein service
to RSQR.
quality provided IS poor as compared
comp
v RSQR
v avoids
irequcui

.,

■

.u

^,.aUtv hv finding durable QoS routes without

frequent route failure and hence improve the service quality by nnoing
extra overhead for measuring stability of the computed routes.
4.6.2 Results Analysis

From Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, we can observe that the Traffic Admission Ratio(TAR)of both
AQOR and RSQR decreases with increased mobility due to admission control policy. TAR is signif
icantly reduced in high load condition as shown in Figure 4.10. In RSQR,TAR is further reduced as

compared to AQOR due to the RSQR's restrictions in using weak or transient links for route selec-
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To evaluate the performance ofRSQR protocol and perform the comparative study with AQOR [115]
under different mobility and network load conditions,an extensive simulation is performed using NS-

tions in high mobility scenarios. For moderate load condition, though at
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2[80]. For each type of scenario, we have run the simulation for 10 times(with random scenarios
with different seeds) to take average values in the measured performance metrics. We have used
two types of network loads to represent moderate load and high load situations. The connection
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for RSQR vs 90% for AQOR in 20 m/s)as seen from Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11. imi ar y, o
high load condition,TAR of AQOR and RSQR are 78% and 75% respectivdy

pattern consists of 10 flows (for high load 15 flows) between randomly chosen source-destination
pairs among the 50 nodes. The QoS flow taken is CBR with packet size 512 bytes at rate of 10
packets per second. All the generated flows have same QoS requirements. The detailed simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. The parameters for stability model are heuristically selected

wLre as i. reduces to 57.2% and 52.3% a, at higher nrobility of 20 nt/s.
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Table 4.1: Simu ation Parameters

^

lower delay compared to AQOR,because of lower TAR and less number of route recoveries resu ts
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• rpduction in waiting time in queues and hence reduction in E2ED.

From the above analysis, we can conclude that RSQR shows significant performance imj^ove
nt in dvnamic network environments and in moderate to high network load conditions an ence
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4.6.2 Results Analysis

From Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, we can observe that the Traffic Admission Ratio(TAR)of both
AQOR and RSQR decreases with increased mobility due to admission control policy. TAR is signif
icantly reduced in high load condition as shown in Figure 4.10. In RSQR,TAR is further reduced as
compared to AQOR due to the RSQR's restrictions in using weak or transient links for route selec-
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a route stability based QoS aware routing for Mobile Ad Hoc Net

works to provide QoS assurance to applications in terms of maximum delay and minimum through
put. We found that similar QoS aware routing available for MANETs lacks inclusion of a proper
stability model which is very important to ensure that discovered path remain valid for a longer

period bftime. We have shown that use ofa simple route stability model in the proposed routing sig

Chapter 5

nificantly reduces the number ofroute recoveries required during QoS data transmission. Simulation

results show significant performance improvements in terms ofcontrol overhead,average end-to-end
delay and packet delivery ratio especially in highly mobile scenarios with marginal decrease in traffic
admission ratio in comparison with AQOR.

Detection of potential link breaks or QoS violations before actual link breaks or QoS violation
takes place and use of proactive route maintenance will further save route recovery time and reduce
possibility of packet loss during active communication. In this direction, we have developed a multipath version of RSQR,called route stability based multipath QoS routing or SMQR in short, which
will be discussed in the next chapter.

A Route Stability based Multipath QoS
Routing(SMQR)for MANETs
5.1 Introduction

Routing protocols used for QoS support in mobile ad hoc networks are mostly based on On-demand

unipath routing protocols due to their relative advantages as compared to the proactive routing pro
tocols. But,there is a basic limitation of using on-demand unipath QoS routing protocols as follows.
When an active route fails, due to either link failures or QoS violations, these on-demand protocols
have to invoke a route discovery to recover from route failure. In dynamic environment,the frequent
route failures cau.se the nodes on the failed routes to drop packets due to unavailability of alternate

paths. Further, the route recoveries are very expensive in MANETs because it results in extra con
trol overhead due to flooding of routing packets. This results in high end-to-end delay and lower
throughput for the affected applications.

Using a QoS-aware multipath routing, a number of QoS-aware alternate paths can be made

ailable at the source(based on some selection criteria) with a single route discovery. Then, out of

the number of alternate paths discovered, one can be designated as the primary path and the others
secondary paths (based on some stability criteria on these discovered paths). In such multipath
Is if a link failure or a QoS violation is detected on the primary path (through which actual

place), the
source
can switch
an alternate
pathallinstead
of initiating
data transmission is takingprocess.
A new
discovery
takestoplace
only when
pre-computed
pathsa

*This results in reduction in end-to-end delay and packet loss for the affected flows, since
k do not need to be buffered for long time at the source when an alternate path is available,

rther due to reduction of control overheads, overall performance of the network will improve

substantraUy

proposed a Route Stability based Multipath Quality of Service Routing

r^MOR^'motocol for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks(MANETs)which is an extension ofRSQR(already
A ir, rhaoter 4)to establish multiple node-disjoint QoS paths for a given source-destination

We have observed that, although in RSQR the source actually discover multiple

"""«

r
on delay
route stability
dunng route ddiscovery the destination selects only the best QoS route
,(^1based
failure,
violation,and
or

iSput
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stability model which is very important to ensure that discovered path remain valid for a longer
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nificantly reduces the number ofroute recoveries required during QoS data transmission. Simulation

results show significant performance improvements in terms ofcontrol overhead, average end-to-end
delay and packet delivery ratio especially in highly mobile scenarios with marginal decrease in traffic
admission ratio in comparison with AQOR.

Detection of potential link breaks or QoS violations before actual link breaks or QoS violation
takes place and use of proactive route maintenance will further save route recovery time and reduce
possibility of packet loss during active communication. In this direction, we have developed a multipath version of RSQR,called route stability based multipath QoS routing or SMQR in short, which
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erwise, route recovery by source node is initiated. Route recovery by the destination or source results
in considerable performance degradation due to extra delay and increased packet loss, though perfor
mance degradation is comparatively less in the case of route recovery by the destination. Therefore,
using an alternate route to handle the potential route failures or QoS violation is one of the best
options to reduce possible number of route recoveries during active communication in the network.

by Goff et al [36] uses preemptive routing to predict the route failure and preemptively recover the

In the proposed multipath routing, reliability of the QoS-aware multipath is improved through
the node-disjointness and stability properties of the discovered routes. Further, to increase the pos
sibility of obtaining a valid alternate path after the failure of the primary path, a periodic validation
of alternate paths is incorporated in SMQR. This is very much essential, because due to high mo
bility of nodes, alternate paths might become stale or invalid when the primary path fails. Using
such stale paths may result in increasing number of dropped packets while trying each of the alter
nate paths one after another. Most of the existing multipath routing protocols do not perform any
kind of maintenance of the alternate (secondary) paths. Further, due to RREQ packet forwarding
policy combined with arbitrary arrival order of RREQ packets in intermediate nodes (also called
path diminution problem), only a few disjoint multipath routes are possible in a network of moderate

viding more than one path can better support high mobility network with low end-to-end delay, high

route before the actual route fails. To be effective, their proposal requires an accurate route failure
prediction model, which is difficult to design in MANETs.

Multiple routes provided by multipath routing can be used to compensate for the dynamic topol

ogy changes in MANETs. Earlier works on multipath routing [53, 59, 71, 92, 118] show that pro

packet delivery ratio and lower control overhead. All these protocols are designed to work for en
hancing best-effort traffic. QoS-aware multipath routing protocols proposed in [62, 66] are based
on a CDMA/TDMA based MAC layer. Due to difficulty in realizing such centralized
sc erne
in MANETs, we have considered only multipath routing based on a distributed MAC layer sue as
IEEE 802.11 DCF.In MP-DSR [56], a new QoS metric called end-to-end reliability
u e wi
multipath discovery, but it considers traffic with neither throughput nor delay constrain .

finds multiple disjoint paths which can together satisfy user throughput

^

lived connections based on the available network bandwidth

covery. Distributing traffic among different paths has the inherent problem

density. Though it is very difficult to remove the path diminution problem without excessive control "

which is not addressed in the protocol. The state
Looting,is very high,
the topology of the network,for processing route request and supp
jjogj, ^
Futther, proactive monitoring give rise to extra
°7*°''Lnlications in MANETs.It consists

and computation overheads, we have reduced the path diminution by adopting some special route
request forwarding policies. Further, a proactive path switching by the source is used such that a
source can always select the highest stable route among the multiple paths for transporting data to
the destination. This is possible in SMQR through periodic maintenance of the multipath. Nasipuri
et. al show in their paper [76] that performance gain in multipath routing is marginal beyond a few
number of paths. Therefore, SMQR is designed to select a maximum of three QoS-aware disjoint

QoS framework is proposed to support delay sensitive real-time pp

maintenance

of two parts - i)a reliable and QoS-aware routing through disjoin p

Although

and ii) providing differentiated service to real-time and best-effort

drawbacks that it

it has included a mechanism to periodically maintain the alternate p

,

paths.
The rest ofthe chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives an overview of the related works.

does not use any estimation algorithm to compute available
_„ipa,h routing protocol
to represent path delay. IMRP [110] proposes an interfenng-aw ^
^

A comparative study is included in section 5.3. The proposed Route stability based Multipath QoS
Routing(SMQR)and its route maintenance are presented in sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. Per
formance of SMQR is evaluated and compared with AOMDV[71]in section 5.6. Finally, section 5.7

for multimedia applications in ad hoc wireless network Atough n ? P

concludes the chapter.
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^e multipath routing

tion through load balancing over multiple node-d.sjoint paths. F*"J'
protocols found in literature, a reasonable amount of path
^

Related Works

p]exist. The main
d at the intermediate

reasons are the RREQ forwarding policy and the path selection pro

In standard on-demand routing protocols (like AODV and DSR), when an active route breaks, the
nodes of the broken route simply drop the data packets because no alternate route to the destination is
available. Some local route maintenance schemes were proposed in [13, 52, 111] to reduce the route

nodes and the destination respectively.

recovery cost in on-demand protocols. AODV-BR [52] alleviates the temporary packet drop/delay

5.3 Comparative study of different multipath routing p

problem while rediscovering a new routing path using intermediate backup nodes. The proposal
in [111] proposed an optimization of the AODV-BR. In this approach [111], instead of using only
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erwise,route recovery by source node is initiated. Route recovery by the destination or source results

in considerable performance degradation due to extra delay and increased packet loss, though perfor
mance degradation is comparatively less in the case of route recovery by the destination. Therefore,
using an alternate route to handle the potential route failures or QoS violation is one of the best
options to reduce possible number of route recoveries during active communication in the network.

In the proposed multipath routing, reliability of the QoS-aware multipath is improved through
the node-disjointness and stability properties of the discovered routes. Further, to increase the pos
sibility of obtaining a valid alternate path after the failure of the primary path, a periodic validation
of alternate paths is incorporated in SMQR. This is very much essential, because due to high mo
bility of nodes, alternate paths might become stale or invalid when the primary path fails. Using
such stale paths may result in increasing number of dropped packets while trying each of the alter
nate paths one after another. Most of the existing multipath routing protocols do not perform any

kind of maintenance of the alternate (secondary) paths. Further, due to RREQ packet forwarding
policy combined with arbitrary arrival order of RREQ packets in intermediate nodes (also called
path diminution problem),only a few disjoint multipath routes are possible in a network of moderate
density. Though it is very difficult to remove the path diminution problem without excessive control
and computation overheads, we have reduced the path diminution by adopting some special route
request forwarding policies. Further, a proactive path switching by the source is used such that a
source can always select the highest stable route among the multiple paths for transporting data to
the destination. This is possible in SMQR through periodic maintenance of the multipath. Nasipuri
et. al show in their paper [76] that performance gain in multipath routing is marginal beyond a few
number of paths. Therefore, SMQR is designed to select a maximum of three QoS-aware disjoint
paths.

The rest ofthe chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives an overview of the related works.

A comparative study is included in section 5.3. The proposed Route stability based Multipath QoS
Routing(SMQR)and its route maintenance are presented in sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. Per
formance of SMQR is evaluated and compared with AOMDV[71]in section 5.6. Finally, section 5.7
concludes the chapter.

5.2

Related Works

5.3. COMPARATIVE STUDY OFDIFFERENT MULTIPATH ROUTING PROTOCOLS

by Goff et al [36] uses preemptive routing to predict the route failure and preemptively recover the
route before the actual route fails. To be effective, their proposal requires an accurate route failure
prediction model, which is difficult to design in MANETs.

Multiple routes provided by multipath routing can be used to compensate for the dynamic topol
ogy changes in MANETs. Earlier works on multipath routing [53, 59, 71, 92, 118] show that pro

viding more than one path can better support high mobility network with low end-to-end delay, high
packet delivery ratio and lower control overhead. All these protocols are designed to work for en
hancing best-effort traffic. QoS-aware multipath routing protocols proposed in [62, 66] are based
on a CDMA/TDMA based MAC layer. Due to difficulty in realizing such centralized MAC scheme
in MANETs, we have considered only multipath routing based on a distributed MAC layer such as
IEEE 802.11 DCF.In MP-DSR [56], a new QoS metric called end-to-end reliability is included with

multipath discovery, but it considers traffic with neither throughput nor delay constraint. ADQR [40]
finds multiple disjoint paths which can together satisfy user throughput requirements with longerlived connections based on the available network bandwidth information obtained during route dis

covery. Distributing traffic among different paths has the inherent problem of packet reordering,
which is not addressed in the protocol. The state information maintained by each node regarding
the
topology of the network,for^processing5 route requestoverhead
and supporting
fast rerouting,
is very
high,a
tneiopoiugy
in the network.
In QDMR
[109],
Further, proactive monitoring give rise to extra control overneau 111
i j
QoS framework is proposed to support delay sensitive real-time applications in MANETs. It consists
of two parts - i)a reliable and QoS-aware routing through disjoint paths discovery and maintenance
and ii) providing differentiated service to real-time and best-effort traffic through DiffServ. Although

it has included a mechanism to periodically maintain the alternate paths, it has the drawbacks that it
does not use any estimation algorithm to compute available bandwidth m a node and uses hop count
to represent path delay. IMRP [110] proposes an interfering-aware QoS multipath routing protocol
for multimedia applications in ad hoc wireless network. Although it proposed a protocol for com

puting disjoint paths based on available bandwidth and the link stability computed by the nodes,the
methods used for estimation of bandwidth and link stability are not specified. The protocol in [59]
combines NDMR [58] with DiffServ for supporting QoS in mobile ad hoc networks. To improve
OoS performance of DiffServ, NDMR helps in reducing routing overhead and controlling congesthrough load balancing over multiple node-disjoint paths. Finally, in all the multipath routing
cols found in literature, a reasonable amount of path diminution problem [2] exist. The main

In standard on-demand routing protocols (like AODV and DSR), when an active route breaks, the

Zlsons are the RREQ forwarding policy and the path selection procedure adopted at the intermediate

nodes of the broken route simply drop the data packets because no alternate route to the destination is

nodes and the destination respectively.

available. Some local route maintenance schemes were proposed in [13,52, 111] to reduce the route
recovery cost in on-demand protocols. AODV-BR [52] alleviates the temporary packet drop/delay

problem while rediscovering a new routing path using intermediate backup nodes. The proposal
in [111] proposed an optimization of the AODV-BR. In this approach [111], instead of using only
the overheard RREP packets to learn backup paths, it uses both RREP and data packets to increase

the possibility of learning more backup routes. Backup routes may solve the route failure problem
temporarily and is not effective in QoS-aware data transmission. In [13], to recover from a broken
path, the source uses a limited route request flooding within a few hops around the broken path.
The route recovery using the localized flooding is not a promising solution specially in a highly
mobile environment because applications require QoS guarantee on an end-to-end basis. A proposal
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ofmultipaths: This property says - what will be the disjointness property of the
discovered multiple paths which will be selected either by the destination or by the source and
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Table 5.1: Compzurison of Main Characteristics of existing multipath routing protocols

• Route Stability: This property says what type of measures are taken, if any, to compute stable
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ADQR

[118]

[92]
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forwarding
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• Admission Control: This property mention whether there are some restriction, either link-wise

or path-wise, besides due to the RREQ Forwarding Policy to process and forward received
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time
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QDMR
[109]

Based on

and

Support

• Path Diminution: Path diminution means a badly selected path at an early stage of route dis
covery in a network can block other possible disjoint paths. This is due to the RREQ for
warding policy(RREQ is forwarded only once)generally adopted in a routing protocol by an
intermediate node. Though it is very difficult to remove the path diminution problem without
excessive control and computation overheads, it can be reduced by adopting some policies.

Node-disjoint. N
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IMRP

[110]

distina FID
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• QoS Support: It indicate what type of QoS metrics are incorporated in the proposed multipath
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• Route Confutation Overheads: This gives the amount of processing required for computing
disjoint paths at a node(generally at the destination)after collecting and processing the RREQ

Maintenance

FID:First Hop ID

packets.

• Path Rerouting: It indicates what triggers a new route recovery in a multipath routing protocol.
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• Alternate Route Maintenance: It says whether a particular multipath routing algorithm after
discovering multiple paths maintains the alternate paths for making them up to date.
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5.4 Route Stability based Multipath QoS Routing(SMQR)Protocol
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In the proposed route stability based multipath QoS routing, SMQR,uses the basic route discovery
procedure of QoS-aware imipath protocol RSQR with some modifications. SMQR like its unipath
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From the comparative studies shown in Table 5.1, we can conclude that none of the multipath
routing protocols are adequate to provide delay and throughput assurance to applications requiring
QoS in MANETs. Most of them suffers from severe path diminution problems and do not maintain
the alternate paths to keep them upto date. Further, except one [92], none of them pay attention to

counterpart uses a new QoS parameter called Route Stability along with throughput and delay and
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Type and No. ofmultipaths: This property says - what will be the disjointness property of the
discovered multiple paths which will be selected either by the destination or by the source and
how many such paths will be selected at the maximum.

Route Stability. This property says what type of measures are taken, if any, to compute stable

Table 5.1: Comparison of Main Characteristics of existing multipath routing protocols
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QoS Support. It indicate what type of QoS metrics are incorporated in the proposed multipath
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Path

Path Diminution. Path diminution means a badly selected path at an early stage of route dis

covery in a network can block other possible disjoint paths. This is due to the RREQ for
warding policy(RREQ is forwarded only once) generally adopted in a routing protocol by an
intermediate node. Though it is very difficult to remove the path diminution problem without
excessive control and computation overheads, it can be reduced by adopting some policies.
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Route Computation Overheads: This gives the amount of processing required for computing
disjoint paths at a node(generally at the destination) after collecting and processing the RREQ

Route

Maintenance

FID:Rrst Hop 03

packets.

Path Rerouting. It indicates what triggers a new route recovery in a multipath routing protocol.
Amount of Flooding: It gives an estimation of amount of flooding based on the RREQ for
warding policy adopted in an intermediate node.

Alternate Route Maintenance: It says whether a particular multipath routing algorithm after
discovering multiple paths maintains the alternate paths for making them up to date.
From the comparative studies shown in Table 5.1, we can conclude that none of the multipath
routing protocols are adequate to provide delay and throughput assurance to applications requiring
QoS in MANETs. Most of them suffers from severe path diminution problems and do not maintain
the alternate paths to keep them upto date. Further, except one [92], none of them pay attention to
proactive route maintenance through detection of potential link breaks to save route recovery times.
Designing of a multipath QoS routing for MANETs that can alleviate or reduce these drawbacks is
the main objective of SMQR.

5.4 Route Stability based Multipath QoS Routing(SMQR)Protocol
In the proposed route stability based multipath QoS routing, SMQR,uses the basic route discovery
procedure of QoS-aware unipath protocol RSQR with some modifications. SMQR like its unipath
counterpart uses a new QoS parameter called Route Stability along with throughput and delay and

selecting routes with higher stability among all the feasible paths between a given source-destination

pair. SMQR computes a maximum of three node-disjoint QoS routes from source to destination and
uses the route with maximum route stability as the primary path and the others as the secondary
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Similarly,

Pb{MP2) =

= l-(l-prx (l-p)"-^
= 1 _ (1 -

(a)Node-disjoint Paths

(5-2)

From Equation(5.1)and Equation (5.2), we have found that Pb(MPi) > PbiMP2)- This means that
lesser the number of distinct nodes or more the number of common nodes in the multipath, smaller
is the probability of break for the multipath and better is the stability for multipath.

Now,consider the route rediscovery policy wherein failure of both of the paths will result m the
failure of the multipath and hence rediscovery process will be initiated. The path break probabilities
for MPi and MP2 are as given in Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4)respectively.

(b) Lbik-dlsjolnt Paths

Pb(MPi) = PbiPn)f]Pb{Pi2)

Figure 5.1: An example showing Disjoint Paths between S and D

=

Let us assume for simplicity that each multipath computed by a routing consists of two paths.
We define two multipaths MPi and MP2 as follows. MPi = {Pii,Pi2} and MP2 = {P2i,P22}Where Pn and P12 are two node-disjoint paths with m and n numbers of nodes (except source
and destination) respectively. Similarly, P21 and P22 are two paths with m and n number of nodes
(except source and destination) respectively with one intermediate node in common. Let us further

assume that each node in the network has the constant and independent probability to break a link
due to mobility and is equal to p. Therefore,each node in the network remains stable with probability
r = 1 — p. We assume that the nodes move independently in the network. Therefore, the probability

.

(5.3)

Pb{MP2) = Pb{P2l){~]Pb{P22)

^ (1 _ (1 - p)"'-') X (1 -(1 -

+P

(5.4)

To find out the relationship between Pj,(MPi) and Pb(MP2). we calculate Pb{MP2) Pb(MPi)
using Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4) as follows.

Pt{MP2)-

= (1-(1 - p)""') X (1-(1 - p)""')+P
- (1 -(1- P)") X (1 -(1 - P)")

= (1 - r)[1 - t"-'-t"-'+

of path break, Pj,, and path stability, P^, for any unipath, P, with k number of intermediate nodes

+ r)]

can be defined as : Pb{P) = !-(!- p)^, and Ps{P) = (1 - pf. Now, for a multipath MP^

= (1-t)x(1-t"-')x(1-t"-')

the path break probability, Pb{MP),can be defined based on the policy used for rediscovery during
route failure. Now, we apply the two rediscovery policies to our example multipaths MPi and MP2
to see which one is a better choice in which multipath rediscovery policy.
First, we apply the rediscovery policy that failure of any one of the paths in multipath should
result in route discovery. In this case, the path break probabilities for MPi and MP2 are given in
Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.2)respectively.

> 0

(5.5)

From Equation(5.5), we can conclude that P,{MP,) < Pt(MP,). This nteans for rediscove.7 polIv where the route discovery process is initiated when all the paths in mulupath fa.l, ntult.path with
1comnton nodes or less number of common nodes among the paths are better than the multipath
Tith
commonpaths
nodesinorourlarger
numbermultipath
of commonrouting
nodes.protocol.
The above analysts, shows
node-disjoint
QoS-aware
c i whyr we prefer
Route discovery procedure in SMQR is based on the following polices - f.) Selective forwarding

of duplicate route request message is adopted to maximize the possibility of tracing all the feasible

disioint paths from source to destination and (ii) Route request message received by the destination

PbiMPi) = Pb{Pii)\JPb{Pi2)
= l-Ps{Pll)C\Ps{Pl2)
= i~{i-prx{i-py
= l-(l-p)"^+"
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policies adopted are particularly important in a QoS aware routing, due to the limitation of number

tination to compute a set of node-disjoint paths by processing those path information. These two
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of feasible paths in the network.
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Similarly,

Pb{MP2) = Pb{P2l)\JPbiP22)
= i-PsiPii)r[PsiPi2)
= l-(l-p)"^X (1-p)"-'
(5.2)

(a)Node-disjoint Paths

From Equation(5.1)and Equation (5.2), we have found that Pb{MPi) > PbiMP^)- This means that
lesser the number of distinct nodes or more the number of common nodes in the multipath, smaller
\

is the probability of break for the multipath and better is the stability for multipath.
Now,consider the route rediscovery policy wherein failure of both of the paths will result m die
failure of the multipath and hence rediscovery process will be initiated. The path break probabilities
for MPi and MP-z are as given in Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4)respectively.
P{,(MPi) = Pb{Pn)r\Pb{Pi2)
= (l-(l-p)nx(l-(l-Pr)
.
(5.3)

S

0)) Lbik-dlsjolnt Paths

Figure 5.1: An example showing Disjoint Paths between S and D

Pb{MP2) = P6(P2i)ri^f(^22)
Let us assume for simplicity that each multipath computed by a routing consists of two paths.
We define two multipaths MPi and MP^ as follows. MPi = {Pn,P12} and MP2 = {P21,P22}Where Pn and P12 are two node-disjoint paths with m and n numbers of nodes (except source
and destination) respectively. Similarly, P2X and P22 are two paths with m and n number of nodes
(except source and destination) respectively with one intermediate node in common. Let us further

assume that each node in the network has the constant and independent probability to break a link
due to mobility and is equal to p. Therefore,each node in the network remains stable with probability
T = 1 — p- We assume that the nodes move independently in the network. Therefore, the probability

= (1-(1 - pT~^) X (1 -(1 -

+P

To find out the relationship between P(,{MPi) and PbiMPz), we calculate Pb{MP2) — Pb{MPi)
using Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4) as follows.

PbiMPz)-PbiMPx) = (1 -(1 - pr'^) X (1-(1 -P)""')+P
- (l-(l-p)"^) X (l-(l-pn

= (1 - r)[1 -

of path break, Pj,, and path stability, P^, for any unipath, P, with k number of intermediate liodes

+ t)]

can be defined as : Pb{P) = 1 — (1 — p)^, and Ps{P) = (1 — p)'^. Now, for a multipath MP,

> (1-r)(l

the path break probability, Pb{MP^,can be defined based on the policy used for rediscovery during
route failure. Now, we apply the two rediscovery policies to our example multipaths MP\ emd iVfP2
to see which one is a better choice in which multipath rediscovery policy.

= (l-r)x(l-r"-^)x(l-r"^-')

First, we apply the rediscovery policy that failure of any one of the paths in multipath should
result in route discovery. In this case, the path break probabilities for MPi and MP2 are given in
Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.2)respectively.

> 0

+
(5-5)

om Equation (5.5), we can conclude that Pb{MPx) < Pb{MP2)- This means,for rediscovery polwhere the route discovery process is initiated when all the paths in multipath fail, multipath with

nLommon nodes or less number of common nodes among the paths are better than the multipath
with
commonpaths
nodesinorour
larger
numbermultipath
of commonrouting
nodes.protocol.
The above analysis shows why we prefer
node-disjoint
QoS-aware
Route discovery procedure in SMQR is based on the following policies -(i)Selective forwarding
of duplicate route request message is adopted to maximize the possibility of tracing all the feasible
disioint oaths from source to destination and (ii) Route request message received by the destination
will carry complete path information from source to destination (like in DSR)that helps the des
tination to compute a set of node-disjoint paths by processing those path information. These two

Pb(MPi) =

Pb{Pll)\JPb{Pl2)
= i-Ps(Pii)n^^(^i2)
= l-{l-p)r^x{l-p)n
= l-(l-p)"*+"

(5.4)

policies adopted are particularly important in a QoS aware routing, due to the limitation of number

(5.1:^

of feasible paths in the network.
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5.4.1

Assumptions

5.4. ROUTE STABILITY BASED MULTIPATH QOS ROUTING(SMQR)PROTOCOL

5.4.3

We have made no assumptions about the global state of the network at the nodes. Instead, we
proposed an on-demand distributed routing algorithm where all the nodes contain only information
about their one hop neighbors. The following network model assumptions are made.

• Neighborhood is commutative property i.e. if node A can hear node B this implies node B also

123

Control packets used in Routing

Before we discuss the route discovery and maintenance process of SMQR,we briefly describe about
the control packets used in our proposed routing protocol. .

• QRREQ: This packet is basically the AODV Route Request(RREQ) packet with QoS ex
tension, which is used for sending route request for finding node-disjoint multipath in the

proposed protocol. It carries Path information, QoS and route stability related fields along

hears node A

with the fields used in RREQ packet in AODV.
• CSMA/CA like MAC protocol is used for unicast communication and it solves the hidden

• QRREP: This packet is basically AODV Route Reply (RREP) packet with QoS extension,

terminal problem with the help of RTS-CTS control packets.

which is used for sending route reply in the proposed protocol. It contains complete path
information from source to destination with QoS and route stability related fields along with

• There is a close interaction between MAC layer and Network layer

the fields used in RREP packet in basic AODV protocol.

• Combinatorial stability of network is assumed, it means topology changes occur sufficiently
slowly to allow successful propagation of all topology updates as necessary

• RouteM: This is the Route Maintenance packet sent from source to destination and vice-

• Hello intervals to update neighbor information is reasonable to capture the dynamics of the

versa, to keep the secondary paths active(during its journey from source to destination) and to
measure the route stability of the maintained routes (during its journey from destination bac

network

to the source).

• Transmission range and earner sensing range are assumed to be same for available bandwidth

• RERR:This is the Route Error packet generated after detecting link lost or QoS violahon by an
intermediate node/destination. It is similar to the Route Error(RERR)packet used in AODV

calculation at a node

except that it carries the type of error for which the RERR packet is generated. An RERR can
• Initial route discovery latency is tolerable in the supported applications
5.4.2

be generated due to - link failure, delay violation and throughput violation.

• HELLO.This Hello packet is required for Neighborhood maintenance,refreshing signal strength
value from neighbors, providing bandwidth reservation information. It is sent always with TTL

Delay and Bandwidth Estimation

We have measured per hop delay by using MAC delay at a node which is a cross layer information.
A node computes the MAC delay (d) by subtracting the time (i^) that a packet is passed to the
MAC layer from the time itr) sn ACK packet is received from the receiver for the same packet.
In order to minimize the biasness against transient changes in delay, an Exponentially Weighted

Moving Average(EWMA)estimator is used to measure the average of MAC delay (d^^g) as shown

set as 1.

5,4.4 Tables used in Routing

Implementation of SMQR requires the use offollowing tables in the nodes of the network.

in Equation (5.6). Here, cP and d^yg are measured MAC delay and previously stored average MAC

• Neighbor Information Table (NITfThis table is used to keep information about neighbors,

delay in a node. 77 is a positive constant which determines how much effect the current measure delay

where one entry per neighbor is maintained. Per neighbor, information about bandwidth con
sumed by active flows at the neighbor and signal strength value of last packet received from

has on the average Value, and in our experiment we set it as 0.4.

the neighbor with the validity period are saved.
VX

+(1 ■ - rf) y. ci

(5.6)

Initially, MAC delay in a node is set as the sum of propagation delay, the backoff delay due to half of
the initial window size, DIES and SIFS (which are based on the IEEE 802.11 PHY layer standard).
Each node estimates the available bandwidth at the node by subtracting the consumed aggregated

bandwidth in the interference range of the node (getting from Neighbor Information Table)from the
raw bandwidth as used in RSQR(see section 4.5.5 in chapter 4). Therefore, to facilitate estimation of
available bandwidth at a node,each node stores the bandwidth consumed by the active flows passing
through the node, and then making these information available to their neighbors through periodic
exchange of Hello packet.
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• Flow Table (FT): For reserving the required bandwidth for each of the active flow passing
through the node for reservation period.

• Route Request Forwarded Table(RFT): This table is used to store route stability information
about QRREQ packets received and forwarded by an intermediate node, per unique first hop

neighbor of the source. It is used during route discovery to assist selection of highest stable
node-disjoint routes at the destination.

• RouHng Table (RT): To setup and remember forward path and reserve path entry after pro
cessing QRREP and QRREQ packets respectively as used with AODV.
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5.4.1

Assumptions

5.4. ROUTE STABILITY BASED MULTIPATH QOS ROUTING(SMQR)PROTOCOL

5.4.3

We have made no assumptions about the global state of the network at the nodes. Instead, we
proposed an on-demand distributed routing algorithm where all the nodes contain only information
about their one hop neighbors. The following network model assumptions are made.

• Neighborhood Is commutative property i.e. if node A can hear node B this implies node B also
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Control packets used in Routing

Before we discuss the route discovery and maintenance process ofSMQR,we briefly describe about
the control packets used in our proposed routing protocol. -

• QRREQ: This packet is basically the AODV Route Request(RREQ) packet with QoS ex
tension, which is used for sending route request for finding node-disjoint multipath in the

proposed protocol. It carries Path information, QoS and route stability related fields along

hears node A

with the fields used in RREQ packet in AODV.

• CSMA/CA like MAC protocol is used for unicast communication and it solves the hidden

• QRREP: This packet is basically AODV Route Reply (RREP) packet with QoS extension,

terminal problem with the help of RTS-CTS control packets.

which is used for sending route reply in the proposed protocol. It contains complete path
information from source to destination with QoS and route stability related fields along with

• There is a close interaction between MAC layer and Network layer

the fields used in RREP packet in basic AODV protocol.

• Combinatorial stability of network is assumed, it means topology changes occur sufficiently
slowly to allow successful propagation of all topology updates as necessary

• RouteM: This is the Route Maintenance packet sent from source to destination and vice-

• Hello intervals to update neighbor information is rezisonable to capture the dynamics of the

versa,to keep the secondary paths active(during its journey from source to destination)and to
measure the route stability of the maintained routes (during its journey from destination back

network

to the source).

• Transmission range and carrier sensing range are assumed to be same for available bandwidth

• RERR:This is the Route Error packet generated after detecting link lost or QoS violation by an
intermediate node/destination. It is similar to the Route Error(RERR)packet used in AODV
except that it carries the type of error for which the RERR packet is generated. An RERR can
be generated due to - link failure, delay violation and throughput violation.

calculation at a node

• Initial route discovery latency is tolerable in the supported applications

• HELLO:This Hello packet is required for Neighborhood maintenance,refreshing signal strength
5.4.2 Delay and Bandwidth Estimation

value from neighbors,providing bandwidth reservation information. It is sent always with TTL

We have measmed per hop delay by using MAC delay at a node which is a cross layer information.
A node computes the MAC delay (d) by subtracting the time (tg) that a packet is passed to the
MAC layer front the time (tr) an ACK packet is received from the receiver for the same packet.
In order to minimize the biasness against transient changes in delay, an Exponentially Weighted
Moving Average(BWMA)estimator is used to measure the average of MAC delay
as shown

set as 1.

5.4.4 Tables used in Routing

Implementation of SMQR requires the use offollowing tables in the nodes ofthe network.

in Equation (5.6). Here, and dj^^ are measured MAC delay and previously stored average MAC

• Neighbor Information Table (NIT):This table is used to keep information about neighbors,

delay in anode. 77 is a positive constant which determines how much effect the current measure delay

where one entry per neighbor is maintained. Per neighbor, information about bandwidth con
sumed by active flows at the neighbor and signal strength value of last packet received from

has on the average value, and in our experiment we set it as 0.4.

the neighbor with the validity period are saved.

^Vff — V X

+(I-I7) X Cp

(5.6)

Initially, MAC delay in a node is set as the sum of propagation delay, the backoff delay due to half of
the initial window size, DIES and SIFS(which are based on the IEEE 802.11 PHY layer standard).
Each node estimates the available bandwidth at the node by subtracting the consumed aggregated

bandwidth in the interference range of the node(getting from Neighbor Information Table)from the
raw bandwidth as used in RSQR(see section 4.5.5 in chapter 4). Therefore,to facilitate estimation of
available bandwidth at a node,each node stores the bandwidth consumed by the active flows passing
through the node, and then making these information available to their neighbors through periodic
exchange of Hello packet.

.Flow Table (FT): For reserving the required bandwidth for each of the active flow passing
through the node for reservation period.

.Route Request Forwarded TobU(RFT):This ubie is used to store route stability information
about QRREQ packets received and forwarded by an intermediate node, per unique first hop

neighbor of the source. It is used during route discovery to assist selection of highest stable
node-disjoint routes at the destination.

• Routing Table (RT): To setup and remember forward path and reserve path entry after pro
cessing QRREP and QRREQ packets respectively as used with AODV.
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• Route List Table(RLT):This table is used only by the destination to store the sorted(according
to route stability value)list of received QRREQ packets to be processed for computing nodedisjoint paths at the destination.
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Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm for route discovery by S for a QoS multipath to £> in SMQR
Input: Bmin (Minimum bandwidth), Dmax (Maximum end to end delay)
1: Seq-no:= Seqjno -fl {* Seqjno is used to identify QRREQ *}
2; ADELAY := 0; APATH := S;HopCount:= 0; Bmin := Bminl Dmax := Dmax
3; APU ;= 0; APS:= 1; First-HopJD := null, Last-HopJD := null
4: Check throughput admission control for Bmin
5: if(Admission control fails) then

6;

print "Not possible to find a Path!"

7:

exit(l)

8: end if

9; Construct a QRREQ with the required fields
10: start-timer(3 x Dmax)
11: Broadcast QRREQ

12: iV := 0{* To Count the number of corresponding QRREP *}
13: APU* := 10; APS* := 0; Next-Hop:= S\ APATH*:= null
14: while(not(timeout)and (iV < 3))do
15:

APATH Dmax,

if (A QRREP (S, D, Seqjno, First-Hop-ID, Last-HopTD, Hop
Bmin,ADELAY,APS,APU)is received from j)then

Figure 5.2: An example showing the need of special forwarding rule at node I

16

Check admission control for delay and throughput

17

if(admission control fails) then

discard the QRREP;continue to receive more QRREP

18

end if

19

N := N + 1
.„ .
— ^A")(* Flag =
Make a Routing Table entry with (S, D,Seq-no, S,j, Bmtn,r lag
used for setting Routing table entry as Alternate Path *}

20

5.4.5

Route Discovery

21

if{{APU < APU*)or((APU = APU*)and(APS > APS*)))then

22

In SMQR,we have modified the basic AODV protocol with additional mechanism to enable discov

ery of multiple node-disjoint QoS paths for a source and destination pair. Algorithm 5.1 gives the
outlines of the route discovery process initiated by the source node. The route request processing
done at an intermediate node and at the destination are given in Algorithm 5.3 and Algorithm 5.4
respectively. The admission control performed during route request processing is shown in Algo

24

rithm 5.2. Algorithm 5.5 gives the overview of the processing done at an intermediate node during

28

forwarding of route reply packets from destination toward the source.

29

To compute a QoS-aware multipath to a destination D,source S generates a QoS Route Request
(QRREQ)packet with values for S^j^(minimum throughput) and Dmax (maximum delay) as the
application's QoS requirements. Among the other fields carried by the QRREQ are - ADELAY
(Accumulated delay) to store end-to-end delay of the explored path, APS/APU (Accumulated Path

APU*:= APU-,APS*:= APS;Next-Hop:= j; APATH*:= APAl tt

23

25

end if

end if

26 end while
27

30
3
3
3

if(N = 0)then

print "No Route to D found!"
Wait for a backoff time and start route discovery
else

address of the one hop neighbor of the source through which a particular copy of QRREQ packet
has been forwarded by the source node. It also contains a field to store the hop count of the path

"P")

Mark the RT entry for D with Next-Hop as the next hop as Primary(r lag —
Set Timeout for RT entries for the flow as T
Make the FT entry with timeout as T
end if

stability/Accumulated Path Uncertainty)for storing route stability of the explored path, and seqjtio
to uniquely identify the route. Besides these fields, QRREQ packets contain a field to store the

.jp.

cx/fOR an approach to selectively

To control the amount of broadcast of QRREQ packets m SMQ ,

to

broadcast duplicate copies of QRREQ packet is used. We ^ave "jd th^ intermediate node. This
limit the number of duplicate QRREQ packets that can be forward
advertised hop count is stored in a reverse routing table entry w e

elimination of

the source reaches the destination. QRREQ packets which are received with signal strength less
than a threshold, Thr2, are rejected to avoid possibility of selecting path with very weak links.

packet for a given source destination pair is forwarded by a no e^
fonning routing loops and prevent QRREQ packets fronr
reverse routing table entry is stored only for a timeout peno o

direction. Each
After this tinreout period,
temporary entries created

Admission control for throughput and delay is performed hop by hop basis during forwarding of
QRREQ/QRREP packets for QoS assurance to applications.

in RFT for the route request are removed. The reason for setti g

from source to the current node as used in AODV. QRREQ packet further records the IDs of the

nodes in a field called APATH (Accumulated Path) through which a QRREQ.packet starting from
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if no QRREP packet con.es,the reverse routing table ent.7^

as 3 x

«
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Algorithm 5.1 Algorithm for route discovery by Sfor a QoS multipath to D in SMQR

Route List Table(RLT):This table is used only by the destination to store the sorted(according
to route stability value)list of received QRREQ packets to be processed for computing node-

Input: Bmin (Minimum bandwidth), Dmax (Maximum end to end delay)
1: 5eg_no:= Seg-no + 1 {* Seg_no is used to identify QRREQ *}

disjoint paths at the destination.

2; ADELAY := 0; APATH := 5;HopCount:= 0;Bmin := Bmin', Dmax := Dmax
3: APU := 0; APS:= 1; FirstJHapJD := null, Last-HopJD := null
4; Check throughput admission control for Bmin
5: if(Admission control fails)then

6:

print "Not possible to find a Path!"

7:

exit(l)

8: end if

9: Construct a QRREQ with the required fields
10: start-timer(3 x Dmax)

11: Broadcast QRREQ

12: iV := 0{* To Count the number of corresponding QRREP *}
13: APU*:= 10; APS* := 0; Next-Hop:= S\ APATH* := null
14: while (not(timeout)and(N < 3))do
11

15:

/id

if (A QRREP (S, D, Seq.no, FirstJIopJD, LastJIopJD, HopCount, APATH, Dmax,
Bmin,ADELAY,APS,APU)is received from j)then

Figure 5.2: An example showing the need of special forwarding rule at node I

16

Check admission control for delay and throughput

17

if(admission control fails) then

discard the QRREP;continue to receive more QRREP

18

5.4.5

Route Discovery

In SMQR,we have modified the basic AODV protocol with additional mechanism to enable discov

ery of multiple node-disjoint QoS paths for a source and destination pair. Algorithm 5.1 gives the
outlines of the route discovery process initiated by the source node. The route request processing
done at an intermediate node and at the destination are given in Algorithm 5.3 and Algorithm 5.4
respectively. The admission control performed during route request processing is shown in Algo
rithm 5.2. Algorithm 5.5 gives the overview of the processing done at an intermediate node during
forwarding of route reply packets from destination toward the source.

19

end if

20

jq := N +1

21

Make a Routing Table entry with (S, D,Segjno, S,j, Bmin,Flag — A ){ Flag — A is

22

used for setting Routing table entry as Alternate Path *}
if((AF17 < APU*)or {{APU = APU*)and{APS > APS*)))then

24

25

26
27

application's QoS requirements. Among the other fields carried by the QRREQ are - ADELAY
(Accumulated delay) to store end-to-end delay of the explored path, APS/APU (Accumulated Path
stability/Accumulated Path Uncertainty)for storing route stability of the explored path, and seg-no
to uniquely identify the route. Besides these fields, QRREQ packets contain a field to store the

address of the one hop neighbor of the source through which a particular copy of QRREQ packet
has been forwarded by the source node. It also contains a field to store the hop count of the path
from source to the current node as used in AODV. QRREQ packet further records the IDs of the

nodes in a field called APATH (Accumulated Path) through which a QRREQ.packet starting from
the source reaches the destination. QRREQ packets which are received with signal strength less
than a threshold, Thr2, are rejected to avoid possibility of selecting path with very weak links.
Admission control for throughput and delay is performed hop by hop basis during forwarding of
QRREQ/QRREP packets for QoS assurance to applications.

end if

end if

end while

if(iV = 0)then

28

print "No Route to D found!"

29

Wait for a backoff time and start route discovery

30

To compute a QoS-aware multipath to a destination D,source S generates a QoS Route Request
(QRREQ)packet with values for ^rnin(tuinimum throughput) and Dmax (maximum delay) as the

APU*:= APU-,APS* := APS;NextMop:= j; APATH*:= APATH

23

31

Mark the RT entry for D with NextJIop as the next hop as Primary {Flag = P )

32

Set Timeout for RT entries for the flow as T
Make the FT entry with timeout as T
end if

To control the amount of broadcast of QRREQ packets in SMQR, an approach to selectively

broadcast duplicate copies of QRREQ packet is used. We have used the advertis^ hop count to
limit the number of duplicate QRREQ packets that can be forwarded by an mtermedtate node. This

"ed hop count is stored in a reverse touting table entty when te first copy of the QRREQ
oacket for a given source destination pair is fotwarded by a node. This resuits m elimination of
forming routing loops and pmvent QRREQ packets from traversing trr the mveise dtrection. Each
reverse routing table entry is stored only for a timeout period of3x
After this timeout period,
if no QRREP packet comes,the reverse routing tabie entry along with any temporary entries created
in R^ for the route retpiest are removed. The reason for setting timeout period as 3 x
is
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to allow the possible maximum time to receive the corresponding QRREP packet. This maximum
time includes round trip time from the node to the destination, which is 2 x Dmax and the extra

Algorithm 5.3 Algorithm to process and update QRREQ packets at intermediate node i in SMQR
Input: A QRREQ packet from j with S, D, Seqjno, First-HopHD, Last-HopHD, HopCount,

processing/waiting time used in the destination, which we set in the order of Dmax- Any duplicate
QRREQ packets with hop count less than or equal to the advertised hop count and coming through
a distinct first hop neighbor of the source or through the same first hop neighbors of the source

Input: SS'^, SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values

with better route stability are forwarded by the intermediate node. RFT maintained in each node

APATH,Dmax,Bmin, ADELAY,APS,and APU

1: Flag := Algorithm 5.2(QRREQ){*Performs admission control and compute link stability*}
2: if(^Flag < 0)then

3:

return {*QRREQ does not pass admission control*}

remembers the first hop neighbor and corresponding route stability values for the already forwarded
QRREQ packets for each route request. Therefore, any QRREQ packet that arrived at an intermediate

4: end if

node will be dropped, if it does not pass the admission control check or can not be forwarded due to

6:

Remember the Seg-no

the forwarding policy adopted as discussed above.

78:

Make a reverse route table entry and save HopCount as the advertisedJiop-count for QRREQ
Store(S,D,Seqjno,FirstMopJD,APS,APU)in RFT; Rebroadcast QRREQ packet

To reduce possible path diminution, we have adopted a special QRREQ forwarding rule as fol
lows. Suppose, there is a disjoint path (with distinct first hop neighbor of the source) traced by a
QRREQ packet from source to an intermediate node with hop count greater than the stored adver

tised hop count for the same route request packet. In this case,the general QRREQ forwarding policy
discussed above will not allow the node to forward this QRREQ packet. If the node under considera
tion is happened to be a neighbor of the destination,forwarding this QRREQ will enable destination
to detect another node-disjoint path without much overhead. We have adopted this extra forwarding
rule in our routing protocol. As shown in Figure 5.2, suppose, S starts a multipath discovery for
D and the QRREQ packet from S following the path S-A-B-I reaches node I before the QRREQ
packet which follows the path S-F-G-H-I. Without this special QRREQ forwarding rule, node I will

drop the copy of QRREQ packet receives from H, which will eliminate the possibility of detecting
two disjoint paths. By adopting the special forwarding rule, node I will forward the second copy of
QRREQ,which will result in detection of a multipath with two node-disjoint paths(S-A-B-C-D and
S-F-G-H-I-D) or(S-E-B-C-D and S-F-G-H-I-D) at the destination D.

Algorithm 5,2 Algorithm to perform Admission Control at node i
Input: A QRREQ packet from j with S, D, Seqjno, FirstHIopJD, LastHJop-ID, HopCount,
AFATH,Dmax,Bmin, ADELAY,APS and APU

Input: SS"^, SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
1: if(SS^ <Thr2)then
2:
Drop the QRREQ packet; return (-1)
3: end if

4; Check admission control for Dmax and Bmin

5; if(Admission control fails) then

6:

Drop QRREQ packet; return (-1)

7: end if

8; if{First-Hop-ID in QRREQ is NULL)then
9;

Insert i as the First-Hop-ID in QRREQ

10: end if

11: HopCount := HopCount -f- 1

12: Compute LS and LU using Algorithm 4.3 {* shown in Chapter 4*}
13: Modify ADELAY,APS,APU,HopCount in QRREQ
14: Append i in APATH of QRREQ
15: return (0)
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5: if(QRREQ is a fresh request) then

9: else if(QRREQ is a duplicate request) then

10-

iS{HopCount < advertisedJiopjcount'^)then

11-

if{FirstJIopJD for QRREQ is not present in RFT)or(New QRREQ has better Stability value)
then

12:

Store(5,D,Seq.no,FirstJIopJD,APS,APU)in RFT;Rebroadcast QRREQ packet

13-

u".
is":

end if

else if(D is a neighbor of i)and {FirstJIopJD for QRREQ is not present m RFT)then
Store (5, D, Seqmo, FirstJIopJD, APS, APU)in.RFT; Rebroadcast QRREQ packet {*A
Special case to reduce path diminution*}

2

else

17^
IS:

Drop QRREQ packet {* QRREQ is having a hop count greater than advertisedJiop.count^*}
end if

19: else

20:

Drop QRREQ packet {* Outdated QRREQ *}

21: end if
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Algorithm 5.3 Algorithm to process and update QRREQ packets at intermediate node i in SMQ^

to allow the possible maximum time to receive the corresponding QRREP packet. This maximum
time includes round trip time from the node to the destination, which is 2 x Dmax and the extra
processing/waiting time used in the destination, which we set in the order of Dmax- Any duplicate
QRREQ packets with hop count less than or equal to the advertised hop count and coming through
a distinct first hop neighbor of the source or through the same first hop neighbors of the source

Input: A QRREQ packet from j with S, D, Seqjno, First-Hop-ID, Last-Hop-ID, HopCount,
APATH,Dmax,Bmin, ADELAY,APS,and APU

Input: SS"^, SS'^ : recent and current signal strengths values

1; Flag ;= Algorithm 5.2(QRREQ){*Performs admission control and compute link stability*}
2; if {Flag < 0)then

with better route stability are forwarded by the intermediate node. RFT maintained in each node

3;

remembers the first hop neighbor and corresponding route stability values for the already forwarded
QRREQ packets for each route request. Therefore,any QRREQ packet that arrived at an intermediate

return {*QRREQ does not pass admission control*}

4: end if

5; if(QRREQ is a fresh request) then

node will be dropped, if it does not pass the admission control check or can not be forwarded due to

6;

Remember the 5eq_no

the forwarding policy adopted as discussed above.

78:

Make a reverse route table entry and save HopCount as the advertisedJiop-count for QRREQ
Store {S, D,Seq.no,FirstJIopJD, APS,APU)in RFT;Rebroadcast QRREQ packet

To reduce possible path diminution, we have adopted a special QRREQ forwarding rule as fol
lows. Suppose, there is a disjoint path (with distinct first hop neighbor of the source) traced by a
QRREQ packet from source to an intermediate node with hop count greater than the stored adver

9; else if(QRREQ is a duplicate request) then

10-

jf(^HopCount < advertised-hop-count''^)then

11-

tised hop count for the same route request packet. In this case,the general QRREQ forwarding policy

if {FirstJIop-ID for QRREQ is not present in RFT)or(New QRREQ has better Stability value)

12; ^^Ttore(5,D,Seq.no,FirstJUopUD,APS,APU)in RFT;Rebroadcast QRREQ packet
I4. else"?("d is a neighbor ofi)and {FirstJTopJD for QRREQ is not present in RFT)then

discussed above will not allow the node to forward this QRREQ packet. If the node under considera

tion is happened to be a neighbor of the destination,forwarding this QRREQ will enable destination
to detect another node-disjoint path without much overhead. We have adopted this extra forwarding
rule in our routing protocol. As shown in Figure 5.2, suppose, S starts a multipath discovery for
D and the QRREQ packet from S following the path S-A-B-I reaches node I before the QRREQ

15':

Store (5, D, Seq.no, FirstMopJD, APS, APU)in,RFT; Rebroadcast QRREQ packet {*A
Special case to reduce path diminution*}

1

else

drop the copy of QRREQ packet receives from H, which will eliminate the possibility of detecting

13;

end if

two disjoint paths. By adopting the special forwarding rule, node I will forward the second copy of
QRREQ,which will result in detection of a multipath with two node-disjoint paths(S-A-B-C-D and

19: else

17.

packet which follows the path S-F-G-H-I. Without this special QRREQ forwarding rule, node I will

20:

Drop QRREQ packet {* QRREQ is having a hop count greater than advertisedJiop.count^*}

Drop QRREQ packet {* Outdated QRREQ *}

91: end if

S-F-G-H-I-D) or(S-E-B-C-D and S-F-G-H-I-D) at the destination D.

Algorithm 5.2 Algorithm to perform Admission Control at node i
Input: A QRREQ packet from j with S, D, Seq.no, FirstJHopHD, LastJHopJD, HopCount,
APATH,Dmax,Bmin,ADELAY,APS and APU

Input: 55^,SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
1: if(55^ < r/ir2)then
2:
Drop the QRREQ packet; return (-1)
3: end if

4: Check admission control for Dmax and Bmin

5: if(Admission control fails) then

6:

Drop QRREQ packet; return (-1)

7: end if

8: if{FirstHIopHD in QRREQ is NULL)then
9:

Insert i as the First-HopHD in QRREQ

10: end if

11: HopCount := HopCount -H 1

12: Compute LS and LU using Algorithm 4.3 {* shown in Chapter 4*}
13: Modify ADELAY,APS,APU,HopCount in QRREQ
14: Append i in APATH of QRREQ
15: return (0)

, \
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Algorithm 5.4 Algorithm to process QRREQ packets at destination node D in SMQR

Algorithm 5.5 Algorithm to process QRREP at intermediate node i in SMQR
Input: A QRREP packet from j with S, D, Seq-no, APATH, Dmax, Bmin, ADELAY, APS, and APU

Input: A QRREQ packet from j with S, D, Seqjno, First^opJD, LastJIopJD, HopCount,
APATH,Dmax,Bmin,ADELAY,APS,and APU

Input: 55^, SS'^ : recent and current signal strengths values
1: Perform admission control for QRREP {* similar to Algorithm 5.2*}

Input: SS"^,SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
1: Flag ;= Algorithm 5.2{QRREQ)

2: if (admission control fails) then

2: if(Flag < 0)then

3:

Drop the QRREP; remove reverse route entry for QRREQ; remove RFT entries for QRREQ

4:

return

3:

return {*Admission control fails*}

4: end if

5: end if

5: if(QRREQ is a fresh request) then

6: P

6:
7:

Remember the Seqjno',Insertjin LastJtlopUD', Make a reverse route table entry for QRREQ
Store the relevant information of QRREQ (i.e., S,D,Seq.no, FirstJHopJD, LastMopHD,

8:

start_timer(RRL){*RRL is Route Reply Latency *} {*For the 1st copy of QRREQ only*}

9:

while (not time-out) do

11:
12:

Discard the QRREQ and wait for the next QRREQ arrival
end if

15:

Insert y in Last_ffpp_/D

16:

if(QRREQ with First-HopHD and LastJHopHD exists in RLT with better Route stability)
then

17:

18:

else if(QRREQ with FirstJHopHD and Last-HopHD does not exists in RLT)then
else {New QRREQ carries better route}
Replace the APS, APU and APATH fields in the stored RLT entry with corresponding
values in QRREQ
end if
end if

24:

end while

25:
26:
27:

Sort the RLT entries in descending order of route stability to get FeasiblePaths :=
{To,-Pi, -Pm-i}{*m is the number of paths*}
FeasibleSet := {0,1,..., m - 1}; SelectedPath := <f)
call PathSelection{FeasibleSet,SelectedPath){*call Algorithm 5.6*}

28:

PRI-PATH := Path information in 1st element of SelectedPath

29:

if(\SelectedPath\ > 1)then
end if

32:

if(\SelectedPath\ > 2)then

r|;

end if

35:

Sends a QRREP for each of the path computed; Make a Routing table entry for S

36: end if

The destination after receiving the first copy of QRREQ packet with sufficient signal strength (>
Thr-A that passes the admission control, waits for a small time period called Route Reply Latency
(RrI) to allow receiving all possible feasible QRREQ packets (satisfying QoS requirements). For
each incoming link of the destination (called LastJHapJD), the destination is allowed to store at
most one QRREQ (corresponding to the highest stable QoS path) per First-HopJD of the source.

This restricts the maximum number of QRREQ packets that should be handled by the destination
as di^d2, where di and da are the degrees of source and destination respectively. After waiting

In PathSelection algorithm (shown as Algorithm 5.6), two arguments are passed. The first
one, Pathset, is the set of integers representing the given set of feasible paths in sorted order (of
route stability) and the second one, DisjointSet, is the set of node-disjoint paths the procedure
will return once it terminates. It can be seen that PathSelection returns immediately once it detects
three node-disjoint paths. Due to the order maintained for checking disjointness, these returned paths

are always the highest stable node-disjoint paths. The number of paths to be examined for checking

node-disjointness reduces in each of the subsequent steps. PathSelection at the destination returns
three, two or one node-disjoint paths depending on the availability of node-disjoint paths. Destination
unicasts QRREP packets to the source through the selected paths. While forwarding the QRREP

packets all intermediate nodes perform admission control, creates routing table entries (with certain
timeout period) one for destination and one for source, and reserves the required bandwidth in the

Flow Table. The timeout period for both forward and reverse entries in RT are set as 2 x DmaxThis is to allow the maximum time period within which either a data packet or a RouteM packet
will be received for the forward entry. The reverse RT entry which are used only to return RouteM

ALTER-PATH2 ■■= Path information in 3rd element of SelectedPath

34:

Route Selection and Establishment

QRREQ packets.

ALTER-PATHi := Path information in 2nd element of SelectedPath

31:

^

for the RRL, destination sorts the QRREQ packets in descending order of their stability values and
runs a path selection algorithm to compute a maximum of three node-disjoint paths from the sorted

Store the relevant information of QRREQ in RLT

20;
21:

33:

I

Discard the QRREQ and wait for the next QRREQ arrival

19:

30:

5.4.6

if(Flag < 0)then

14;

22:
23:

10: Unicast QRREP packet to P

if(QRREQ with (5,D,Seqjno, FirstJIopJD,LastJIopJD,HopCount, APATH,Dmax,
Bmin,ADELAY,APS,APU)received from j)then
Flag:= Algorithm 5.2(QRREQ){*check for admission control*}

■ 13;

previous node of i in APATH

7: Make a Routing Table entry with (5, D, Seq-no, P, j, Bmin) with timeout 2 x Dmax
8: Make a Routing Table entry with (D, S, Seq-no, j, P) with timeout 2 x Dmax
9: Make a Flow Table entry with (5, D, Seq-no, Bmin) with timeout 2 x Dmax

APATH,APS and APU)in Route List Table(RLT)

10:

129

packets back to the source are made active as long as the corresponding forward RT entry is active.

M

The timeout periods for RT entries are reset to T, after forwarding the first data packet or RouteM

packet using the corresponding RT entry. Similarly, timeout period for an FT entry is set as T after

forwarding first data/EouieM packet through the corresponding RT entry. Source, after receiving
the QRREP packets, sets the routing table entry with the associated flag indicating whether the
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Algorithm 5.5 Algorithm to process QRREP at intermediate node i in SMQR
Input: A QRREP packet from jwith S,D,Seqjno, APATH,Dmax,Bmin,ADFLAY,APS,and APU

Algorithm 5.4 Algorithm to process QRREQ packets at destination node D in SMQR
Input: A QRREQ packet from j with S, D, Seq.no, FirstJIopJD, LastJHapJD, HopCount,

Input: SS"^, SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
1: Perform admission control for QRREP {* similar to Algorithm 5.2*}

APATH,Dmax,Bmin,ADELAY,APS,and APU

Input: SS^,SS^ : recent and current signal strengths values
1: Flag := Algorithm 5.2(QRREQ)
2; if{Flag < 0)then

3:

2: if(admission control fails) then

return {*Admission control fails*}

3:

Drop the QRREP;remove reverse route entry for QRREQ;remove RFT entries for QRREQ

4:

return

4; end if

5: end if

5: if(QRREQ is a fresh request)then

6; P := previous node of i in APATH

6:
7:

7: Make a Routing Table entry with {S, D,Seqjno,P,j,Bmin)with timeout 2 x D^ax
8: Make a Routing Table entry with {D,S,Seqjno,j,P)with fimeout 2 x Dmax
9: Make a Eow Table entry with {S, D,Seqjno,Bmin)with timeout 2 x Dmax

Remember the Seqjno',Insertjin LastHIop-ID-, Make a reverse route table entry for QRREQ
Store the relevant information of QRREQ (i.e., S,D,Segjno, FirstUIapJD, LastJHopHD,
APATH,APS and APU)in Route List Table(RLT)

8:

start_timer(RRL){*RRL is Route Reply Latency *} {*For the 1 st copy of QRREQ only*}

9:

while (not time-out) do

10:

10: Unicast QRREP packet to P

if(QRREQ with {S, D,Seqjno,First-HopJD, LastJIopJD,HopCount, APATH,Dmax,
Bmin,ADFLAY,APS,APU)received from j)then

11:

Flag:= Algorithm 5.2(QRREQ){*check for admission control*}

12:

if(Flag < 0)then

13:

The destination after receiving the first copy of QRREQ packet with sufficient signal strength(>
Thr.)that passes the admission control, waits for a small time period called Route Reply Latency
(RRL)to allow receiving all possible feasible QRREQ packets (satisfying QoS requirements). For
each incoming link of the destination (called LastJJopJD), the destination is allowed to store at
most one QRREQ(corresponding to the highest stable QoS path)per FirstHIopHD of the source.
This restricts the maximum number of QRREQ packets that should be handled by the destination

end if

15:

lasexij m Last-HopHD

16:

if(QRREQ with FirstJHopHD and Last-HopHD exists in RLT with better Route stability)
then

17:

Discard the QRREQ and wait for the next QRREQ arrival

18:

as di X d2, where di and da are the degrees of source and destination respectively. After waiting
for the RRL, destination sorts the QRREQ packets in descending order of their stability values and
runs a path selection algorithm to compute a maximum of three node-disjoint paths from the sorted

else if(QRREQ with First-Hop-ID and LastJEopHD does not exists in RLT)then

19:

Store the relevant information of QRREQ in RLT

20:

else {New QRREQ carries better route}

21:

QRREQ packets.
In PathSelection algorithm (shown as Algorithm 5.6), two arguments are passed. The first
one, PathSet, is the set of integers representing the given set of feasible paths in sorted order (of
route stability) and the second one, DisjointSet, is the set of node-disjoint paths the procedure
will return once it terminates. It can be seen that PathSelection retums immediately once it detects

Replace the APS, APU and APATH fields in the stored RLT entry with corresponding
values in QRREQ

22:
23:

^

5.4.6 Route Selection and Establishment

Discard the QRREQ and wait for the next QRREQ arrival

14:

129

end if
end if

24:

end while

25:

Sort the RLT entries in descending order of route stability to get FeasiblePaths :=
{Po,Pi,i}{*m is the number of paths*}

three node-disjoint paths. Due to the order maintained for checking disjointness, these returned paths

26:

FeasibleSet:= (0,1,..., m — 1}; SelectedPath := 0

27:

call PathSelection{FeasibleSet,SelectedPath) {*call Algorithm 5.6*}

28:

PRI-PATH := Path information in 1st element of SelectedPath

29:

if {\SelectedPath\ > 1)then

node-disjointness reduces in each of the subsequent steps. PathSelection at the destination retums
three,two or one node-disjoint paths depending on the availability of node-disjoint paths. Destination
unicasts QRREP packets to the source through the selected paths. While forwarding the QRREP

30:

packets all intermediate nodes perform admission control, creates routing table entries (with certain

ALTFR-PATHi := Path information in 2nd element of SelectedPath

31:

end if

32:

if{\SelectedPath\ > 2)then

33:

are always the highest stable node-disjoint paths. The number of paths to be examined for checking

timeout period) one for destination and one for source, and reserves the required bandwidth in the
I

ALTFR-PATH2:= Path information in 3rd element of SelectedPath

34:

end if

35:

Sends a QRREP for each of the path computed; Make a Routing table entry for S

Flow Table. The timeout period for both forward and reverse entries in RT are set as 2 x DmaxThis is to allow the maximum time period within which either a data packet or a RouteM packet
will be received for the forward entry. The reverse RT entry which are used only to return RouteM

packets back to the source are made active as long as the corresponding forward RT entry is active.

36: end if

The timeout periods for RT entries are reset to T,after forwarding the first data packet or RouteM

packet using the corresponding RT entry. Similarly, timeout period for an FT entry is set as T after

forwarding first dataJRouteM packet through the corresponding RT entry. Source, after receiving
the QRREP packets, sets the routing table entry with the associated flag indicating whether the
r •
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corresponding path is a primary or a secondary path. As shown in Algorithm 5.1, source selects the
route with highest stability value as the primary and the others (if any) as the secondary.
Algorithm 5.6 PathSelection {PathSet, Disjointsef)

Input: FeasihlePaths(the sorted list of QoS-aware path computed at destination)
Output: DisjointSet(A set of node-disjoint QoS-aware paths)

1: BestSet:= {0}{* 0 represents the 1st element in PathSet »}

5.5. ROUTE MAINTENANCE

packets and already stored clock offset of the destination with respect to the source. Therefore,
destination detects delay violation for a data packet, if Ta > Dmax- Similar to RSQR (as discussed
in section 4.5.9) a constant, n, is used to handle the case of a temporary delay violation. Bandwidth
violation is detected by each of the node including the destination, by observing the absence of data

packet in an active route for a particular time interval called bandwidth reservation timer (T)[1T5],
which is defined as(k * N * 8/Bmin), where k is the allowed packet loss and N is the maximum

4: for(i = 0 to m — 1)do

packet length (in bytes)used at PHY level. Link failure detection follows the method using periodic
Hello packets. Any node which detects either a QoS violation or a link failure, informs the source
by sending a route error(RERR)packet. All intermediate nodes which forward the RERR packets

5:
6;
7;

WorkingSet:= WorkingSet\{i}
DisjointSet := {i}
TempSet := WorkingSet

5.5.2 Maintenance of Alternate Paths

8;

for (A: = 1 to 2)do

2; m := \PathSet\
3; WorkingSet := PathSet

9:

for all {j e TempSet)do

10:

TempSet:= TempSet\{j}

11:

if(j is disjoint to DisjointSet)then

12:
13;

DisjointSet := DisjointSet\^{jy
if i\BestSet\ < \DisjointSet\)then

14;

BestSet

15;
16:
17;
18;

DisjointSet

end if
break
end if
end for

19:

end for

20:

if({Disjointset\ = 3)then

21:

22:

return

end if

23: end for

24: DisjointSet := BestSet

5.5

Route maintenance

After successful discovery of QoS routing paths, the source admits real-time traffic into the primary

release the resources reserved by them for the flow.

To make the secondary route active, in our protocol, the source periodically sends some dummy

oackets forwarded through these routes. We have used a special dummy packet called Route Moin-

tenance

which is sent periodically to keep the secondary route(s) active. The penod

L sending route maintenance packet should be adjusted according to the active routtng table entry

timer for a route. We have used RouteM packet for two purposes - one is to keep the secondary
route active and the other is to measure route stability of the maintained routes. To enable conturuous measurement of route stability of the primary path, we have used the same RouteM packet on
orimary path also. Once a RouteM packet is received by a destination through a route it sends a
RouteM packet back to the source immediately. During its Journey from destination to the source,
the RouteM packet will measure the route stability of the path. To enable a forwarding node to
know whether or not to update route stability values (in APS and APU fields) a special flag is in
cluded in the RouteM message. Finally, based on the received values of the route stabilities for
different routes (secondary routes and primary route) the source will decide whether to switch to a
new route or not. To safeguard unnecessary route oscillations (switching back and forth), the differ
ence in stability value between current primary path and a secondary path with higher route stability
should exceed a threshold (defined as As)to trigger the route switching. If source does not receive
a RouteM packet in response to its previously sent RouteM packet through a secondary path, the
source assumes the failure of the corresponding path and a route recovery is initiated (as discussed

in section 5.5.3). To handle temporary packet transmission errors, source declares a route failure
if it does not receive two consecutive RouteM packets for the same path. Any intermediate node
which receives a RouteM but can not forward it due to failure of the uplink, will generate a RERR
message for the route.

path. To maintain QoS assurance,the maintenance of the primary path as well as the secondary paths
are very important. Accordingly, we have two types of route maintenance - one is due to the QoS

5.5.3

Route Recovery by Source

violation on the active primary path and the other is continuous maintenance of alternate paths to

ensure that only valid paths are maintained. Both of these methods reduce QoS disruptions.
5.5.1

Maintenance due to QoS Violation

Finally, when the source gets a RERR message for a route, it will take action as follows. If the RERR
message is received through a secondary route,the source will remove the corresponding secondary
route entry from its routing table. Otherwise, if the RERR message is received through the primary

QoS violation due to end-to-end delay violation is detected by the destination by computing one

route, it will immediately switch the primary route to the highest stable secondary route available in
the routing table. In the case, where there is no valid secondary route available and a RERR message

way delay (Tj) experienced by the data packets from the sender's timestamp on the received data

is received through the primary route, the source will initiate a new route discovery process, if there
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corresponding path is a primary or a secondary path. As shown in Algorithm 5.1, source selects the
route with highest stability value as the primary and the others (if any) as the secondary.
Algorithm 5.6 PathSelection {PathSet, DisjointSet)

Input: FeasiblePaths(the sorted list of QoS-aware path computed at destination)
Output: DisjointSet(A set of node-disjoint QoS-aware paths)

1; BestSet:= {0}{* 0 represents the 1st element in PathSet *}
2; m := \PathSet]
3; WorkingSet:= PathSet
4; for(i = 0 to m — 1)do

5.5. ROUTE MAINTENANCE

packets and already stored clock offset of the destination with respect to the source. Therefor^
destination detects delay violation for a data packet, if Tj, > Dmax- Similar to RSQR (as
in section 4.5.9) a constant, n, is used to handle the case of a temporary delay violation. Ban wi
violation is detected by each of the node including the destination, by observing the absence o a a

packet in an active route for a particular time interval called bandwidth reservation timer(i )L1
which is defined as (fc * AT * 8/S^m), where k is the allowed packet loss and N is the maximum
packet length (in bytes) used at PHY level. Link failure detection

Hello packets. Any node which detects either a QoS violation or a I,nk failure

by sending a route error(RERR)packet. All intermediate nodes which forward the
release the resources reserved by them for the flow.

5:
6;

WorkingSet:= WorkingSet \{i}
DisjointSet := {«}

7:

TempSet:= WorkingSet

5.5.2 Maintenance of Alternate Paths

8;

for (fc = 1 to 2)do

To make the secondary route active, in our protocol, the source periodically sends some dummy
nackets forwarded through these routes. We have used a special dummy packet called cue oi
tenance IRcmteM). which is sent periodically to keep the secondary route(s) active. The pen

9:

for all(j € TempSet)do

10;

TempSet:= TempSet \{y}

11:

if0 is disjoint to DisjointSet)then

12:
13:

DisjointSet := Disjointset\j{j}
\f(\BestSet\ < \DisjointSet\)I[ien

14:

BestSet := DisjointSet

15:

end if

16:

break

17:

end if

18:

end for

19:

end for

20:

if(\DisjointSet] = 3)then

21:

22:

return

end if

23; end for

24: DisjointSet := BestSet

for sending route maintenance packet should be adjusted according to the active routing table en ry
imrft a route. We have used RouteM packet for two puiposes - one is to keep the secondaiy
o"re active and the other is to measure route stability of the maintained routes. To enable continu

ous measurement of route stability of the primary path, we have used the same RmiteM packet on
orimary path also. Once a RouteM packet is received by a destination through a route it sends a

RouteM packet back to the source immediately. During its journey from destination to the source,
the RouteM packet will measure the route stability of the path. To enable a forwarding node to
know whether or not to update route stability values (in APS and APU fields) a special flag is in
cluded in the RouteM message. Finally, based on the received values of the route stabilities for
different routes (secondary routes and primary route) the source will decide whether to switch to a
new route or not. To safeguard unnecessary route oscillations (switching back and forth), the differ
ence in stability value between current primary path and a secondary path with higher route stability
should exceed a threshold (defined as As)to trigger the route switching. If source does not receive
a RouteM packet in response to its previously sent RouteM packet through a secondary path, the

source assumes the failure of the corresponding path and a route recovery is initiated (as discussed
5.5

Route maintenance

After successful discovery of QoS routing paths, the source admits real-time traffic into the primary
path. To maintain QoS assurance, the maintenance of the primary path as well as the secondary paths
are very important. Accordingly, we have two types of route maintenance - one is due to the QoS
violation on the active primary path and the other is continuous maintenance of alternate paths to
ensure that only valid paths are maintained. Both of these methods reduce QoS disruptions.

in section 5.5.3). To handle temporary packet transmission errors, source declares a route failure
if it does not receive two consecutive RouteM packets for the same path. Any intermediate node
which receives a RouteM but can not forward it due to failure of the uplink, will generate a RERR
message for the route.
5.5.3

Route Recovery by Source

QoS violation due to end-to-end delay violation is detected by the destination by computing one

Finally, when the source gets a RERR message for a route, it will take action as follows. If the RERR
message is received through a secondary route,the source will remove the corresponding secondary
route entry from its routing table. Otherwise, if the RERR message is received through the primary
route, it will immediately switch the primary route to the highest stable secondary route available in
the routing table. In the case, where there is no valid secondary route available and a RERR message

way delay {Tj) experienced by the data packets frpm the sender's timestamp on the received data

is received through the primary route, the source will initiate a new route discovery process, if there

5.5.1

Maintenance due to QoS Violation
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5.5. ROUTE MAINTENANCE

remain more data packets to be sent for the flow.
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Figure 5.5: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route discovery (D computes 2 node-disjoint
paths and sends QRREP packets)

Figure 5.3: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route discovery(S initiates route discovery)
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Figure 5.4: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route discovery(D prepares a Route List Table)

Figure 5.6: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route discovery(S creates Routing Table entries
and set these entries as primary or secondary)

Algorithm 5.3. Arrows shown along with the links(in Figure 5.3)indicate the forwarding of the QR
REQ packet according to the rules as discussed earlier. The number of arrows on a link represents the
number of QRREQ packet forwarded over the link. The nodes use Route Request Forwarded Table

(RFT) and advertised hop count (which is stored in reverse route entry) for realizing the QRREQ
forwarding policy. The RFT entries created in nodes R and H during the route discovery process

5.5.4

An example showing route discovery and maintenance

Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.6 show the node-disjoint multipath route discovery process ofSMQR for an ar
bitrary network of 10 nodes. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we have not shown processing related
to admission control. Further, we have assumed that all QRREQ/QRREP packets pass admission
control due to bandwidth and delay. In the figures, the label shown below a link represents the cur
rent link stability value of that link. As shown in Figure 5.3, node S initiates a route discovery to find
a multipath QoS route to node D by broadcasting a QRREQ packet. Node S initializes the fields in
QRREQ packet in accordance with QoS requirement of the flow as discussed in section 5.4.5. Every

intermedjate node, after receiving a QRREQ packet, processes the QRREQ packet as explained in
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are shown in the Figure 5.3. We have assumed that destination D receives a total of five QRREQ

packets within its RRL. Destination D stores the relevant fields from the received QRREQ packets
in Route List Table(RLT)(in the descending order of route stability) as shown in Figure 5.4. Then it
executes the route selection algorithm shown in Algorithm 5.6 to compute the multipath. The shaded

entries in RLT at D(in Figure 5.5)correspond to the selected stable node-disjoint paths by the desti
nation. For the selected node-disjoint paths S-C-B-I-D and S-E F G H D,D sends QRREP packets
to S through the nodes I and H respectively (as shown in Figure 5.5. AQRREP packet generated by
the destination contains full path information along with stability value of the selected path. Nodes
/ and H forward the QRREP packets according to the method discussed in Algorithm 5.5. After
receiving the QRREP packets, node S determines S-C-B-I-D as primary (with higher route stability
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Figure 5.3: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route discovery(S initiates route discovery)
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An example showing route discovery and maintenance

Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.6 show the node-disjoint multipath route discovery process ofSMQR for an ar
bitrary network of 10 nodes. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we have not shown processing related
to admission control. Further, we have assumed that all QRREQ/QRREP packets pass admission
control due to bandwidth and delay. In the figures, the label shown below a link represents the cur
rent link stability value of that link. As shown in Figure 5.3, node S initiates a route discovery to find
a multipath QoS route to node D by broadcasting a QRREQ packet. Node S initializes the fields in
QRREQ packet in accordance with QoS requirement of the flow as discussed in section 5.4.5. Every

intermediate node, after receiving a QRREQ packet, processes the QRREQ packet as explained in

Figure 5.6; An example of Node-disjoint multipath route discovery(S creates Routing Table entries
and set these entries as primary or secondary)

Algorithm 5.3. Arrows shown along with the links(in Figure 5.3)indicate the forwarding of the QR
REQ packet according to the rules as discussed earlier. The number of arrows on a link represents the
number of QRREQ packet forwarded over the link. The nodes use Route Request Forwarded Table

(RFT) and advertised hop count (which is stored in reverse route entry) for realizing the QRREq
forwarding policy. The RFT entries created in nodes B and H during the route discovery process
are shown in the Figure 5.3. We have assumed that destination D receives a total of five QRRRQ

packets within its RRL. Destination D stores the relevant fields from the received QRREQ packets
in Route List Table(RLT)(in the descending order of route stability) as shown in Figure 5.4. Then it
executes the route selection algorithm shown in Algorithm 5.6 to compute the multipath. The shaded
entries in RLT at D(in Figure 5.5)correspond to the selected stable node-disjomt paths by the desti

nation. For the selected node-disjoint paths S-C-B-I-D and S-E-F-G-H-D,D sends QRREP packets
to S through the nodes I and H respectively (as shown in Figure 5.5. A QRREP packet generated by
the destination contains full path information along with stability value of the selected path. Nodes
I and H forward the QRREP packets according to the method discussed in Algorithm 5.5. After
receiving the QRREP packets, node 5 determines S-C-B-I-D as primary (with higher route stability
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packet S removes the corresponding Routing Table entry)
value, shown in solid lines) and S-E-F-G-H-D as the secondary route (shown in dashed lines) and
creates routing table entries as shown in Figure 5.6. After setting up the routes,5 starts transporting
data packets through the selected primary path. During the communication sessions, to keep the sec
ondary path active and to measure the route stability values of both the primary and the secondary
paths, S periodically sends the RouteM message over both the primary and secondary paths. On
receipt of a RouteM message through any one of the route,D sends a RouteM message back to the
source which will measure the stability of the route in its journey to S. In Figure 5.7, due to mobility
of the node I on the primary path, the stability values received by S through route maintenance are

and G detected by F. After receiving the RERR message which is generated and forwarded by F,S
removes the only routing table entry for node D (as shown in Figure 5.12) and initiates a new route

discovery to compute a new node-disjoint multipath between S and D.Finally,S discover a multipath

consisting of only one path and use it as the primary path for data transport as shown in Figure 5.13.

5.6 Simulation and Performance Evaluation

(APS=0.567, APU=0) and (APS=0.63, APU=0) respectively. This results in switching of the the
primary path from S-C-B-I-D to S-E-F-G-H-D as shown in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 to Figure 5.13
show the route maintenance due to route failure. A similar procedure applies for route maintenance

In this section, we have evaluated the QoS performance of SMQR protocol through extensive set
of simulations, under various mobility conditions. For comparison purpose, we have considered the

due to QoS violation, only difference is only destination generates the RERR messages due to QoS

node-disjoint version of the AOMDV [71] which is a widely accepted standard for multipath rout

violations. In Figure 5.9, a link failure between nodes I and D is detected by node I and hence
forwards a RERR message back to the source S. All nodes which forward the RERR packet release
resources reserved in the path. Finally,S receives the RERR message and removes the corresponding

ing in MANETs. We have taken AOMDV [71] for performance comparison with SMQR,because

route entry as shown in Figure 5.10. Because, there is one more active route for the destination D,S

QoS-aware multipath protocols found in [62,66] are based on CDMA/TDMA based MAC pro

does not start a new route discovery. Figure 5.11 shows route failure due to the link break between F'
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AOMDV [115] is the closest protocol to SMQR as compared with other multipath protocols (both
QoS-aware and without QoS)found in the literature.

tocols, and therefore they are excluded for performance comparison with SMQR.Multipath protocol
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Figure 5.9: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance (Link failure between I and
D in the secondary path is detected by I, so it forwards a RERR packet toward S)
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Figure 5-10: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance (After receiving a RERR
packet S removes the corresponding Routing Table entry)

value, shown in solid lines) and S-E-F-G-H-D as the secondary route (shown in dashed lines) and

creates routing table entries as shown in Figure 5.6. After setting up the routes, S starts transporting
data packets through the selected primary path. During the communication sessions, to keep the sec

ondary path active and to measure the route stability values of both the primary and the secondary
paths, S periodically sends the RouteM message over both the primary and secondary paths. On
receipt of a RouteM message through any one of the route, D sends a RouteM message back to the

and G detected by F. After receiving the RERR message which is generated and forwarded by F, S
removes the only routing table entry for node D (as shown in Figure 5.12) and initiates a new route

discovery to compute a new node-disjoint multipath between S and D. Finally, S discover a multipath
consisting of only one path and use it as the primary path for data transport as shown in Figure 5.13.

source which will measure the stability of the route in its journey to S. In Figure 5.7, due to mobility
of the node I on the primary path, the stability values received by S through route maintenance are
(APS=0.567, APU=0) and (APS=0.63, APU=0) respectively. This results in switching of the the

5.6 Simulation and Performance Evaluation

primary path from S-C-B-I-D to S-E-F-G-H-D as shown in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 to Figure 5.13
show the route maintenance due to route failure. A similar procedure applies for route maintenance

In this section, we have evaluated the QoS performance of SMQR protocol through extensive set

due to QoS violation, only difference is only destination generates the RERR messages due to QoS

violations. In Figure 5.9, a link failure between nodes I and D is detected by node / and hence
forwards a RERR message back to the source S. All nodes which forward the RERR packet release
resources reserved in the path. Finally, S receives the RERR message and removes the corresponding
route entry as shown in Figure 5.10. Because, there is one more active route for the destination D, s

does not start a new roiite discovery. Figure 5.11 shows route failure due to the link break between F*

of simulations, under various mobility conditions. For comparison purpose, we have considered the
node-disjoint version of the AOMDV [71] which is a widely accepted standard for multipath routins in MANETs. We have taken AOMDV [71] for performance comparison with SMQR, because
AOMDV [115] is the closest protocol to SMQR as compared with other multipath protocols (both
QoS-aware and without QoS) found in the literature.

QoS-aware multipath protocols found in [62, 66] are based on CDMA/TDMA based MAC pro
tocols, and therefore they are excluded for performance comparison with SMQR. Multipath protocol
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Figure 5.11. An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance (Link failure between F and
G in the primary path is detected by F, so it forwards a RERR packet toward S)

Figure 5.13: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance(A new route discoveiy is
initiated and a new path formed between S and D)

5.6.1 Performance Metrics and Simulation parameters
Following metrics have been used for performance analysis.

• Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR): This is the ratio of number of data packets received at the desti

nations and the number of data packets actually sent to the network. This measures the quality
of the discovered path.
Rotting Tible Its
Dm H
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• Normalized Control Overhead(NCO):This is the ratio of number of control packets sent to the
network hop-wise and the number of data packets delivered at the destinations. This measures

E9

the overhead induced by the protocol.

Figure 5.12: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance (After receiving a RERR
packet S removes the corresponding Routing Table entry, so no path between S and D exits)

• End-to-End Delay(E2ED): This gives the average time delay that a data packet has encoun
tered from the time it was sent by a source to the time it was delivered at the destination. This
measures the delay performance of the QoS flows.
• Maximum Jitter(MJ): This gives the maximum variations in delay among the delivered data

packets at the destinations.
• Dropped Packets(DP): This gives the total number of data packets dropped during communi

proposed in MP-DSR [56] considers only reliability of packet delivery as the application's QoS re
quirement without delay and throughput parameters. Therefore, it is not compatible with SMQR.
ADQR [40] is based on simultaneous use of the multiple disjoint paths to support application's
throughput requirement and hence is not compatible with SMQR. Similarly, proposals in [59, 109]
use DiffServ model for service differentiation and are therefore not compatible with SMQR. Pro

To evaluate the performance ofSMQR protocol and perform the comparative study with AOMDV [71]
under different mobility and network load conditions, an extensive simulation is performed using

posal in IMPR [110] considers throughput and link stability for computing multipath without men
tioning about the methods used for estimation of bandwidth and path stability of the computed paths.
Hence, IMPR specification is incomplete and we have not considered IMPR for performance com

NS-2[80]. For each type of scenario, we have run the simulation for 10 times (with random sce
narios with different seeds) to take average values in the measured performance metrics. We have
used two types of network loads to represent moderate load and high load situations. The connection

parison with SMQR. From the above analysis of existing QoS-aware multipath routing protocols,
we have found that none of the existing QoS-aware multipath routing protocols for MANETs are
compatible and complete to consider for performance comparison with SMQR. We,therefore, have
chosen AOMDV [71] which is one of the most widely accepted, practically implemented best-effort

pattern consists of 10 flows (for high load 15 flows) between randomly chosen source-destination
pairs among the 50 nodes. The QoS flow taken is CBR with packet size 512 bytes at rate of 10
packets per second. All the generated flows have same QoS requirements. The detailed simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 5.2. The parameters for stability model, the period for RouteM

on-demand multipath protocol used in MANETs for performance comparison.

and the threshold for route switching are heuristically selected through a set of simulation mns.
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Figure 5.13: An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance(A new route discovery is
initiated and a new path formed between S and D)

Figure 5.11. An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance(Link failure between F and
G in the primary path is detected by F,so it forwards a RERR packet toward S)

5.6.1 Performance Metrics and Simulation parameters
Following metrics have been used for performance analysis.
• Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR): This is the ratio of number of data packets received at the desti

nations and the number of data packets actually sent to the network. This measures the quality
of the discovered path.

• Normalized Control Overhead(NCO):This is the ratio of number ofcontrol packets sent to the
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the overhead induced by the protocol.

• End-to-End Delay (E2ED): This gives the average time delay that a data packet has encoun
tered from the time it was sent by a source to the time it was delivered at the destination. This
measures the delay performance of the QoS flows.

Figure 5.12. An example of Node-disjoint multipath route maintenance (After receiving a RERR
packet S removes the corresponding Routing Table entry, so no path between S and D exits)

• Maximum Jitter(MJ): This gives the maximum variations in delay among the delivered data

packets at the destinations.
proposed in MP-DSR [56] considers only reliability of packet delivery as the application's QoS re
quirement without delay and throughput parameters. Therefore, it is not compatible with SMQR.
ADQR [40] is based on simultaneous use of the multiple disjoint paths to support application's
throughput requirement and hence is not compatible with SMQR. Similarly, proposals in [59, 109]
use DilfServ model for service differentiation and are therefore not compatible with SMQR. Pro

posal in IMPR [110] considers throughput and link stability for computing multipath without men
tioning about the methods used for estimation of bandwidth and path stability ofthe computed paths.
Hence, IMPR specification is incomplete and we have not considered IMPR for performance com
parison with SMQR. From the above analysis of existing QoS-aware multipath routing protocols,
we have found that none of the existing QoS-aware multipath routing protocols for MLANETs are
compatible and complete to consider for performance comparison with SMQR. We,therefore, have
chosen AOMDV [71] which is one of the most widely accepted, practically implemented best-effort
on-demand multipath protocol used in MANETs for performance comparison.

r

• Dropped Packets(DP): This gives the total number of data packets dropped during communi
cation in the network.

To evaluate the performance ofSMQR protocol and perform the comparative study with AOMDV [71]

under different mobility and network load conditions, an extensive simulation is performed using
NS-2[80]. For each type of scenario, we have run the simulation for 10 times (with random sce
narios with different seeds) to take average values in the measured performance metrics. We have
used two types of network loads to represent moderate load and high load situations. The connection

pattern consists of 10 flows (for high load 15 flows) between randomly chosen source-destination
pairs among the 50 nodes. The QoS flow taken is CBR with packet size 512 bytes at rate of 10
packets per second. All the generated flows have same QoS requirements. The detailed simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 5.2. The parameters for stability model, the period for RouteM
and the threshold for route switching are heuristically selected through a set of simulation runs.
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5.6.2

Results Analysis

From Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, we can observe that the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of SMQR

improves significantly in comparison with AOMDV protocol. For 10 flows,PDR of SMQR is more
than 97% in all mobility cases whereas the PDR of AOMDV reduces up to 81%. Similarly, SMQR

shows better performance for 15 flows with minimum PDR at 94.8% at 20 m/s mobility speed where

as performance of AOMDV drastically changes to a minimum of 68% at the mobility speed of
20m/s. This is mainly due to (i) SMQR always selects the most stable QoS path out of the se

lected node-disjoint paths for data transport (ii) it performs admission control before admitting a
Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters

nParameter Name

Value

Simulation area

1000 X 500 flat-grid area

Number of nodes

50

Mobility Model
MAC layer

IEEE802.il DCF

AOMDV for 10 and 15 flows scenarios are more than 2 and 3 times respectively as compared to
SMQR. For QoS assurance, maintaining end-to-end delay of the data packets within the specified

2

maximum delay is very important. The average end-to-end delay of data packets include -(a)waiting

Two Ray Rayleigh Fading

time in buffer during route discovery due to a route failure or recovery from QoS violation,(b)wait

Random Waypoint

Channel Capacity (Mb/s)
Radio Propagation Model
Antenna Type
Transmission Range(m)
Carrier Sensing Range(m)
Maximum Node Speed (m/s)

Omni directional
200

200

0, 2,5, 10, 15,20

Pause time(s)

0

Traffic Type

flow in the network, thereby avoiding congested network paths and (iii) most of the cases primary
route is switched before it breaks or becomes unstable due to node movements. These give rise to
reduction of data packet loss during data communication session which are shown in Figure 5.16
and Figures.17 respectively. As can be seen from these figures, the amount of data packet loss in

CBR

ing time in nodes' interface queue and (c) delays at MAC layer during transmission/retransmission.
Selection of a QoS aware stable node-disjoint path together with the use of - stability based route

switching, admission control mechanism, and delay violation detection and recovery techniques in
SMQR significantly reduces and controls the end-to-end delay of the data packets. From Figure 5.20
and Figure 5.21, it can be observed that in all mobility scenarios of 10 and 15 flows, SMQR main
tains average end-to-end delay below 22 msec which is less than the required maximum delay of 100

Packet Size(B)

msec. In the case of AOMDV, delay is not bounded and it reaches up to 198 msec and 1 sec for 10

Simulation Time(s)

and 15 flows respectively. It is not possible to maintain the maximum delay bound for each and every
data packet in a random access MAC protocol based MANET. Though our protocol detects delay

Number of flows

10, 15

Traffic Rate (packets/s)

Minimum Throughput(kbps)
Maximum Delay (s)
Thri,Thr2

1.5 X RxThr,1.2 x RxThr
0.05 X RxThr,0.3 x RxThr

2

T (s), At(or RRL)(msec), n
No. of disjoint paths

Threshold for route switching. As
RouteM sending period (s)

violation, it is not instantaneous. So, there will be always some number of packets which violate

10

1.0, 100,3

I

<3

10% higher in route stability
1.0

the delay requirements. Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show the maximum delay jitter for both SMQR
and AOMDV in all simulation scenarios. For SMQR, maximum delay jitters are only between 1 to
1 5 seconds and 1 to 2 seconds in all the scenarios of 10 and 15 flows respectively. Significant delay

jitters of the order of 7 to 8 seconds and 12 to 19 seconds in the scenarios of 10 and 15 flows respec
tively can be observed in the case of AOMDV. In our protocol, network control overhead include
both control packets generated during route discovery/recovery and due to periodic maintenance of
alternate paths through RouteM messages. The amount of control overhead due to route discovery is
more compared to the amount of control overhead due to alternate route maintenance, the first one

using network wide flooding and the second one using unicast communication. Though the overhead
due to alternate route maintenance is not present in AOMDV, but due to its route selection proce
dure most of the selected routes fail after a short period of their discovery which lead to frequent
route recoveries to be initiated by the source. Due to selection of the highly stable paths and careful

selection of the alternate route maintenance period in SMQR,its network control overhead remain
lower in all mobility and traffic load scenarios which can be observed in'Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.
Further the increase on network control overhead with mobility is very marginal in SMQR, where
there is a sharp increase of NCO in case of AOMDV due to rapid increase of required number of
route recoveries. Finally, along with providing the QoS assurance to real-time applications, SMQR

iFkV'
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5.6.2

Results Analysis

From Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, we can observe that the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of SMQR

improves significantly in comparison with AOMDV protocol. For 10 flows,PDR of SMQR is more
than 97% in all mobility cases whereas the PDR of AOMDV reduces up to 81%. Similarly, SMQR

shows better performance for 15 flows with minimum PDR at 94.8% at 20 m/s mobility speed where

as performance of AOMDV drastically changes to a minimum of 68% at the mobility speed of
20m/s. This is mainly due to (i) SMQR always selects the most stable QoS path out of the se

lected node-disjoint paths for data transport (ii) it performs admission control before admitting a
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maximum delay is very important. The average end-to-end delay of data packets include -(a)waiting

Two Ray Rayleigh Fading

time in buffer during route discovery due to a route failure or recovery from QoS violation,(b)wait
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Channel Capacity (Mb/s)
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Omni directional
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0

Traffic Type

flow in the network, thereby avoiding congested network paths and (iii) most of the cases primary
route is switched before it breaks or becomes unstable due to node movements. These give rise to
reduction of data packet loss during data communication session which are shown in Figure 5.16
and Figures.17 respectively. As can be seen from these figures, the amount of data packet loss in

CBR

ing time in nodes' interface queue and (c) delays at MAC layer during transmission/retransmission.
Selection of a QoS aware stable node-disjoint path together with the use of - stability based route

switching, admission control mechanism, and delay violation detection and recovery techniques in
SMQR significantly reduces and controls the end-to-end delay of the data packets. From Figure 5.20
and Figure 5.21, it can be observed that in all mobility scenarios of 10 and 15 flows, SMQR main
tains average end-to-end delay below 22 msec which is less than the required maximum delay of 100

Packet Size(B)

msec. In the case of AOMDV, delay is not bounded and it reaches up to 198 msec and 1 sec for 10

Simulation Time(s)

and 15 flows respectively. It is not possible to maintain the maximum delay bound for each and every
data packet in a random access MAC protocol based MANET. Though our protocol detects delay
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Maximum Delay (s)
Thri,Thr2

1.5 X RxThr,1.2 x RxThr
0.05 X RxThr,0.3 x RxThr

2

T (s), At(or RRL)(msec), n
No. of disjoint paths

Threshold for route switching. As
RouteM sending period (s)

violation, it is not instantaneous. So, there will be always some number of packets which violate

10

1.0, 100,3

I

<3

10% higher in route stability
1.0

the delay requirements. Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show the maximum delay jitter for both SMQR
and AOMDV in all simulation scenarios. For SMQR, maximum delay jitters are only between 1 to
1 5 seconds and 1 to 2 seconds in all the scenarios of 10 and 15 flows respectively. Significant delay

jitters of the order of 7 to 8 seconds and 12 to 19 seconds in the scenarios of 10 and 15 flows respec
tively can be observed in the case of AOMDV. In our protocol, network control overhead include
both control packets generated during route discovery/recovery and due to periodic maintenance of
alternate paths through RouteM messages. The amount of control overhead due to route discovery is
more compared to the amount of control overhead due to alternate route maintenance, the first one

using network wide flooding and the second one using unicast communication. Though the overhead
due to alternate route maintenance is not present in AOMDV, but due to its route selection proce
dure most of the selected routes fail after a short period of their discovery which lead to frequent
route recoveries to be initiated by the source. Due to selection of the highly stable paths and careful

selection of the alternate route maintenance period in SMQR,its network control overhead remain
lower in all mobility and traffic load scenarios which can be observed in'Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.
Further the increase on network control overhead with mobility is very marginal in SMQR, where
there is a sharp increase of NCO in case of AOMDV due to rapid increase of required number of
route recoveries. Finally, along with providing the QoS assurance to real-time applications, SMQR
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improves the utilization of the network resources. This is done by - reducing amount of collisions
due to network overload, reducing number of dropped packets by efficient route selection and route
switching, and reducing unnecessary control overhead due to route failures. The average network
throughput obtained in SMQR are respectively 10% and 12% higher than AOMDV in the two load
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scenarios as shown in Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 respectively.
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From the above analysis, it is evident that SMQR performs significantly better to provide QoS as
surance in both high and low mobility scenarios for moderate load and high load conditions. SMQR
outperforms node-disjoint version of AOMDV in terms of end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio,

6.1

maximum jitter and network control overhead. Further, it is shown that the network resources are

Future mobile ad hoc networks are expected to be based on all-IP architecture and should be capable

utilized efficiently while providing QoS support with improved average throughput.

of carrying different real-time multimedia applications such as voice and video flows along with nor

Introduction

mal data flows. It is necessaiy for MANETs to have an efficient quality of service(QoS)framework
5.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a route stability based multipath QoS routing protocol for Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks which provides QoS assurance to applications in terms of maximum delay and
minimum throughput. Design of SMQR is mainly based on use of the following mechanisms which
ensures significant reduction in the number of route recoveries during QoS data trzmsmission. These
are :-

• a simple route stability model to compute the stability of the paths

• special route request forwarding policies to reduce path diminution problem

• node-disjointness and stability properties to improve the reliability of the discovered paths
• a route maintenance mechanism to maintain alternate paths as valid and

• a proactive path switching mechanism to select the highest stable path for transporting data.
Simulation results show better performance of SMQR in terms of average end-to-end delay, packet

delivery ratio, maximum delay jitter, especially in highly mobile scenarios without degrading net
work throughput. In SMQAR, detection of potential route failures and switching to an available
stable route before actual route break, saves route recovery time and reduces possibility of packet

to support the diverse applications.

In this chapter, we have proposed a cross-layer QoS framework for mobile ad hoc networks,
CLQM,to support a stronger notion of per class service guarantees in terms of delay and throughput
in MANETs. Our framework is based on a cross-layer mapping of QoS parameters across three
main protocol layers - Application, Network and MAC layers. MAC layer QoS metric indicates

the quality of the link in the network. MAC layer is responsible for scheduling and allocation of
the shared wireless channel, which eventually determine the link level QoS parameters namely the

available link bandwidth and MAC delay. These link level QoS parameters affects the decision at
the network layer for path selection to satisfy end-to-end QoS requirements. The network layer QoS
metric indicates the quality of the end-to-end path. The routing protocol at the network layer selects

proper links which can together satisfy QoS while relaying packets to the destination. Finally, the
application layer QoS metric represents the QoS requirements of the user application. User QoS
requirements are specified as - service class with pre-defined aggregated service guarantees in terms
of delay and throughput. The user QoS requirements are transformed to application layer QoS meUic
in terms of - delay, throughput and best-effort. These are aggregated QoS metrics at the application

layer. Throughput and delay values for different classes of service are based on their sensitivity
to these two parameters. The proposed framework try to maintain an aggregated level of service
to different QoS classes by mapping QoS classes to corresponding network layer and MAC layer
scheduling. Further, to maintain the per class service guarantees in dynamic environment, both

loss during active communication.

MAC layer and network layer are made adaptive.

After designing QoS techniques at MAC layer and Network layer, we have investigated" the
QoS provisioning in MANETs from a multilayer perspective with mapping of user specified QoS
parameters across different layers including application layer, network layer and MAC layer. In the

The proposed cross-layer QoS framework aims at(i) mapping of QbS requirements across dif
ferent layers starting from application layer to network layer and finally to link layer,(ii) developing

next chapter, we will discuss about the proposed cross-layer QoS framework.

vailing network conditions,(iii) developing a strategy to dynamically adapt the behaviour of the link

an admission control module in network layer based on application layer QoS metrics and the pre
143
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surance in both high and low mobility scenarios for moderate load and high load conditions. SMQR
outperforms node-disjoint version of AOMDV in terms of end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio,
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to support the diverse applications.

maximum jitter and network control overhead. Further, it is shown that the network resources are!

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a route stability based multjpath QoS routing protocol for Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks which provides QoS assurance to applications in terms of maximum delay and
minimum throughput. Design ofSMQR is mainly based on use of the following mechanisms which
ensures significant reduction in the number of route recoveries during QoS data transmission. These
are :-

• a simple route stability model to compute the stability of the paths

• special route request forwarding policies to reduce path diminution problem
• node-disjointness and stability properties to improve the reliability of the discovered paths
• a route maintenance mechanism to maintain alternate paths as valid and
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in MANETs. Our framework is based on a cross-layer mapping of QoS parameters across three
main protocol layers - Application, Network and MAC layers. MAC layer QoS metric indicates

the quality of the link in the network. MAC layer is responsible for scheduling and allocation of
the shared wireless channel, which eventually determine the link level QoS parameters namely the
available link bandwidth and MAC delay. These link level QoS parameters affects the decision at
the network layer for path selection to satisfy end-to-end QoS requirements. The network layer QoS
metric indicates the quality of the end-to-end path. The routing protocol at the network layer selects

proper links which can together satisfy QoS while relaying packets to the destination. Finally,^the

Llication layer QoS metric represents the QoS requirements of the user application. User QoS
reauirements are specified as - service class with pre-defined aggregated service guarantees in terms

delivery ratio, maximum delay jitter, especially in highly mobile scenarios without degrading net
work throughput. In SMQAR, detection of potential route failures and switching to an available
stable route before actual route break, saves route recovery time and reduces possibility of packet

of delay and throughput. The user QoS requirements are transformed to application layer QoS metric
in terms of - delay, throughput and best-effort. These are aggregated QoS metrics at the application
layer Throughput and delay values for different classes of service are based on their sensitivity
to these two parameters. The proposed framework try to maintain an aggregated level of service
to different QoS classes by mapping QoS classes to corresponding network layer and MAC layer
scheduling. Further, to maintain the per class service guarantees in dynamic environment, both

loss during active communication.

MAC layer and network layer are made adaptive.

After designing ppS techniques at MAC layer and Network layer, we have investigated" the
QoS provisioning in.MANETs from a multilayer perspective with mapping of user specified QoS
parameters across different layers including application layer, network layer and MAC layer. In the

The proposed cross-layer QoS framework aims at(i) mapping of QbS requirements across dif
ferent layers starting from application layer to network layer and finally to link layer,(ii) developing

next chapter, we will discuss about the proposed cross-layer QoS framework.

vailing network conditions,(iii) developing a strategy to dynamically adapt the behaviour of the link

• a proactive path switching mechanism to select the highest stable path for transporting data.
Simulation results show better performance of SMQR in terms of average end-to-end delay, packet

an admission control module in network layer based on application layer QoS metrics and the pre
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scalability problem that exists in IntServ due to maintenance of per flow
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layer, and (iv) detection of network overload situation and reduction of traffic load to ensure better

service quality for admitted flows. Overall aim of the framework is to select paths with sufficient
resource to provide QoS guarantee for high priority traffic, and dynamically adapt the behaviour of
MAC layer and network layer to,maintain the QoS assurance to admitted flows based on prevailing
network load and service quality achieved in the network for different QoS class. The proposed QoS

framework for real-time video streaming by using adaptation across all layers o epro^o s
proposed in [95]. It uses technique tojointly optimize error-resilient source co ing, pac s

ftamework provides per class service differentiation in an end-to-end basis.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we briefly discuss about the
related work. Section 6.3 describes the QoS mapping and computation of QoS parameters across

Lg stream-based routing, link capacity assignment and adaptive link layer technjes. Anoto
approach by Qu e.al.[881 proposed a cross-layer rate conhol based on prevadmg nework condruon
Zinterfe^L level, number of hops to destination, and packet loss tate Further, a cro^-layer

different layers. Our cross-layer QoS framework is discussed in section 6.4. In section 6.5, we
discuss implementation aspects of the proposed framework. Finally, section 6.6 gives conclusion.

6.2

joint source-channel coding is used in conjunction with rate control to prov.^ error-r^.hent vtdeo
delivery over ad hoc networks. It was found that optimizing across multtple layers become very

Related Work

complex problem due to possibility offorming adaptation loops [46].

Integrated Service(IntServ)[I I] model is not suitable for mobile ad hoc networks due to high over
head and scalability problem. Differentiated Service(DiffServ)[9,77]avoids the scalability problem

6.3 QoS Mapping

in IntServ, but it is difficult implement service level agreement and to predefine boundary and inte

1

rior routers in MANETs. Flexible QoS Model for MANETs(FQMM)[113] tries to combine the
advantages of both the per-flow service granularity in IntServ [II] and service differentiation in

i_*i

.1 Vi/%/-» networks lavcrs can not fiinction efficiently in

plication's QoS requirements,a mapping of QoS parameters onto the inwlve protoco ayers as to

le performed. The protocol layers adapt their behaviour according to the underlying network con

the PHB (Per Hop Behaviour) in the DS field of IP, if the PHB includes per-flow granularity. Ser
vice Differentiation in Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Networks(SWAN)[3] is a stateless network model

ditions and the user requirements to provide efficient QoS support in the networks. Our framework
mainly considers three layers of the protocol stack, namely - Application layer. Network layer and
Link layer for QoS mapping. Firstly, based on the user QoS requirements, we have classified user

which uses distributed control algorithms to deliver service differentiation in mobile wireless ad hoc
networks. Although SWAN is claimed to be stateless, intermediate nodes have to remember about

reservation mechanism. The idea is based upon the property of TORA to provide multiple routes
between a given source-destination pair. While INSIGNIA [52] does not take any help from the
network with regard to redirecting the flow along routes which are able to provide the required QoS
guarantees,INORA gives feedback to the routing protocol(TORA)on a per-hop basis to direct the

" 11 •

In wireless networks, especially
in ,mobile. ad 11
hoc networxs,
,
Tn nrdery to guarantee the fulfillment of apisolation to provide complex network services like QoS. in oraer g

DiffServ [9]. FQMM has the same scalability problem that exists in IntServ and it is difficult to code

the traffic flow to distinguish between new and old flows for regulating flows. SWAN does not con
sider best-effort traffic for calculating available bandwidth and source-based admission control using
probing packets is ineffective to cope up with dynamic environment in MANETs. INORA [28] is a
QoS support mechanism that makes use of the INSIGNIA [52] in-band signaling and TORA routing
protocol [83]for MANETs. INORA represents a QoS-signaling approach with a soft state resource

s

traffic into four QoS service classes - class I, class 11, class III and class IV. Where class I, class
II, class III and class IV corresponds to delay sensitive, delay and throughput sensitive, throughput
sensitive and best-effort service respectively. Here, we have assumed that the maximum delay con
straint for traffic of class I category is smaller as compared to maximum delay constraint for traffic
; *

in class II category. Similarly, the minimum throughput requirement for class II is larger than the
minimum throughput requirement in class III. The throughput requirement for class I category is

■

smaller and constant,therefore we do not explicitly specify its throughput requirement. Based on the

QoS class, application layer metrics are classified as - delay(maximum end-to-end delay), through

put(minimum throughput) and best-effort. Although, delay jitter is an important application layer

flow along the route that is able to satisfy the QoS requirements of the flow. INORA is better than

metric for most of the real-time applications, here we have not considered it, because ensuring delay

INSIGNIA in that it can search multiple paths with lesser QoS guarantees. Since data packets have

jitter through per-class based service provisioning is a very complex problem,especially in resource

to be transmitted as best-effort packets in case of admission control failure at the intermediate nodes,

constrained and highly dynamic networks like MANETs. Application layer metrics are mapped to

this model may not be able to provide QoS guarantees for real-time applications. Due to dependabil
ity on underlying network characteristics to provide QoS,a cross-layer approach to support QoS in
MANETs was first proposed in [78]. Their model considers three layers namely Application layer.

corresponding path metrics in network layer and finally Network layer metrics are mapped to rele

Network layer and MAC layer. QoS support for three different classes of application layer QoS
requirements are supported by corresponding throughput and delay characteristics of the network.
Their model lacks detailjnapping across the protocol layers and no adaptive techniques are used
for QoS in the MANETs. QPART [116] is a cross-layer framework for QoS support in MANETs.
Although it incorporates mechanisms for network layer and MAC layer adaptations, it has similar
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vant link layer metrics in the MAC layer. The network layer and MAC layer metrics are dependent

on the quality of the underlying network which is determined from the current network load and
network dynamics. Based on the quality of the underlying network in terms of network layer metric,
admission control is performed at every node during route discovery between source and destina
tion. It is very difficult to ensure QoS guarantee using admission control due to dynamic nature of
MANETs. Although some level of throughput guarantee,can be assured by admission control based
on measurement of available channel btindwidth, but similar approaches based on channel delay
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layer, and (iv) detection of network overload situation and reduction of traffic load to ensure better

service quality for admitted flows. Overall aim of the framework is to select paths with sufficient
resource to provide QoS guarantee for high priority traffic, and dynamically adapt the behaviour of
MAC layer and network layer to maintain the QoS assurance to admitted flows based on prevailing
network load and service quality achieved in the network for different QoS class. The proposed QoS
framework provides per class service differentiation in an end-to-end basis.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we briefly discuss about the
related work. Section 6.3 describes the QoS mapping and computation of QoS parameters across
different layers. Our cross-layer QoS framework is discussed in section 6.4. In section 6.5, we
discuss implementation aspects of the proposed framework. Finally, section 6.6 gives conclusion.
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QoS support mechanism that makes use of the INSIGNIA [52] in-band signaling and TORA routing
protocol [83] for MANETs. INORA represents a QoS-signaling approach with a soft state resource
reservation mechanism. The idea is based upon the property of TORA to provide multiple routes
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put(minimum throughput) and best-effort. Although, delay jitter is an important application layer

flow along the route that is able to satisfy the QoS requirements of the flow. INORA is better than

metric for most of the real-time applications, here we have not considered it, because ensuring delay
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constrained and highly dynamic networks like MANETs. Application layer metrics are mapped to
corresponding path metrics in network layer and finally Network layer metrics are mapped to rele
vant link layer metrics in the MAC layer. The network layer and MAC layer metrics are dependent

to be transmitted as best-effort packets in case of admission control failure at the intermediate nodes,

this model may not be able to provide QoS guarantees for real-time applications. Due to dependabil
ity on underlying network characteristics to provide QoS, a cross-layer approach to support QoS in
MANETs was first proposed in [78]. Their model considers three layers namely Application layer.

Network layer and MAC layer. QoS support for three different classes of application layer QoS

on the quality of the underlying network which is determined from the current network load and

network dynamics. Based on the quality of the underlying network in terms of network layer metric,

requirements are supported by corresponding throughput and delay characteristics of the network.

admission control is performed at every node dunng route discovery between source and destina

Their model lacks detail mapping across the protocol layers and no adaptive techniques are used

tion. It is very difficult to ensure QoS guarantee using admission control due to dynamic nature of

for QoS in the MANETs. QPART [116] is a cross-layer framework for QoS support in MANETs,
Although it incorporates mechanisms for network layer and MAC layer adaptations, it has similar

MANETs. Although some level of throughput guarantee,can be assured by admission control based
on measurement of available channel bandwidth, but similar approaches based on channel delay
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measurements to provide delay guarantees is less effective. This is because e e ay at wi e
experienced by a flow after the flow is admitted will be different from the
i, ^ ntieasure
from the network. Fiuther, node mobility and dynamic channel conditions m e e measurement
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QoS policing
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based admission control protocols to provide both delay and throughput guar^tees very difflcu t.
This may lead to wrong admission control decision at a node and hence affect e service quality o
already admitted flows. Therefore, in our QoS framework, both MAC layer an network layer are

Resource Resolver
'3
Momlonng

Admission Control

QoS Routing, Classiner,
Marker & Forwarding

designed to adapt their behaviour based on the dynamic network condition(w ic can be obtained
through continuous monitoring)and service quality requirements ofthe admitted traffic. The overall
QoS mapping at different layers are shown in Table 6.1. Following subsections discuss the QoS
metrics at different layers of the protocol stack.
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Table 6.1: Mapping of QoS Metrics across different protocol layers
QoS
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Application layer
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Applications
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Voice over IP(VOIP)
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Video conferencing.
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Packet Scheduler
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Link stability
MAC delay.
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II
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MAC & PHY
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Link stability

Class III

Multimedia Streaming, Throughput(Bmin)
Video On-demand

Buffer level.
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Path Bandwidth, Link Bandwidth,
Link stability
Buffer level.
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Figure 6.1: The proposed Cross layer QoS Framework for MANET
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MAC QoS metrics

The link layer QoS metrics that we have considered are MAC delay. Link bandwidth and Link stabil

ity which represents the quajiity and the capacity ofthe underlying link. These metrics have direct im

pact on the QoS supported by the network. These metrics are periodically measured to keep the link
QoS state up to date. In the proposed Cross-layer framework (as shown in Figure 6.1), the modules
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based admission control protocols to provide both delay and throughput guar^ es very difficult.
This may lead to wrong admission control decision at a node and hence affect t service quality o
already admitted flows. Therefore, in our QoS framework, both MAC layer and network layer are
designed to adapt their behaviour based on the dynamic network condition (which can be obtained
through continuous monitoring)and service quality requirements of the admitted traffic. The overall
QoS mapping at different layers are shown in Table 6.1. Following subsections discuss the QoS
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Table 6.1: Mapping of QoS Metrics across different protocol layers
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shows a static differentiation of service(as provided by IEEE 802.lie EDCA [22,69]). This type of
fixed assignment of CW ranges can not ensiue effective QoS in dynamic and changing network load
conditions. Therefore, a contention window adaptation mechanism is used to dynamically adjust
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receiver's ability to successfully decode a packet from its sender is not affected. So, if a sender
node can ensure that sufficient amount of bandwidth is available inside the area of radius iS"Ji9, then

initiating a data transmission will not result in congestion in the network. Based on this observation,
channel sensing threshold is adjusted according to a given RxR, RID, Transmission power and

contention window based on periodic measurement ofservice level achieved by the different class of
traffic. This adaptation works in situations where the total resource requirement ofthe admitted flows
is below the network capacity. Contention window adaptation in case of overloaded situation will

propagation model. Here, we have assumed that no capture capability in the hardware interface
of IEEE 802.11 PHY layer. Figure 6.2 shows the SID for two sender nodes with the help of an

result in convergence to smaller contention window sizes for all higher priority traffic, which may re
sult in higher number ofcollisions and hence throughput degradations. In the cross-layer framework,
we have used a module called CW Adaptor to dynamically adapt the CWmin,CWmax values for

example.

each of the different class of traffic. Further to keep delay and throughput for different QoS classes
under control, a maximum limit for
Tfiax is assigned per class based on their relative priorities
(as shown in Table 6.2).
Estimation of available bandwidth at a node

Available luik bandwidth at a node can only be determined by considering interference at neighbor

n

|./ '

ing nodes. Because, wireless channel is shared among nodes that may not be able to communicate
directly, nodes need to passively determine the network utilization(U)to compute available band
'Sm

width(Bavail),given the raw available bandwidth(B)in the network [87]. We can estimate Bavail

I

as shown below (Equation (6.1)).
Bavail =

—

B

Though there are a number of metrics available to measure network utilization, we have used channel
busy time due to the inherent problems in using other metrics as mentioned in [14]. We have defined

the channel busy time, Tbusy, as the tptal time within an interval, TtotaU that a node is sending
packets, receiving packets or sensing packet transmissions. We have chosen a suitable time interval

for Ttotai to measure the channel busy time, so that it is large enough to make an accurate estimate
and small enough to quickly adapt to changing network and traffic conditions. To further improve
the estimated value, we have used an equally weighted sliding window to continuously measure the
channel utilization. Therefore, using Tbusy and Ttotai, we can estimate U as
in CSMA/CA
based wireless networks, carrier sensing enables nodes to detect three states; transmitting, receiving
and busy. If a node detects a carrier signal, it senses the channel as busy, but it can decode the packet
if it is within the Reception Range(RxR)of the sender. By measuring the amount oftime the channel
is sensed busy(CS),sending(TX)or receiving(RX),a node can measure not only transmissions that
occur within its RxR,but also to a range decided by the carrier sensing value of the receiver.
In MANETs, available bandwidth in a node is affected by transmission of nodes beyond its

transmission range (e.g., hidden terminals). Therefore, to measure effective available bandwidth of
a node, the sensing range should be adjusted in such a way that a transmission by the node will

not interfere with any other potential sender in the neighborhood of that node. We have defined
the minimum distance between two senders such that their packet transmissions do not affect the
receivers in decoding their respective packets as the Sender Interference Distance {SID). From
[14], we know that for TFFfe 802.11 DCF,it is equal to 2*RxR+RID. Here,Receiver Interference
Distance, RID, is the minimum separation between a receiver and another sender, such that the
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Estimation of MAC delay

The measurement technique for MAC delay is very simple. A node computes the MAC delay(^ y
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the biasness against transient changes in delay for a particular class of service, an Ex^nennnKy

Weighted Moving Average(EWMA)estimator is used to measure the average of MAC delay(d„,
)for a service class as shown in Equation (6.2). Here S and t44 are measured MAC delay ana
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shows a static differentiation of service (as provided by IEEE 802.1 le EDCA [22, 69]). This type of
fixed assignment of CW ranges can not ensure effective QoS in dynamic and changing network load
conditions. Therefore, a contention window adaptation mechanism is used to dynamically adjust
contention window based on periodic measurement of service level achieved by the different class of
traffic. This adaptation works in situations where the total resource requirement of the admitted flows
is below the network capacity. Contention window adaptation in case of overloaded situation will

result in convergence to smaller contention window sizes for all higher priority traffic, which may re
sult in higher number of collisions and hence throughput degradations. In the cross-layer framework,
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receiver's ability to successfully decode a packet from its sender is not affected. So, if a sender
node can ensure that sufficient amount of bandwidth is available inside the area of radius 5"JD, then

initiating a data transmission will not result in congestion in the network. Based on this observation,
channel sensing threshold is adjusted according to a given RxR, RID, Transmission power and

propagation model. Here, we have assumed that no capture capability in the hardware interface
of IEEE 802.11 PHY layer. Figure 6.2 shows the SID for two sender nodes with the help of an
example.

we have used a module called CW Adaptor to dynamically adapt the CWmin,CWmax values for
each of the different class of traffic. Further to keep delay and throughput for different QoS classes

under control, a maximum limit for CWmax is assigned per class based on their relative priorities
(as shown in Table 6.2).

Estimation of available bandwidth at a node

Available link bandwidth at a node can only be determined by considering interference at neighbor
ing nodes. Because, wireless channel is shared among nodes that may not be able to communicate
directly, nodes need to passively determine the network utilization(U)to compute available band

!♦—RID-

width {Bavail),given the raw available bandwidth {B)in the network [87]. We can estimate Bavail
as shown below (Equation (6.1)).
_

Bavail = {1 — U) x B

(6.1)
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Though there are a number of metrics available to measure network utilization, we have used channel

busy time due to the inherent problems in using other metrics as mentioned in [14]. We have defined
the channel busy time, Tbuay, as the total time within an interval, Ttotai, that a node is sending

DATA

packets, receiving packets or sensing packet transmissions. We have chosen a suitable time interval

for Ttotai to measure the channel busy time, so that it is large enough to make an accurate estimate
and small enough to quickly adapt to changing network and traffic conditions. To further improve
the estimated value, we have used an equally weighted sliding window to continuously measure the

channel utilization. Therefore, using T^usy and Total, we can estimate U as ^3^. in CSMAVCA
based wireless networks, carrier sensing enables nodes to detect three states; transmitting, receiving
and busy. If a node detects a carrier signal, it senses the channel as busy, but it can decode the packet
if it is within the Reception Range(RxR)of the sender. By measuring the amount of time the channel
is sensed busy(CS),sending(TX)or receiving(RX),a node can measure not only transmissions that
occur within its RxR, but also to a range decided by the carrier sensing value of the receiver.

In MANETs, available bandwidth in a node is affected by transmission of nodes beyond its

transmission range (e.g., hidden terminals). Therefore, to measure effective available bandwidth of
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Estimation of MAC delay
The measurement technique for MAC delay is very

A node computes the MAC delay (d) by

subtracting the time (t.) that a packet is passed to the MA

a node, the sensing range should be adjusted in such a way that a transmission by the node will
not interfere with any other potential sender in the neighborhood of that node. We have defined
the minimum distance between two senders such that their packet transmissions do not affect the
receivers in decoding their respective packets as the Sender Interference Distance (SID). From

received from the receiver for the same packet (as <i=P"='=

[14], we know that for TERR 802.11 DCF,it is equal to 2+ RxR+RID. Here, Receiver Interference
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on QoS mapping, therefore it simply pass on the QoS metrics to the network layer for finding an endto-end path with desired quality. Therefore, the application layer QoS metrics are mapped to network
layer QoS metric of an end-to-end path. Network layer uses the the application layer QoS metrics
to perform admission control at each intermediate node of a path to ensure the QoS provisioning by
the selected path. Besides using application layer QoS metrics namely delay and throughput, routing

previously stored average MAC delay for a service class. 77 is a positive constant which determines

how much effect the previously stored average MAC delay have on the current average MAC delay.

^vg — iV 1) X d* + 77 X (fnvg

n

(6.2)

To measure the Imk stability (5) for link to each neighbor of a node, we have used the method

protocol uses path stability to select QoS path with longer life. Network layer metric Hop count is

discussed in section 4.4 of chapter 4.

used for finding paths for best-effort service to optimize the use of network resources.

6.3.2 Network layer QoS metrics

6.4 Cross-layer QoS Framework for MANETs (CLQM)
To implement the necessary cross-layer mapping for providing QoS support, we have proposed a

The QoS metrics of an end-to-end path is also called network layer QoS metrics which depends on
the QoS metrics oflinks on the computed path. Therefore, the network layer QoS metric is based on
the quality of the selected path. There are basically two controlling parameters which determine the

cross-layer framework as depicted in Figure 6.1.

In CLQM, application layer, after receiving a connection request (with a specified service) from
an user application, invokes transport layer service for initiation of a transport session which can
provide the user requested service. The transport layer simply pass the QoS metrics that it receives

QoS metric ofan end-to-end path. One is the routing protocol which decides what are the links on the

computed path and the other is the admission control which decides whether a given link (therefore
a given path) should be selected or not. In the path computation phase, the link layer metrics are
accommodated and propagated through the intermediate nodes of the generated paths. Additive,
concave and multiplicative functions are applied on QoS metric of individual links to represent the
network layer metrics corresponding to an already explored path. During the route exploration,
admission control is performed to avoid path which does not satisfy the QoS requirements. Suppose,
P is a path between source s and destination d. Therefore, the estimation of the network layer QoS

from the upper layer to network layer for finding a route with desired QoS. These QoS
the routing protocol to find an end-to-end path which can meet the needs o e ow. ccor mgly,
the routing protocol at the source node initiates a route discovery to search the best pa which can

satisfy the requested QoS. The route request packet of the routing protocol carry QoS re ated fields to
enable the intermediate nodes to perform admission control while forwarding route request packets.
Finally, the destination selects the best path according to the class of service requested by the source

metrics for P is computed from the link layer QoS metrics as follows.
Path Bandwidth,B

min{6|6 is the residual bandwidth of e € P}

Path Delay,D

where d is the MAC delay of e

and sends a reply back to the source. Once source obtains a path with desired network layer QoS,
the flow is admitted and data packets belonging to the flow can be sent using the selected path.
The service quality achieved in the network is finally determined by per-hop behaviour of differ

(6.3)

(6.4)

eeP

Path Stability,S =

n®'

;

where s is the link stability of e

(6.5)

eep

Hop Count,H =

El

•>

!

(6.6)

'■ -

eep

(6.7)

.

entiated service and the behaviour of the underlying MAC layer protocol. To achieve desired QoS
within a service class, the QoS metrics at application layer should finally be mapped to link layer
metrics at the MAC layer. In wireless media using random access MAC such as IEEE 802.11 DCF,
crvice quality achieved by an application at the MAC layer is totally determined by die channel ac

ross narameters, mainly the contention window size. Therefore, contention window size in all nodes
in the oath from source to destination should be properly set to meet the application s demand. Due
to variations in network load and topology, the mapping of QoS requirements to in ayer metric
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At network layer, admitted flows are classified into different service classes according to their QoS
class and hence network layer QoS metrics; whose packets are classified and treated differently at
routing layer. Classified packets are buffered in separate queues based on their QoS requirements.
Based on the required end-to-end QoS metrics in terms of throughput, delay, stability and hop count,
our route stability based QoS routing protocol, namely RSQR can be adapted to compute an end-to-
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for
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end QoS path for the requested user QoS service.

. u f ii^kvine main components as discussed below.

The proposed framework consists of the following mai

6.3.3 Application layer QoS metrics

6.4.1
6.4.1

Application layer QoS mictrics are specified in terms of maximum end-to-end delay (DmaxX

Admission controi is an important part in any QoS framework ospeciaiiy for dyrtarnic network iike

imum throughput(Bmih)and best-effort (without any QoS). These application layer QoS metrics

MANETs. Admission controi prevents the network from reac rng conges e s a e y rejectmg new

represent the class of service requested by the applications. In CLQM,transport layer does nothing
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previously stored average MAC delay for a service class. 77 is a positive constant which determines

how much effect the previously stored average MAC delay have on the current average MAC delay.
- 1) X

+ 77 X 4-1

(6.2)
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on QoS mapping,therefore it simply pass on the QoS metrics to the network layer for finding an endto-end path with desired quality. Therefore, the application layer QoS metrics are mapped to network
layer QoS metric of an end-to-end path. Network layer uses the the application layer QoS metrics
to perform admission control at each intermediate node of a path to ensure the QoS provisioning by
the selected path. Besides using application layer QoS metrics namely delay and throughput, routing

To measure the link stability (s) for link to each neighbor of a node, we have used the method

protocol uses path stability to select QoS path with longer life. Network layer metric Hop count is

discussed in section 4.4 of chapter 4.

used for finding paths for best-effort service to optimize the use of network resources.

6.3.2

6.4 Cross-layer QoS Framework for MANETs(CLQM)

Network layer QoS metrics

The QoS metrics of an end-to-end path is also called network layer QoS metrics which depends on
the QoS metrics of links on the computed path. Therefore, the network layer QoS metric is based on
the quality of the selected path. There are basically two controlling parameters which determine the
QoS metric of an end-to-end path. One is the routing protocol which decides what are the links on the

computed path and the other is the admission control which decides whether a given link (therefore
a given path) should be selected or not. In the path computation phase, the link layer metrics are
accommodated and propagated through the intermediate nodes of the generated paths. Additive,
concave and multiplicative functions are applied on QoS metric of individual links to represent the
network layer metrics corresponding to an already explored path. During the route exploration,
admission control is performed to avoid path which does not satisfy the QoS requirements. Suppose,
P is a path between source s and destination d. Therefore, the estimation of the network layer QoS
metrics for P is computed from the link layer QoS metrics as follows.
Path Bandwidth,B =
Path Delay,D =

min{6|{) is the residual bandwidth of e G P}

E d,

Path Stability,S =
—

cross-layer framework as depicted in Figure 6.1.

In CLQM,application layer, after receiving a connection request(with a specified service)from

an user application, invokes transport layer service for initiation of a transport session which can
provide the user requested service. The transport layer simply pass the QoS metrics that it receives
from the upper layer to network layer for finding a route with desired QoS. These QoS metrics help
the routing protocol to find an end-to-end path which can meet the needs of the flow. Accordingly,
the routing protocol at the source node initiates a route discovery to search the best path which can
satisfy the requested QoS.The route request packet ofthe routing protocol carry QoS related fields to
enable the intermediate nodes to perform admission control while forwarding route request packets.
Finally, the destination selects the best path according to the class of service requested by the source
and sends a reply back to the source. Once source obtains a path with desired network layer QoS,
the flow is admitted and data packets belonging to the flow can be sent using the selected path.
The service quality achieved in the network is finally determined by per-hop behaviour of differ

where d is the MAC delay of e

entiated service and the behaviour of the underlying MAC layer protocol. To achieve desired QoS
within a service class, the QoS metrics at application layer should finally be mapped to link layer

where s is the link stability of e

metrics at the MAC layer. In wireless media using random access MAC such as IEEE 802.11 DCF,

eeP

Hop Count,H

To implement the necessary cross-layer mapping for providing QoS support, we have proposed a

1

At network layer, admitted flows are classified into different service classes according to their QoS
class and hence network layer QoS metrics; whose packets are classified and treated differently at

service quality achieved by an application at the MAC layer is totally determined by the channel ac
cess parameters, mainly the contention window size. Therefore,contention window size in all nodes
in the path from source to destination should be properly set to meet the application's demand. Due
to variations in network load and topology, the mapping of QoS requirements to link layer metric
needs to be adaptive. The link layer adaptation does not work in network overload situations, which
may results in service quality degradation of existing flows. To maintain the QoS guarantees for the
admitted flows, the network layer performs the QoS monitoring by periodically measuring the ser1 -

j u .u
c 1
r.n the estimated load and the service quality achieved
n
j
by a class, the network1 layer
ofc a node .^^rT-ormc
performs tne
, the underly.
1
the con
contention window adaptation for

routing layer. Classified packets are buffered in separate queues based on their QoS requirements.
Based on the required end-to-end QoS metrics in terms of throughput, delay, stability and hop count,
our route stability based QoS routing protocol, namely RSQR can be adapted to compute an end-to-

vice level achieved by the QoS classes. Based on tne esinua

end QoS path for the requested user QoS service.

reroute some existing flows.

.

.•

.V,

„fPvnHcit Congestion Notification(ECN)to terminate or

ing MAC layer, or triggers the generation of Expiicu

.

^

,, ,

The proposed framework consists of the following mam components as dtscussed below.
6.3.3 Application layer QoS metrics
Application layer QoS metrics are specified in terms of maximuin end-to-end delay (DmaxX min
imum throughput (.Bmin) and best-effort (without any QoS). These application layer QoS metrics

represent the class of service requested by the applications. In CLQM,transport layer does nothing

6.4.1 Admission control
, . .
. 1 e aea jtr^t^ortunt nart in anv QoS framework, especially for dynamic network like
Admission control is an important part in ai j v

MANETs. Admission control prevents the network from reaching congested state by rejecting new
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minimum throughput in class II and class III, bandwidth admission control is very important in class

flows if sufficient resources are not available. Providing admission control in wireless ad hoc net
work is particularly challenging because of the shared and open nature of wireless communications.

I also. This is important to guarrmtee the delay assurance as well as the small constant throughput in

Admission control depends on precise estimates of bandwidth available in the network and the band

class I. Therefore, a bandwidth admission control is performed based on a specific constant amount

width required by a new flow. The available link bandwidth, Bavail,of a node can be estimated by

of throughput requirement for the class I flows. To control network overload condition, two thresh

passive monitoring of the channel as discussed in section 6.3.1. The estimated bandwidth includes
the overheads of lower layer protocols, which mean actual bandwidth available to user flow at the

olds for available bandwidths Bresv and Bm (Bresv > Bm)are maintained by each node. These
two thresholds for available bandwidth indirectly helps in detecting probable network overload situ

application layer will be somewhat lower than the estimated bandwidth. Actual channel capacity
requirement of a data flow depends on both the protocol overhead at lower layers and the intra-flow

ations. Because,the amount ofavailable bandwidth estimated by a node in MAC layer represents the
channel utilization, and if channel utilization goes beyond a level, there is an indication of nemork

contention at intermediate nodes of the selected route. The IEEE 802.11 DCF's overhead contribu

overload. When a node finds its available bandwidth to go below Bresv (reserved bandwidth)it will

tion(F)per data packet can be computed by the formula given in Equation (6.8)and Equation (6.9).
Where Equation (6.8) is for channel access method using RTS/CTS and Equation (6.9) is for basic

not admit any new best-effort flow, similarly, if the available bandwidth goes below Bm (minimum
reserved bandwidth), then no new flows (irrespective of its class) are admitted by the node. These
two threshold are to be decided based on empirical study. Similarly, admission control due to delay

access method.
F =

and signal strength are performed as discussed in RSQR.

(LpiFs + Lrts + Lots + Ldata + Lmh + Liph + Lack + 3 x Lsifs + L^o)
Ldata

_ i^DiFs + LpATA

Lmh + Ljpjj Lack + Lsifs + Lbo)
LpATA

(6.8)

'1

(6.9)

ri

In the above formula F represents the weight factor that must be applied to a flow's throughput
requirement, Bmin,to get the actual channel bandwidth requirement BchanneU that \s,Bchannel =
F X Bmin. In the above equations Lfts^ Lcts^ I^data and Lack represent the length of RTS,
CTS,DATA and ACK frames respectively. Similarly, LpjFSt Lsifs and Lf,o represent the number

of bytes that can be transmitted during DIPS, SIFS and Backoff intervals respectively. Lmh and
Liph represent length of MAC and IP headers respectively. In the situation, where admission control
mechanism will avoid overloaded situations in the network,the number of collisions will be very less
so backoff period can be taken as a fixed value with {CWminf2)* slottime.
Due to self-interference of flows [93], the required bandwidth of a flow varies for each link
of a route. A wireless transmission contends with transmissions in the nodes inside the carrier

sensing range (GSR) of the sender. Therefore, the bandwidth requirement at a node in the route
is determined by the contention count(CC)of the node. The computation of the contention count
require either transmission ofsome high power signals or exchange ofcontrol packets among carrier
sensing neighbors as discussed in CACP [117], these have drawbacks [94]. In [94], two methods
were discussed to compute the contention count without using an extra high power transmission,
but both the methods have the drawback of getting incorrect values for CC in some situations and
increase the control overhead in the network. Further, none of the methods [94, 117] can support
full admission control at the time of processing a RREQ message of a reactive routing protocol like
AODV.To enable the admission control at the time of processing a RREQ by a node, here we have
assumed that the earner sensing range is same as the transmission range. Keeping this in mind, we
can now calculate the per hop bandwidth requirements in a route knowing the minimum bandwidth
requirement for the admitted flow and available bandwidth covering SID of a. node.
We have defined a threshold called Channel Sensing Threshold(CHS Threshold) which is equal
to the signal strength required to detect carrier at a distance ofSID(SID is defined in section 6.3.1)
from a node. For bandwidth admission control, a simple algorithm as discussed in Chapter 4(Al
gorithm 4.1 in page 99) is applied. Besides, performing admission control for flows requesting
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6.4.2 QoS Routing
re-

We have proposed to modify the basic AODV protocol so that the route request(RREQ)and route
nlv(RREP)packets carry the network layer QoS metrics,both user requirements and accommo ated
values, to perform admission control at each intermediate node before forwarding Q pac ets.
Any RREQ packet that can not pass the admission control criterion is simply dropped. Finally, out
of the RREQ packets which reach the destination node and satisfy admission control criterion s^
considered to find the best path which optimizes the QoS parameters of our interest. The selection
procedure for finding the best QoS path is based on the service class requested by the applications.
For the best effort service, the path with maximum value for Stability or with minimum Hop count
is used. For other classes, the path with maximum value for stability should be used. Though
best-effort service has no specific QoS requirements, during route discovery admission control is

V

performed at each intermediate node to check if the current channel bandwidth observed in the node
• —Qfg than an admission threshold (Bresv) or not. In the case, channel bandwidfli is less than the

admission threshold the RREQ packet for best-effort flow is dropped. This is required to reduce the
possibilities of affecting existing real-time flows in the network.
6.4.3 Packet Classifier and Marker

After aadmitting& a flow, the network,layer
Alter
^, imark thetr,routing
the flowtable
are marked
with thewith
se^ice
corresponding
class requested
code
by ine
iiu After.that,
^any data.
r
,• .uoto the nacket
is placed in the queue u
based
hv
the flow.
packet
belonging
now ^
fon its
■
data pacxei
pi by egress router in DiffServ
in DSCP field of the IP Fpacket. After marking, the
fimctions
performed

service class. These functions are similar
. • „„
toj-.n
the lunctions
nacket forpc
forwarding will check the DSCP code
j

Model. Any intermediate node, receivmg a data pacxei loi
and store the packet using a class-based priority queue.
6.4.4 Packet Scheduler

Because in tt.e network tour different classes oftraffics are allowed,there should be sonte scheduling

® henre io ensure the service level guarantees for each ofthe different classes oftr^c. We have used

a class-based weighted fair queuing(CBWFQ)scheduling for serving packets belonging to different

r
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flows if sufficient resources are not available. Providing admission control in wireless ad hoc net
work is particularly challenging because of the shared and open nature of wireless communications.

minimum throughput in class II and class III, bandwidth admission control is very important in class
I also. This is important to guarantee the delay assurance as well as the small constant throughput in

Admission control depends on precise estimates of bandwidth available in the network and the band

class I. Therefore, a bandwidth admission control is performed based on a specific constant amount
of throughput requirement for the class I flows. To control network overload condition, two

width required by a new flow. The available link bandwidth, Bavail,of a node can be estimated by

contention at intermediate nodes of the selected route. The TFFR 802.11 DCF's overhead contribu

olds for available bandwidths Bresv and Bm (Bresv > Bm)are maintained by each node. These
two thresholds for available bandwidth indirectly helps in detecting probable network overload simations Because,the amount of available bandwidth estimated by a node in MAC layer represents the
channel utilization, and if channel utilization goes beyond a level, there is an indication of network
overload. When a node finds its available bandwidth to go below Bresv (reserved ban wi )i wi

tion(F)per data packet can be computed by the formula given in Equation(6.8)and Equation (6.9).
Where Equation (6.8)is for channel access method using RTS/CTS and Equation (6.9) is for basic

reserved bandwidth), then no new flows (irrespective of its class) are admitted by

passive monitoring of the channel as discussed in section 6.3.1. The estimated bandwidth includes
the overheads of lower layer protocols, which mean actual bandwidth available to user flow at the

application layer will be somewhat lower than the estimated bandwidth. Actual channel capacity
requirement of a data flow depends on both the protocol overhead at lower layers and the intra-flow

not admit any new best-effort flow, similarly, if the available bandwidth goes below Bm(mmmum
no e. ese

two threshold are to be decided based on empirical study. Similarly, admission control due to delay

access method.

and signal strength are performed as discussed in RSQR.

p ^ {Ldifs+ Lkts + Lots+Ldata + Lmh + Ljph + Lack + 3 x Lsifs + L^o)
Ldata
(6.8)

_ {LpiFs + LpATA + Lmh +
LpATA

+ Lack + Lsifs + f>bo)

(6.9)

In the above formula F represents the weight factor that must be applied to a flow's throughput
requirement, Bmin,to get the actual channel bandwidth requirement Bchannels that is,Bchannel =
F X Bmin. In the above equations LftSj Lcts^ Epata and Lack represent the length of RTS,
CTS,DATA and ACK frames respectively. Similarly, LpjFS,Lsifs and Lto represent the number

of bjdes that can be transmitted during DIES, SIFS and Backoff intervals respectively. Lmh and
Liph represent length of MAC and IP headers respectively. In the situation, where admission control
mechanism will avoid overloaded situations in the network,the number of collisions will be very less
so backoff period can be taken as a fixed value with {CWmin/2)* slottime.
Due to self-interference of flows [93], the required bandwidth of a flow varies for each liiik
of a route. A wireless transmission contends with transmissions in the nodes inside the carrier

sensing range (GSR) of the sender. Therefore, the bandwidth requirement at a node in the route
is determined by the contention count(CC)of the node. The computation of the contention count
require either transmission ofsome high power signals or exchange ofcontrol packets among carrier
sensing neighbors as discussed in CACP [117], these have drawbacks [94]. In [94], two methods
were discussed to compute the contention count without using an extra high power transmission,
but both the methods have the drawback of getting incorrect values for CC in some situations and
increase the control overhead in the network. Further, none of the methods [94, 117] can support

full admission control at the time of processing a RREQ message of a reactive routing protocol like
AODV.To enable the admission control at the time of processing a RREQ by a node, here we have
assumed that the carrier sensing range is same as the transmission range. Keeping this in mind, we
can now calculate the per hop bandwidth requirements in a route knowing the minimum bandwidth
requirement for the admitted flow and available bandwidth covering SID of a. node.
We have defined a threshold called Channel Sensing Threshold(CHS Threshold) which is equal

to the signal strength required to detect carrier at a distance ofSID(SID is defined in section 6.3.1)
from a node. For bandwidth admission control, a simple algorithm as discussed in Chapter 4(Al

gorithm 4.1 in page 99) is applied. Besides, performing admission control for flows requesting

!

6.4.2 QoS Routing

We have proposed to modify the basic AODV protocol so that the route request(RREQ)and route re
olv(RREP)packets carry the network layer QoS metrics,both user requirements an accommo a e
Values, to perform admission control at each intermediate node before forwarding RREQ packets.
Anv RREQ packet that can not pass the admission control criterion is simply dropped. Fm y, out
of the RREQ packets which reach the destination node and satisfy admission control critenon s are
considered to find the best path which optimizes the QoS parameters of our interest. The selection
procedure for finding the best QoS path is based on the service class requested by the applications.
For the best effort service, the path with maximum value for Stability or with minimum Hop count
is used. For other classes, the path with maximum value for stability should be used. Though
best-effort service has no specific QoS requirements, during route discovery admission control is
erformed at each intermediate node to check if the current channel bandwidth observed in the node

^ more than an admission threshold {Bresv)or not. In the case, channel bandwiddi is less than the
admission threshold the RREQ packet for best-effort flow is dropped. This is required to reduce the
possibilities of affecting existing real-time flows in the network.
6 4.3 Packet Classifier and Marker

'r admitting a flow, the network layer mark the routing table with the service class retpested

hv L flow After that, any data packet belonging to the flow are marked with corresponding code

in DSCP fleld of the IP
packet. After marking,
the data packet is placed in the queue based on its
g.
tVvP fimctions performed by egress router in DiffServ

.tervice
service class. These functions are similar
• • „ -toJnta
the luncuuua
nacket forhforwarding will check the DSCP code
^

Model. Any intermediate node, receivmg a data pacxei lui

e

and store the packet using a class-based priority queue.
6.4.4 Packet Scheduler

Because in the network four differentclasses oftraffics are allowed,there should be some scheduling

!cheme to ensure the service level guaranteesfor each ofthe different classes oftraffic. We have used
a class-based weighted fair queuing(CTWFQ)scheduling for serving packets belonging to different
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QoS classes as well as serving the network control packets. There are four queues maintained in
each of the node. Due to their urgency in delivery, network control packets are enqueued in the

Class -1(Delay sensitive service):

same queue along with Class-I trafhc. The classifier in the source node and the intermediate nodes

is generally CBR with very small peak rate with stringent delay requirement. We have assumed that

classify the packets that need to be forwarded based on their DSCP fields and put them in the relevant
queues. After packets are assigned to their respective queues, they receive differentiated service
based on priority of the queue, which corresponds to the weights set for each queue. By defining

a set of weights, a particular scheduling can be achieved. This gives service differentiation through
intra node scheduling. One scheduling scheme can be based on dividing the available bandwidth
among the different service classes in some proportion. Another scheduling scheme may be to serve
the highest priority class first and remaining bandwidth can be used in a number of ways. In the
framework,each node of a network must follows the same scheduling policy.

This class of traffic corresponds to Guaranteed Service(OS)of IntServ model. Traffic in this class

each node ensure a maximum delay of Djfor traffic in class I and try to maintain it by periodically

monitoring
in that class
andclass
adjusting
accordmgly.
based
on thetheperobserved
hop delaydelay
requirements
of the
I, giventheasCW
D/,range
and the
ci^nt In, is ca^,
measured in the node for Class I traffic(obtained from MAC layer), CWmin[I]is adjusted as shown

in Algorithm 6.1. In the algorithm,CWminP^^^lI]represents the value oiCWm%n

®^

applying CW adaptation, and CWmin[I] is the new value of CWmin o me

dynamic
adaptation of contention window due to the difference between expected —m dda^
P^,.a„aU.ec^™„.n.easu.eade,a.i,,fo,c.a...ToavoHtt«^«
in setting ofCWmin,a threshold value namely Contemwn

enable

in the algorithm. Here,ai is a small positive constant that should b
faster adaptation of CWmin[I]to prevailing network condition.
6.4.5 Contention Window Adaptor

The contention window parameters namely CWmin and CWmax provides inter node service
differentiation among different class of traffic. The different service classes are assigned a nonoverlapping ranges of contention window in default setting. This provides a proportional service
differentiation in terms of delay and throughput (assuming frame sizes are same for all classes of

traffic)[1]. This assured service differentiation will be lost due to priority inversion in higher load
conditions as we discussed in section 3.4 of Chapter 3. These default contention window ranges are
adjusted by the CW Adaptor based on dynamic network conditions and required service level of a
QoS class. To ensure that the admitted QoS flows can receive the desired level of service quality, if
enough network resources are available, a network load and QoS monitoring module is implemented
in network layer of each node. Network load is monitored by using the MAC layer information such
as available link bandwidth and MAC layer delay per class. Since, we have used per-class service
differentiation, all packets belonging to a service class are put in a common queue and only one
contention window range is kept for that class. Periodic updates of contention window range are
performed for all the classes depending on the current service quality and network load conditions.
To provide service differentiation across different classes of traffic, the non-overlapping contention
window ranges are maintained while performing contention window adaptation. Therefore, while
adjusting the CW range for lower priority class, an extra checking is performed such that the newly
computed CW range does not overlap with higher priority QoS class. Network layer maintain a table
called CWT(Contention Window Table), where one entry per QoS class is used to store the current
CWmin and CWmax values of the QoS class. These entries are periodically updated through
the CW adaptation runs in the network layer. MAC layer uses the corresponding entry in CWT,as a

cross-layer information, while sending data frame of a QoS class. For convenience, we have used the

notations CWmin[r\ and CWmax[l]to represent CWmin and CWmax values for QoS class I.
Similarly,
CWmax'^^'^^^*[I] and CWmin^'^[I] are used to represent CWmin
(default), CWmax (default) and CWmax(max)values for class I of Table 6.2. The Contention win
dow adaptation rules for different service classes are given below.
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Mgorlthn.6.1 tTocenute for Contention

1: CWmin[I]:=
x (1- ai x
^
represent current and previous values of CWmin for class I }
2; if(absiCWmin[I]- CWminP^''''[I]) < CWthreshi)fhen
3:

CWmin[I]:=CWminP^^''[I]

4;

return

5: end if

6; if(CWmin[J] < CWmin^^^[I])then

7-

CWmin[I]:= max{CWmin[I],CWmin'^^'''^^^[I\}
p.

CWminrn
CWminP^'^[I\

«ltrrU

9; CWmax[I]:=max{CWmax[I] x PF,CWmax ® " l-'Jj
10; else

1112:

13:
14:
15:

if {CWmin\I\ > CWmin prev[I]) then

CWrmn[I];= min{CWmin[Il CWmax"^[/]/2}
CWminrn
•- CWminP^''>[I\

maxtTn

CWmax[I] min{CWmax[I] x PF,CWmax [
end if

16: end if

Class - III(Throughput sensitive service):

piffServ model. Traffic in this

This class of traffic corresponds to Assured Forwarding
class has minimum throughput requirements but withou

guarantees. In this case,
. ^ threshold buffer level, Qiii,

based on difference between the current buffer

' ^ent), CWrmn[III] is adjusted

"as'sh^ to Algorithm 6.2. Here, we can detect

M Zfor a QoS-ess
class tadirccUy

through the corresponding class's queue occupancy, n ^

^^jy

which depends on value of Qni and should be selec e
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QoS classes as well as serving the network control packets. There are four queues maintained in
each of the node. Due to their urgency in delivery, network control packets are enqueued in the

Class - I(Delay sensitive service):

same queue along with Class-I traffic. The classifier in the source node and the intermediate nodes

is generally CBR with very small peak rate with stringent delay requirement. We have assumed that

This class of traffic corresponds to Guaranteed Service(OS)of IntServ model. Traffic m this class

classify the packets that need to be forwarded based on their DSCP fields and put them in the relevant
queues. After packets are assigned to their respective queues, they receive differentiated service
based on priority of the queue, which corresponds to the weights set for each queue. By defining
a set of weights, a particular scheduling can be achieved. This gives service differentiation through

each node ensure a maximum delay of Djfor traffic in class I and try to maintain it by permdically

monitoring the observed delay in that class and adjusting the CW range accordingly. In is ca^,
based on the per hop delay requirements of the class I, given as Dj,and the

j ^T

n.e.sured in the node for Class I traffic(obtained from MAC layer),CWmMI].s adjusted as shown

intra node scheduling. One scheduling scheme can be based on dividing the available bandwidth
among the different service classes in some proportion. Another scheduling scheme may be to serve

InAlgorithme.l. Inthealgorithm,CWmini-""[/]representsthevalueofCWmtnforclass e ore
applying CW adaptation, and CWminll] is the new value of CWmtn obtatne y app ying
dynamic adaptation of contention window due to the difference between expected maxinium delay,

the highest priority class first and remaining bandwidth can be used in a number of ways. In the
framework, each node of a network must follows the same scheduling policy.

TZL
current tneasured delay, D,for class I.To avoid the possibility ofunnecessary flucUtatton
^l;ttlngof«athresholdvaluenan.elyC—
in the algorithm. Here, ai is a small positive constant that should be

faster adaptation of CWmin[I]to prevailing network condition.
6.4.5

Algorithm 6.1 Procedure for Contention
Window(D-Di)\
Adjustment^f£lassJ
. prev\n
^
r* Tjprp. CWminll]and CWmin^ [/]

Contention Window Adaptor

CWmin[I];= CWmin'-"[I] x (1 - ai x
{» Here CWmmir J
represent current and previous values of CWmin for class I /

The contention window parameters namely CWmin and CWmax provides inter node service

2- if iabs{CWmin[I]- CVFmmP^^^[/]) < CWthreshi)then

differentiation among different class of traffic. The different service classes are assigned a non-

3:

overlapping rtmges of contention window in default setting. This provides a proportional service
differentiation in terms of delay and throughput (assuming frame sizes are same for all classes of

CWmin[I]:=CWminP^^''[I]
return

5; end if

traffic) [1]. This assured service differentiation will be lost due to priority inversion in higher load

6; if(CWmm[J] < CWminP^^'"[I]) then

conditions as we discussed in section 3.4 of Chapter 3. These default contention window ranges are

7-

CWmin[I]:= max{CWmin[lLCWmin'^^^°'^''^[I]}

adjusted by the CW Adaptor based on dynamic network conditions and required service level of a

CWmin[I]

rr

QoS class. To ensure that the admitted QoS flows can receive the desired level of service quality, if

cWminP'-^-"[7]

9. CWmaxlI]:= max{CWmax[I] x PF,CWmax ®

enough network resources are available, a network load and QoS monitoring module is implemented
in network layer of each node. Network load is monitored by using the MAC layer information such
as available link bandwidth and MAC layer delay per class. Since, we have used per-class service
differentiation, all packets belonging to a service class are put in a common queue and only one

L-'Jj

10; else

IP

17.

if {CWmin[I]> CWmin prev[I]) then

CWmin[I]
:= min{CWmin[I],CWmax'^°'^[I]/'^}
CWmin[I]
y^Tir

r-r •- cWrmnP^^^

contention window range is kept for that class. Periodic updates of contention window range are
performed for all the classes depending on the current service quality and network load conditions.

14-

To provide service differentiation across different classes of traffic, the non-overlapping contention

15;

window ranges are maintained while performing contention window adaptation. Therefore, while
adjusting the CW range for lower priority class, an extra checking is performed such that the newly

16. end if

computed CW range does not overlap with higher priority QoS class. Network layer maintain a table

CWmax[I]:= min{CWmax[I] x PF,CWmax
end if

Class - III(Throughput sensitive service):

called CWT (Contention Window Table), where one entry per QoS class is used to store the current

c/j:) of DiffServ model. Traffic
This class of traffic corresponds to Assured Forwarai g
guarantees. In this case,

CWmin and CWmax values of the QoS class. These entries are periodically updated through
the CW adaptation runs in the network layer. MAC layer uses the corresponding entry in CWT,as a
cross-layer information, while sending data frame of a QoS class. For convenience, we have used the

class has minimum throughput requirements but without s ri

^ ^^eshold buffer level, Qm,

based on difference between the current buffer
' nt), CWmin[III] is adjusted
for class III (determined according to RED [30] T",!atoTviXtion for a QoS class indirectly

notations CWmin[I] and CWmax[I] to represent CWmin and CWmax values for QoS class I.
Similarly,
CWmax'^^'^°''^^^[I] and CWmin^^'^lI] are used to represent CWmin
(default), CWmax (default) and CWmax(max) values for class I of Table 6.2. The Contention win
dow adaptation rules for different service classes are given below.

as shown in Algorithm 6.2. Here, we can detect thro g P

^ ^ ^

through the corresponding class's queue occupancy, in ^
which depends on value of Qui and should be selecte app
ii

^.^nstant
proper adaptation of
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Algorithm 6.3 Procedure for Contention Window Adjustment of Class II

CWmin[III] to prevailing network condition. CWthreshm is a threshold to avoid unnecessary
CW adaptation.

CWmin[II]:= min{CWminP^^''[II]x(1-oa x
CWmirF^^^lII]-02 x {Q-Qn)}
{* Here CWmin[II]and CWmi-nP^^'"[II] represent current and previous values of CWmin for

Algorithm 6.2 Procedure for Contention Window Adjustment of Class III

class II *}

1; CWmin[III\ := CWminP^^^lIII] - 03 x {Q - Qjjj) {♦ Here CWmin[III] and
CWrnin^^^[IIl]represent current and previous values of CWmin for class III *}

if(a6s(CWmm[//]- CWminP^^[II]) < CWthreshn)then
CWmin[II]:= CWminP'^^'lII]

2: ifiabs{CWmin[III\[///]) < CWthreshm)then
CWmin[III]:= CWmi-nr^[III\
3:
4:

return

CWmin[II]:= maa;{Ctymm[/7],CWmin'^^'''^^[II]}

end if

6:

if{CWmin\III\ <

then

r

G}Vfnin\TIT]

12:
13:

if (Ciymm[7/] >
[77]) then
CWmin{II\ := min{C7Wmm[77], Ciymox'"'^[77]/2}

CWmax\III\ \=max{CWmax[III\ x PF,CWmax^^f°''"^^\III\)

14:
15:

n T-. _

if{CWmin[III\ > CWmir^^[III\)then

CWmin\II\

•" CWminP^^^lII]

CWmax[II]:=min{CWmax[II] x PFjCWmax^^lII]}

CWmin[III\:= min{CWmin[III\,CWmax^[Iin/2\
DC.-

CWmin[IJ]

else

10: else

11:

pj? —

CWmax[II] ■. = max{CWmax[II] x PF,CWmax^^''''^^{II]}

CWrnin[III\ ;= max{CWmin\III\,

8:
9:

end if

if(CWmm[JJ] < CWminP^^^[II]) then

5:

7:

return

end if

CWminMin

end if

CWmax{III]:=min{CWmax[III\ x PF,CWmax^''''[III\}
end if

16: end if

Class - IV (Best-effort service):

17: if{NAV[I\ ^ Null) then
18:
19:

CWmin[III\ := max{CWmin[III\,CWmax[I\}
CWmox[JJ/] '.= max{CWmax[IlT\,CWmin[III\ x 2}

20:

end if

21:

if(ATAy[JJ]^ Null) then

22:

23:
24;

This class of traffic corresponds to Best-Effort (BE) service of IntServ and DiffServ models. Traffic
in this class has neither throughput nor delay guarantee requirements. Contention window adaptation

for this class of service is required to properly utilize the available resources in the network without

CWmin[III\ := moa;{CWmm[//J],CWmax[II\)
CWmax[III\ •.= max{CWmax[III],CWmin[III\ x 2}

degrading the service quality of other higher quality service class. In this class, based on differ
ence between the current available charmel bemdwidth, Bavaih ^d the channel overload threshold,

end if

Breavf CWminllV] is adjusted as shown in Algorithm 6.4. Here, 7 is a small positive constant

depends on how fast adaptation of CWmin[IV] to prevailing network condition should take place
and CWthreshjv is a threshold to avoid unnecessary CW adaptation. Because, the contention win
dow adjustment of class-IV traffic should not degrade the performance of ongoing higher priority
traffic, a checking is performed such that the CWmin value of Best-effort traffic will not be smaller
than the CWmax values of any of the existing high priority traffic in the neighborhood of the node
under consideration. To know whether a particular class of traffic exists or not, we have to maintain

Class - II(Delay and Throughput sensitive service):

a Network Allocation Vector (NAV) for each traffic class separately. These NAVs are represented as

This class of traffic corresponds to Controlled Load(CL)and Expedited Forwarding(EF)of IntServ
and DiffServ models respectively. Traffic in this class has both minimum throughput and maximum
delay requirements. In this class, based on difference between the current buffer occupancy, Q,and

NAV[I], NAV[II], NAV[III] and NAV[IV] respectively. Accordingly, CWrmn[IV] is finally
set after checking the NAV for each of the higher priority traffic class, such that best-effort traffic

and are chosen for service ^:lass II based on characteristics of this class. Similar to other classes,

can not affect the service quality of higher priority traffic. The detailed method for CWmin[IV]
adjustment is shown in Algorithm 6.4. To carry the service class information along with RTS. CTS
and DATA frames in MAC layer, we have utilized the frame eontrol field of the MAC header in IEEE
802.11 MAC frame format. We have used the reserved unused bit patterns in subtype sub fields of

CWthreshjI is a threshold to avoid urmecessary CW adaptation for class II.

control and DATA frames as shown in Table 6.3.

the threshold buffer level, Qjj(estimated using RED [30] like in class III) and based on per hop
delay requirements, D//,and current measured MAC delay, D,CWmin\II\ and CWmax[II\ are
adjusted as shown in Algorithm 6.3. Here aa and 02 are parameters specific to class II service,
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Algorithm 6.3 Procedure for Contention Window Adjustment of Class II

CWmin[III] to prevailing network condition. CWthreshni is a threshold to avoid unnecessary

CWmin[II]:= min{CWminP^^''[II] x(1-02 x ^^5^,CWminP^^''[II]-P2 x(Q-Qii)}

CW adaptation.

{* Here CWTnin[II] and CWmi'nP'^'"[II] represent current and previous values of CWmin for
class II *}

Algorithm 6.2 Procedure for Contention Window Adjustment of Class III

if(a6s(CWmm[7/] — CWminP^^^[II]) < CWthreshu)then
CWmin[II]:= CWminP^^^lII]

1: CWmin[III] := CWmi'nr^'"[III] - (3^ x {Q - Quj) {* Here CWmin[III] and
CWmin^^'"[III] represent current and previous values of CWmin for class III *}
2: iahs{CWmin[Iir\ — CW7ni'nI^^'"[III]) < CWthreshjii^Ihen
3; CWmin[III\:=CWmi'nJP^^''[III]
4;

return

end if

if(CVFmm[J/] < CWminP^^'"[II]) then
CWmin[II]:= max{CWmin[II],

return

5: end if

_

6: if{CWmin[III\ <
[///]) then
7: CWmin[III]:=max{CWmin[III],CWmin^^^°''^^Hlir\\
CWminUin

PF := CWminP^^'"[III]

CWmax[III]:=max{CWmax{III\ x PF,CWmax'^^f°''^^[III]']

I

i

I- r!
Si*

S iJ

else

if(CPFmm[///] > CWmi'nP^^'"{III]) then
CWmin[III]:= Tnin{CWmin[III],CWmax'^''^[III]/2}
„p .

CWmin\Iir\

CWTnax[III]:=min{CWmax[III\ x PF,CWmax'^''^[III]}

CWminlll]

•— CWmiriP'^''"[ll\

if

i

i

else

if(CVFmm[J/] > CWminP^^''[II]) then

CWmin[II]:= min{CWmin[II\,CVFmax'"'^^[//]/2}
„

inl l
p.

CWmax[II]-max{CWmax[II] x PF,CWmax'^f°-'^^^[II]}

CWmin\II]

CWmax\II]:= min{CWmax[II] x PF,CWmax'^°''^[IlW

-j

!i

I

end if

end if

end if
end if

if{NAV[I]^ Null) then
CWmin[III]:= max{CWmin[III\.,CWmax[I\}
CWmax[III]:=max{CWmax[III],CWmin[III\ x 2}
end if

Class - IV (Best-effort service):

This class of traffic corresponds to Best-Effort(BE)service of IntServ and DiffServ models. Traffic
in this class has neither throughput nor delay guarantee requirements. Contention window adaptation

if{NAV[II] Null) then
CWmin[III]:= max{CWmin[III]^ CWmax[II]}
CWmax[III]:=max{CWmax[III].,CWmin[III] x 2}

for this class of service is required to properly utilize the available resources in the network without

end if

Bresv CWmin[IV\ is adjusted as shown in Algorithm 6.4. Here, 7 is a small positive constant

degrading the service quality of other higher quality service class. In this class, based on differ
ence between the current available channel bandwidth, Bavaih and the channel overload threshold,

depends on how fast adaptation of CWmin[IV\ to prevailing network condition should take place
and CWthreshjv is a threshold to avoid unnecessary CW adaptation. Because, the contention win

Class - II(Delay and Throughput sensitive service):
This class of traffic corresponds to Controlled Load(CL)and Expedited Forwarding(BF)of IntServ
and DiffServ models respectively. Traffic in this class has both minimum throughput and maximum

delay requirements. In this class, based on difference between the current buffer occupancy, Q,and

dow adjustment of class-IV traffic should not degrade the performance of ongoing higher priority
traffic, a checking is performed such that the CWmin value of Best-effort traffic will not be smaller
than the CWmax values of any of the existing high priority traffic in the neighborhood of the node
under consideration. To know whether a particular class of traffic exists or not, we have to maintain
a Network Allocation Vector(NAV)for each traffic class separately. These NAVs are represented as
NAV\I] NAV[II], NAV[III] and NAV[IV]respectively. Accordingly, CWmin[IV] is finally
set after checking
of uthe higher
class, such
thatfor
best-effort
traffic
. the NAV for each
fur^rinritvpriority
traffic traffic
The detailed
mcthod
CfFmrnf/Vl

the threshold buffer level, Qu (estimated using RED [30] like in class III) and based on per hop

can not
noL cu
affect the service quality of higher
t ^orrx,
priority
the service
trainc. class information along with
■ ^ RTS, CTS^

delay requirements, Djj, and current measured MAC delay, D,CWTnin[II] and CWmaa:[//] are
adjusted as shown in Algorithm 6.3. Here a2 and P2 are parameters specific to class II service,

adiiistment is shown in Algorithm 6.4. To carry the service cia

,°

,

I'd mm frames in MAC layer, we have utilized the frame control field of the MAC header in IEEE

and are chosen for service -class II based on characteristics of this class. Similar to other classes,

802.11 MAC frame format. We have used the reserved unused bit patterns m subtype sub fields of

CWthreshii is a threshold to avoid unnecessary CW adaptation for class II.

control and DATA frames as shown in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Using reserved values of subtype in Frame Control Field in MAC Header of IEEE 802.11
to cany traffic class
Type Value Type Description Subtype Value Subtype Description I
bs b2

bj bs 65 64

6.5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Algorithm 6.4 Procedure for Contention Window Adjustment of Class IV

1; CWmin[IV]:= CWminP^^^ilV]*(1 - jiv * {Bavail - Bresv)){* Here CWmin[IV] and
CV/mivF''^^\IV\ represent current and previous values of CWmin for class IV *}
2: if{ahs{CWmin[IV]- CWmi'nP^^'"[IV\) < CWthreshiv)then
3;

CWminilV]:=

4;

return

01

Control

0000

RTS for Class 1

01

Control

000 1

RTS for Class 11

01

Control

00 1 0

RTS for Class 111

Control

00 1 1

6: if{NAV[I]

01

RTS for Class IV

7;

01

Control

0 100

CTS for Class 1

01

Control

0 10 1

CTS for Class 11

01

Control

0 110

CTS for Class 111

10:

01

Control

0 111

CTS for Class IV

11: end if

10

Data

1000

DATA for Class 1

12: if {NAV[III]

10

Data

100 1

DATA for Class 11

13:

10

Data

10 10

DATA for Class 111

14: end if

10

Data

10 10

DATA for Class IV

5: end if

Congestion Monitoring & Resource Resolver

Though admission control reduces the possibility of congestion or overload situation in the network,

to handle dynamic load condition due to mobility and time varying channel conditions, periodic mon
itoring. of the network is very important. In our framework, each node tries to set aside an amount

of bandwidth to handle QoS violations due to temporary load fluctuations. Each node passively

monitors the available bandwidth in MAC layer periodically, which is used by the network layer as
a cross-layer information. When the available bandwidth of a node goes below a threshold called
reservation threshold iBresv)^ alarm for a possible congestion situation is generated and rate con
trol of best-effort traffic is triggered. If the available bandwidth goes below another threshold called
minimum threshold, Bm,a priority-based marking of packets belonging to higher priority classes is
enabled to trigger potential congestion situation. Destination monitors the marked packets. Once
it receives a marked packet, it sends a congestion notification to the source. Source which receives

a congestion notification, waits for a random time to hear more congestion notifications. If during
this period more congestion notification packets about the same flow are received, the given flow is
terminated or rerouted. Therefore, during congestion control a victim flow is selected based on the

Null)then

CWm,in[IV]:= max{CWmin[IV],CWmax[I]}

8: end if

9: if {NAV[II] 7^ Null) then

6.5

6.4.6

[/V]

CWmin[IV]:= max{CWmin[IV],CWmax[II]}
Null) then

CWmin[IV]:= max{CWmin[IV],CWmax[III]}

Implementation issues

To implement the QoS mapping from application layer to network layer and finally from network
layer to link layer, following steps are taken. First of all, based on the QoS requirement of the ap
plication, traffic flows are categorized as Class 1, IF hi and IV. The application layer requests the
transport layer to provide QoS services by passing the required QoS parameters. TCP is used as a
transport layer service for class IV traffic, for all other classes UDP is invoked by the application

layer. Therefore, UDP packet format should include a field to indicate about the class of service
that is being served by the packet. Then transport layer requests network layer to compute routes
satisfying the QoS requirements to transport packets from source to destination, outmg protocol of
the network layer accordingly starts a route discovery process to find a Qo route or the requested
traffic. Once the admission control for the traffic is performed and the ow is a mitte ,the routing
tame
table emry
entry for the flow stores the per-hop
p
f maximum delay requirement
information.anThe
t epackets
minimum
of traffic
throughput
flows
of the admitted flow along with other typical routing table in

are classified at the network layer
IP header.
A clas
-based
j of the source with the help of DSCP mserving
packets
beloneine
weighted fair quetting(CBWFQ)scheduling at networkJ
in the network is
to different QoS classes as well as servmg the network c
congestion

are ciassiucu a

detected through RED queue management procedure
notification by setting CE bit in IP header.

gCN bits and reports the source
Source after receiving ICMP QoS

about the potential congestion through ICMP QoS lost

priority of the traffic class of the flow. Since, routing protocol in our framework does not perform
resource reservation, therefore, termination of existing flows do not require extra control overhead.
Bandwidth availability due to termination ofexisting flows can be detected and utilized without much
delay. Another congestion control method based on RED (Random Early Detection)[30] technique
is used in the network layer, vhich relies on continuous monitoring of the queue size and using

lost packet waits for a random time period to hear

dropped threshold for the different queues.

interaction between network layer and MAC layer, l ne
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period more QoS lost packets are received for ^

if during this time
is terminated/rerouted. MAC

^

side-functionality to include the

layer adaptation is done by modifying IEEE 802 11
setting up of initial contention window(CWrmn)ana
accessing the Contention Window Table maintaine

contention window(CWrnax)by
^ cross-layer
^

backoff procedure to
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Table 6.3: Using reserved values of subtype in Frame Control Field in MAC Header of IEEE 802.11
to carry traffic class
Type Value Type Description Subtype Value Subtype Description
br be be 64

&3

6.5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Algorithm 6.4 Procedure for Contention Window Adjustment of Class IV

1: CWmin[IV\ := CWmivr^''[IV]*(1 - iiv * {BavaU - Bresv)) Here CWmin[IV] and
CWmivF'^'"[IV] represent current and previous values of CWmin for class IV *}
2: if{abs{CWmin[IV]- CWminP^^''[IV]) < CWthreshiv)then
3:

CWmin[IV]:=CWminP''^''[IV]

4:

return

01

Control

0000

RTS for Class 1

01

Control

000 1

RTS for Class 11

01

Control

00 10

RTS for Class 111

6: if(iVAV[/]^ Null)then

01

Control

00 1 1

RTS for Class IV

7;

01

Control

0 100

CTS for Class 1

01

Control

0 10 1

CTS for Class 11

01

Control

0 110

CTS for Class 111

10:

01

Control

0 111

CTS for Class IV

11: end if

10

Data

1000

DATA for Class 1

12: if {NAV[III]

10

Data

100 1

DATA for Class 11

13:

10

Data

10 10

DATA for Class 111

14: end if

10

Data

10 10

DATA for Class IV

5: end if

8: end if

9: if {NAV[II] i- Null) then

6.5

6.4.6

Congestion Monitoring & Resource Resolver

CWmin[IV]:=max{CWmin[IV]jCWmax[I]}

CWmin[IV]:= max{CWmin[IV],CWmax[II]}
Null) then

CWminilV]:= max{CWmin[IV],CWmax[III]}

Implementation issues

To implement the QoS mapping from application layer to network layer and finally from network
layer to link layer, following steps are taken. First of all, based on the QoS requirement of the ap

plication, traffic flows are categorized as Class 1, 11, 111 and IV. The application layer requests the
Though admission control reduces the possibility of congestion or overload situation in the network,

to handle dynamic load condition due to mobility and time varying channel conditions, periodic mon
itoring. of the network is very important. In our framework, each node tries to set aside an amount

of bandwidth to handle QoS violations due to temporary load fluctuations. Each node passively
monitors the available bandwidth in MAC layer periodically, which is used by the network layer as
a cross-layer information. When the available bandwidth of a node goes below a threshold called
reservation threshold iBresv)^ alarm for a possible congestion situation is generated and rate con
trol of best-effort traffic is triggered. If the available bandwidth goes below another threshold called
minimum threshold, Bm,a priority-based marking of packets belonging to higher priority classes is

transport layer to provide QoS services by passing the required QoS parameters. TCP is used as a
transport layer service for class IV traffic, for all other classes UDP is invoked by the application

layer. Therefore, UDP packet format should include a field to indicate about the class of service
that is being served by the packet. Then transport layer requests network layer to compute routes
satisfying the QoS requirements to transport packets from source to destination. Routing protocol of
the network layer accordingly starts a route discovery process to find a QoS route for the requested
traffic. Once the admission control for the traffic is performed and the flow is admitted, the routing

table entry for the flow stores the per-hop maximum delay requirement and the minimum throughput
of the admitted flow along with other typical routing table information. The packets of traffic flows
are classified at the network layer of the source with the help of DSCP in IP header. A class-based

enabled to trigger potential congestion situation. Destination monitors the marked packets. Once

weighted fair queuing(CBWFQ)scheduling at network layer is used for serving packets belonging

it receives a marked packet, it sends a congestion notification to the source. Source which receives

to different QoS classes as well as serving the network control packets. Congestion in the network is
detected through RED queue management procedure and regulating flow with ECN based congestion
notification by setting CE bit in IP header. Destination monitors the ECN bits and reports the source

a congestion notification, waits for a random time to hear more congestion notifications. If during
this period more congestion notification packets about the same flow are received, the given flow is
terminated or rerouted. Therefore, during congestion control a victim flow is selected based on the

priority of the traffic class of the flow. Since, routing protocol in our framework does not perform
resource reservation, therefore, termination of existing flows do not require extra control overhead.
Bandwidth availability due to termination of existing flows can be detected and utilized without much
delay. Another congestion control method based on RED(Random Early Detection)[30] technique
is used in the network layer, vhich relies on continuous monitoring of the queue size and using
dropped threshold for the different queues.

about the potential congestion through ICMP QoS lost tnessage. Source after receiving ICMP QoS
lost packet waits for a random time period to hear more ICMP QoS lost packets. If during A.s time
period more QoS lost packets are received for a given flow, the flow is terminated/rerouted. MAC

layer adaptation is done by modifying IEEE 802.11 DCF sender side-functionality
^
setting up of initial contention window(CWmii.)and maximum contention window(CWmai)by
accessing the Contention Window Table maintained by the network layer. This leads to a cross-layer
interaction between network layer and MAC layer. The MAC layer starts the backoff procedure to
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content for the med'

sion,retransmis'
other neighboring nodes in CSR. If the transmission encounters collisuccessfullv Of e maximum
initiatedretry
withlimit
the doubling
ofcontention window till the packet is transmitted
is reached.

6.6 Conclusion

Chapter 7

this chapter wt* Vi

differentiation'
proposed a cross-layer QoS framework for supporting per-class service
QoS classes b
networks. According to our model, flows are grouped into four
diffewntiat; among the
delay
throughput
sensitivity
oinerentiation
QoSandclasses
is achieved
by of the underlying applications. The service
a class-based scheduler in the network layer

Conclusion and Future Direction

• assigning non-overlapping contention window ranges across different QoS classes
y mic adaptation ofcontention window ranges based on changing network loads and achieved

This dissertation makes five important contributions to the body ofknowledge on QoS support in mo
bile ad hoc networks. In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions made in this dissertation
and provide directions for future works.

QoS in per-class basis

The overall functionalities can be realized through cross-layer interaction and adaptation of two
7.1

protocol layers namely network layer and MAC layer.

Conclusion

Following conclusions are drawn from the contributions in this dissertation.
• In chapter 3, two dynamic priority based MAC schemes to provide enhanced level of service
differentiation in mobile ad hoc networks are proposed.

I!!

II

1

PQAMP is designed for supporting a minimum level ofservice to best-effort traffic while max
imizing network utilization. In PQAMP, priorities are assigned to nodes based on their roles
and type of traffic to handle, where each prionty uses a non-overlapping range of contention
window (in the same backoff stage) with lower range assigned to higher priority. By assigning

the highest priority to nodes with relay traffic,PQAMP reduces the end-to-end delay for real
time traffic at the same time improving network utilization. Both analytical and simulation
results show the effectiveness of the proposed models m supporting QoS for real-time traffic.

SPQAMP assigns priorities to nodes based on the type of data frame they have to transmit,
where each priority uses a non-overlapping contention \Anndow irrespective of their backoff
stage SPQAMP maintains the non-overlapping o ac off timer between real-time and besteffort traffic with the help of a backoff counter resetting mechanism for nodes with best-effort
traffic. This helps SPQAMP to provide a strict notion ofservice differentiation, where the QoS

support provided to real-time traffic is not affected by the amount of backgroundA,est-effort

traffic present in the network. Both analyfica an simu ation results show improvements and
the effectiveness of the proposed models in supporting QoS for real-time traffic.
• Route stability plays an important role in improving the performance ofQoS routing in MANETs.

In chapter 4, we have proposed a route stability based QoS aware routing for Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks to provide QoS assurance to applications in terms of maximum delay and minimum
throughput. We found that similar QoS aware routing available for MANETs lacks inclusion
of a proper stability model which is very important to ensure that discovered path remain valid
161
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content for the medium with other neighboring nodes in CSR. If the transmission encounters colli

sion,retransmission is initiated with the doubling of contention window till the packet is transmitted
successfully or the maximum retry limit is reached.

6.6

Conclusion

Chapter 7

In this chapter, we have proposed a cross-layer QoS framework for supporting per-class service
differentiation in mobile ad hoc networks. According to our model, flows are grouped into four
QoS classes based on delay and throughput sensitivity of the underlying applications. The service

Conclusion and Future Direction

differentiation among the QoS classes is achieved by
• a class-based scheduler in the network layer

• assigning non-overlapping contention window ranges across different QoS classes

This dissertation makes five important contributions to the body ofknowledge on QoS support in mo

• dynamic adaptation ofcontention window ranges based on changing network loads and achieved

bile ad hoc networks. In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions made in this dissertation
and provide directions for future works.

QoS in per-class basis

The overall functionalities can be realized through cross-layer interaction and adaptation of two

7.1

protocol layers namely network layer and MAC layer.

1

Conclusion

Following conclusions are drawn from the contributions in this dissertation.
• In chapter 3, two dynamic priority based MAC schemes to provide enhanced level of service
differentiation in mobile ad hoc networks are proposed.
PQAMP is designed for supporting a minimum level of service to best-effort traffic while max
imizing network utilization. In PQAMP,priorities are assigned to nodes based on their roles
and type of traffic to handle, where each priority uses a non-overlapping range of contention

window (in the same backoff stage) with lower range assigned to higher priority. By assigning
the highest priority to nodes with relay traffic,PQAMP reduces the end-to-end delay for real
time traffic at the same time improving network utilization. Both analytical and simulation
results show the effectiveness of the proposed models in supporting QoS for real-time traffic.

SPQAMP assigns priorities to nodes based on the type of data fiiame they have to transmit,
where each priority uses a non-overlapping contention window irrespective of their backoff

stage. SPQAMP maintains the non-overlapping of backoff timer between real-time and besteffort traffic with the help of a backoff counter resetting mechanism for nodes with best-effort

traffic. This helps SPQAMP to provide a strict notion of service differentiation, where the QoS

support provided to real-time traffic is not affected by the amount of background/best-effort
traffic present in the network. Both analytical and simulation results show improvements and
the effectiveness of the proposed models in supporting QoS for real-time traffic.

• Route stability plays an important role in improving the performance ofQoS routing in MANETs.

In chapter 4, we have proposed a route stability based QoS aware routing for Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks to provide QoS assurance to applications in terms of maximum delay and minimum
throughput. We found that similar QoS aware routing available for MANETs lacks inclusion
of a proper stability model which is very important to ensure that discovered path remain valid
161
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
7.2. FUTURE DIRECTION

for a longer period of time. We have shown that use of a simple route stability model(RSM)
in the proposed routing significantly reduces the number of route recoveries required during
QoS data transmission. This results in significant performance improvements in terms of con
trol overhead, average end-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio especially in highly mobile
scenarios with marginal decrease in traffic admission ratio.

In chapter 5,we have proposed a route stability based multipath QoS routing(SMQR)protocol
for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. SMQR uses a number of special route request forwarding rules
to compute a maximum of three node-disjoint QoS routes which reduces path diminution
problems without imposing excessive control overheads. Like RSQR,SMQR is also designed
to support throughput and delay sensitive real-time applications in MANETs. Reliability of

the multiple QoS-aware routes is improved through node-disjointness and stability properties
of the discovered routes. Further, SMQR incorporates an effective QoS violations detection
and a proactive route maintenance mechanism. These help the protocol to significantly reduce
the QoS disruption due to frequent route recovery and hence improve the QoS support for
real-time traffic.

► A croSs-layer QoS framework for mapping application's QoS requirements across three layers
of the protocol stack to support a stronger notion of per-class service guarantees in mobile ad

hoc networks is proposed in chapter 6. In the network layer, QoS mapping is realized through
a class based queuing and scheduling discipline. QoS mapping at MAC layer is achieved
through assignment of non-overlapping contention windows to different service classes. Fur

ther, to maintain the QoS mapping despite the network dynamics, both MAC layer and network
layer are made adaptive. MAC layer adaptation takes place in the form of dynamic contention
window adaptation based on network condition and user QoS requirement. Similarly, network
layer adaptation takes place in the form of reroute or termination of existing flows.
7.2

Future Direction

In the following, we outline some of the possible directions of future research works in this field of
research.

• Some form of hybridization of both PQAMP and SPQAMP in the form of - inclusion of strict
priority scheme in PQAMP or treating nodes to relay frames with higher priority in SPQAMP
may give some interesting results. Further, development of an analytical model, based on
queuing theory, which aims at studying throughput share among the priority classes as well as

the average delay per priority class is also kept under future work.
• Extension of RSQR to detect potential link breaks or QoS violations before actual link breaks
or QoS violation takes place. It will help to develop a proactive route maintenance scheme
for RSQR to save route recovery time and reduce possibility of packet loss during active
communication.

• Extending SMQR to use the node-disjoint paths in parallel to further improve the QoS perfor
mance and network utilization. It needs development of an effective packet scheduling scheme
to perform load balancing and at the same time reducing packet reordering problem.
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Analysis and validation of the proposed cross-layer framework for service differentiation in
MANETs.

Extending the QoS protocols developed in this dissertation with energy-efficiency as an addi

tional QoS parameter to improve network lifetime. The QoS protocols which we have devel

oped in this dissertation have not considered optimization of eneigy consumption. Since most
of the nodes in MANETs are driven by a limited battery source, eneigy consumption is tighdy

integrated with network lifetime and hence the QoS provisioning abilities of the mobile nodes.
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